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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 10.30 am, and read prayers.

PETIT ION - INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACT AMENDMENTS
Musicians, Protection From Unfair Contracts

HON TOMI HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [10.32 am]: I present the following petition
from 6 866 persons -

To: The H-onourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
The Petitioners support the reforms sought by The Musicians' Union of Australia to
the Industrial Relations Act 1979. Your petitioners most humbly pray that the
Legislative Council in Parliament assembled, should -
(i) Support the passage of amendments to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 so as

to protect Western Australian musicians from unfair contracting in the music
industry.

(ii) Support the passage of amendments to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 so as
to allow Western Australian musicians to enforce their contracts in the
Industrial Relations Commission.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 664.1

MOTION - OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION REPORT
To be Published by the President

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [10.34 am]: 1
move -

That upon receipt of a report submitted to the President by the Official Corruption
Commission where the House stands adjourned whether to a date to be fixed by the
President or to a date certain, the President shall publish that report which is deemed
to have been tabled and ordered to be printed without further -authority being required
than that contained in this resolution.

Mr President, there is little that I need say about this motion. It reflects the implied request
in a letter addressed to Mr President and Mr Speaker, which Mr President read to this House
yesterday. While I qualify my statement by saying that the words of the motion were not
contained in the letter, the general tenor of the letter was an indication from the Official
Corruption Commission that a report may be handed to the President at some stage and, as
the Parliament is likely to stand adjourned for some time pending the next election and under
the Official Corruption Act it would not be possible to have that report tabled in the House if
the House were not sitting. This motion would enable Mr President to receive that report and
have it published in the normal manner. Under the circumstances I believe the motion
deseres the support of the House.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [ 10.36 aml:
Mr President, I move -

That debate be adjourned until a later stage of this day's sitting.
In moving that motion, I am happy to undertake to cooperate in ensuring that the debate is
brought on no later than 3.00 pm today. The reason, however, for proposing that any debate,
which I would not anticipate to be extended, to be held over till this afternoon, is that it is
important that both the resolution and -
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Point of Order
Hon B3ARRY HOUSE: Mr President, I draw the attention of the House to the fact that
Hansard reporters are not present.

The PRESIDENT: The member may do that. The proceedings are being tape recorded until
such time as the H-ansard reporters are able to remuscer after sitting until four o'clock this
morning, as you are aware.

I assumed the member was about to take another point of order altogether; that is, to suggest
that I was allowing the Leader of the House to comment on a non-debatable motion. I
allowed him to proceed because I believed he was going to give us some information that
might have been of some value to us. However, the Leader of the House had taken too long
anyway and I was about to stop him.

Question put and passed.

[Continued on p 7996.]

MOTION - ABORIGINAL LEGAL SERVICE, LEGAL ACTION AGAINST
STATE

Orders Have Force and Effect and Documents be Produced
HON E.J. CHARITON (Agricultural) [ 10.38 am]: Mr President, I move -

That contingent upon the judgments of the Full Court of the Supreme Court in
Aboriginal Legal Service v the State of Western Australia and Mr Marquec, and
Aboriginal Legal Service v State of Western Australia, upholding the validity of
orders made by this House on 2 June 1992 and 15 September 1992 requiring the ALS
through its officers to attend and produce certain documents relating to the ALS,
those orders have force and effect and the documents be produced within two days of
delivery of those judgments.

As those who have been following the situation realise, this House on two occasions
confirmed its decision that those documents should be made available for scrutiny. Having
made that decision, I believe this Parliament has been held in contempt. This Parliament has
taken the responsible position, which it need not have taken, of giving time for the Full Court
to adjudicate on the action taken by the ALS. I understand the Full Court handed down its
decision on Monday, 30 November, and we look forward to that judgment being made
known. At this stage we do not know what the judgment is. However, if it requires the
decision of this Parliament to stand and endorses the fact that the ALS does not have a case,
the ALS will be required within two days of the judgment to make the documents available.

This situation has gone on for a long time not only for me and members in this place but also
for those many Aboriginal people who are directly involved with the ALS in this State.
These people have demanded that I pursue this matter and have also taken their own action to
try to ascertain what is happening within the ALS. In only the last couple of weeks they
have demanded that a full meeting of the ALS be called by all members to answer certain
questions and to produce documentation for the benefit of the members of the ALS. They
have been denied that opportunity. When the ALS decided to go to court, it was successful
in getting $25 000 from the Federal Government, through the Australian Tonres Strait
Islander Commission, to assist it in taking this legal action.

It is an unbelievable situation in the scenario of accountability that an organisation under the
Western Australian corporate affairs Act has decided to seek Federal Government assistance
to take action in the High Court rather than comply with a decision of this House. At a time
when discussions on accountability are taking place, the very first organisation to have the
opportunity to provide to the Clerk of the House - not to the public - its records and a
complete assessment of its operations over the last three years, decided not to go down that
path. Unfortunately the Government has supported the Aboriginal Legal Service inasmuch
as it did not support the original motion.

A decision has been made requiring members of Parliament to make known all their financial
business and to lodge a return in the Parliament, yet this organisation, which is funded by the
taxpayers and registered in this State under the Western Australian corporate affairs Act,
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decided not to go down the same path. The court hearing has been completed and we are
waiting for the court's decision to be made public. I do not want to see a situation develop
where we conclude this session of Parliament today and then at some subsequent time we
find that in spite of the decision of the court the ALS decides to sit on its hands as it has done
for the last few months and thumb its nose at the decision of this House. This issue will not
go away. In fact, only this week I have been advised that legal action has been taken by
personnel within the ALS over the misuse of funds in one of its regional offices. That action
has been taken as a consequence of the people in that area being unable to convince the
management of the ALS that action should have been taken to ensure accountability.
I seek the support of the House to advise the ALS that when the court's decision is handed
down the ALS has 48 hours in which to make available to the Parliament the records
requested by it.

Amendment to Motion

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [10.44 am]: I move -

To delete "two" in the last line of the motion and substitute 'seven".
The House will be aware of the Government's strong objection to the original motion moved
by Mr Charlton. Our position in that respect has not changed, but that is really not the point
of the current exercise. The House has made its determination and all that is being looked to
here is what further administrative measures might be required if the judgment of the
Supreme Court supports the powers which the House purports to exercise. That being the
case I believe there is a question of looking at the position in a practical way and considering
whethqr we should regard the ALS as having had sufficient time already to collate the
material for presentation to the House. Nonetheless, the ALS has been entitled to rely on its
claim to the court and to await its outcome before considering its position further.
Given the very extensive information which was required by the terms of Hon Eric
Charlton's original motion, I believe it is unrealistic to look to compliance within a time as
brief as two days. Frankly, it is not clear to me that even seven days would be adequate, but
in all the circumstances that is the very least that we should allow. Having confirmed the
basic approach by the Government to the original motion and having also put it to the House
that there is a need to allow a period for enforcement which would meet reasonable practical
considerations, I ask the House to support this small amendment as presented.
HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [10.47 am]: I am disappointed that the Leader of
the House has sought this amendment. Everyone is aware of the great length of time - since
June, in fact - that the ALS has known of the decision of this House. The ALS already
should have the documents prepared. The fact that it has decided to go to the Supreme Court
should have no bearing on whether it is capable of complying with the order of the House if
that action is not successful. Therefore, the ALS should be able to proceed immediately the
decision is handed down. It is not a matter of being unfair or not giving the ALS enough
time, because if it is responsible in carrying out the management of its affairs it would
certainly have those documents ready to produce, unless it intended not to comply with the
order of this House. Therefore, I believe it is wrong in principle to extend that period from
two to seven days.
The other issue I am concerned about is whether there is an intention to prorogue the House
within that period. I would view it most seriously if the Leader of the House were seeking
our support for an extension of time - even though I do not agree with his reasons; but if I
were to agree - and then find that during that extension of another five days the Government
prorogued the Parliament and as a consequence all of the decisions of this House were null
and void. I ask the Leader of the House to give us an absolute guarantee that the prorogation
of this House will not take place within that extra five day period.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [10.53 amJ. Mr President, it is quite obvious that
an order has been made that the person is in contempt of that order. The Parliament should
decide on the matter. Should the court agree with the Parliament, the person will always be
in contempt of that order - in this case it is a springing order - saying that he was judged
guilty of contempt and impose some other penalty. I think it is very reasonable for Hon Eric
Charlton in the present case merely to reiterate the point and provide a fairly short period of
time for the Aboriginal Legal Service to comply with it. The ALS is really not entitled to
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any time whatsoever and this order is almost generous in allowing further time from that
which has been ordered by this House.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [10.54 am]: Mr President, I ask the House to
support the amendment moved by the Leader of the House. We have listened to the
arguments of Hon Eric Charlton supported by Hon Peter Foss, that it is a contemptuous act
for somebody to use the power of the law to defend what they believe to be a perfectly -

Hon P.H. Lockyer interjected.
Hon TOM HELM: It depends what one is obliged to do. Is one obliged to comply with an
order and then make the appropriate appeals to the law courts or may one not appeal to the
law courts to ascertain whether the order is lawful? Surely that is the point we are trying to
determine. I would also suggest that the seven days may not be enough time to comply with
the order because there may be some information being requested that would be impossible
to provide within seven years, let alone seven days. Nevertheless there must be a practical
period in which to make that final attempt. Some information is public information and
some is difficult to compile. We are supposed to fight for people's rights and defend those
who can go before any court in the land to have a determination made. How can we hold in
contempt people who exercise chat right? In other words, Mr President, I am asking the
House to support the amendment -

Hon ElJ. Chariton interjected.
Hon TOM HELM: Of course they do. The audited reports are not bad. The audited returns
were presented at the annual general meeting, which took place about two months ago. My
point is that AGM took place at the Aboriginal Legal Service's offices in Perth at which
almost all of the serving officers were returned. That suggests to me that the people entitled
to vote in the ALS elections were satisfied with the services they were getting from the ALS;
that is, Aboriginal people. But that is an aside, Mr President.
We are being told that by giving those people five extra days rather than the two proposed in
the motion we are being very generous. I suggest we are not being very generous; we are
only helping the ALS to exercise its right to go down the avenues of appeal that are available
to it.

Hon E.i. Chariton: Can you give a guarantee that your Government won't prorogue
Parliament?
Hon TOM HELM: I would love to guarantee that. I am Sure the Leader of the House would
love to also, but as anyone with half a brain would know, it is not up to the members of this
place to decide when prorogation takes place. I ask the members to support the amendment
by the Leader of the House.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [10.55 am]:
Mr President, I also oppose the amendment before the House. The fact is that an order has
been made by this House. That order was suspended because the Aboriginal Legal Service
decided to go to court to determine the legality of certain matters. Itris now said that the
court will hand down its decision within a matter of days. Clearly, if the court does not find
in favour of the ALS the original order of this House should stand.
It appears to me that Hon Eric Charlton is offering the ALS a very reasonable concession by
providing an additional two days in which to produce the documentation - which, as has been
stated, has been within their knowledge for a very long time. Hon Joe Berinson's arguments
to extend the period of time from two to seven days did not appear to be put forward with
great vigour. It was almost a case of, "W/ell, we'll have a go. If we win, we win; if we don't,
we don't." The argument put forward by Hon Tom Helm was clearly in support of his leader
and very little else.
I-on Tom Helm interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr President, the politics of it are that Hon Tom Helm is keen that
the ALS should never have to produce these documents. Anything Mr Berinson said which
would delay the need for the ALS to present these documents would gain the support of Hon
Tom Helm whether the arguments could be sustained or not. That is the raw politics of it.
As the Leader of the House has already indicated general support for the motion, with the
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exception of the period of time, the House should defeat the amendment to enable the order,
which in general terms is agreed by all, to proceed.
HON R.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [10.57 am]: Mr President, I rise in support of the
motion and in particular to rebuff the nonsense comments made by Hon Tom Helm.
The PRESIDENT: Order! We are speaking about whether to delete the word "two" and
replace it with the word "seven".

Division
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (16)
Hon I.M. Berinson Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Tom Stephens
Hon T.G. Rudler Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Kim Chance Hon B.L. Jones Hon Doug Wen
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Ganry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Mark Nevill (Teller)
Hon John Halden Hon Sam Piantadosi

Noes (16)
Hon E.N. Caldwell Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon George Cash Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hont EJ. Chariton Hon N.F. Moore Hon D.J. Wordsworth
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.G. Pendal (Teller)
Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike

The PRESIDENT: The vote being tied,!I give my vote with the Ayes.
Amendment thus passed.

MOTION - STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION
Motions Nos 10, 1S, 16, 17. 18, 20 to be Moved

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [11.02 am]: I move -

That so much of Standing Orders be suspended as would permit motions Nos 10, 15,
16, 17, i8 and 21 to be moved and the movers forthwith seek leave to continue their
remarks at a later date.

The reason I am moving this suspension is because of the fact that we have on the Notice
Paper notices of motion to disallow regulations pursuant to section 42 of the Interpretation
Act. Under section 42(2), notwithstanding any provision in any Act to the contrary, if either
House of Parliament passes a resolution disallowing any regulations within 14 sitting days of
such House after such regulations have been laid before it, such regulations thereupon cease
to have effect without affecting the validity or curing the invalidity of anything done or the
omission of anything in the meantime. It is a fairly important power of this Parliament to
disallow regulations and it is regarded as so important that we have Standing Order No 153
which grants precedence to a disallowance motion. Firstly, it gives it precedence over all
other business from the time it is moved. The debate thereon may be adjourned or otherwise
interrupted. if it is interrupted or adjourned, it is made the first Order of the Day for the next
sitting, and a similar provision is made in respect of any subsequent adjournment. However,
the important provision is paragraph (c) of the Standing Order -

Where, at the expiration of 10 sitting days (exclusive of the day on which the motion
was first moved), or upon a prorogation of Parliament, the question remains
unresolved, then, in case (a), the question shall be put and determined without further
adjournment on the next succeeding sitting day, and in case (b), the regulations shall
thereupon be disallowed and the question deemed to be resolved in the affirmative.
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When Standing Order No 153 was proposed it was obviously always thought that a motion
would be moved very shortly after notice was given. The rest of Standing Order No 153
would bring the matter to a resolution within a fairly short period of time. It also provides
for what shall happen if the Parliament were to be prorogued or dissolved. There is an
automatic resulting effect of that. Unfontunately, what has happened of late is that during the
later part of the session we get a large number of notices of motion on the Notice Paper so
we never get to the stage of actually translating them from a notice of motion to a motion.
We need that translation from being a notice of motion to being a motion in order that
Standing Order No 153(c) may take effect.
The problem is this: Upon prorogation any notice of motion that has already been given will
cease to have effect. That is all right with respect to those regulations tabled within the last
14 sitting days - if only three sitting days have elapsed in this Parliament there are still I11
sitting days in the next Parliament. The problem is that, although we have this gap between
the giving of notice and the actual moving of the motion, we are perfectly entitled to move a
motion for disallowance at any time as long as notice is given within the 14 sitting days.
However, if the notice of motion disappears because of prorogation, a new notice must be
given in the new Parliament and, of course, if the 14 days has then elapsed the notice is out
of time insofar as section 42 is concerned.
We have a rather desperate situation that if, as expected, the Parliament rises imminently,
and is either prorogued or prorogued and dissolved, as we expect it will be, a number of the
notices of motion for the disallowance of regulations which are presently on the Notice Paper
will disappear and those regulations will be incapable of being disallowed by the Parliament.
Without in any way debating the merits of whether they should or should not be set aside, I
believe the problem we have is this: If a regulation is disallowed under Standing Order
No 153 it can always be made again. If, however, a regulation passes because of the failure
to use section 42, that is the end of Parliament's opportunity to have anything to do with it
whatsoever.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It can always be moved again.
Hon PETER FOSS: No, it cannot. That is exactly my point. It can be moved in the
subsequent Parliament providing 14 days has not elapsed. That is my point.
Hon .. M. Berinson: 14 Jafys from what?
Hon PETER FOSS: The tabling of the regulation. My point is that most of the period of
14 days has already elapsed. The notice of motion was given -

Hon I.M. Berinson: Notice has been given -

Hon PETER FOSS: Exacdly, but it lapses with prorogation. So what happens in the next
Parliament? There is no notice of motion so one must give a new notice of motion, but the
14 days has already elapsed. Therefore, the power given under section 42 to move for
disallowance disappears. That is my point; it cannot be done in the next Parliament. If it
could be done in the next Parliament I would not be concerned. I would not be moving to
suspend Standing Orders and I would have no worries whatsoever. My concern is that the
Parliament is about to lose its opportunity to deal with delegated legislation which is a matter
of some considerable concern.
A member interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know how the member can say that, because the effect of
prorogation quite plainly is that it lapses; another notice must be given. it could be done
again if the 14 days had not elapsed. For example, if a regulation were tabled today - ignore
day one, that would not be counted - we would still have 14 days in which to give notice. If
it had not been given at any stage up to 13 sitting days ago, then on the very first day of the
new Parliament one could give notice of motion - no problem. However, if it is 14 days ago,
then the next day of Parliament would be day 15, and a notice of motion would be out of
time, under section 42.
There ought to be a Standing Order to deal with this matter. I regret that in the present
circumstance I have had to move this motion. I do not for one moment suggest that it is a
satisfactory way to deal with the situation. We must look at the Standing Orders; and I
suggest that the appropriate way to overcome this problem is as follows: When a notice of
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macion is given within 14 days of the cabling it is then given precedence in the motions.
Under Standing Orders we would do exactly as I have suggested here; that is, the person who
has given notice of motion is called on to move the motion; he moves it, then seeks leave to
speak ac a later date. Therefore, it does not take any time to become a motion in the Orders
of the Day as opposed to the notices of motion and within 10 days it would be brought on
under Standing Order No 153. That would allow us to deal with it in an orderly fashion.
That is what I suggest we do to the Standing Orders; unfortunately we cannot do so at the
moment.

My concern is that there would be irremediable damage to the rights of the Parliament to
supervise subsidiary legislation if we do not move this motion today. I do not want to cause
people any inconvenience but it is important chat we deal with this matter and do not allow
the supervision of the Parliament to pass. I have purposely refrained from making any
statement whatsoever about the content of the regulations. I do not know what the content is
and that is not the basis upon which I am moving the motion.

I am moving to preserve the right of the Parliament to supervise delegated legislation, which
I believe is presently threatened by the fact that the mode of business in this House has
changed since Standing Order No 153 was devised to deal with this problem and, if possible,
we should not allow the failure of our Standing Orders to catch up with changes in practice.
We should move this motion at this time, and look to amending the Standing Orders in future
so as to have this its pant of the ordinary way in which we deal with regulations in this House
to prevent the situation occurring again.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [11.13 am]: The
Government opposes the six disallowance motions which are included in Mr Foss' motion
and has substantial reasons for doing so.

The effect of the present motion, as Mr Foss has indicated, would be to disallow every one of
the regulations without even the opportunity to give reasons why that should not be done.
That is directly contrary to the position of the Government and it can clearly not support it.
Whether Standing Orders should be modified in respect of this question is for another day.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I remind members that this motion requires the support of an
absolute majority.

Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (17)
B-on 1±4. Caldwell Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike
Moln George Cash Hon PHM. Lockyer Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon E-J. Charlton Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Derr ick Tomltinson
lion Reg Davies Hon N.E. Moore Hon D.J. Wordsworth
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.G. Pendall (Teller)

Noes (16)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon Kay I-allahan Hon Tom Stephens
Hon T.G. Butler Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Kim Chance Hon B.L. Jones Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Garry Kelly F-on Fred McKenzie
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Mark NevillI (Teller)
Hon John "-alden Hon Sam Pianuidosi

The PRESIDENT: The question has not been passed by an absolute majority.

Question thus negatived.
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URGENCY MOTION - KENNETT GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS POLICY CONDEMNATION

WA Liberal Party Policy, Similarities
Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [11.19 am]:
Yesterday I started my comments in respect of this motion and made the point that it was
designed as a jamming motion by the Government; that is, to prevent the Opposition from
getting on with the business on the Notice Paper in this House. Clearly, the last vote
con firms my earlier comments.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You do not think that the matter that brings tens of thousands of people
into demonstrations is a serious matter?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am delighted that the Attorney General raised that matter. He
would be aware that on the day motion was moved the Bureau of Statistics published its
latest figures on unemployment in Western Australia, and the number is now 99 400. It is
possible that today will be the last day that the Attorney General sits in this House. I have an
idea that 99 400 unemployed people probably think that that is a good thing. In the decade
that the Mr Berinson has been a Minister unemployment has grown to the worst it has ever
been in the history of this State. That is something he cannot be proud of as a Minister.
Several members intetjected,
The PRESIDENT: Order! We are starting again where we left off yesterday. On the way
into the Chamber this morning I spoke to a member about members' conduct in this House.
Obviously he is very hard of hearing or else he has made up his mind he is not going to take
any notice of me. That distrsses me very much indeed. The only way in which I can rectify
that is to do the practical thing and refer to my book of Standing Orders which says that if
anybody interjects again, I will name them.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Labor Party has presided over a decade which has seen record
unemployment in this State. That is something of which no member of the Labor Party
could be proud. On the other hand, the Liberal Party and the National Party in coalition can
go to the next election on the platform of jobs, jobs, jobs. Members will recall that yesterday
Hon Doug Wean said that jobs or unemployment is not an issue in Western Australia. That
shows how the Labor Party in this State has lost touch. It is now living in a world of fantasy
and is not able to face the reality of the electorate. On October 29 the Liberal Party
presented its Fightback Western Australia industrial relations policy. It was extremely well
received both by the business sector and the union movement in this State. In the very few
minutes that remain I want to run through the principal initiatives in that policy because
clearly they will dispel the various myths that Hon Tom Helm has written into his motion,
and clearly they are relevant to the motion before the House.
The first principle of our policy is that it is a question of choice. It offers choice to the
employees in this State. For those in an existing award -it will be a policy that is designed to
develop a team approach. It will have incorporated in it voluntary arbitration. It will include
a code of behaviour for both employers and employees; it will allow direct negotiations with
proper safeguards. That is an important element - the proper safeguards - because the Labor
Party seems to chink that there are no safety nets in respect of our industrial relations policy.
We have been very keen to see that the proper safety nets are developed and maintained in
that policy.
Hon Tom Helm interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I said yesterday that Western Australia is not Victoria.
Hon Tom Helm interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We are quite a different State.

Behaviour - Apology
The PRESIDENT: Order! I draw to the House's attention that I made a ruling not five
minutes ago in which I said the next person who interjects will be named. In accordance
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with Standing Order No 118 1 now call upon Hon Tom Helm to take advantage of that
Standing Order to give an explanation or apology to this House prior to me asking for a
motion to have the member suspended from this sitting.
Hon TOM HELM: Mr President, not having had the chance to read Standing Order No 118,
1 certainly apologise for my unruly interjection.
The PRESIDENT: The member has apologised. It is not for me to move the motion; it is up
to the House to determine whether it wants to move that motion in accordance with Standing
Order No 118, bearing in mind the member has apologised.
Hon GEORGE CASH: As it generally falls on the Leader of the Opposition or the leader of
the Government to move that motion, in view of the circumstances and the apology of Hon
Tom Helm I propose that no further action be taken in the matter.

Debate Resumed
Hon GEORGE CASH: In respect of the various initiatives I outlined we have included in
our policy the situation where pantics must demonstrate genuine effort to resolve differences.
More than that, employee participation in both the decision making and profit sharing of
businesses is to be encouraged. In respect of simplicity and efficiency, we will improve the
existing award system to ensure greater simplicity and efficiency. There will be a greater
emphasis on productivity in setting wage increases and a coalition Government will rewrite
the Industrial Relations Act in laymen's language.
I indicate these matters to the House to show that Western Australia's State industrial
relations policy is quite different from that of Victoria and the scaremongering that the
Australian Labor Party is keen to see advanced in this State just will not work. I say again,
Western Australia is different from Victoria and the sooner some members of the ALP
understand that the better. In respect of the simplicity and efficiency of our policy we will
provide a safety net for both wages and conditions. We will also allow freedom of choice in
respect of superannuation funds. Further, we will see that there is a rationalisation of both
Federal and State awards. All these things are designed to protect employees in this State
and give them an opportunity of choice, not to see them trampled upon as the Labor Party
has done in Government in this State in this last decade.
We will also ensure that there is independent review of all industrial relations legislation. In
that regard we will repeal unnecessary laws and red tape. With regard to the protection of
individual rights - which this coalition of the Liberal and National Parties holds dear - we
will ensure that our policies provide justice for people in industrial relations. We will also
allow access to the Industrial Relations Commission by individuals. More than that, we will
allow employees to appoint a best agent to ensure that their case is fully understood by the
body reviewing the particular matters. We will ensure that there is a minimum wage for
everyone. I will repeat that for the benefit of Hon Tom Helm, who is clearly totally cc-nfused
in respect of the industrial relations laws in this State and the industrial relations laws in
Victoria. We will insist upon a minimum wage for everyone. Further, we will do what a
huge majority of employees and employers want: We will legislate for voluntary unionism.
That is where we shall be seen to be different from the Australian Labor Party. We will rot
enforce compulsory unionism as the Australian Labor Party does to keep its numbers up and
also siphon off the union funds for its own use.
In respect of the protection of individual rights, we will ensure that equal opportunity matters
are dealt with by the Industrial Relations Commission. Regarding collective rights and
responsibility, there will be under our State legislation freedom of association and we will
insist that employers and employees be able to gain knowledge of their various rights and
responsibilities. We will ensure that that is enshrined in legislation so that publications are
distributed to all and people understand their rights and responsibilities.
We will ensure that Union members consent to political donations. That will be something
new for the Labor Party. They will actually have to acknowledge where their money comes
from for the first time in their political life. We will also encourage the use of secret ballots
for elections and for industrial relations. I make the point: Western Australian industrial
relations under a coalition Government will be quite different from that in Victoria and
anyone who suggests that we are the same as Victoria is a scaremonger and shows himself to
be completely ignorant of the real facts.
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The PRESIDENT: The stranger in the visitor's gallery is out of order in beckoning to
members of Parliament down in this Chamber. I ask him to desist.
[Debate adjourned, pursuant to Standing Order No 195.]

MORLEY SHOPPING CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON DERRICK TOMLINSON (East Metropolitan) [11.28 am]: The coalition notes the
concern expressed by building owners and property developers that the concessions granted
to the joint venturers in the Morley shopping centre redevelopment - the joint venturers being
Morley Shopping Centre Pty Ltd, a Coles Myer company, and Colonial Mutual Life - have
given them an unfair advantage. While the coalition notes those concerns, it supports the
ratification of this agreement.
For some eight years the City of Bayswater has been negotiating for the redevelopment of
Morley City. Members will recall that Boans, which was the original store on this site, was
destroyed by fire about eight years ago. Since that fire the City of Bayswater has been
negotiating for the redevelopment of the site. Morley is one of the eight regional centres
designated in metro plan. In the east metropolitan region there are four such sites: Morley,
Midland, Cannington and Armadale. Therefore, we are not merely talking about the
redevelopment of a commercial centre, or a shopping centre as it is called in popular
parlance, we are talking about a major investment in one of the features of Metroplan; that is
the regional centre concept.
The agreement before us, on the one hand, is the culmination of eight year-s of negotiation for
the redevelopment of the commercial centre and, on the other hand, marks a significant phase
in the progress of the regional centre concept which is part of Metroplan. I understand that
the agreement that is now before us for ratification was reached and signed by the State
Government and the joint venture partners in February 1992. 1 understand also that the
Government intended to proceed with that agreement without reference to Parliament,
because it believed there was no need for such parliamentary ratification; however, that was
not the case.
Clauses 11 and 12 of the agreement provide for concessions in rates by the City of Bayswater
and other concessions, particularly for water rates, by the State Government. The latter
concessions do not require the approval of Parliament; the former do require such approval.
Because of the operation of prohibitions in the Local Government Act it was not possible for
the agreement to proceed with the concessions granted by the City of Bayswater without the
approval of Parliament. Hence the agreement reached in February 1992 is before the House
at this late stage because of the need for parliamentary approval of the concessions granted
by the City of Bayswater. One must note in passing the carelessness of the Government,
which had reached an agreement in February 1992 but which could not get its legislative Act
before this Parliament until now. In the dying stages of the Parliament another agreement for
ratification is rushed through the House. It is another example of the bad management of
Government business in this place.
I turn now to the concessions which are essential to the financial viability of the Morley
shopping centre redevelopment, and which are the focus of discontent among other
prospective shopping centre developers in Western Australia. The first concession by the
City of Bayswater to the CML Coles-Myer joint venturers is a 50 per cent per annum rate
discount for 20 years. The rate paid by Morley City in the current financial year is about
$230 000- The anticipated rate value of the redeveloped shopping centre is such that, with a
$22 million gross rental value, in the first year after the redevelopment has been completed at
a 50 per cent discounted rate the City of Bayswater will receive $700 000, compared with
$238 000 before redevelopment, even with the 50 per cent concession.
In its first year the City of Bayswater will receive additional revenue of about $462 000. In
the following year and every year thereafter the rate paid by the Morley City shopping centre.
will be fixed using the annual consumer price index. Therefore, over a 20 year period the
minimum revenue raised by the City of Bayswater will be $14 million in rates from the
Morley City shopping centre. In return, at the present rateable value it will concede
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$14 million. That is at constant money values; it does not take account or annual shifts in the
consumer price index.
In the same 20 year period at the present gross rental value the City of Bayswater would
receive $4.76 million. The council's revenue over the 20 year period will increase by
$10 million, even with a $14 million concession at constant money values. In those simple
terms a benefit accrues to the City of Bayswater by granting a rate concession to encourage
capital investment in Morley. However, that is not the only benefit which will flow to the
City of Bayswater. The obvious benefit is having a major shopping centre which will
enhance the whole of the Morley commercial precinct. Apart from that, and the flow-on
benefits of the Morley City shopping centre, the joint venturers have agreed that the City of
Bayswater will receive a new library in the Morley City development Or, alternatively, in a
separate building alongside the present community centre in the shopping centre precinct.
The library will occupy 1 000 square metres. The City of Bayswater will also receive 300
square metres of office space in the Morley City development, 200 square metres adjoining
the proposed library, and 100 square metres as a shopfront office or centre for the City of
Bayswater's administration within the shopping centre. The City of Bayswater currently
leases a child care facility, the lease of which will run for a further seven years and under the
agreement will be extended for a period of 20 years.
Finally, the joint venture partners will give to the City of Bayswater the sum of $1.2 million
for roadworks associated with the shopping centre redevelopment, to be carried out by the
city. That sum for roadworks is an integral part of the capital investment in the shopping
centre, but rather than the joint venturers carrying out that project they will give the cost of
that development to the City of Bayswater. The City of Bayswater will carry out the
roadworks. In other words, it is a substantial increase in the capital available to the City of
Bayswater for capital works directly related to the redevelopment of the Morley City
precinct. That is combined with the $700 000 already granted by the Main Roads
Department for the redevelopment of Walter Road and the anticipated additional $700 000
for the upgrading of Walter Road in the ensuing financial year - a total of $1.4 million over
the two year period granted by the Main Roads Department not associated with the Morley
City redevelopment at all but as part or the competition for Main Roads Department funds
granted to the City of Bayswater. The combined value of the $1.4 million over two years
and the $1.2 million granted by the joint venturers means that the City of Bayswater will
have additional capital works to the value of $2.6 million. I make no obvious statements
about the consequences for employment within the City of Bayswater by the City of
Bayswater. I think in any reading of this agreement the City of Bayswater has negotiated for
itself a very attractive deal.
Hon Fred McKenzie: It took them eight years.

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Yes, and it has negotiated for the people of the City of
Bayswater a very attractive deal. Given that we are talking about the redevelopment of
Morley City as the largest shopping centre in the Perth metropolitan area and as the focus of
the Morley regional centre, the City of Bayswater has negotiated a very attractive deal for the
people of the East Metropolitan Region. Given the geographic location of the centre I think
it might even benefit some of the constituents of lesser upper House regions, notably the
North Metropolitan Region!
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: We will not be bothered about the make-up of the city. If
Hon Sam Piantadosi is alluding to some grubby politics I will not descend to his level.
Several members interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: In comparison with Hon Sam Piantadosi, I am a butterfly!

Several members interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Madam Deputy President (Hon Muriel Patterson), I do not
know whether there is something wrong with the plumbing in the House but I hear rumbling
in the sewers.

Several members interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Ah, the cockroach is out!
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Madam Deputy President, I was about to turn to the concession of the water rates granted by
the State Government which are causing some concern within the commercial sector. The
State Government is to grant to the venture partners a $1.5 million one-off stamp duty rebate.
It will grant to the joint venturers a 99 year lease on the parking area now vested in the
council. I will refer later to the lease agreement on page 39 because I want to say a few more
words about the need for plain English. The State Government will grant to the joint venture
partners a water rate concession which will in effect set the water rate levied on Morley City
at $1.55 million in constant money values. That $1.55 million will in fact increase by the
rate of the consumer price index for the 20 year period of the agreement.
Hon Kim Chance: Who provides the rebate? Is it the Water Authority or the State
Government?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I assume it is the Water Authority because the State
Government as the ultimate authority has negotiated and signed an agreement with the
developers.
If I can make the comparison between projected revenues and current revenues as I did with
the City of Bayswater, at present the Morley City water rate is $396 000 per annum. With an
offset of $500 000 annual rebate being offered to the joint venture partners, based on the
gross rental value of $22 million, the rate to be levied in the first year is $1.55 million. In
effect, at constant money values, that represents an annual increase in revenue by the Water
Authority of Western Australia of $1.2 million. Over the 20 year period it is additional
revenue in excess of $25 million. Again, Madam Deputy President, it is a case of setting a
sprat to catch a mackerel.
The concern that has been expressed by such bodies as the Small Business Association is that
the concessions ranted to these developers have not been made available to other property
developers. It creates an unfair competition. If we are to be fair, that which is available to
one developer must be available to another developer. Let us look at the developers' reasons
for pursuing the concessions: Without the concessions in the outgoings - that is, the local
government rate and, in particular, the water rate - and without the capitalisation of those
concessions which is possible, the investment of $120 million in the Morley City shopping
centre would be rendered non-viable. It would not proceed. Everybody knows that in a
shopping centre development of this kind it is the tenants who pay the outgoings. Because
the joint venturers have negotiated concessions with the City of Bayswater and with the
Water Authority, one would assume that in the lease agreements negotiated with tenants of
the centre there would be a passing on of those concessions. In other words, they might pay,
say, a figure of $3 000 for the outgoings compared with $4 000 for outgoings had those
concessions not been ranted. One might be led to assume that as a consequence tenants of
the Morley shopping centre in that hypothetical case had a $1 000 outgoing advantage over
shop owners or leaseholders in the Morley Markets on the other side of Bishop Street
adjoining Morley City.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Then they would have missed out. There would have been no
development without the concessions.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am pleased that Mr McKenzie said that, and I will return
to it. Because of the cost of the redevelopment and the capital investment, any benefits
which are seen to accrue from the concessions in rents that have been negotiated and the flow
on of those rates to the shop owners and business owners within the development, the
capitalisation of the concessions means that an additional rent will be paid by the
leaseholders of the shops. The combined concession in outgoings - an increase in rent -
means that that hypothetical saving of $1 000 will be eliminated. If the capitalisation were
the same, those in Morley Markets compared with those in Morley City would be paying
similar rents.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Yes, but they will get additional business. There is no doubt.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: There is no doubt about that, and I will now develop what
IHon Fred McKenzie is alluding to. Morley City will contain Coles, Woolworths, Myer,
Target and K-Mart. Because it is estimated that within five kmi of Morley City there is a
population of 120 000 which will be attracted to that shopping centre, thus making it a
commercially viable proposition, there will be flow-on benefits to surrounding traders. To
ensure those benefits do flow to surrounding traders, firstly, the bus bay in Bishop Street will
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be relocated on the site of which will be 100 parking bays within the precinct being leased to
Morley City Pty Ltd. Those 100 parking bays will be available to shoppers who are not
going to Morley City but to Morley Markets. Secondly, Bishop Street will be closed; so now
the inhibition of transfer of shoppers between the existing Morley City and the Morley
Markets will be removed. Not only will they be attracted to the shopping centre because of
the major traders and a large number of specialty shops, it will also be made more convenient
for them to shop at Morley Markets as well as Morley City. In every way, this is an
attractive proposition.
Hon Fred McKenzie: That is why I cannot understand the crocodile tears in respect of the
water rates.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I do not regard them as crocodile tears; I regard it as
symptomatic of the problem we have in the way we levy water rates. We levy a charge on
the gross rental value. Shopping centres have high gross rental values. Because their water
rates are levied on their gross rental values they pay disproportionately high water rates in
relation to the volume of water they use. Households on their little quarter acre blocks - or
one acre block, in my case - would be consuming more water than many of those small shop
holders in Morley City, for example. However, because of the gross rental value the levy
upon them is considerably greater than the levy imposed upon me or upon members in this
House, and disproportionately high in relation to the volume of water used and the services
involved in the delivery of that water. This is not crocodile tears on the part of BOMA or
shopping centre developers but symptomatic of a flaw in the method of levying water rates.
Compare Morley City with the Eastlands development in Melbourne. Bearing in mind
Morley City is based upon a water rate levied at the gross rental value, the Eastlands
development by the same joint venturers has a water rate levied not on the gross rental value
but on net rental value. In other words, the Victorian Government excludes from the
valuation the cost of outgoings, so rates are not being paid on taxes and charges, they are
paid on the net rental value compared with a gross rental value. The net rental value of the
Eastlands shopping centre in Victoria is $19 million, compared with a gross rental value of
$22 million for Morley City. On the net rental value at Eastlands the water rates are $1.514
million. That equates with the levy on gross rental value for Morley City, less the $500 000
annual concession.
We are not shedding Crocodile tears, and neither is BOMA; it is arguing about an unfair
method of levying water rates. Morley City Pty Ltd is investing $120 million and bringing a
major asset to the State and therefore it has negotiated a concession equivalent to the
Victorian concession. However, it is seen to be an unfair concession compared with other
developers. The Opposition says if there is unfairness in the system, eliminate the
unfairness; review the system; get rid of the inequities in the water rating by reviewing the
method of calculating the levy.
Hon Fred McKenzie interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am not advocating anything. I am saying that what is
badly needed in this State and what the incoming Government will do is review the whole
structure.
A Government member: You don't tell us what to do.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am not telling the Government what to do, I am saying
what the incoming Government will do. On 7 February the member will be sitting on this
side of the House. The incoming Government will review the whole structure because there
are inequities. We are not flat earthers, as Hon Garry Kelly wants to call those who talk
about a level playing field, we are not about a level playing field; what we are about is
inequity in the system and at the moment there is inequity in the system and the Morley City
development simply highlights that inequity.

Hon Fred McKenzie interjected.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am not a crystal ball gazer, but I will tell the member that
we will review the system and in the light of the information available we will come up with
an equitable system. The Morley City development is a major investment. Ile Government
and the City of Bayswater have made concessions in the rates levied in order to attract that
major development which is only one of two of its kind in Australia.
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In the past two and a half years, as it will in the foreseeable future, the State Government did
try to attract the development to Joondalup. The joint venturers assessed Joondalup and said
it was not viable for such a centre for another 15 years. They have assessed the viability of
Morley City. It is viable now with the existing population and projected population growth
in that part of the metropolitan area. The concessions which have been granted are
absolutely essential to the viability of the project. While they do highlight inequities in the
system, we believe - given the nature of the investment and given the quality of the joint
venturers - it is a proper use of concessions to attract investment in this State and therefore
we support the agreement.

HON MURIEL PATTERSON (South West) [12.06 pm]: T will not go into great detail on
the Morley Shopping Centre Redevelopment Agreement Bill because I am not familiar with
what is actually happening out at Morley. However, I feel I must speak on behalf of small
busihess in Western Australia. The Government has delivered this Bill as an agreement Bill
so basically it is a fait accompli. It is a Bill I cannot support; but not because I do not
applaud development - I think that is tremendous and the fact that there will be more jobs in
Western Australia is a great plus, provided that this development does not cause other
business casualties. What Morley City decides is a decision for it to make. I believe that
shoppers will benefit greatly from the new library, the road and the child care centre
facilities. The Government will also not have any quarrel from me regarding concessions in
stamp duty.

I want to point out to the House the outlook for employment today compared with 1991-92.
In October 1991 unemployment was 11.4 per cent, with 94 100 unemployed; in October
1992, 11.6 per cent, or 98 300 unemployed. The figure for Western Australia is higher than
the national average which is 11.3 per cent. I pointed out once before in this House that if
every employer could engage one employee it would almost solve all the unemployment
problems we have. That is why it is so important to maintain small business generally over
the State. Bankruptcies have declined in the last six months after the honror period of high
interest rates several years ago which ended in the past six months. However, I do not want
members to be fooled by these figures. Small business is struggling as it never has before.
Small business people are trying to hang on as there is nowhere else for them to go; there is
no more fat in the business and employees have been scaled down to an almost skeletal level.
Generally business profitability is not improving. A number of retailers are trading with the
great hope of picking up trade over the Christmas period and establishing themselves. I am
seeking a fair and equitable solution consistent with that of the Western Australian Small
Business and Enterprise Association; that is, relief from the burden of Government charges.
I quote from a letter which I received recently -

Many of our members who currently pay high water charges often for water they
don't actually use, are furious with the preferential treatment being given to one
shopping centre. To them the situation is scandalous and for the State Government to
be proposing that the situation exists for 20 years is positively obscene.

The real feeling behind that letter is that the Water Authority rates are inequitable to all
business. The way the charges are levied on business is totally unfair. Often businesses
barely use any water at all but are still levied. I would like to suggest that the Government
look very closely at placing a base level of charges for water rates, and charging the surplus
on the basis of user pays. I understand that this has been done in the Hunter Valley in New
South Wales in a way that has satisfied the business community, and also made people
responsible in their use of water. We hear repeatedly about the shortage of water in this
country and water consumption has gone down in the Hunter Valley. I ask the Government
to take this appeal on board for all small businesses.

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [12.09 pm]: I support the Bill. By interjection
Hon Fred McKenzie said that the effect of reducing the burden of water rates on business is
that it would end up on domestic consumers.

Hon Fred McKenzie: The Water Authority is a non-profit organisation. Where are you
going to send it? What are you going to do with it?

Hon PETER FOSS: The member will hear what we will do if he will just wait a little while.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: We will bring in water by train.
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Hon PETER FOSS: The member must recognise that water rates have been a very serious
disincentive to business for quite some time for a couple of reasons. They impinge on
profitability and that is a disincentive to expand. If one expands and increases the value of
one's premises the water rates go up, although one's consumption of water does not go up
proportionately. A reasonable balance should be struck. To look at the example given by
Hon Derrick Tomlinson, if this concession is given what is the net result for the Water
Authority? It will have a lot more money than if the concession is not given. We must see
whether the rating system is preventing people from building, improving and increasing their
liability for water rates, at the same time making it possible to earn the money to pay for
them.
Up to now people have asked what is the point of spending all this money and contributing to
the water rate revenue if it is affecting their viability. If it becomes an economically stupid
thing to do they are not going to do it. There is always this problem with taxes; by increasing
a tax the total take of taxes may be reduced. It is the same with a person who owns a shop; if
he is not making enough money, will he make twice as much money if he doubles his prices?
No; he would probably go down. Somewhere along the line a balance must be struck to
encourage people to earn money to pay taxes, as opposed to stopping them from earning
money to pay taxes. This is a classic example of how in appropriate cases dropping the rate
increases the revenue. Dropping the rate makes it better for all the people around -the Morley
shopping centre because more money is coming in due to the increased economic activity
that is taking place. Those arm the issues we must examine.

It is not just this Government's position on this matter; it goes back 20 years that I can recall.
I did a valuation appeal case in relation to a central business district property, interestingly
enough involving one of the people in this joint venture. The water rates in that case were so
stupendous they were affecting the viability of the operation. The concern was that they
might have to withdraw from operations and that would have been disastrous to Western
Australia; it would have been a disaster for the value of the property and would have
eventually lost us our water rates. Therefore, a balance must always be struck, but in
20 years nothing has been done to address the problem. It is not an easy problem to solve.
In a particular case such as I have mentioned there are the dollars on one side and we can see
what the results will be; we can do the calculation and everybody says, 'Ah, yes, I can see
that.' However, knowing with more certainty what happens if it is done across the board
where we will not see the building that will make up for it, is where the difficulty arises. I
symnpathise for the Government in this case. It can demonstrate the benefit in the case of this
Project, but it is hard to do so across the board. That does not mean that the rationale that
applies in this case does not apply across the board. I suggest that business requires some
form of relief from water rates. If it does not get relief we will be holding back business
from improving, raising the rate level base and, in fact, being able to succeed and bring
money into Western Australia. This is a classic example of the benefits that can occur.
Governments in this State must try to financially model the system on what would achieve a
better overall result. The problem must be tackled, and Hon Derrick Tomlinson said quite
rightly that if the Opposition were in Government it would do so. Just because the problem
is not a simple one does not mean that it should be ignored. The whole question of taxes
needs to be addressed. That is what is so good about the Federal Fightback package; it looks
at where taxes should be. In the end more revenue can be gained for Government by
reducing taxes.

HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Services) [12.15 pm]: The
Government welcomes the Opposition's support for this legislation. The range of issues that
have been canvassed in this debate go to the core of some very important issues which face
the State. The taxes and charges facing small business, particularly the question of water
rates, are important questions that must be resolved. It is, of course, frustrating to business,
Government and members of Parliament that they have not been resolved yet. The review
process seems to have been protracted and in part that is testimony to the difficulty of the
issue about which Hon Peter Foss spoke.

The background to my involvement is as a young child in small business with my father who
always made me conscious of the needs of small business. That makes me very receptive to
the comments of Hon Muriel Patterson. I understand what she had to say, having grown up
with a father who ran a small business in many parts of country districts in New South
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Wales. I watched his apprehensiveness about benefits that have flowed on so often to big
business and not quite so readily to a small business operator. Nonetheless, I am confident
that with the panoply of legislation that this Government has put in place in support of
business within Western Austalia, specifically the commercial tenancy legislation which
provides opportunities for a proper balance to be struck between the interests of the owners
of large shopping centres and those of small business, we are moving towards getting the
balance right in Western Australia. I am sure that it can be further refined not only by more
rapidly bringing to a conclusion the issue of relief frm water rates, but also making sure that
the outstanding concerns of commercial tenants are resolved in the not too distant future. I
am pleased that the Opposition is supporting the Bill. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry Kelly) in the Chair Hon Tom Stephens (Minister
for Services) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 8 put and passed.
Schedules 1 to 4 put and passed.
Schedule 5 -
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I reiterate the plea for plain English. In a matter of two
weeks there have been two agreement Bills for ratification - the Port Kennedy Development
Agreement Bill and now the Morley Shopping Centre Redevelopment Agreement Bill. Both
Bills contain lease agreements written in gobbledygook. Almost the same gobbledygook is
contained in this lease agreement as that contained in the lease agreement of the Port
Kennedy Development Agreement Bill. The Legislation Committee drew attention to the
gobbledygook in the Port Kennedy agreement lease and requested that Government in future
write its leases in plain English. Once again I ask the Government to eschew gobbledygook
from its lease agreements and have them stated in plain English which can be readily
accessed and understood.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I undertake on behalf of the Government to ensure that the
member's comments and this schedule are referred to the appropriate persons, with my
enthusiasm added to his enthusiasm in respect of future agreements.
Schedule put and passed.
Schedules 6 and 7 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens (Minister for Services), and passed.

PILBARA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December
HON P.H. LOCKYER (Mining and Pastoral) (12.23 pmj: This Bill is to bring to fruition
the formation of a Pilbara Development Commission. It was brought about after an inquiry
into the Pilbara development study which was co-chaired by the member for Pilbara, Laity
Graham, and the late Pain Buchanan. The Opposition is generally in favour of the
commission although it has some criticism of the Government, which has taken so long to
recognise that the Pilbara is probably one of the most export oriented areas of our great State.
Over the years the Pilbara has provided export dollars at a tremendous rate through the
development of the iron ore mines, and it has finally been recognised that for the benefit of
the State's future the Pilbara must have a development commission to oversee this type of
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development. The only caution I place before the House with regard to development
commissions is that I hope the Government takes into consideration the local authorities
within the Pilbara, whose role in the development of the area should not be diminished. In
my early days as shire president in Part Hedland we had a regional development committee
which entailed getting together all the Government departments, such as the Water Authority
and the like, so that any development taking place in the township was coordinated on a level
commensurate with the type of the development. I attach the same importance to the role of
the Pilbara Development Commission. I sincerely hope that the local government authorities
will have representation on this commission and that their voices are heard above most
others. After all, they are the bodies which are elected by the people of the area, and are the
people best placed to put their point of view and coordinate the development of the area.
We have only just scratched the surface of the Pilbara and the development of the total area
will be outstanding. As part of that development, the Government should have planned for a
major power station to be constructed because I believe we can never attract the sort of
development that the Pilbara needs without having adequate power. After all, everything
else is there - gas, salt and iron ore - and the region is poised for downstream manufacturing.
We ought not to be sending off our iron ore to places like Japan and then having to buy it
back as steel. It seems stupid that we cannot do it within our own State. I support the Bill.
HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral) [12.26 pm]: The Opposition is prepared to
support the formation of the Pilbara Development Commission. However, we have a
number of reservations about the way in which it is to be structured and the way in which it
will operate. I want to talk in general terms about the question of regional development, and
the idea of commissions and authorities being vehicles for such development.

Since the Labor Party came into office we have seen the proliferation of regional
development authorities, and now the decision to go down the path of setting up regional
development commissions. I ask the Minister to explain how the Government sees the
difference between commissions and authorities, and why it is proposing to change the
direction slightly from one to the other, bearing in mind he is a member of the Standing
Committee on Government Agencies, which is very interested in these sonts of issues. The
committee has spent some considerable time investigating matters surrounding these sorts of
statutory authorities, Government agencies or whatever one cares to call them. The Minister
also knows that we will be developing a template in due course - to use an oft-used word of
Hon John Halden - in respect of the way in which these organisations should be set up. I
have proposed some amendments to bring this legislation into line with amendments we have
moved to Bills for other similar types of authorities in the past. In due course, the
Government Agencies Committee will recommend to the Parliament that there be basically
model legislation for the various types of authorities and commissions that exist in Western
Australia and that will achieve some uniformity and commonsense into what is a very ad hoc
system of administration in this State. That course of action enjoys bipartisan support in the
interests of better public administration in the State.
The previous Liberal-National Party Government, particularly in the days of Sir Charles
Court, was very keen on industrial and regional development. That Government established
regional development committees, which then became regional development advisory
committees. They were set up by the Minister and consisted of people from a region with
particular interest and expertise in a whole range of matters, but also involved people in local
government and industry. The aim of those committees was simply to sit down as a think-
tank on behalf of a region and provide advice to the Minister for Industrial Development on
the attraction of industry into that region. Some of those committees were very successful,
and I cite the Goldftelds-Esperance Regional Advisory Committee, particularly under the
chairmanship of Mr Doug Daws. That committee made a number of very important and far-
reaching recommendations for the development of industry in the goldfields. It was
successful because of the confidence and the expertise of the chairman and his ability to
draw upon the expertise of Government departments and local authorities within the
Goldfields-Esperance region. One of its recommendations, for example, was the suggestion
that an industrial area should be built in Kalgoorlie. It identified a site for secondary
industry, and listed the sorts of industries that could be developed. The committee looked at
what resources were available locally, what infrastructure was available and what needed to
be brought in to take advantage of existing facilities and secondary industry.
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An example of the committee's thinking was that a gas pipeline from Perth to Kalgoorlie
would provide energy; that phosphate from Mt Weld near Laverton could be brought into
Kalgoorlie; that the sulphur dioxide emitted from the roasters in Kalgoorlie could be used to
manufacture sulphuric acid which, combined with the sulphate and the cheaper energy,
would allow the manufacture of superphosphate, which could then be railed because of the
location of Kalgoorlie to the South Australian whearbelt, the Esperance area and the
wheatbelt in Western Australia. I thought that sort of thinking was quite innovative and
imaginative at the time and it may still be possible to achieve those things, in the event that
some future Government is prepared to make the hard decisions that have to made on the
provision of cheaper energy initially and other infrastructure requirements. Those are the
sorts of things that were happening in regional development in those days. However, the
committees were basically advisory; they made recommendations to Ministers and, in effect,
left it to the Government to carry out the operations if they felt there was any reason for
doing so.
For very basic political reasons, in my view, the current Government set up the first of the
development authorities, the South West Development Authority, to implement the
Government's political agenda in the south west. The authority became very big and
powerful and a vehicle for significant political activity in the south west. When one looks at
the Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure for this year one sees that the South West
Development Authority has a budget of around $10 million, whereas the other development
authorities are in the less than $1 million category. The South West Development Authority
is carrying a very significant debt of about $18 million. The Standing Committee on
Government Agencies had a quick look at this matter some time ago and recommended that
the question be addressed because it was creating a significant burden on the South West
Development Authority. I believe that $3 million of its Consolidated Revenue Fund
allocation this year is for the repayment of debt. What we have seen is an authority that has
gone down a path that was never intended to be taken, and certainly never considered by this
side of the House as a possibility. The Government's intention may have been that the South
West Development Authority was the proper way to go. However, it has become involved in
a whole range of activities which are rightfully the prerogative of Government departments.
It is also becoming involved in areas which some local authorities would consider to be their
area of influence or concern.
It seems to me that the South West Development Authority was used as a political vehicle to
dispense largesse in the south west on behalf of the Government and, because it had this
image in the south west, people came to associate the South West Development Authority
and its handout mentality with the Labor Party and the Government, and therefore it was
providing a significant political benefit to the Government. More benefit can be gained
politically by being seen to hand out money directly rather than channelling it through some
other organisation, or through some obscure Government department. The Government used
that authority very successfully as a political vehicle to promote itself in the south west.
However, the regrettable fact is that it now has a debt of significant proportions which must
be repaid. Members will notice that I have an amendment on the Notice Paper in respect of
the Pilbara Development Commission and its ability to borrow and I will ask some serious
questions about whether it needs the ability to borrow, bearing in mind the record of the
South West Development Authority and its borrowings.
Since the creation of the South West Development Authority the Government has set up the
Goldfields-Esperance Development Authority, the Geraldton Mid-West Development
Authority, and the Great Southern Development Authority based in Albany. One of the
problems of being a member for the Mining and Pastoral Region which occupies most of the
State is getting to such delightful places as Albany and keeping track of what is going on in
that part of the world as well; it is hard enough to know what is going on in the other seven
eighths of the State without being an authority on all of them, so I apologise for not knowing
much about the activities of the South West Development Authority. However, I do know
that the Goldfields-Esperance Development Authority and the Geraldton Mid-West
Development Authority operate quite differently from the South West Development
Authority and in a way which I think is much more appropriate for these sorts of
organisations.
The legislation we passed for the Goldfields-Esperance and Geraldton Mid-West
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Development Authorities does, however, give them significant powers - powers which, as the
Opposition spokesman, I suggested were not necessary, particularly in respect of the
Coldfields-Esperance Development Authority. That is one of the areas that causes me
concern over the Pilbara Development Commission Bill. Why are we being asked to give
these organisations the sons of powers proposed in the Bill? It will be argued by the
Government that many of the powers available to these authorities are not being used. For
example, the development authorities have an ability to be involved in not only economic
development but also social development. I argue in respect of the Goldfields-Esperance
Development Authority that there was no need for it to be involved in social development. I
can see a role for an organisation in economic development, but social development is for
somebody else. On matters such as welfare we have the ability of Commonwealth, State and
local government to become involved, but for the life of me I cannot see why we need to set
up another authority, which some people argue is a system of regional Government, and.
which is also involved in welfare issues. I did not want to see a situation develop where
these development authorities became lobby groups for the fact that there were too many
kids in year I at the local primary school, or that there was a need for more doctors or nurses
at the local hospital. There are enough people doing that sort of thing now without setting up
another Organisation, at great expense, to get involved in those sorts of matters.
I acknowledge that although we have given these sorts or powers to the Geraldton Mid-West
and Goldfields-Esperance Development Authorities, in the main those powers have not been
used. That reflects the direction being taken by the chairmen of each authority. I have great
regard for Ian Burston, for example, who is the chairman or the Goldfields-Esperance
Development Authority. He is a man of significant capacity and when I knew that he was
going to become the chairman of the authority I had less concern about the direction in which
it might go. He is a man of significant ability in the area of economic development, but at
the same time is the sort of person who understands the consequences of development on
people's livelihoods. He is a very rational person who understands the effects of industry
and development on people's lives.
We have reached the next stage of the Government's program of regional development
authorities or commissions. We have a new rash or development commissions starting with
the Pilbara, to be followed by the Kimberley, the Gascoyne and the wheatbelt development
commissions. At the end of the day everyone will have one whether they like it or not.
Governments receive a great deal of advice from many sources; here we are creating another
organisation to give them a lot more advice. However, only a certain amount of advice and
expertise is available, and creating new organisations to provide it does not necessarily
increase the amount available.

When one looks at the Government's Budget one notices a department called the Department
of State Development; it is a very big department - in fact, it is an enormous department
which, Ilam told, is quite out of control because it is such a big conglomerate of people doing
all sorts of things and it is very difficult to control. I contrast that with the old Department of
Industrial Development of the Court Government which was a very dynamic, high powered,
progressive department that got things done in a hurry.
Hon Fred McKenzie: They are different circumstances.
Hon N.F. MOORE: No, they are not different.
Hon Fred McKenzie: You didn't have a recession then.
Hon N.E. MOORE: Is Mr McKenzie talking about the recession we had to have - the one
which was foisted on this economy by his Prime Minister?
Hon Fred McKenzie interjected.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The member is not trying to tell me that the Australian recession has
nothing to do with the activities of the Prime Minister? The Prime Minister deliberately and
cold-bloodedly went about manipulating the economy and interest rates to the point where he
just about destroyed this country. However, I do not want to get sidetracked -

Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Piantadosi is probably going to ask me whether I have asked for a
pay rise. Is he going to throw that one in?
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Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon N.E. MOORE: One thing I know about some members opposite is that they are not just
going to get a reduction in pay, they are just not going to get any pay at all after the election.
Hon Sam Piantadosi interjected.
Hon N.E. MOORE: I knocked it back twice and I also cook a reduction because of the
member's former leader - but I digress.
In the days of the Department of Industrial Development under the Court Government, things
got done. I compare that with -

A Government member interjected.
Hon N.F. MOORE: We did not even have the mineral deposits developed then. There
cannot be downstream processing until the resources are developed. In those days we
developed iron ore mines, salt mines and nickel mines; and the gold industry got going again.
Those sons of things were started from scratch. Into the agreements with those companies
we wrote in the requirement for downstream processing.
A Government member: And what happened?
Hon N.E. MOORE: Nothing, but it is now 10 years since we stopped being the Government
and there is still no downstream processing with the Labor Government in charge. We now
have the Pilbara, which we are going to talk about in detail now, an area which should be
swarming with industry, people and activity; but what have we got? If we consider that
propaganda the Government trotted out the other day, called the regional disadvantage, or
something, we see a graph of the population of the Pilbara. We see a horizontal line from
1982 to 1991.

Sitting suspended from 12.48 to 2.00 pm
Hon N.E. MOORE: I suggested co the House that during the last 10 years the Pilbara has
stagnated, and it was suggested by a member opposite, by interjection, that that was because
of the recession for the last 10 years. I do not think there has been a recession in Australia
for the last 10 years. In fact, for a large period of time during the 1980s there was significant
economic development throughout most of Australia, but not in the Pilbara. I referred also to
the graph that appeared in "The Regional Disadvantage' document.
Hon Tom Stephens: The Regional Advantage.
Hon N.F. MOORE: That document has been trotted out by the Government in a futile
attempt to try to convince the people that it has done something in the last 10 years. The
graph shows the estimated resident population in the Pilbara region, and the graph indicates
that from 1983, when the Government came into office, until 1991, there was no increase in
the population of the Pilbara. I find it extraordinary the way the Government has used this
graph. It has attempted to use it to create an impression in the minds of the people who look
at it which is totally wrong.
The horizontal axis of the graph starts at 197 1. There is then a five year gap to the next year
that is recorded, which is 1976, and another five year gap to the year 1981. However, even
though the intervals on the horizontal axis are the same distance apart, there are then one
year gaps from the year 1981 until we get to the year 1991, followed by a 10 year gap to the
year 2001, and a five year gap to the year 2006. Therefore, there are five year gaps from
1971 to 198 1, yearly gaps from 1981 to 199 1, and a 10 year gap from 1991 to the year 200 1,
yet the intervals on that axis are the same distance apart.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: That is a dishonest representation.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It is a grossly dishonest representation. It creates the impression that
there will be a dramatic increase in the population of the Pilbara between 1991 and the year
2001, because the gap on the horizontal axis for that 10 year period is the same as it is for the
preceding one year and five year periods. When I was studying geography at university, I
was taught how people can manipulate information by the use of graphs. The situation gets
even worse when one looks at the horizontal axis in relation to the data on the vertical axis,
because that also creates an impression which is quite misleading. Most people who look at
a graph like this would not bother to read to what year each recording relates; they would
simply look at the line on the graph and see that it goes up vertically or horizontally.
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Hon Max Evans: It recognises that we will be in Government then and the population may
improve!
Hion N.E. MOORE: That may be the assumption under which the Government is working.
The Government has shown the increase in population to the year 2001 as a sharp vertical
increase in the line on the graph.
Hon Peter Foss: None of the things which they showed you at university was as dishonest as
that!
Hon N.F. MOORE: It was nothing like this. I was not told that I could expect to get a graph
like this from a Government; but, then again, when I was at university we did not expect to
get Governments like ibis.
H-on Mark Nevill: How did you manage to pass your exams?
Hon N.E. MOORE: I passed because I understand these things. The reason that I looked at
this graph is that I am attuned to this sont of thing and I worked out just how dishonest it is.
Mr Nevill would have to admit, being an honourable person, that this is a dishonest graph.
Hon Tom Stephens: Would you send it across to me?
Hon N.E. MOORE: Yes, and the Minister might read it too and find the absolute paucity of
view that exists in his party in respect of the Pilbara. I came to that point because I referred
to a comparison between the Department of State Development and the former Department
of Industrial Development. If we are to have regional development commissions, maybe
their role should be aligned with regional branches of the Department of State Development.
The large Department of State Development employs many people working ostensibly to
promote economic development, and the regional bureaucracies could well duplicate that
Work. In other words, much can be said for having local input to regional and economic
decision making, and maybe a knife should be taken through the Department of State
Development to get rid of people who are unnecessary because of the structure to be
established in the Pilbara. I am not sure which way to go, but I look forward to having a
closer look at the situation when in Government next year.
Hon Mark Nevill: Would you wipe out half of the Department of State Development?
Hon N.F. MOORE: If people can be better used elsewhere, they should be so utilised. Why
have a Department of State Development with a regional commission imposing another layer
of bureaucracy on to that department? Like the South West Development Authority, the
commission will grow like Topsy as another layer of bureaucracy is formed. Never in the
history of man has a bureaucracy become smaller; that is against human nature.
Hon Peter Foss: They grow at a rate of 6.7 per cent regardless of any new task to perform!
Hon N.F. MOORE: Indeed, that would apply even if the task were reduced.
A decision must be made about whether the work should be done at a central departmental
level Or at the regional level. Maybe a smaller local body should be allowed to make the
decisions for the region; maybe the centralised department should make the decision.
However, people employed at the regional level must have the knowledge, expertise and
capacity to make the decisions. Filling the authority with people with a local authority
background simply because of that background will cause problems. Some people from the
local authorities would be very good at working on these commissions, but others have a
more parochial view and would not be suited to broad decision making.
I am not in a position to Work out the best way to proceed with regional development, but in
the last few years very little regional development has occurred. Action must be taken to
rectify this. I am not convinced that a development commission like the one under
consideration is the way to go, but I am prepared to see what happens with it. The
development authorities' track records are disappointing as they have not attracted a great
deal of new economic development anywhere in this Stare. The South West Development
Authority has made a name for itself by spending Government funds on behalf of other
departments; however, its success in attracting new industry, particularly downstream
processing, has been minimal. Our economy needs development and industry.
The Pilbara has an enormous potential; it always has had. This was seen by Sir Charles
Court and others in the 1950s and developed by a Liber-al-National Government in the 1960s.
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It was always intended by coalition Governments to establish mining and downstream
processing industries in the region. These were to include a petrochemical plant and iron ore
and other mineral refining. I suspect that that would have happened if the State had not been
inflicted with Labor Governments during the past 10 years, which spent the windfall of the
growth of the 1980s on expendables designed to keep them in Government rather than to
create jobs in Western Australia. This has led to a record unemployment figure of 100 000 in
this State. One million people are unemployed across Australia. The record of this
Government is abysmal, particularly in the Pilbara. The Pilbara has resources waiting for
somebody to invest to process the resource to the next stage.
This Hill stemmed from the Pilbara 21 study, chaired by Larry Graham and the late Pam
Buchanan. This was established to Government-fund the writing of Labor Party policy for
the region for the forthcoming election campaign. The Government engaged the two local
members for the region to co-chair the inquiry, which involved people who had a good input
to make through an understanding of the Pilbara. The group was provided with resources to
facilitate the work and finally produced the Pilbara 21 document. An interim report was
released slap bang in the middle of the Ashburton by-election campaign - a great surprise!
This was a Government-funded exercise to demonstrate the fruits of efforts to form Labor
Party policy. Since the Ashburton by-election the final report was released, with no
significant differences from the interim report.
It is extraordinary the number of times in which inquiries recommend the forming of a new
quango. Invariably Government and other inquiries recommend that course of action. I
remember being involved in a tripartite overseas trip organised by a former Minister for
Industrial Relations, Peter Dowding, to look at industrial relations and productivity. We
considered many issues and it was a worthwhile and successful trip. Following that trip I
wrote a minority report indicating that I would be disappointed if the fruits of our labours
was the creation of another quango. What emerged? It was the State Employment and Skills
Development Authority and all its offshoots.
The Pilbara 21 report recommends the formation of a quango to implement its
recommendations. However, we have a huge Government bureaucracy which could
implement those recommendations anyway. It is a pity that the inquiry was done so late;
after 10 years in office, on the last sitting day in the life of this Government, it introduces this
legislation.
Hon Graham Edwards: It will serve us very well for another 10 years in Government.
I-on N.F. MOORE: The Minister will not have to worry about that. On the last sitting day
in this Parliament for this Government it has introduced this Bill to establish another quango
to commence work next year. This is supposed to convey the message that all problems in
the area will be solved. It is disappointing that the Pilbara has not been developed or
advanced under this Labor Government. The area has stagnated, as indicated by the
population figures. Many things could be, and should have been, done which have not been
done. The Opposition will very soon be releasing an innovative and exciting policy for the
Pilbara which will provide the background to the growth necessary.

Hon Tom Stephens: When will that be?
Hon N.E. MOORE: Prior to the election. However, the Opposition will not use the money
that the Government has, which has come courtesy of the taxpayer, it will use its own
resources. It will develop a policy based on the provision of cheap energy and downstream
processing of the minerals available in the Pilbara which have been there for the past
10 years waiting for someone to do something with them. This Government has done
nothing with them.

The Opposition is prepared to agree to this Bill and to allow the Pilbara Development
Commission to be established. However, if it did not agree to the Bill a Pilbara Development
Commission would still be in operation because the Government has made that commission
a sub-department of the Department of State Development. It did the same thing with the
Esperance-Eastern Goldfields Development Authority. They are examples of how the
Government sets up these organisation as sub-departments of the Department of State
Development and which operate anyway until legislation is passed. In a practical sense,
whether we pass this legislation will make no difference. I find that pre-empting of the rights
of Parliament quite unacceptable.
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The Opposition has serious concerns that the scope of the powers of the Pilbara Development
Commission are too great. It should not become involved in social issues; it should not
borrow money - it should be dependent on Consolidated Revenue Fund allocations for its
existence; and it should not have enormous powers of acquisition of property. Had there
been more lime, the Opposition could have developed a blueprint for the commission, in
which case I would be seeking to take out large slabs of the powers provided in this Bill.
However, time does not permit that. If necessary, that will be done once the election has
been held and a new Government is in place. That new Government will very closely
examine the way those authorities are established. I do not think for one minute that a
decision will be made to abolish any of them. However, a new Government will examine the
powers of those authorities and bring them more in line with the ideas I have discussed
today; that is, that they should be development oriented and work closely in association with
the Department of State Development to ensure economic development. Local issues should
be left to local government and social issues to the Ministry of Education, the Department for
Community Development and all the other departments handling social matters.
Nonetheless, regional organisations designed to attract development and industry on a
regional basis certainly have a role in this State. They should also have another role; that is,
of coordinating the activities of State Government departments within regions. Members
will all have heard the old story of how a road is built and sealed one week; the next week
the Water Authority digs it up and puts down a pipe which then gets covered up; and three
weeks later the State Energy Commission digs up the moad to put in a power-line and then fills
that in. That is an example of the lack of coordination between the Government departments,
local government and other authorities. Development commissions could have a rote in
coordinating the activities of the various State Government departments. The commission's
role needs to be specified and focused. Therefore there will be a need in due course to limit
or reduce the powers which are contained in the legislation governing existing authorities in
other pants of the State and which are also in this Bill.
The Opposition supports the Bill. I have circulated some amendments on the Notice Paper
and T will refer to them during the Committee stage.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Services) [2.24 pm]: I thank
the member for his indication of support for the Bill. As the key, and only, speaker apart
from Hon Phil Lockyer. he referred to his experience on the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies, on which I have served with him for the past few years. That
committee was established to examine the role of Government agencies and to suggest to
Parliament and the Government ways of pmoceeding with authorities such as the Pilbara
Development Commission. As a result, firstly, of the comments made by Hon Mark Nevill,
the former chairman of the Standing Committee on Government Agencies, and subsequently
Hon Norman Moore, I have established a strong interest in this issue also. I look forward to
seeing the development of a teniplate referred to by Hon Norman Moore which will be
implemented for the introduction of Government agencies here in Western Australia. In this
debate a range of issues have been aired, particularly by Hon Norman Moore, in which I
have some interest -

Hon N.E. Moore: Even agree with.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: - even agree with.
Hon N.E. Moore: I know that was hard for you.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That worries me because I see Hon Norman Moore as being one of
the most deeply ideological conservatives on the other side of the House. I am wondering
what that says about me.
Hon N.F. Moore: At the end of the day we both have the same objective in mind, but
different ways of going about it.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: We do have similar objectives in mind. However, I disagree
passionately with a number of things Hon Norman Moore said. His comments demonstrated
the difference between our party in Government and what he would do if the State of
Western Australia had the misfortune of having his party in Government. In that context, we
should reflect on the results of the Pilbara 21 study. Members should bear in mind that it
was not established following some attempt by the Government to write a Labor Party
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platform policy for the Pilbara, as it was unfairly characterised by the Opposition. It was
jointly chaired by two members of that region.
Hon N.F. Moore: Two Labor members.
Hon TOM STEPH-ENS: That is not correct. At the time Pam Buchanan was appointed she
was no longer a Labor member.
Hon N.F. Moore: She was 'Labor". Why not have a Liberal member?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: There were no Liberal members.
Hon N.E. Moore: Rubbish! I have an office in Karratha.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I cannot keep up with Hon Norman Moore's offices; they are all
over the place. Pam Buchanan was not a member of the Labor Party and she would have had
no truck with participating in a program which used Government funds in a way in which
Hon Norman Moore suggested. Rather, she and her colleague in that region and my friend,
Larry Graham, the member for Pilbara, managed to cooperate and involve in that process a
range of people from the Pilbara and beyond who worked on developing the study which, in
turn, led to the establishment of the Pilbara Development Commission. I hope that
Mr Moore will be aware already of comments which were made in the other place about the
stature of people who participated in that process and of those people who are proposing to
participate in the development commission in the future.
Hon N.E. Moore: Are you taking politicians off it?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I understand members of Parliament will have no involvement in
this process from now on. The commission is fairly and squarely heading for the
independent commission process now that the Piibara 21 study is out of the way.
Hon Norman Moore made some reference to the Pilbara population. That is an issue of
concern to the Government and to me, as someone passionately committed to regional
development.
Some of the problems with the shifting population in the Pilbara are the result of
development in the iron ore industry and industry in general. Since we have been in
Government that industry has had the opportunity to become much more productive and
efficient. The salt industry, the iron ore industry and people associated with the resource
developments, specifically the gas industry, have been able to streamline their operations and
have become very cost effective. The streamlining of those operations has resulted in the
reduction of the population in the Pilbara. That streamlining represents a plus because it
reflects a guarantee that the industry will continue to find its way in the world market place
in the future. This State Government recognises that the Pilbara. region has a challenge ahead
of it.
In relation to the fringe benefits tax -

Hon N.E. Moore: You supported it when you came in.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Yes, but the disadvantage in the fringe benefits tax needs to be
quarantined so that it does not impact upon the resource activities in remote regions. If we
can convince the Federal Government to isolate the FBT, we will enhance the prospects for
the Pilbara and other regional areas in Western Australia and that will guarantee that the
population will move in different directions to that which we have seen in the past decade.
Hon N.F. Moore: Your Federal Government brought that in and your State Government
brought it in. Now you find it is not working and you are screaming your head off about it.
Keating will not agree to it.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: We do not resile from the fact that we support a fringe benefits tax
insofar as it catches people who are shifting from the group which is paid wages to that
which is paid salaries and benefits. I do not resile from the introduction of the fringe benefits
tax. We want to see that all people are fairly and squarely shouldering the burden and paying
tax. We need to quarantine the effects of the FBT so that it does not impact on regional
developments in States such as OUr own.
Hon Norman Moore raised the issue of the difference between a development authority and a
commission. I will not make too much of this point other than to say that the Government is
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deliberately adopting a new strategy in regional development and moving beyond the
processes that were established in the early years of the Burke and Dowding Governments
into a new phase of development commissions that are different in character from the
authorities which were established in our first few years in office.
This commission, and future commissions, will have a limited life. There will be a sunset
clause in any legislation establishing authorities. That sunset clause is specifically aimed to
ensure that the strategies identified by the Pilbara 21 study will be implemented Over the five
year life of the commission. We hope that at the end of that time those strategies will have
been achieved and there will be the opportunity for local people to see whether there is an
ongoing need for a commission of this sort. At that point recommendations would be made
as to whether the commission should be given a new charter or fade into oblivion.
It is a very deliberate intention of the Government to make sure that these new development
commissions do not get involved in the activities of local government or other Government
authorities. In the Government's view there will be no room for duplication between
existing Government authorities and local government authorities in these regions.
Hon Norman Moore also recognised the importance of Government coordinating activities of
all agencies. I hope that this commission would assist in this role, as other commissions
would that come on stream in the near future.
Another fundamental difference between this commission and the authorities about which
Hon Norman Moore spoke is that there will not be the opportunity for it to borrow funds on
the open market. The South West Development Authority borrowed large amounts of funds
that were deployed in a whole range of ways in the south west of this State to the enormous
benefit of that region, to the extent where it is now locked into a Budge! loan that has made
the rest of the State quite jealous. Hon Barry House will acknowledge that his region has
benefited enormously from the influx of those funds. I am a little regretful that this
opportunity will not be available in the future. These borrowings provide an opportunity for
a quick injection of funds to get a whole range of activities operating.
Hon N.F. Moore: You have to pay it back.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It has been provided with a budget line for paying it back. It has a
$3 million Budget line this year.
Hon N.F. Moore: Where is it coming from?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: From the taxpayers of Western Australia. However, in this case it
was to the benefit of the people in the south west.
Hon N.F. Moore: Have you heard of Australia's present foreign debt?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: We are not duplicating the borrowing opportunities; therefore, there
is no need for Hon Norman Moore to be concerned. We are not providing an opportunity for
this development commission established in the Pilbara to borrow in the same way as was
provided to the South West Development Authority and other authorities. A mechanism in
this Bill enables the development commission at the end of the financial year when it comes
to the end of its budget to borrow from Treasury, with the Treasurer's approval, for small
carry over funds to get through projects that were in train which could not be handled within
that current financial year. I hope that members see some value in leaving that clause in the
Bill.
Hon N.F. Moore: I do not think you should be allowed to hang on to the purse strings. You
have ruined this country. You should not be allowed to borrow any more money.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The global borrowing that occurred in the South West Development
Authority is not envisaged; nor do we envisage the borrowings or dealings in real estate that
have occurred in other parts of the State.
I welcome the support that the Opposition has indicated for this Bill. One of the hallmarks of
the difference between our party in Government and the Opposition parties is that we are
passionately committed to ensuring a balance in these matters of development. The Pilbara
commission will have the opportunity to maintain an eye on employment, training and
education and other social issues at the same time as development. We on this side of the
House recognise that this is fundamental to ensuring the solid growth of regional Western
Australia. I will be amazed if the Opposition does not agree to the proposition that
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development which does not benefit the ordinary men and women in Western Australia,
particularly regional Western Australia, is, in the end, not worth it. In that context, that
benefit will come from the Pilbara Development Commission. I commend the Bill to the
House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairmnan of Committees (1-on Garry Kelly) in the Chair, Ron Tom Stephens (Minister
for Services) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses I to 11 put and passed.
Clause 12: Functions or Commission -

H-on N.E. MOORE: This clause states that the functions of the commission are to implement
the strategies and recommendations set out in the Pilbara 21 report and to co-ordinate and
promote the economic and social development of the Pilbara region. This clause gives the
Pilbara Development Commission the power to become involved in areas of Government
activity that are not appropriate.
The Minister endeavoured to make the point at the conclusion of his second reading speech
that his Government has a view of regional development that is balanced. In other words, he
believes we need to set up commissions with a balanced approach to both economic and
social development. I do not know what he thinks is the job of the Department for
Community Development, Ministry of Education, local authorities and all other State and
Federal Government departments if he feels there is a need for the commission to become
involved in all areas of activity. The need exists for a Government department to do
something about economic development in this State, but there is no need for another
organisation to become involved in social issues. This area is overserviced and it has cost
the taxpayer a heap of money for what I loosely describe social issues. Local authorities
have been given the power to engage in welfare matters. It means that we have triplication
of Government concern about welfare issues - the Commonwealth, the State and local
governments - and they can all decide to spend money on welfare.
The Minister is now suggesting the establishment of a commission which can be involved in
social issues and he wants to give it the power to borrow money to carry out its functions.
He is asking us to provide the power for this commission to get involved in issues which
have nothing to do with economic development. Social development may mean certain
things to the Minister and maybe it has a certain constraint, but people will read this Bill and
use the commission as a vehicle to do what they wish. Fortunately, the people running the
Esperance and Geraldton authorities have kept the operations of these authorities on a narrow
economic path. The authorities could go off the rails if someone took them over and they
became involved in a range of issues which were not strictly related to economic
development. While I do not propose to move an amendment to this clause, I make the point
that whoever runs this commission should bear in mind that the prime objective of it should
be the development of the economy of the Pilbara. The commission should leave all the
things which are peripheral to that to the Government departments around Australia which
have been set up to carry out those other functions.
In his second reading speech the Minister said that one of the recommendations of the
Pilbara 21 study related to the fringe benefits tax. It is argued by the Government that this
commission should be making representations to the Federal Government on reducing or
eliminating taxes which impact disproportionately on remote areas and reference was made
to the FBT and excise duties on distillate and fuel oil.
The FBT was brought in by the Hawke Labor Government with the acquiescence of the then
either Burke or Dowding Governments in Western Australia. We did not hear one word
from the Labor Party in opposition to the effect of the FRT on the Pilbara. The Opposition
screamed about the effects that tax would have on remote area development. I was told by
representatives of Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd recently that the FBT costs the
company $10 million annually. Iron ore companies spend tens of millions of dollars on FBT
and they pay tax on benefits provided to employees which are not benefits but necessities of
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life. For example, if an employee living in Karratha has subsidised electricity to operate his
air-conditioner when it is 45 degrees, the subsidised electricity is taxed by the Keating Labor
Government. Every time an employee is assisted to work in the Pilbara the company is taxed
for the assistance provided. Normnally, the beneficiary of a benefit pays the tax. However,
Keating, in his usual clever way, took the politically expedient course of action on the FBT
and decided to tax the companies and not the recipients of the benefits. He knew that if he
taxed the recipients he would have been the former Treasurer about seven years ago.
In the last couple of years the State Labor Government has at last worked out that the FBT
tax is a gross disincentive to the Pilbara, the goldfields and the most remote parts of Western
Australia. The only way companies which operate in remote pants of Western Australia can
avoid paying this iniquitous tax is to have a fly in, fly out operation. I repeat that this tax was
brought in by a Federal Labor Government and supported by the State Labor Government.
This Government has now worked out that it is a problem and it is making a big deal of
rushing to Canberra to try to convince the Federal Treasurer and the Prime Minister that we
should get rid of this tax because it is a disincentive. The Labor Party in Western Australia
has been in Government for 10 years, yet what are Keating and Dawkins, a Western
Australian, saying to it? They are telling this Government to get lost and that they will not
change this tax because they believe the FBT should apply in the north. One of the many
good things about Fightback is a resolution by the Federal coalition that these iniquitous
anomalies which apply in the north will be removed. I do not believe for one minute that the
political actions of Mr Taylor in trying to get mileage for himself by rushing to Canberra
every five minutes to try to convince Mr Dawkins to get rid of the tax will be successful.
People know he will not be successful and they know who brought it in. They also know
who wants to keep it and they know they will continue to be disadvantaged by it.
Another interesting part of the speech mentions the elimination of taxes which impact
disproportionately in remote areas, and the elimination of excise duties on fue] oil. The
elimination of excise on fuel is part of the Fightback package; therefore, when the
Opposition is in Government it will do what Hon Tom Stephens suggested in his second
reading speech ought to be done, but which is not being done by his Federal colleagues. In
addition - and this is something which was not mentioned in the second reading speech as a
disproportionate tax on the north - the coalition will reduce the price of petrol for people who
have to drive from the Pilbara to Perth or elsewhere. A 19W a litre reduction in fuel tax will
be a significant saving for people who live in the north. Perhaps Hon Tom Stephens could
have mentioned that disproportionate tax paid by people in remote areas in his speech.
It is good to see that at the State level the Government is prepared to acknowledge one of the
great virtues of the Fightback package; that is, the elimination of excise on fuel, because both
the Government and the Opposition know that people who use the most fuel - which is
invariably those who live furthest away from the city - are those who will benefit most. I
make those points because a lot of propaganda and politics is involved in these matters. At
the end of the day, the people of the north will achieve taxation reform only by voting for the
Liberal Party, which has promised fundamental tax reform for this country. If the
Government continues down its present path, people will continue to pay fringe benefits tax
and the excise on fuel, which is a disincentive to living in the north.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will not respond at great length to Hon Norman Moore's
comments because that would take me too far away from the clauses of this Bill. In that
context I indicate that the intent of the Government in regard to the Pilbara. development
commission is spelt out quite clearly in clause 12. Far from it being an intention to duplicate
social infrastructure in the Pilbara region, and the activities of Government agencies
committed to the social advancement of the people of that region, it is instead an attempt
spelt out in clause 12(a) to coordinate those activities. I would hope that that approach to
coordination rather than duplication would be welcomed by the Opposition. I recognise that
the member simply wants the Government to avoid duplication, and the guarantee that no
such duplication will occur is there for the Chamber to see.
Hon Norman Moore also spoke about his desire to make sure the development commission is
run by people who have a commitment to economic development. He will be pleased to
learn that yesterday it was agreed that the chief executive officer of BlIP Iron Ore, Dick
Canter, will be the inaugural chairperson of the Pilbara development commission. That is a
clear indication on the part of the State Government of the type of body this commission will
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be. I hope that that appointment earns the support not only of the Government but also of the
Opposition in recognition of the nature of this commission and its primary commitment to
the economic development of the Pilbara region. However, I do not resile from the fact that
economic development must go hand in hand with an appreciation of the needs of the people
of that region, and that is why we have included in this clause a reference to coordinating the
activities of other agencies to make sure that they respond to the needs of the people as
economic development becomes more securely based for the future of the Pilbara region.
Finally, Hon Norman Moore is a little behind the game in regard to the approaches of the
State Government to the Federal Government on the issues of FBT. The Government does
not resile from the fact that it supports the need for a fringe benefits tax, but it has been
telling the Federal Government since 1986. soon after it was first introduced, of its complete
opposition to its adverse impact upon the people of the Pilbara region. In collaboration With
the Iron Ore Consultative Council the Government has been obtaining the assistance of
PIOPA - the Pilbara Iron Ore Producers Association - and Mr Laurie Sprunt from that
organisation who has assisted the Government in drafting legislation for the Federal
Government that would successfully quarantine the impact of FBT so that it could no longer
adversely impact upon regional development in the way that Hon Norman Moore has
described. There have been unsuccessful delegations to Canberra in the past. However, I am
pleased to say that at the moment that is not the case. We have now reached the point where
the Federal Treasurer has at least accepted the points that have been made by the State
Government, the Pilbara iron ore producers and the Western Australian Iron Ore
Consultative Council.
In a recent visit to Canberra, Richard Harris, the Acting Director of the Pilbara Development
Commission who is in the Chamber today, heard from the Federal Treasurer the commitment
of that Government to review that tax insofar as it is impacting upon that region in an
adverse way. We hope that in the very near future the objectives of the Opposition, the State
Government and the Pilbara iron ore producers will be achieved.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Having observed the operations of development authorities for about
five years and, in particular, at close quarters the operations of the South West Development
Authority, I am firmly of the opinion that the functions of the authorities are expressed in far
too general terms. To make the authorities - and now the commissions - far more effective
we should be more specific about their goals and functions. In other words, they should be
given targeted activities; they should be set a charter under which they can set those goals
and become far more accountable to the Parliament and the people.
Earlier this year I had an opportunity to speak with some people from the Californian
economic development commission. That commission has a very streamlined operation
which has a very specific charter in terms of the functions it was set by the Legislature. In
turn, it reports to the Legislature on outcomes of investments it has been able to directly
attract to California, and on direct and indirect jobs that have been created as a result of the
commission's activities. I am firmly of the opinion that that is the way in which our
authorities and commissions should be allocated their tasks in the future.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I wish to make one final point about the fringe benefits tax. Neither the
State nor the Federal Labor Party Government will have credibility on this issue until such
time as EDT is abolished. If one of the objectives of this organisation is to get rid of this tax
then I wish it every success, but the Government has no credibility whatsoever because the
review is not good enough. The Federal Treasurer, Mr Dawkins - a Western Australian -
ought to know better. I can understand Mr K~eating not understanding what goes on outside
of places where French clocks are made and so on, or that the Pilbara is a hot place.
However, Mr Dawkins ought to understand that it gets very hot in tht; Pilbara; air-
conditioning is not a fringe benefit, it is an absolute necessity. For the Governmen:, to at last
squeeze out a commitment to a review is pathetic. Until it gets rid of the tax altogether it has
no credibility on this issue.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 13 put and passed.
Clause 14: Minister may give directions -

Hon N.F. MOORE: I move -
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Page 9, line 28 - After the numeral " 1985' delete the full stop and insert the following
words -

and published in the Gazette within 28 days and laid before each House within
14 sitting days of being published if Parliament is in session or within
14 sitting days of the commencement of the next ensuing sitting.

The amendment will improve the accountability mechanism in respect of the Minister's
giving directions to the authority. In addition to having the direction reported in the annual
report it is necessary for it to be gazetted within 28 days of the direction's being given.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Government accepts the amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 15: Minister to have access to information -

Hon N.F. MOORE;. I move -

Page 10, line 1 - To delete the words "For parliamentary purposes".
Page 10, line 26 to page 11, line 4 - To delete the definition of "parliamentary
purposes".

In the past we have amended similar Bills setting up other authorities. The Parliament has
the right, without its needing to be spelt out in this Act, to obtain information on the way
organisations operate. The use of the words "for parliamentary purposes" is a superfluous
requirement and can be restraining in certain circumstances. We have consistently sought to
remove the provision, and we have been successful. We seek the same deletion here.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Government accepts the amendments.
Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 16 to 19 put and passed.
Clause 20: Borrowing by Commission from Treasurer -

Hon N.E. MOORE: I have considered the reports brought down to set up other development
authorities and compared them with the proposed operations of the Pilbara Development
Commission. The ability of the commission to borrow is slightly less than that of other
authorities. Before I proceed with my proposal to request the Chamber not to agree to the
provision to allow the commission to borrow money, can the Minister explain why the
commission needs to borrow money, bearing in mind that it is funded from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund? Can the Minister explain the difference between the capacity of the
commission to borrow and that of other authorities to borrow?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have reviewed the Acts under which other development
authorities operate because I wanted to respond to this flagged question in detail. Having
accepted the member's earlier amendment, the Government would niot want to see this clause
rejected. The borrowing provisions of this clause are different from the provisions applying
to other development authorities. The Pilbara Development Commission's prime function
will be to implement the recommendations of the Pilbara 21 report. The report stated that the
clear focus of the organisation should be the implementation of development strategies,
planning, research and consultation. It is not considered appropriate for the commission to
have loan guarantees Or equity raising capacity, although it will need a single line item in the
Budget. Those matters are referred to in clause 12, which has been passed.
The Pilbara Development Commission Bill reflects the recommendations of the study.
Because the commission will be involved in implementing the recommendations, developing
strategies, planning and research it has no need to move into property development or
townscape development The five year sunset clause was deliberately placed in the Bill so
that the commission can focus clearly on implementing the recommendations of the Pilbara
21 report. As well, the commission is specifically prohibited from dealing in real estate. The
Bill has been structured so that the commission will operate differently from other
authorities. That is the reason it is called a commission rather than an authority. That



background explains the checks and balances in the Bill which clearly focus the Pilbara
Development Commission on its prime cask and which limit its powers compared with other
development authorities.
Clause 20 gives the commission the power simply to borrow from Treasury, from which it
receives its funds anyway, on terms and conditions imposed by the Treasurer. It does not
give the commission the power to borrow money on the open market, a power held by a
number of other statutory authorities such as the State Energy Commission and the South
West Development Authority. In other words, the commission can ask Treasury only for an
advance on its Budget for the next financial year. That is a safeguard only and may not need
to be used. It is not the intention to use it, although at some time it may be necessary to do
so. Members can imagine a circumstance where a project is in train but cannot be Finished
successfully in that year, or for some other cost effective --

Hon N.F. Moore: Like an election coming on.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That is not the reason at all. The member should not see it that
way.
Hon N.F. Moore: My cynicism is understandable.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The member should not let that cloud his judgment of the Bill. The
member should keep in mind that we want a commission that can operate effectively, both
for the member's electorate and for the people of the region -

Hon N.F. Moore: Who are desperate for action.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The people are keen to have action and this is an opportunity for
renewed energy and vigour to assist the development of the region. It would be too silly if
we put the commission in a situation where it could not be cost effective and efficient. It
would be a shame if at the end of the year a project was on crack but could not be completed
because an input of funds was necessary from the next financial year. If that involves some
small borrowings from Treasury against the next year's Budget line item, the inclusion of
this clause will enable that to happen. I hope that members will support the clause.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I am prepared to accept the explanation and the suggestion that we not
proceed with our rejection of the clause. However, I cannot think of any circumstance in
which it might need to borrow money. I accept the clause as a safety net. The Minister will
appreciate our cynicism about these sorts of matters, bearing in mind the experience of the
South West Development Authority with borrowings. I will not move my proposed
amendment.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The Minister mentioned two matters which gives me some cause for
hope that the commission will be a very effective one. First, he mentioned the relatively
specific nature of its activities as they relate to the Pilbara 21 report. If the commission
focuses on that as a taget it has a chance of delivering what it is set up to do.
The other matter is the restriction on borrowing. Residents of the south west particularly
know that the debt burden of the South West Development Authority is now becoming a
major embarrassment to the authority. It has severely damaged its credibility. The other
development authorities also have provision in their Acts to borrow but have not proceeded
to do so. The South West Development Authority must find a way of overcoming its debt
burden. I urge the Minister to keep within those restraints.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 21 and 22 put arnd passed.
Clause 23: Review of Act -
Hon N.F. MOORE: The Government Agencies Committee has spent time considering the
relative merits of review and sunset clauses. It is good to see in this Bill a review clause
followed by an automatic expiry. It is possible under clause 23 for the review to recommend
a replacement body to continue the operations of the commission. I believe that this review
will recommend the setting up of a new body or a continuation of a existing body beyond the
five years. It is a wager I will have with this Chamber because I do not believe a sunset
clause will ever work while we put in place these reviews prior to the sunset occurring. I
have no doubt that in four years' time there will be a recommendation that the commission
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should continue or that a new body should be set up in its place. The appointment of Dick
Caner, assuming he has agreed to rake on the position of chairman, is an excellent choice. I
have great respect for Dick Canter's ability to carry out any given task and he is the sort of
person these authorities should have as their chairperson. I wish him well and the
commission well in carrying out its functions.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I would like to see a sunset clause included in equivalent legislation
for other development authorities because Parliament is able to scrutinise these bodies. At a
certain period the Parliament must reassess those bodies. As a member of the Government
Agencies Committee I favour the sunset clause.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I hope that I will have the opportunity of writing to Hon Norman
Moore while he is enjoying his long earned retirement to tell him the result of the
recommendations.
Hon P.G. Pendal: You will be sitting at home writing about your record short career as a
Minister.
Hon R.G. Pike: Yes, the shortest ministerial appointment in the history of Parliament.
Hon P.G. Pendal: Tom who?
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 24 and 25 put and passed.
Schedules I to 3 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens (Minister for Services), and returned
to the Assembly with amendments.

PETIT[ON - STATUTORY VALUATIONS FOR THE PROCESS OF REVENUE
COLLECTION

HON 1.6. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [3.15 pm] - by leave: I present the following
petition bearing the signatures of 123 persons

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens respectfully showeth:
That whilst there is the need to apply Statutory Valuations for the process of
Revenue Collection there is the greater need for the Valuations that are so
determnined and adopted to be accepted as correct and when applied in the
Revenue Collection process they must be universally relied upon with
confidence, by all Statutory Authorities, Taxpayers, Ratepayers and other
affected pantics, as Values having integrity.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Legislative Council in Parliament
assembled will
(i) refer the above mentioned matter of the need to effect universal acceptance of

the Integrity of Statutory Valuations as determined and applied to the
Revenue Collection process in Western Australia, and

(ii) refer the existing inequitable and unjust Land Tax and Metropolitan Region
Improvement Tax Revenue Collection systems in Western Australia, and

(iii) refer the existing inequitable and unjust Statutory Land Valuation, Rating and
Taxing Objections and Appeals System in Western Australia, to an
appropriate open Parliamentary Committee which will examine the whole of
the operations and accountability of the Revenue Collection Processes in
order to guarantee that the Valuations as entered in the Valuation Rolls have
absolute integrity and are determined through the use of Proper Principles of
Valuation Practice and that any challenge to such Valuations will be
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processed by an Independent Authority that has no connection with the
Revenue Collection process at all.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 67 1.]

MOTION - OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION REPORT
To be Published by the President

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
Amendment to Motion

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [3.17 pm]: I move -

That all words after "That" be deleted and the following inserted -

subject to the receipt of a report under section 7(6) of the Official Corruption
Commission Act ("the Act") no later than Friday, I I December 1992, where
the House stands adjourned the President shall determine whether the
following conditions are met -

(1) that the report conforms to the Act and explains the steps taken to
meet the requirements of section '7(7) of the Act;

(2) that if the report is made under section 7(6)(a) of the Act it is
accompanied by written advice from the Director of Public
Prosecutions ("the DPI'") chat he has considered the report and
advising whether any finding of illegality referred to in the report is or
will be the subject of charges;

(3) that if the report is made under section 7(6)(b) of the Act it is
accompanied by written advice from the DPP and the Commissioner
of Police in which each certifies that he has had a reasonable
opportunity to peruse the report and in which each expresses his
considered views of its contents.

If the President determines that all three of the above conditions are met he
shall cause the report and any advice from the DPP and the Commissioner of
Police to be published -

Hon P.G. Pendal: Do nothing and forget nothing.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Is Mr Pendal not interested in the views of the DPI'? To continue -

- and they will thereby be deemed to have been tabled and ordered to have
been printed without further authority being required than that contained in
this resolution.
Otherwise the President shall not cause the report to be published and shall
return it and any advice from the DPP and the Commissioner of Police to their
respective authors.

The letter from the Official Corruption Commission which you, Mr President, transmitted to
the Council yesterday is most unusual and its political connotations are obvious and
regrettable. These are highlighted in the reference in the letter to the next parliamentary
session and thereby to the forthcoming election in the context of a "possible" report into
section 7(6) of the Official Corruption Commission Act. Section 7(6) is in a most
unsatisfactory and obscure form. However, it is fair to suggest that at most a section 7(6)
report could have only two applications in the present context. Under section 7(6)(a) the
Official Corruption Commission can report on a finding of illegality. On the face of it this
would appear to refer to a finding in a prosecution following an investigation under section
7(1)(b).
Hon P.G. Pendal: No effort to suppress will succeed, and the Attorney General should know
that now. That is an act of suppression on his pant.
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The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not know what Mr Pendal is talking about. He is operating from
memory and his memory cells are not functioning too well. However, if the Official
Corruption Commission rakes the view that it can itself make a finding of illegality, it does
not need access to Parliament if it is concerned with its real and non-political role. It should
simply report its view to the proper prosecuting authority under section 7(3) of the Act. Both
the relevant prosecuting authorities, namely the DPP and the police, are completely
independent. If a charge follows that would, of course, have an electoral impact. If a charge
is not laid why should that be the subject of special arrangements for publishing, which
would almost certainly result before the election, except for some political purpose, which
would clearly be improper if driven by the 0CC.
Hon P.C. Pendal: That is a reflection on the 0CC. The Automney General is doing
everything to fix the result.
Hon Graham Edwards: It is reflecting on itself.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Members heard this morning what I was prepared to do to
members who constantly interject- I remind members that if they have a contrary view to
those being expressed by whoever is on his or her feet, they should take advantage of the
opportunity that will be pmovided for them to make those views known, which I hope will be
without any interjections either.
Hon J.M. BERIINSON: The same applies to the second possible application of section 7(6)
under section 7(6)(b). This allows the 0CC to report to Parliament "if it considers that the
investigation is not being properly, sufficiently or expeditiously conducted'. In any such
case, the dispute could be between only the 0CC and the DPP or the police. What legitimate
place exists in disputes of that kind for a drive for public report which, again it must be said,
would almost certainly emerge before the election? The only conceivable victim of that
process would be a person engaged in the election who would not - I emphasis "not" - be the
subject of the report. If, in spite of the questionable and even disturbing approach of the
0CC, it is thought that its suggestion should be accommodated, proper safeguards are
required and must be specified. The amendment does so. The need for these safeguards
would not arise if the Parliament were sitting because in that case any person affected by the
privileged report of the commission would have a forum for an equally public and privileged
response. More importantly, any contrary views by the DPP and police could be required by
the Parliament and also made public. That is not possible when the Parliament is in recess or
when it has been prorogued, as it soon must be to meet election requirements.
Several members interjected.
Hon 1kM. BERINSON: Is Mr Wordsworth suggesting that no need exists to prorogue
Parliament before the issue of the writ?
Hon George Cash: When were you anticipating issuing the writ?
The PRESIDENT: Order! I remind members of what I said a moment ago.
Hon i.M. BERINSON: The reference in the letter to the next session, and implicitly thereby
to the election date, casts a shadow over every member of Parliament. Who else could be
affected in a way which would make that date relevant? That shadow cannot be left hanging,
with the possibility of application being made at any time of the commission's choosing.
That could be irretrievably damaging, even where the allocation could not possibly support a
charge. If the commission has something to say, let it say it promptly. The period to
I1I December, as provided in this motion, gives it the opportuinity to do so.
Debate adjourned until a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of
the Opposition).
[Continued on p 8063.)

MOTION - ORDER OF THE DAY No 3
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (Nonth Metropolitan - Minister for Police) [3.30 pm): I
move -

That Order of the Day No 3 be taken before Order of the Day No 2.
OSO7-I7
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HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) (3.30 pm]: For the second time in 12 hours, I
ask the Minister, why is the Government delaying the debate on the Commission on
Government Bill?
Hon Reg Davies: Another dirty deal, perhaps.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
H-In P.O. PENDAL: Yes, probably another dirty deal, knowing that lot. We are within a
couple of hours, ostensibly, of closing the session and, effectively, of closing the Parliament,
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That means a reduction in the amount of time available to the
Opposition to discuss the Bill and I object to that.
The PRESIDENT: Order! For crying out loud! Apart from the fact that the motion with
which we ape dealing is whether we deal with Order of the Day No 3 -
Hon P.C. PENDAL: I am opposing it.
The PRESIDENT: Order! No, the member is not. Even if he were, he is not allowed to.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Well, I did.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Look, if the member took the time to study the rules of this place,
he would know that the motion that I put must be taken forthwith. If that motion were a
debatable motion and were a subject matter about which he could speak, he could do so.
However, ir is not and the member is out of order. If he does not want to support the motion
he can vote against it.
Question put and passed.

BUSH FIRES AMENDMENT BILL
Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Doug Wenn) in the Chair; Hon Graham Edwards
(Minister for Police) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I thank the Chamber for the opportunity to deal with this
matter because it is very important. It relates to the wellbeing of many thousands of
volunteer firefighters across the length and breadth of this State. I thank the Leader of the
Opposition and National Party members. I also thank members of the WA Municipal
Association and of the Country Shire Councils Association, as well as staff members of the
Bush Fires Board who made themselves available at very short notice to address some of the
issues, particularly the important aspects, that arose from debate in the early hours of this
morning. I thank Opposition members and other people I have mentioned for the very
mature and kind way that they have made themselves available to address these important
issues.
Because we have gone through that process we can deal with the outstanding matters in a
fairly forthright way. I refer members to the Supplementary Notice Paper arid the
amendments standing in my name, and the names of Hon George Cash and Hon Murray
Montgomery. I will go through them.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! I thnk the Minister Will have to wait until we get to
those clauses.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Under the short title I have the opportunity to refer briefly to
these amendments. The Government has decided to accept the amendment suggested by the
Leader of the Opposition to clause 5. The second amendment to clause 5 deals with the
chairman of the board. The Government is reluctant to agree to this, but it is a good
compromise and a good compromise is better than a bad beating. It will enhance the
activities of the board and achieve that which we are all after. The Government is prepared
to accept the amendments to clause 7 and clause 11. 1 ask Hon Murray Montgomery to
withdraw the last amendment. Hon Bill Stretch contacted me earlier this morning and put a
question to me. He asked -
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What is the estimated additional cost in premiums of accident insurance for covering
unsolicited volunteer fire fighters that ame in the coalition's proposed amendiment
voluntarily assisting any of them in normal brigade activities.

The SGIO has advised -

(1) The SGlO cannot provide a figure for increased cover. Premiums are claims
driven. The enormity of an "open ended policy" as proposed by the
amendment would certainly mean a substantial increase in costs to local
government. The proposal could also lead to serious consideration as to
whether they would offer such a policy at all.

(2) They are also concerned about the bona-fides of a claim from an unsupervised
person.

(3) The industry is deeply concerned at the prospect of 'unsupervised fire
fighters".

This advice was endorsed by Mr Tony Carter of the Insurance Council of Australia at about
12.30 pmn today on behalf of the insurance industry.
I understand the concerns that have caused the amendment to come forward. Once this
legislation is passed, I intend writing to the board and asking whether it will examine this
matter as contained in the amendment put forward by Hon Murray Montgomery and to report
back to the Minister by the end of May next year. That will allow ample time should there
be any requirement to put a further amendment through to build upon that which we have
built today. I again thank members for the manner in which they have conducted discussions
on this Bill, both inside and outside of the Chamber and I thank all of those who have
contributed to bringing this very important matter to a proper finalisation.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH-: I have some difficulty with the choice of words in the proposed
legislation because the fire brigades are not the identities that many people believe them to
be. As a landowner I pay a subscription to the local bush fire brigade but that does not
necessarily make me a member of a particular organisation. I am not sure whether I would
be covered by insurance under the Government's proposal, although -I pay hundreds of
dollars a year. I pay that amount more as a levy imposed on landowners in a given area.
Hon Graham Edwards: Do you pay a subscription or a levy?
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: It is a very uncertain situation. If it were identified and people
were, for example, given badges indicating their membership, they would know where they
stood. There are keener members of the community who formn an inner group; they have
radios and a senior person announces when a fire ban will be imposed and so on. There are
perhaps 50 farms in my local area and when a fire breaks out everyone tries to help. The first
person on the scene obviously Works very hard and, if the fire is close to his property he
works quicker and harder than anyone else. 'However, that person is not under the control of
any brigade captain, although Jater that brigade officer may arrive and order more water and
so on. Exemptions to firebreaks can be granted if a person has a firefighting cart and is
prepared to do certain things and can do them fairly quickly.
The proposal by Hon Murray Montgomery is very sensible and it should be more closely
examined than the Minister has indicated he is prepared to do.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I can only reiterate that the Government has given this issue a
great deal of consideration and I do not know that we can do justice to it by giving it further
consideration now. I have suggested a fairly positive and proper way of addressing the
matter. The Government has had the opportunity of advice from the State Government
Insurance Office and the Insurance Council of Australia and, in addition, I have indicated I
am prepared to put it formally before the board and ask it to further address the matter.
I am advised that unless Hon David Wordsworth is paying a subscription, he is not a member
of a brigade.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: That is what I wanted to hear. However, I can imagine the
scene that would take place in the district if 1 told the people on my farm to let any fire on the
property bum because I am not a member of a brigade. What would happen if I were in
Parliament and my manager on the farm got involved in fighting a fire? Even when I am on
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the farm I take my man out to help fight fires. The workers' compensation and liability
would not apply if I took him to fight fires elsewhere than on my property, and yet the fire
could be on the boundary of my property. This is a very serious situation which should be
examined.
Hon MARGARET McALEER: I simply support the comments of Hon David Wordsworth.
Although I have lived as a farmer in a district with bush rue brigades which are very active, I
have never been conscious of paying a subscription. The shire council supports the brigade
and those who pay rates are therefore contributing towards them. As far as I know, there has
been no formal membership of local brigades. The annual meeting is called, people attend
and officers are appointed but I have not known of any formalised membership.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 pm
[Questions without notice takeul.

Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Ii is my understanding that landowners of a fire brigade
district are, for insurance purposes, required to keep a register of people who are available to
fight fires. Those people need to be over the age of 14 years, but the limit may be 16 years.
The register can include everybody or anybody who is an employee of a farmer or a property
owner or a spouse of a farmer or property owner or employee. Thac requirement arose
following some problems which occurred a few years ago.
It is important that this Bill be passed before the impending fire season. There are many fire
hazards in (he rural community and it would be remiss of the Parliament to delay this Bill. I
accept the assurances by the Minister chat there will be some requirement on him to
recommend to the Bush Fires Board chat it ind some solution to this insurance issue. It has
been an issue in the country for a long time. Many people in rural Australia take up their
community responsibility to fight bushfires, yet often they are not covered by insurance. The
Minister has assured us that a report will be provided in May next year.
Hon 0.). WORDSWORTH: Can the Minister point out to me where in the legislation there
is a provision for people to be part of a bush fire committee or brigade? It would seem that,
if we are to incorporate people into the insurance schemes, there is a need for better coverage
of them in this legislation.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am advised that it is contained in the regulations. Following
this debate, I will show it to Hon David Wordsworth.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 4 put and passed.
ClauseS5: Section 8 amended -

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I move -

Page 5, line 16 - To delete the words "such other" and substitute "up to 3".
Page 5, lines 22 and 23 - To delete the proposed subsection (3a) and substitute the
following -

(3a) The Chairman of the Board shall be a regular member and shall be
elected by the regular members.

Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 11 repealed and sections I11 and IHA substituted -

Hon GEORGE CASH: I move -

Page 7, lines 21 - After the numeral "1985" delete the full stop and insert the
following words -

and published in the Gazette within 28 days and laid before each House within
14 sitting days of being published if Parliament is in session or within
14 sitting days of the commencement of the next ensuing sitting.

Page 7, line 23 - To delete the words "parliamentary purposes or for".
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Page 8, line 26, to page 9, line 5 - To delete the definition "parliamentary
purposes".

Members will be aware that this clause deals with the provision for the Minister to give
directions. In recent times the Opposition has insisted that, where there are provisions for
Ministers to give directions to a department, a clause in these terms should be included. That
is the reason for the amendments.
Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 8 and 9 put and passed.
Clause 10: Part 11, Divisions 3 and 4 inserted.-
Hon GEORGE CASH: I move -

Page 13, after line 12 - To insert a new subsection as follow -

(6) Where a guarantee is given by the Treasurer under subsection (1) the
Treasurer shall cause the text of such guarantee to be published in the Gazette
within 28 days and laid before each House within 14 days of being published
if Parliament is in session or within 14 sitting days of the commencement of
the next ensuing session.

Members will be aware that it has been the Opposition's practice in recent times to require a
provision such as that outlined in this amendment. Most members in this Chamber will be
familiar with the provision and that is sufficient explanation for my amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 1110o 17 put and passeJ.
Clause 18: Section 35A inserted -

Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I will not move the amendment in my name on the
Supplementary Notice Paper on the understanding that this clause will be reviewed within
the next six months. The Minister has given an assurance to this effect.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am happy to repeat that assurance. I will write forthwith to
the chief executive officer and ask him to ensure that this matter is formally put on the
board's agenda for consideration at its next meeting. In addition, I will ask him to report on
this clause to the Minister by the end of May so that if there is a need for an amendment to
the Act it will be dealt with before the next fire season.
Hon W.N- STRETCH: I thank the Minister for his assurance; it goes pant of the way. We
certainly would not jeopardise the Bill for the sake of this clause. I also thank the Minister
for the frank discussions we had on the question of assessment of the risk of covering people
who voluntarily assist at a fire without direction or invitation.
I was puzzled when I read the 199 1-92 annual report of the Bush Fires Board because at page
15 there is a breakdown of employee accidents in the area of occupational health, safety and
welfare. Does this report refer not only to people working at the top level of the board, but
also to the range of voluntary firefighters across the State?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It applies only to the employees of the board. It does not
relate to the broader membership of the volunteer brigades.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I thank the Minister for his answer. Also on page 15 of the report to
which I referred it states, under the subheading 'Volunteers', that several serious accidents to
volunteers were investigated and reports were provided to the Department of Occupational
Health, Safety and Welfare. It appears it would be possible for the Insurance Council or one
of its members to assess the actuarial risk from this data and frame a policy which would
cover volunteers. Any person in business or any department dealing with the public has
insurance cover against accidential liability and it should not be beyond the wit of the board,
the local. authorities or the Western Australian Municipal Association to come up with an
insurance policy to cover these people. It could even be a group insurance scheme. I remind
the Minister that the amendment in the name of Hon Murray Montgomery on the
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Supplementary Notice Paper stipulates that the volunteers must assist in normal brigade
activities. Therefore, it does not extend to the general public who might believe it is a good
idea to be at a fire,
The committee to be appointed by the Minister should bear in mind that people who decide
to assist at a fire assess the risk themselves. They make the assessment as they approach the
hazard to determine whether they can contribute to bringing it under control. Obviously if it
was a hoc, windy day or other risk factors were involved, they should not take that risk.
Insurance cover should be provided to any person who believes he has a chance io do
something worthwhile for his community; he may take what he considers is a small risk and
it could turn into a huge risk and cause him minor or major injury. These people deserve
some cover to encourage them to continue their work for the community. It is a sad thing if
we cannot assist these people and I ask members to reflect on the parable of the Good
Samaritan. If that had happened today the Judaist would have been left to die in the gutter
because the Samaritan would not have been game to pick him up because of the risk of being
sued. We as legislators should not be frightened of the legal bogeyman. Members should
concentrate on the good these volunteers do for the community.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I agree with most of the member's comments. I do not agree
that the insurance industry has the capacity to deal with the matter as he suggested. I have
given members an assurance and we should proceed to the ocher clauses of this Bill.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 19 to 23 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.
Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Police), and returned
to the Assembly with amendments.

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) 144 pml: The indecent haste with which we
have been asked to deal with the Commission on Government Bill - its having been
introduced into this House last night - represents the new shame this Government should feel
in the way it treats important legislation. It should not come as any surprise to members in
this House that -the Government has done everything within its power to defy every
convention imaginable in order to avoid scrutiny of its accions. It would be fair to say that no
Government in the history of the bicameral system of Government has abused the privileges
and powers conferred on it more than the group of three Labor Governments first elected in
1983 whose life is starting to flicker out. This Government has been reeling from the
disclosures contained in the first of a series of reports of the Royal Commission the first
tabled, I think, on 22 October.
In the past two or three years we have seen the political death of two Labor Premiers - and I
rather suspect the political death of a third is coming up - a bevy of Ministers and one
Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet. All of those people have gone, but in common not
one went accepting responsibility for the things that have gone wrong.
Hon T.G. Butler: How many coups has the Opposition had?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: We are not talking here, for the benefit of Hon Tom Butler, about the
perfectly legitimate pastime of replacing leaders; we are talking about the replacement of
leaders who have been seen to represent political, baggage on the part of the Government to
the extent they were, jettisoned. Having seen two Premiers thrown out and a bevy of
Ministers and one Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet go the same way, my point is that
not one of them has gone with any contrition for what they had done to this Parliament and
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the people of this State, or the Treasury of this State. All of them have gone protesting that
they were entirely innocent of the matters referred to in the various reports of the Royal
Commission. They say there has been no wrong doing on their part.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Just impropriety.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Just impropriety.
Hon Tom Stephens: That was the conclusion of the Royal Commission.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Western Australia is confronted with the peculiar environment and an
extraordinarily messed up set of values and ethics where no-one has been to blame for the
past nine years. It is like a nightmare from which the Government has slowly awoken saying
that everything really has not happened and that tomorrow its members will finally wake up
to discover it was all just a nightmare and the fact that there has been no wrongdoing on its
part means that it does not have to even say the simple words that it is sorry for what it has
done to the people of this State.
Those people have only cost the State $1 500 million! When I think what that money could
have done for the people of my electorate and the portfolios I have shadowed over the years,
and what it would have represented to homeless children and the school children of this Stare
I am appalled that we still have a Government incapable of saying that it has done wrong and
wants to find ways in which it can make up for that.
Despite all this a Bill has come into this House that represents, in the main, window dressing
for this Government, notwithstanding that it comes as a serious and substantial suggestion
made by the Royal Commission that this Government picked up with alacrity. Opposition
members certainly have not had a chance to properly scrutinise the contents of this Bill.
Why is that? Why did this House have to wait until nearly 5.00 pm on the final sitting night
of the final year of this Government's life to deal with this matter, by which time it is
impossible to subject it to proper parliamentary scrutiny and search?
If the Government is serious about this, where for example is the response to the Bill that has
been languishing on the Notice Paper in this House since 3 June and which demanded not
only the return to the Government Employees Superannuation Board of $75 000 nicked from
it by the Labor Party - which has since repaid it - but also $90 000 interest foregone in the
meantime by the superannuants? Where else in the world would somebody be allowed to
make improper use of funds belonging to someone else, return the funds only when found
out and not a minute before, and then be allowed to get away scat free without paying the
interest that would otherwise have accrued to the people from whom it was nicked?
Hon Barry House: I need a housing loan like that.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: We all need a housing loan like that. It is the best form of loan one
could possibly get.
Hon Reg Davies: It's as good as my war service loan.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: I would say Almost as good as Hon Reg Davies' war service loan.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: But well earned.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes, at least in the case of Mr Davies the taxpayers have some
satisfaction in knowing that he was a member of the armed services and is entitled to some
recompense for serving his country well. What do we have in this other case? Nothing
except the bruised reputation of a once great organisation the Government Employees
Superannuation Board.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: And a $1 billion debt.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Absolutely! That was what I meant when I said, as I have said many
times in this House, the Government is like the Bourbons of yesteryear it has learnt nothing
and forgotten nothing.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It does not improve with age.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No. One of the more substantial commentaries that has been presented
since the release of part 11 of the report of the Royal Commission came from Professor
Patrick O'Brien.
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Several members interjected.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: It is a pity that Mansard will be unable to record the couple of seconds
pause followed by the derision that came from Labor members at the mention of Professor
O'Brien's remarks.
Hon John Halden: I want my derision recorded.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Mine as well.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am glad members were helpful enough to do that. Nonetheless, what
they have been unable to do over the months is attack Professor O'Brien, Mr Bevani
Lawrence or Professor Martin Webb on the intellectual quality of their argument. Did you
notice that, Mr Davies?
Hon Reg Davies: [ have not heard Government members discuss it.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: They would be unable to discern an intellectual argument.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Exactly. That is one of the reasons he should be quoted at some length
in the course of this debate. Professor O'Brien's remarks show some of the inadequacies, not
just of the current Bill but of part 11 of the report, and as those who have taken a chance to
read it would understand, Professor O'Brien has been somewhat scathing in his assessment
of that part. Indeed, he goes so far as to say that part 11 of the report has been hijacked by
advocates of Executive domination of Parliament, the Constitution and the people. It is
important to understand, in that part of his report at least, that his criticisms are not based on
political motivation but on the fact that the report was hijacked by people who are the
advocates of Executive domination of Parliament. Why would he observe that? I suggest he
does that because that is everything that was at the heart and soul of WA Inc; that process by
which the Cabinet, or a small group of Cabinet, did things and said things in the name of the
Government and the people, then expected the compliance of the Caucus, and in turn
expected the compliance of the House that it dominated, before a whole bevy of people
resigned a couple of years ago leaving it as a minority Government. It is interesting to
observe that part 11 of the Royal Commission report then began to be less than
complimentary about the one part of the constitutional process that actually had the effect of
providing whatever possible scrutiny there was in those years; namely, the Legislative
Council.
In what members opposite will be glad to know is my last speech in this House -

Hon Doug Wenn: So are we!
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I am pleased that my last speech in this House should be on the subject
that I have just mentioned - that is, the future of the Legislative Council - because, as
members know, that is a material observation in the reports of the Royal Commission.
Indeed, it is an integral part of the Bill, because in the table in the Bill - which is something
like a schedule of terms of reference - the electoral system which produces this House and
the other House is to be the subject of the inquiries of the Commission on Government which
is to be created out of the Bill. Why is that the case? Why are we to give a statutory body
the chance to scrutinise that part of the constitutional process - namely, this House, the one
body that has stood between excessive Cabinet domination throughout all those years?
I intend to move some amendments in the course of the Committee debate in order to ensure
that the Commission on Government, when it eventually is up and running, is not asked to
treat the composition of this place and of the Assembly as though those matters are of a more
urgent nature than the other elements of our constitutional process which broke down in the
course of those years from 1983 onwards. It is not unlike the constitution of the Mafia.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Which one? The Irish or the English?
Hon John Halden: Are you saying that the Royal Commission is the Mafia?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: No. The member's Government is a bit like the Mafia.
Hon John Halden: That is not what you said.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Who is making this speech?
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Hon John Halden: We would never know.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is a bit like this: The Mafia goes to the bank, does a hit job, and gets
all the money; then the metropolitan police blame the bank clerk, not the Mafia, for the fact
that the money has gone.

Hon Sam Piantadosi: You are a sick man.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That is what has occurred in part of part 11 when the Royal Commission
seriously observed that blame should not attach to the Executive Government which caused
the loss of $1.5 billion, but some blame should attach to the electoral system that elects this
place.
Hon John Halden: They are perceptive people; they got it right.
Hon P.G. PENDAt: It is a pity the member does not convey that to his mate, the member
for Eyre, because that member certainly does not agree with Mr Halden's assessment of the
Royal Commission.

Hon John Halden: Nor do you; that is why you are on your feet criticising the commission.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I am full of praise for the work of the Royal Commission.
That is the real question involved in the debate of the Bill before us. Is there any further
evidence that it is business as usual on the pant of the Government, bearing in mind we went
through all those years of having questions not answered, or questions answered in a false
way? That was the evidence of Mr Naylor, I think, whose job it was to draft questions that
would mislead the Opposition of the day. Nothing whatsoever has changed.
The Royal Commissioners are critical and indeed make observations about the questioning
procedures of Parliament - as mentioned in the Bill - but has that led to the Government's
lifting its game in that respect? Has that led the Government to say that it will do better with
questions? No! I gave notice of question 1013 10 days ago. It is not a difficult question, but
ironically it is a question that goes to the heart of this Bill and the heart of part If of the report
of the Royal Commission. I wanted information for this debate on who wrote the second
report of the Royal Commission that led us to a new Hill to create a Commission on
Government.

Hon John Halden: Presumably it was the Royal Commissioners.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No; if it was the Royal Commissioners, I would have had an answer
back. But 10 days after asking a question which is absolutely fundamental to that report,
there is no answer.

Hon John Halden: Whose names are on the front of the report?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I asked the Leader of the House representing the Premier -

With reference to the second report of the Royal Commission -

(1) Which academics and/or consultants were engaged to assist in the compilation
of that report?

(2) Were they paid and, if so, how much did each receive?

That should not be a difficult question to answer. If Mr Halden is right in his interjection of
a minute ago -

Hon John Halden: Aren't there names on the front of the report?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: No; there are some names in the back of the report.

Hon John Halden: Are they not the authors?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That is a different question from that which I have asked. The report
contains some acknowledgments of the people who helped put the report together; but it is
not unreasonable in trying to understand the nature of the recommendations to first attempt to
understand the people who were involved in their creation. In fact, only recently Mr Chance
was involved in a very distinguished piece of work. Years later people will be able to look at
that report and know that Mr Chance was part of a Select Committee, and they will be able to
draw their conclusions based upon the people who formulated the recommendations.

Hon John Halden: Who were they, Mr Pendal?
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Hon P.G. PENDAL: The members of the committee were Mr Chance, Mr Tornlinson and a
very distinguished chairman -

Hon Cheryl Davenport: Mr Pendal!
Hon P.G. PENDAL Thank you, Mrs Davenport.
Hon John Halden: They were the committee members. I might suggest that the authors of
part II of the report are the Royal Commissioners.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That is my point. The Government has not learnt anything from the
second part of the Royal Commission repont; otherwise, simple questions such as that which
I asked on 24 November in order to take pant in this debate would be answered.
Hon Fred McKenzie: How do you expect the Premier to know? She would not know any
more than you know.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: She is the Premier.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Why didn't you ask the Royal Commissioners, not the Premier?
Hon P.G. PEN13AL: I do not get the chance in this Parliament to ask the Royal
Commissioners questions.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Write to them and ask.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Mr McKenzie is showing a fundamental misunderstanding of the
purpose of questions in Parliament.
Hon Fred McKenzie: The Premier would not know who wrote the report.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am starting to realise that she does not know a lot of things.
Hon Fred McKenzie: I would not expect her to know that; she is probably making inquiries.
You will get your answer int due course.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am appalled that 10 days have elapsed between the time a question is
asked to discover who wrote that report and who were the academics -

Hon John Halden: It was not Paddy O'Brien, thank God.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Even without the names one can trace back the sort of people -

Hon John Halden: Let us have this conspiracy theory again.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Bevan Lawrence has been quite open about the name of one of them.
Hon John Halden: Tell us.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: One of them is a member of the Young Labor League, who therefore
can be expected to run to form..
Hon John Halden: Who was that; you have privilege, tell us?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon John Halden: Who was it?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Just as it would not have been appropriate in my view to have
Mr Lawrence writing the report -

Hon John Halden: Who are you referring to? Why not name the person?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: - nor is it relevant.
Hon John Halden: This scaremongering stuff won't wash any more.
Hon P.G- PENDAL: They may be excellent lawyers, but they may have had close
connections with the Labor Party.
Hon John Halden: Name them.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Mr Lawrence has named one of the people publicly. I was there and I
heard it.
Hon John Halden: Tell me, I was not there.
H-on P.O. PENDAL: I have no authority to mention the fellow's name in this place.
Mr 1-alden is crying to divert me from the real issues.
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Hon John Halden: No I'm not.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The real issue is that it should be competent for the Parliament to know
who were the academics who put the report together and how much they were paid. Heaven
only knows who they are.-
Hon Fred McKenzie: I suppose they were hand picked by the Premier; is that the case?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I do not know.
Hon Fred McKenzie: That is the sort of assertion you are making.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Let me tell members one of the other -
Hon John Halden: Half truths?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: - observations that was made to me. That is, people in the Ministry of
the Premier and Cabinet - not the Premier - had access to early drafts of this report while it
was still being done by people at the Royal Commission.
Hon John Halden: Name them. You are making those statements, you should back them up.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Hon John Halden should come to order.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: That is why I asked the question 10 days ago, and had the question
been answered my fears would be dispelled. If I had the names of 10 or 20 academics I
would have been able to go away and determine whether they took into that report making
process any inbuilt bias. Not that inbuilt bias is inherently wrong, but we are entitled to
know it rather than have people masquerade under the anonymity that is currently in place
because of the Premier's refusal to answer question 1013.
Hon John Halden: What you are alleging about the Royal Commission and staff in the
Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet is tantamount to corruption.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I did not say that about the Royal Commission; I said that about certain
people on the staff of the Royal Commission.
Hon John Halden: That is almost tantamount to corruption.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Is it?
Hon John Halden: Yes.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: If Mr Halden's assertion is correct, I would be very concerned. -

Hon John Halden: You ought to be concerned; you are making the accusations- I am saying
that if you have an ounce of evidence and honesty, back it up now.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Hon John H-alden should come to order.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I am making the choice to use a careful selection of words.
Hon John Halden: No you are not.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Mr Halden says that that amounts to corrupt behaviour. He is on
record as saying that; I am not. I am saying it was put to me by a most reliable source -

Hon John Halden: Who is it?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: - concerned that early drafts of this report were being passed back and
forth to people in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, so those people knew what was in
the report-
Hon John Halden: You are a scurrilous individual; you really are.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: If that is not true, the Government had the capacity to answer my
question which was a simple enough question. I asked which academics and/or consultants
were engaged in the preparation of the commission's second report. As it happens so often
in this place when the Government does not answer questions, people's suspicions come into
play.
I am also appalled, as I have said in two debates on the Royal Commission (Custody of
Records) Bill, that Bills should be rammed through the Parliament with the distinct
impression that the Opposition is not allowed to scrutinise them or do anything more than
adopt the rubber stamp method of dealing with Bills that has been criticised so severely in
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the commission's reports. 1 object to that method. Members are being asked to perpetuate
all of those things that were the subject of adverse findings in volumes 1-6 of the Royal
Commission's report. That is another reason members have learnit nothing and forgotten
nothing. In particular, the people who have learnt nothing and forgotten nothing are the
people who are sponsoring the Bill; in this case, the Attorney General.
Hon Kim Chance: If drafts of the second report were moved between the Royal Commission
and the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet as you suggest, would that not be either a
serious breach of security or a corrupt process within the commission?
A member: Both.
Hon Kim Chance: If that is the case, and you have acknowledged that, why have you not
reported it to the police?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: They are fair questions. I will answer the second question first. Would
that represent corrupt behaviour?
Hon Kim Chance: By the Royal Commission?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No; by certain Royal Commission staff. If that represents corrupt
behaviour, I suggest that the Parliamentary Secretary handling the Bill check it out, and in
particular provide the House with the answer to question 1013 which I asked 10 days ago.
Why does a difficulty exist in providing me with the answer? Mr Chance asked whether it
would have been an improper action to take. I believe that it would have been. I do not far a
minute believe that the Royal Commissioners would have been a party to that. However, the
suggestion put to me was -
Hon Tom Helm: Who was it?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am not prepared to say.
Hon Kim Chance: Is it not your duty to say?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Does the member mean name names?
Hon Kim Chance: Yes.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No; my duty is to speak in Parliament. As a member of Parliament I
have at my disposal, as have other members, privileges which are not available to ordinary
citizens. If the only recourse to me was to get in touch with the police and say that I had
been told that something had occurred, I would expect some action on that. However, as-a
member of Parliament I have a serious privilege when speaking in the House and saying
what I have been told. My point in raising that issue is that an answer to the question on any
of the past 10 days may have answered that question in the negative. I can recall so many
other occasions in this House where a member has asked a question which has remained
unanswered for a long time. That then begs the member to draw certain conclusions. When
those conclusions are drawn the Government argues that Opposition members have no right
to draw such conclusions; however, that has ultimately led to the questions being answered.
It may have been that the answer to the question would have placed me in a position to say to
the person to whom I have referred that he or she was wrong because I had a parliamentary
answer to a question which stated that 10 academics were employed, none of whom had an
overtly built-in bias one way or the other, and that we could all be satisfied about their
fundamental positions. However, it was argued to me that one of the people of concern was
known personally to and regarded highly as a lawyer by Mr Lawrence. Nonetheless, he felt
that the person should not have helped to compile the report because of his known
connections with the Labor Party. In a similar way, people would have taken exception had
someone such as Paddy O'Brien, Martyn Webb, Phillip Pendal -
Hon Peter Foss: Peter Foss?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: - or Peter Foss been involved in the report.
Hon Peter Foss: I would have done a good job.
Hon P.G. PENDAL:, I am sure that Hon Peter Foss would have done a good job. Not only
must justice be done, it must be seen to be done. Justice is not being seen to be done when
questions remain unanswered as they have in this case.
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The short notice of the Bill does nor comply either with that now well entrenched phrase of
the Royal Commissioners that Parliament must give its best consideration to all legislation.
Do members seriously suggest that a Bill introduced into ibis House at about five o'clock
this morning, which is now, being responded to by the Opposition, represents best
consideration? That is why the Opposition will move for this Bilk to be referred to the
Legislation Committee.
Hon John Halden: You mean kill it off.
Hon PG. PENDAL: No.
Hon John Hailden: That is what you said yesterday.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: In case any misunderstanding exists, I make it clear that I think the
Commission on Government will be a useful tool. Many of those matters referred to in the
table are matters of important public concern. The overwhelming portion of part I1 of the
Royal Commission's report is valuable. In the first six volumes of pant I of the report the
Royal Commissioners did an extraordinarily good job. In the main they also did a good job
in part HI of the report; however, it is not without blemishes. I said several weeks ago that it
was a mark of fascist thinking that one must not challenge the views of people in high places.
That is one of the marks of the fascist ideology. In other words, "We, the State, know best."
Hon John Halden: You speak with great authority about these ideologies.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: However, the requirement of 'best consideration" has been thrown out
the window because the Government has said it wants this Bill through the upper House in
24 hours and that the Opposition will not have the time to scrutinise it. Six weeks ago the
Government asked the Opposition to do the same with the Royal Commission (Custody of
Records) Bill. We refused to do that and proposed some good amendments. Lo and behold,
five weeks later the Government has returned to this House and said that it wants to amend
parts of its own Bill because it mucked it up in the first place. That occurred because
members did not give it their best consideration; we did not have the time. Hon Max Evans
said the other night that he learnt a lesson from the late Andrew Merisaros that one-day laws
are ba d laws and that they are an open invitation to make mistakes.
Hon Reg Davies: You agreed to the juvenile justice legislation fairly readily. I could not get
anyone to second the motion when I wanted it referred to a committee.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That is not a good law either. I hope that Hon Reg Davies is not
suggesting, therefore, that he should compound those errors.
The Attorney General has implied that because the Royal Commission says we have to do
something in a hurry we should meekly fall into line.
Hon lTG. Butler: If we did not do it you would be screaming at us to do it.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Not at all. Why not do this? I challenge Mr Butler and Mr Berinson,
on his last inglorious day in this place, to take the politics out of this and agree -

Hon 3.M. Berinson: Oh, yes!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: This is a challenge. Mr Berinson might get the equivalent of a Labor
knighthood if he follows this suggestion. Why not slow down the process right now and
agree that the matter go to the -
Hon J.M. Berinson: Legislation Committee.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes, or alternatively send it, if Mr Berinson wants, to a Select
Committee with a finite date.
Hon LM. Berinson: What for? The proposition is perfectly straightforward.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: That is what Mr Berinson said about the custody of records legislation
and he mucked that up.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What has that to do with this Bill?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: If this Bill is pushed through without scrutiny we have every possibility
of making more errors with it in the same way that Mr Berinson did with the custody of
records legislation.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: Absolute rubbish.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: So, Mr Berinson thinks that what the Royal Commissioners have said
is absolute rubbish. He should read what the Royal Commissioners said because they said
that ic was our responsibility to give all Bills our best consideration. That is not what is
happening here and that is why the Opposition intends to refer the matter to the Legislation
Committee, although 1 might say -
Hon Carry Kelly: When will the Legislation Committee consider this Bill?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Personally, I could not give a monkey's. Does Mr Kelly know why?
Because the Government is in charge of the legislative timetable in this House and the
chairman of the committee could work out something with his esteemed leader.
Hon Carry Kelly: But the House will not be sitting.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Is that not an opportunity for us to discuss that and to not have the Bill
come into effect or make any appointments until we have given a chance to the people of this
State to decide on the Government's stewardship.
Hon Reg Davies: You are not suggesting public consuitationr
Hon P.C. PENDAL: I know that it is ridiculous that we should ask the people! Strangely
enough, the Royal Commissioners said that we should do that son of public consultation.
Hon Reg Davies: How radical!
Hon P.C. PENDAL: It is.
Hon Reg Davies: It has not been done for 10 years.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: No. However, there are, among the amendments circulating in my
name, a number of most important insertions that should be subjected to public consultation
and debate. For example, where in the Bill do we find any reference to the conventions and
doctrines of ministerial responsibility? There are none. Yet, that principle was the principle
that has been most abused since 1983. It is interesting that, somewhere, Professor O'Brien
said something like, "You are now punishing the innocent and protecting the guilty."
Hon John Halden: Who did he say that about?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: He said it about every Labor member who believes that he or she can
walk away scot free from the Royal Commission report while at the same time seek to heap a
bit of political blame on the Legislative Council, which was the one constitutional organ that
stood between the Labor Government and total dishonesty.
Hon T.G. Butler: Paddy O'Brien said that from a politically unbiased position, of course!
Hon P.C. PENDAL: At least he puts his statements out with his name on them which is
more than we can say about the authorship of the contents of the report and the Bill that is
before the House.
The next part of the Bill that has serious shontcomings is also intended to be met with an
amendment by the Opposition. I am utterly appalled and flabbergasted that this Government
should have the gall or the audacity to want to have the right to appoint the commissioners
who will sit on this commission.
Hon B.L. Jones: You think you should have a sole right for that.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: No, I do not. I think the Parliament should have that right.
Hon Reg Davies: You are being radical again!
Hon P.C. PENDAL: I know, Mr Davies. However, is it not interesting that in this debate
over the years the conservatives have become the radicals in terms of constitutional reform
and the so-called radicals have become the cave dwellers. I am appalled that, not only are
we seeing the fox put in charge of the chicken coop, but we arm seeing it illustrated at a new
level. What we will have now is a new fox being put in charge of the chickens. The
Government has leamned absolutely nothing. That is the reason that I will move an
amendment that seeks to ensure that no appointments are made to the Commission on
Government until immediately following the general election for the Legislative Assembly to
be held early next year.
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Hon B.L. Jones: And after we win the election will you abide by who we appoint?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes. My idea is chat, in an incoming Government, someone has to
appoint these people. I would respect the decision of the electorate with the proviso chat I
have in these amendments which no doubt Mr Butler has read at length; that is, that the
appointments can be made by the Government but only with the support of the parliamentary
scrutiny body that is being set up under this Bill. I would prefer Parliament as a whole -

Hon John 1-alden: There is a problem with your suggestion. Under the Bill, the
parliamentary scrutiny body will be set up third. How can the last set up body appoint the
commissioners which are set up first?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: We will amend the Bill first.
Hon John Halden: You do not have those amendments. You have made another mistake.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: We have covered that. If the Government agrees to my new clause 8
whereby no appointments would be made until after the State general election so that a Labor
Government or a coalition Govermecnt could then make the appointments, they would be
subjected to the approval of the parliamentary committee according to my amendment to
clause 9. It is as simple as that. We agree on a Commission on Government. However, We
are very unhappy about some of the contents of the Bill.
Hon John Halden: You will niot refer it to the committee?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes.
Hon John Halden: What is the use of these amendments? Why are you wasting our time?
Hon E.J. Charlton: Why are you wasting our time?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Should the Bill be referred to the committee, presumably, I would not
have an opportunity to speak at the Committee stage and that is why I am referring to the
amendments, albeit in a general way, during the second reading debate. Those are the two
things that would allow the Bill, upon referral to the Legislation Committee, to proceed; that
is, no appointments by this Government because no one trusts it and, secondly, once the
election is out of the way the Government - whichever is elected - to make a choice. The
names of the commissioners will be put before the parliamentary scrutiny committee. As
Hon Reg Davies said in a number of interjections, it is hardly radical. It means we are
abiding by the principles enunciated by the Royal Commissioners; that is, not rushing things
through this House and making decisions that we might lacer regret. Part It of the Royal
Commission report recommends a string of inquiries for the Commission on Government.
Those suggested lines of inquiry are contained in the cable in clause 5 of the Bill. I am
interested to know how many members opposite have actually read the Bill. Thank goodness
that this Bill, for once, has been written in simple terms.
Hon John Halden: It is well drafted.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: I agree. I do not know who drafted it but whoever it was should be put
on the payroll full time because it is relatively simple and is written in plain English. The
table lists the following general lines of inquiry for the commissioner: The secrecy laws; the
media secretaries of the Government, the need for independent archives; standards of
conduct expected from public officials; whistleblowing legislation; pecuniary interests of
members, Ministers, members of Parliament, and senior public servants; the financial
independence of Parliament; and, the electoral systems of both Houses of Parliament. It then
contains a section on how best to cackle the scrutiny of the fairly vast public sector in this
State, the role of committees, the operation of the Parliamentary Privileges Act, the
disclosure of political donations, and disclosure of electoral expenditure. I make some
observations on those items.
In the main they faithfully reflect what the Royal Commissioners had in mind but, for the life
of me, I cannot understand why the Royal Commissioners in their wisdom have decided
against a referral on the matter of the conventions and doctrines of collective ministerial
responsibility. I repeat, in the end it was not the electoral system that caused all the abuse of
the corruption of spirit in the past nine years. It was not the Parliament, although we might
not have been as vigilant as we should have been. It was not the Civil Service. For that
matter, it was not even the media secretaries. The real cause of the abuses existed within the
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power of the Executive - successive Premiers and a handful of Ministers sitting in a kind of
kitchen Cabinet that attempted to keep other people in the dark sufficiently to enable them to
get their own way. That is one of the reasons the Opposition will move an amendment to
clause 5 so that the Commission on Government is asked to attend to such an inquiry in
respect of collective ministerial responsibility. Item 3 of the table refers to the need for an
independent and separate archives authority, and that has been Liberal Party policy for the
past four or five years. I also make the observation that I find it passing strange that item 6
requires the Commission on Government to inquire into the registration of the pecuniary and
other interests of members of Parliament, Ministers, senior public servants, members and
senior officers of statutory authorities. That is interesting only because when members on
this side of the House three weeks ago sought to amend the legislation dealing with this
subject to include senior public servants and the heads of statutory bodies, the Government
opposed it. Yet, it now bobs up as an item in the table contained in clause 5.
Hon John Halden: That correspondence between the Royal Commissioners' office and the
Premier's office could not have been too good.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I will leave Hon John Halden to be the judge of that. I refer again, in
order to accommodate the derision of members opposite, to Professor O'Brien's paper and in
particular to section B3 which gives some support to the remarks I have made about the
abuses having occurred at the Cabinet and ministerial level. Under the subheading "No
Cabinet Responsibility, All Power to the Executive' he states -

While Part I of the Report identifies cabinet secrecy and lack of cabinet and
ministerial responsibility as principal causes of government corruptions and
improprieties, Part 11 quite extraordinarily makes no recommendation to change this,
leaving cabinet freer than even before to conduct its affairs as it pleases and in
whatever fashion suits the immediate objective; that is, to act without principles.

I hope that Mr Berinson will take notice of this.
Hon John Halden: We hope that you will.
[Leave granted to continue speech at a later stage of the sitting.]
[Continued below.]

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE - EXTENDED BEYOND 6.00 PM
Thursday, 3 December

HON J.M. BERINSON (Noath Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [5.50 pm]: I move -

That this sitting of the House be extended beyond six o'clock.
Again, I can indicate to members that the program we seek to complete has been a matter of
discussion between the Leader of the Opposition, the leader of the National Party in this
House and me. Allowing for unanticipated developments, I think I can indicate that, given
approval to the extension of time, our essential business can be completed at a reasonable
hour. What is reasonable in these circumstances will be defined a little later.
Question put and passed.

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [5.51 pm]: Professor O'Brien's paper really
says it all, It is strange that we have seen no reform of the Cabinet system.
Hon John Halden: What is the title of that paper?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The paper is titled "Part 11 of the Royal Commission Report and the
Proposed Commission on Government", and the subtitle is "A Commentary by Patrick
O'Brien". I would do well to table that document later, because every member of the House
would benefit from reading it.
We do need reform. The reform that we need is in that field of unbridled Executive power
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which has led to a bevy of Ministers going out of the Cabinet and to two farmer Premiers
being discredited; and possibly a third one is on the way.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hion Doug Wenn): I might suggest that Hon Margaret
McAleer and Hon Derrick Tomlinson get together, because they are the only ones not talking
in the Chamber at the moment. Only one person should be speaking in the Chamber; that is
the person on his feet.
Hon George Cash: I am hardly talking to myself!
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I did not notice you there. Hon George Cash.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is for that reason that I signal that we will ask the Standing
Committee on Legislation to insert that there be an inquiry into collective ministerial
responsibility and individual ministerial responsibility. That became an issue in this House
over many years. It certainly became an issue as a result of question time, when successive
Ministers here and in the other place would tell us that decisions had been made other than in
the orthodox Cabinet sense.
I refer now to a number of paragraphs in Professor O'Brien's paper which are pertinent to the
debate. They follow the preamble paragraph which I rtad into the record earlier, where he
observed that, in the end, people were acting in whatever fashion suited the immediate
objective, and that usually meant their acting without principles. He continues in paragraph
2-

Thereby cabinet has been absolved of the appalling wrongdoing rightly attributed to it
in Part 1, meaning that there is now a virtual guarantee that WA INC will reocair11 in
an even more damaging form in the near future.

What a chilling observation for a senior academic to make! He says that arising out of all of
the wrongdoings identified in pant I of the report, there is no mechanism in part 11 to ensure
that it will not recur; yet part 11 does contain recommendations that have nothing to do with
any of the excesses of WA Inc, and that forms part of my assertion that we need reform at
that level. He continues at paragraph 3 -

While the commission recommends curtailments on the powers and privileges of
parliamentarians, it makes no recommendations to restrict and check and balance the
powers and privileges of cabinet and ministers.

Hon Murray Montgomery: It said, "I am not allowed to do that."
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The commission simply got it wrong. That is the reason I want to
know who are the academics who wrote the report.
Hon Reg Davies: They were Mr Hawkes and Mr Hetherington. Did they have any
influence?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: When I get my answer, Hon Reg Davies will be the first to get a copy.
It may show exactly that. In other words, the people in this Chamber are being asked to take
the brunt of the criticism, but we did not make those decisions; Mr Berinson over there was
in the Cabinet that was mentioned in pant I, but there is no reference to him and his
colleagues in part 1I of the report.
Professor O'Brien states at paragraph 4 -

In combination, the destruction of the Legislative Council's powers of check and
balance and the commission's refusal to recommend any effective means for ensuring
cabinet and ministerial responsibility strengthens premier and cabinet as the source of
secret, irresponsible and unaccountable government.

He continues at paragraph 5 -
Consequently, both parliament and the people would have even less means than they
presently have of judging and evaluating government.

Professor O'Brien is saying the Parliament is not perfect, but at least members of the public,
if they have nothing else to do, can come here and observe the processes of the Parliament.
However, that cannot be done with Cabinet, because Cabinet meets in secret. In fact,
Cabinet Ministers take certain oaths to ensure that they will not reveal certain things.
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I have said enough about this part, because Professor O'Brien says it all. We are effectively
being asked to curb the powers of the legitimate extension of people's power - that is, the
Parliament - but to allow to go unbridled and unchecked, and even unscrutinised, the
enormous power that resides in the group which we know as the Cabinet.
Professor O'Brien made some important observations in his paper - and I intend to read only
three of them - about constitutional reform and double standards. The first paragraph of
section D of the paper states at page 2 that -

Part 11 adapts double standards with respect to its discussion of the constitution. This
reinforces the view that it has been hijacked by a few pushing the Labor Party's
constitutional agenda, particularly enunciated by the political lobby group known as
The Association of Labor Lawyers and exposited by successive Labor ministers for
electoral reform in the parliament.

The second paragraph states -
In rationalising their paying little, if any, heed to the 130 submissions on reform to
government made to the commission (they do not even have the courtesy to list the
names of the authors of these submissions) the commissioners stale that they were
pressed for time: -

I can understand that. We are pressed for time too, yet we are expected to perform. It
continues -

- and, in any case, falsely claim that they were not empowered to canvass
constitutional changes, when in fact there is no such prohibition, and they clearly
state that their proposed reforms to parliament will require 'changes in constitutional
relationships'.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Referring to Professor O'Brien's observations about constitutional
reforms and the double standard arising out of part Il of the Royal Commission report, he
wrote -

Moreover, there is growing evidence that the official consultant to the commission
did seek views of particular people closely associated with the Labor Party.

Hon John Haiden: That is very vicious.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: That gives some confirmation to the concerns -

H-on John Halden: Is that the one you didn't tell the police?
H-on P.O. PEWDAL: I have no obligation to tell the police. Obviously, the member does not
listen. My obligation is to speak in this place, which is why a member of Parliament is
elected; his or her responsibility is to address such matters in this House.
Further observations made in the same commentary touched on the Commission on
Government because, until that point, of course, the comments had been dealing with a
number of associated issues. I quote a couple of other paragraphs not necessarily to show my
agreement with them, but in order to place some question marks on the way in which some
of these recommendations were cobbled together.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What is this? Attack on the Royal Commission No 5?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Mr Berinson is becoming boring and repetitive.
Hon I.M. Berinson: Look who's talking.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: This is the Attorney General's last day in this place -

Hon George Cash: I wouldn't count on that.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: - where he will be long remembered as one of the reasons that we are
considering a Commission on Government Bill.
Hon John Halden: That is outrageous. Sit down, you foal!
Hon P.O. PENDAL: As the architect of much of the disreputable and discredited activity
which occurred in this State, he of all people should be prepared to sit in this place in
Opposition. Unfortunately, or fortunately, the member has taken the option to get out before
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the electorate can pass judgment on him. There is no doubt about what that judgment would
be. Professor Patrick O'Brien refers to the central content of Commission on Government
itself as follows -

Nothing better illustrates the elitist and anti-democratic underpinnings of the exercise
than the handing over of these vital matters to a Commission on Government
appointed by the premier, the very office whose unbridled power led to the
corruptions and improprieties detailed in part II of the report.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is the passage you said you did not necessarily agree with.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Attorney General did not listen again.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is precisely what you said; if you want to withdraw, by all means
do.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: If the Attorney General sits there and turns up his hearing aid a little he
may come across the part with which I disagree. The commentary reads

In reality, and for the reasons given above it is a constitutional commission
answerable not to the people but to the premier. It is though Dracula has been put in
charge of the blood BankU

Several members interjected.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I notice by their responses how uncomfortable members opposite sit
with that comment.
Hon Tom Stephens: We are sick of boring expressions.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The next point in the commentary is -

To make constitutional changes by such means defies the basic principles of the
sovereignty of the people and of Government by the People.

Point 4 reads.-
Therefore, it is imperative that if this bill is to be passed, then it cannot be passed
without time being allowed, as the commissioners themselves recommended, for
wide public discussion.

That begs the question again: It might be repetitive to members, but why is the Bill being
rushed through when this House has less than 24 hours to consider its content? The second
question is: How many of the people on the Government's side have read the Bill from start
to finish?
Hon B.L. Jones: How many have read it on your side of the House?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: Has Hon Beryl Jones read clause 7?
Hon B.L. Jones: Have all the Opposition members read it?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Every one of them.
Hon B.L. Jones: Can you personally testify to that?
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Every one of them has read it. We have seen the mushroom club again
because we know for a fact that some people on that side of the House have not bothered to
read the Bill; yet they are prepared to give it their mindless support sometime tonight in the
dying days of this session. Point 5 states that the haste with which the Premier is trying to
rain this Bill through Parliament makes it plain that this is nothing more than a cheap
political ploy.
Professor O'Brien quotes Janet Wainright of the Sunday Times as saying that appointments
to such a commission cannot be left in the hands of a Government which is the continuation
of the ones discredited by the Royal Commission.

Several members interjected.
Hon Mark Nevill: Are you saying there is something wrong with the people we appointed to
run the Royal Commission?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Not at all. The Bill does not deserve to pass either in its present form
or with the lack of scrutiny that has attended its passage,
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The PRESIDENT: Order! This may well be the last night of the life of this Parliament.
However, nothing in the Standing Orders or rules that I know about indicates that on this
particular night the normal rules are not applicable. In particular, the two rules which are
very applicable and which I insist on are, firstly, the one about people interjecting and,
secondly, that it is unacceptable to read newspapers in this place. That is definitely
applicable.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Bill does not deserve to pass, certainly in its original form and
certainly not without the scrutiny that the Opposition believes can come only by its reference
to the Standing Committee on Legislation. If that means delaying the appointment of the
commission for a while, that is the Government's fault. The Government had it within its
power to either sit longer or introduce the legislation earlier. This Bill should have been
introduced earlier and should have been given an urgency that was not apparent as late as
4.00 pm today when we were dealing with the Hush Fires Amendment Bill and other matters.
As important as they were, they do not hold a candle to the matter we are currently
discussing.
Hon John Halden: I thought your leader had a few clear words for you about the Bush Fires
Amendment Bill - like, to sit down and behave yourself.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I thought I had a few words with him too.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I will have a few words with both of you if you do not listen to
what I said earlier about interjections.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Further than going to the Legislation Committee, I am of the view that
any recommendations which arise out of the Commission on Government's report should
probably go in their entirety to a referendum of the people. It is probably the case that
anything that arises outE of the report, under clauseS5 of the Bill, tables 8 and 9, would need to
go to a referendum. Certainly, were the Government to get back to that hoary old chestnut of
the Australian Labor Party, the abolition of this Chamber, that would need to go to a
referendum because that was entrenched in the Constitution, if I recall correctly, in 1977.
Under the current Government we can hold no hope whatsoever that the people will be
consulted about the quite massive constitutional change that the Government might hope to
derive from the report. Members might ask why one would say that. One would say chat
because the Government has already indicated to the House that it will oppose, at every turn,
any effort on the Opposition's part to refer this Bill to the Legislation Committee.
Returning to my earlier point before I was rudely interjected on, this Bill could have been in
the Legislation Committee now for 10 days. ,We could have been hearing submissions from,
not just experts such as those from whom I have quoted tonight, but also from ordinary
Western Australians. The Bill might even have been back in this place today or, if
necessary, Parliament could be recalled next week. It may well have been passed this
session with certain safeguards written into it of the kind which would not allow us to take
the word of a Government whose activities created all the wrongdoings in the first place.
I intend, in closing, to quickly remind the House of the five or six key points which I believe
should be injected into the Bill before we could possibly think about passing it. I refer to
part 11 of the Royal Commission report and to some of the comments which are ironic in the
light of what is happening in Parliament with this Bill tonight. At page 1 - 11, paragraph
1.3.6 where the Royal Commissioners were talking about the Parliament's responsibility to
scrutinise, the commissioners said -

With a view to improving the performance of the Parliament in its scrutiny and
review of government, the Commission also suggests a review of the principal means
by which it exercises this function, namely parliamentary committees and question
time.

The Royal Commission makes a plea that touched on two fundamental pants of the
Parliament's work: Firstly, the responsibility and the right to ask questions and, secondly,
the value in referring legislation to parliamentary committees. What is the Governiment's
response to that observation? It is, firstly, to not answer the questions that have sat on the
Notice Paper for 10 days with respect to those academics who were asked for their opinion
on these matters and, secondly, to deny the Parliament the chance to refer the Bill to the
Legislation Committee. Therefore, the Governiment's holier than thou attitude, which
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indicates that it wants to act on the Royal Commission's report by bringing in a Bill, is a
nonsense because it is done in isolation from the other requirements of the Royal
Commission that we should be doing something to get decent answers to questions and that
we should be doing something in respect of paragraph 1.3.6 to facilitate a greater use of the
parliamentary committee system.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You might be persuading yourself, Mr Pendal, but you will persuade no-
one else that you are doing other than trying to prevent this Bill from passing. You seem to
be putting up A sorts of smokescreens, but no-one will believe it. The fact is you do not
want the Bill. You have been talking for nearly two hours without achieving anything. Now
you are going to say that you will send it to the committee.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Do not talk to me, Mr Berinson.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I will talk to you how I like.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Mr Berinson is a hypocrite.
Hon J.M. Berinson: And you are a gasbag.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Mr Berinson is a hypocrite. That is his best endeavour. In the dying
days of his discredited ministry, the best he can do is abuse the people opposite him. It is
just as well that he is retiring because the electorate is about to catch up with him. In the last
couple of hours we have seen an abuse of the parliamentary system at which he has become
so adept over the last nine years.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Like what?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Like shoving through a Bill with 24 hours' notice. That is what he is
doing, or has it not occurred to him that he introduced this Bill last night?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Which Bill?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: You stupid man; the Bill we are debating.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is your argument.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: It is my argument that Mr Berinson has continued to abuse the system
which the Royal Commission reflected on and referred to his conduct and he has no
commonsense about-it. His reputation is in tatters. If a referendum were held tomorrow
about who would be the most disreputable character in this State, it would be Mr Berinson by
a long shot.
As late as 10 days ago, the Royal Commissioners said in paragraph 1.3.7 -

To aid the Parliament in securing public accountability, the Commission recommends
both the modification and enlargement of a number of independent agencies which
will subject the governmental system to investigation and review.

I notice that Mr Berinson has buzzed off. The Royal Commissioners continued -

To emphasise that the responsibility of these offices should be to the Parliament and
not the Executive,

To that individual who has just disappeared out the back door -

- we have described them as "independent parliamentary agencies". That designation
is to be given practical effect in our recommendations by involving the Parliament
directly -

I ask members to listen to this -

- in the appointments to these vital offices, in their funding, and in receiving their
reports and recommendations.

Apparently that does not apply to this Bill because we are to be denied any capacity, using
the Royal Commissioners' words, to involve the Parliament directly in the appointment of
those commissioners to the Commission on Government. Again, it is another example of the
Government's being prepared to mouth the platitudes associated with the Bill and then laugh
behind its hands at the way it treats those conclusions with great contempt. In other words,
all it will do is add to the power of the Executive at the expense of the Parliament. Paragraph
1.3.9 of the second report states -
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In our system of government, the mainspring of the executive is the cabinet.
Regardless of the particular form in which a cabinet shapes its collective deliberations
and decisions, the integrity of its procedures is fundamental both to the government's
conduct of the public's business and to its accountability for the perfornance of its
public duty.

Is it not interesting? There is not one mention of that in this Bill before us today,
notwithstanding the observation, "In our system of government, the mainspring of the
executive is the cabinet". It does not even warrant a line in the Bill. The final quote from the
second report comes from paragraph 1.3. 10 which stares -

In relation to ministers and their offices, the Commission has had occasion to note the
deleterious consequences for public administration of interposing political advisers
between the permanent public service and the responsible minister. We have also
noted the proliferation of politically appointed advisers. We accept the need and the
right of ministers to receive political advice and to draw upon expertise beyond as
well as within their official departmental resources. Nevertheless, our
recommendations make plain the need to identify the staff employed for these
purposes, to define their proper relationship to the public service and to statutory
authorities, and to disclose publicly the cost of these services.

Yet, for five, six and seven years, everything contained in that has been ridiculed by the
Government and at every turn the efforts of the Opposition to find the truth in respect of
those appointments have fallen on deaf ears.
The report in the main is a good one. However, it is hard for me to escape the conclusion
that the commissioners unwittingly have allowed themselves to be used by people who have
other agendas. I am also concerned that in the second report we should read the words
referred to last night by Hon Peter Foss when on at least three separate occasions I can think
of the Royal Commissioners said that this Bill had to be passed "without delay"; something
else had to be done "as a matter of priority"; and something else had to be done "Urgently".
That is inconsistent with the very conclusions drawn by the Royal Commissioners who said
we must not do things in a rush or a hurry.
In summary, therefore, the Opposition, in seeking to refer this Bill to the Legislation
Committee, seeks to do about four or five principal things which come to this: It comes
down to allowing the Commission on Government - it is an outrageous falsity by the
Attorney General to say that I am opposed to the passage of the Bill -

Hon John Halden: That is what you said.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: It is not what I said at all. I believe that the table should be expanded
so that firstly, we are dealing with the conventions and doctrines of a ministerial
responsibility, the very nub of the problem; and secondly, we will ask the Legislation
Committee to recommend the inclusion of a provision similar to my proposed clause 8 which
would prevent any appointments being made to the commission by this Government - that
means that all appointments are held over until after the election. We are now something
like 68 days away from when there will undoubtedly be a change in Government. Something
which has been the subject of such a monumental muck-up as that which this Government
has presented to this Parliament can surely wait another 60 or 70 days for a new Government
to make these appointments.
The Opposition will be seeking to have the Standing Committee on Legislation prepare a
report for presentation to this House on a parliamentary sanction, not just an Executive
sanction, to those appointments. While I personally prefer that all the appointments be voted
on by both Houses of Parliament, I am certainly prepared to accept the compromise that
these appointments be subject to the approval of the parliamentary committee which is
referred to in this Bill.
The Bill, in its current form, does not deserve to pass this House. It will deserve to pass if
the Opposition is allowed to insert amendments in the Bill and do what the Royal
Commission has commanded; that is, to give the Bill proper scrutiny. On that condition, I
will be prepared to vote on the second reading of the Bill.

HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [8.01 pm]: Clause 5 of the Commission on
Government Bill refers to the functions of the commission. It states -
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The functions of the Commission are -

(a) to inquire into the matters specified in the Table to this subsection,
being matters referred to in Part 11 of the Report of the Royal
Commission; and

(b) to report on those matters in accordance with those sections 6 and 7.
This is the crux of this Bill. I am an expert on the Royal Commission. 1 completed a large
part of the investigative work well before the Royal Commission was appointed. Members
often say to me at public functions that I told them years ago what the findings of the Royal
Commission have revealed. 1 put 30 or 40 submissions to the Royal Commission. I did find
out one day that a friend of mine who had taken a video of me giving a talk at Margaret
River took it to the Royal Commission. Mr David Wicks told me one day that he had
enjoyed watching the video. The Royal Commission watched it to get another dimension of
what had been occurring in this State in the 1980s. There were six counsel at the Royal
Commission and three of them were from the Eastern States. They were not aware of the
history of WA Inc deals. I assisted Eastern States journalists, like Brad Collis of The Age
and Colleen Ryan of the Sydney Morning Herald, to write many articles for their
newspapers. The journalists used to come to my office to write these stories, which were
never published in Western Australian papers. Members on both sides of the House know
that when they returned from trips to the Eastern States they knew more about the Royal
Commission from the Sydney and Melbourne papers than Western Australians knew from
the papers published here. I take credit for that and I was given very little recognition for it.
I have said on several occasions in the last few days that it worries me that legislation is
rushed through this Parliament. Yesterday we passed the Land Tax Relief Amendment Bill,
which had been brought to this place to amend a mistake which had been made in the
legislation last year simply because it had been rushed through the Parliament. The same
applied to trustees legislation which was introduced several years ago. These are simple
pieces of legislation and one wonders how mistakes can be made. A major error in the credit
legislation was amended only the other day.
The first part of the table in clause 5 states -

The secrecy laws of the State, both statutory and common law, as they apply to
information possessed by government, its officials and agencies.

Secrecy laws will always be exploited and this was evidenced by breaches of commercial
confidentiality. All the secrecy laws in the world can be changed, but if the person
administering the organisation, union, or Government is not honest nothing will be achieved.
We now have freedom of informnation legislation. However, there are so many exempt
agencies that the Bill has become known as the freedom of limited information.
The second part of the table reads -

The organization, role and functions of media secretaries of the government and its
agencies, and of the Government Media Office.

Many comments have been made recently about the Government Media Office. I do not
blame Governments 'for using such an office. Neville Wran was probably the frst Australian
Premier to have a media office and he was followed closely by the Premiers of South
Australia and Victoria. If a party wants to stay in Government it needs to be able to
manipulate the media. It must be able to offer the media good stories and headlines because
the journalists need members of Parliament in the same way as we need them. The
journalists in the media office developed a very good relationship with members of the
Government. A former President of the Australian Journalists Association was at one time a
member of Brian Burke's staff and his Government was granted special favours. As a result,
the public believed the Press and did not believe the Opposition. It was very hard for the
Opposition in the early days to have the facts published. These facts have since been made
public as a result of the Royal Commission's report.
In December 1988, prior to the last election, I received a telephone call saying that WA Inc
was not an issue. [ found it very hard to convince my business friends of the magnitude of
the problem. Most of these people have never seen a cheque written out to the value of
$1 million. The amount of money being spent by the Government was so huge that people
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could not relate to it. When people spoke about $100 million they did not know whether
their Government spent thar amount every day or every year. The public were continually
being told by the Press that the Government was doing excellent business deals. This was
the case with the Teachers Credit Society and the Swan Building Society, I regret that a
Select Committee was not appointed to inquire into the Teachers Credit Society's collapse.
If the doors of that credit society had been closed when the problems first came to our
attention only a small amount of money would have been lost. The $130 million that was
pulled out of the society in the first few weeks after it became known that it was in difficulty
would have remained there. However, the Government saw fit to help the big people and, as
a result, they withdrew their money.
I can recall asking David Fischer, the chief of the R & I Bank Ltd, where the Government
guarantee for the bank was. He said that he did not have one and that he had to prepare a full
page advertisement for The West Australian with a Brian Burke Press release saying that the
Government would underwrite the loss incurred by the R & I Bank. That is the way the
Government did its deals. Hanging ort the bank's indemnity was a Press release to ensure
that he would not opt out of it at a later date.
Only the other night I was talking to someone about the Swan Building Society, and its
troubles were no different.
Hon Mark Nevill: I thought the bank made money out of the takeover of the Teachers Credit
Society.
Hon MAX EVANS: I will discuss that with the Parliamentary Secretary later. The bank did
very well out of it because the Government picked up its losses.
The third part of the table reads -

The terms that would be appropriate for legislation to establish a separate and
independent archives authority for the State.

I cannot see any relevance to WA Inc. An archives authority was not needed during the WA
Inc deals. All the yellow strips were torn off and put in the rubbish bin; members know
about that. A lot of the other documents were shredded. I recall receiving a telephone call
from someone in the Minister's office telling me that all the documents were being shredded.
I rang around town and no-one could care less about it. I knew the person was telling me the
truth. The documents were shredded before they reached the Royal Commission. They did
not need to worry about the State Archives. Part 4 of the cable reads -

The standards of conduct exrc:2ted of all public officials for the purposes of -
(a) their formulation in codes of conduct; and
(b) determining what associated measures should be taken to facilitate adherence

to those standards.
A person who cheated while playing marbles when he was a young child will maintain that
standard of conduct and all the education in the world to change his standard of conduct will
not change the way he is. I recall that the Australian Institute of Management spoke about
introducing a degree in ethics. The people who study ethics really do not need to study it
because it is born in them and they know what it is about. However, this legislation talks
about a standard of conduct. Will people be confronted with a checklist each time they leave
for home? What does this really mean? Does it mean a person's dress or the way he talks to
his neighbour or his family? Itris one of the things which will be investigated by the
Commission on Government. I hope that not too much time is taken up on that. If people
are not born with the right standards and morals they will not develop them later. Some
people may have been corrupted on the way through their life, and all the laws in the world
on standards of conduct will not do anything for those people. Under this legislation we will
have codes of conduct and long checklists. We used long checklists in the accounting and
auditing firm in which I worked. The trouble is that organisations become locked into
checklists and meticulously tick things off. However, that closes their minds. We see
Government departments with checklists which do not Work and quash initiative and
commonsense. Table 5 states -

The legislative and other measures that should be taken -
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(a) to facilitate the making and the investigation of whistleblowing complaints;
(b) to establish appropriate and effective protections for whistleblowers; and
(c) to accommodate any necessary protection for those against whom allegations

are made.
A lot of whistleblowers were brave in coming forward and making complaints. Hon Phillip
Pendal sometimes received interesting phone calls and asked me to talk to the people
involved because I knew more about finance than he did. A lot of the things raised in this
House were a result of tip-offs from people genuinely worried about what was happening.
They did not need a code of conduct. They knew what was right and wrong. They hated
what was going on and had to tell someone about it. They did not care whether We did
anything so long as they could tell somebody what was happening. It is hard to protect
whistleblowers. Members would recall Petrov had to change his name and identification
because people leaked what was happening in regard to him.
Members have seen the letter from the Official Corruption Commission of yesterday which
became front page news today. People have no privacy. Anything can happen in this State.
Where whistleblowers can go with information, I do not know. That was part of the purpose
of appointing the Official Corruption Commission - to provide somewhere for
whistleblowers to go.
Hon John Halden: The whistle has been blown on that one.
Hon MAX EVANS: Maybe someone blew the whistle on the whistleblower. Plenty of
people have blown the whistle on others. Opposition members introduced matters brought to
its attention in that way time and again but the media was not with us. The Press has given
greater exposure to the matters related to the University of Notre Dame Australia and
Western Women than other matters that happened in past years yet the amounts involved are
infinitesimal when compared with what happened previously. However, the Press was not
following through previously. Nowadays The West Australian is printing articles on what
went wrong. Table No 6 states -

The registration of the pecuniary and other interests of members of Parliament,
ministers, senior public servants, members and senior officers of statutory authorities
and State-owned companies, and of other officials for whom registration in some
form may be appropriate given their official responsibilities.

I laughed when I read that. When the Members of Parliament (Financial Interests) Bill was
introduced I thought that the person who wrote it must have been blind or stupid. We heard
Carmen Lawrence saying that the Government was introducing financial interests legislation
and had it been introduced previously none of these problems would have arisen. What
would that legislation have done had it been in place at the time of WA Inc? What effect
would it have had on David Parker or Brian Burke? That would have not stopped any of the
things that happened. It would not have changed the world of politics in this State.
Under the requirements of the disclosure legislation a member must show what land he owns
and from where he derives his income, naming a bank in the process. However, he does not
have to supply any dollar values. On the next page of the document to be filled in it
mentions trusts under which the name and address of the senilor and the trustee must be
given. The settlor could have been Percy Bloggs and it would not matter, because it is
clearly irrelevant to a trust who the settlor is. A galah must have written that legislation. It
includes no dollar values. A member can have properties in a trust but does not have to say
what they are. A member is also required to mention any money he has borrowed and from
whom he borrowed it. However, if he has lent somebody $100 million he does not have to
show that, despite the fact that it may be his largest asset.
A member said to me the other night that he had lent his son $30 000 and where should he
show it on the form. I said that I did not think he had to show it. I think that provision was
accidentally left out. A member must also show gifts and so on, which may be fairly
relevant. Some years ago $300 000 was picked up from Laurie Connell. A witness at the
Royal Commission talked about how he had presented that $300 000 cash to Brenda Brush.
Do members think that amount would have appeared in one of these statements? Nobody
was told anything about that money. Would Brian Burke have put in his disclosure "Laurie
Connell, $300 000 cash in a black briefcase because I left the other one home today"? The
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Government must be joking if it thinks that this legislation would have changed the course of
this Stare's history.
Public servants have a damn sight more influence on what goes on than do backbench
members of this Parliament. They are the people who do the deals on such things as the
Morley shopping centre, water rate rebates and so on, not backbenchers, who just sit here and
wonder what to do. Those public servants make the decisions about whether people get
special credits Or discounts. When Connell and Bond were invited to buy the old Perth
Technical College site Len Brush said, "Right, we will give you a quarter each, but do not
put in any money. " The Opposition brought out that fact at the time. The deal related to the
Central Park development was the same. Bond and Connell had a quarter each and the
Superannuation Board had a half interest and was to put up $300 million or $400 million.
Those transactions would not have come out under this legislation. Those actions were like
giving gifts to those people.
If members of Parliament are to be included in such legislation public servants should also be
included because they are far more influential than are backbenchers in the Parliament, either
Government or Opposition. Hon Kim Chance nods his head. He knows we are here to put
up our hands for a vote from time to time. Table 7 states -

The most effective means of securing the financial independence of Parliament so
that, within clearly defined budgetary limits, the presiding officers and heads of
parliamentary departments are able to manage the resources which enable Parliament
to undertake its business.

We have fixed that and do not have to consider it any more. I am chairman of a committee
whose other members are Hon Bob Thomas, Hon Muriel Patterson and Hon Murray
Montgomery. As I said the other day, the Parliament should set its own budgets. The
Houses of Westminster in England have done that for years. They are not screwed by
Treasury officials who may have something against the politicians. That has happened in
recent years. We cannot get money to set up computer equipment and so on because the
Treasury has denied it. The other House is using the same computer technology throughout.
The money for that came out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, so it has done well. The
Parliament should have a greater say in what it does and should not be dependent upon
Treasury officials to get the money to do things. The trouble in this Parliament is that
Ministers do not spend enough time here to care about the position of either Government or
Opposition backbenchers. They just accept the recommendations of the Estimates
Committees and fix things up in that way.
It was stated that the electoral system of the Legislative Council should be looked at. How
can we say that would change the whole course of history? I think we have done a very good
job over the years. We have carried out investigations and so on, such as the one into the
SOIC. We were not told the truth, we were not given all the facts, so it was very difficult
and we could not do much about it. We had an investigation into Western Collieries and its
$15 million deal. The facts came out later, and I think charges are still proceeding in that
regard. At the time it was very hard because unless the media is on side progress cannot be
made. It is difficult to do much in 30 seconds on television, in an attempt to follow the
matter through. The Legislative Council has done a good job as a House of Review.
In the Legislative Assembly it does not matter whether the Government has a majority of one
or a majority of 10. 1 do not criticise that situation. If we had one-vote-one-value we could
still have a majority of 10, and perhaps that Government would waste twice as much money.
We do not know. Perhaps a greater majority there would have cost us more. I have been a
professional accountant for many years, and I know that we must look at the problems and
decide how to solve them. The recommendations in the report might be good in future but I
doubt, even if they had been in force in the past, they would have prevented problems.
Item 10 of the table in the Bill refers to the means best suited to be adopted by Parliament to
bring the entire public sector under its scrutiny and review, having regard particularly to the
use of parliamentary committees for the purpose, to question time, and to the manner in
which the departments and agencies of Government should be required to report to
Parliament. That is probably one of the most important features. It is a very good message
to us all. Parliamentary committees in this House have gone a long way towards addressing
the WA Inc problems, particularly the Legislation Committee. When I first came to this
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place I wondered how we had got on over the years without that committee, when so much
bad legislation has been passed. Legislation should be reviewed more regularly. We have
three Ministers in this place and 13 in the other, so the legislation should be under review
earlier rather than later, even though the Legislative Council is the House of Review. I
compliment the members of thac committee for their work carried out under pressure, It has
made a great impact on the workings of this House.
The Estimates Committee has taken a while to get up and running. From the many
comments I heard from CEOs of various departments the committee system has worked very
well. As the committee proceeds they get to know us and we get to know them, and that has
an impact. We advertised widely this year for people to bring forward complaints but
nothing eventuated. I do not know whether that is good or bad. The committee system has
operated very well. Over the years, the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee
could have done more. The chairman and members of that committee have worked very well
over recent years. While at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry I was very critical of the
work they had not done over the years, such as inquiring into lawn mowing contracts at the
Building Management Authority, and other minor issues in the Public Service. These
matters should have been looked into more thoroughly; perhaps they are not resourced
sufficiently. The members of such committees in the past perhaps have not possessed
sufficient skills or did not know how to use the available facilities or experts.
As to question time, the situation is different in each House. Question time has run well over
the years, and I have no real criticisms of it. In this House questions are placed on notice and
are answered, even though very slowly at times. Question time here is not a problem. The
Royal Commission was critical of question time in the Legislative Assembly; it was critical
of the half truths and the grey areas. Perhaps Ministers did not intend to tell the whole truth
because they would have blown the lid on the situation. I am not certain what the
Commission on Government could do unless every Minister had a lie detector attached to
him or her and placed a hand on the lie detector when a question was asked. That would be a
lot of garbage. How do we make people tell the truth? For a long time they possibly did not
know whether they had told the truth. It is only when the evidence comes out that we realise
that lies have been told. I wish the Commission on Government luck in trying to make
question time more effective. Perhaps we should be protected from the dorothy dix
questions. They are not too bad in this House but it is a manipulative procedure in the other
place.
As to the manner in which the departments and agencies of Government should be required
to report to Parliament, we receive many annual reports from various departments. They are
improving. However, I do not think that Parliament takes enough time to look at themn.
Perhaps we are more interested in what the Auditor General does, and we still have not fixed
up the Standing Orders of this House to allow for the discussion of such annual reports in
full. It is very sad that we receive so many reports on very good subjects which are shelved.
It is the same as when academics write papers and put them away in a pigeon hole. They
write them up on their curriculum vitae but no one reads them. They do not get around to
selling the product. flat is an aspect we need to consider carefully in relation to reports
from the Auditor General, and the Ombudsman. We should meet with these people to
discover what is going on.
Sometimes in this place there is too much formality and tradition. We should have more
personal contact and that has flowed from the Estimates debate. I compliment the Ministers
for their involvement in those debates over the last couple of years. We had much discussion
to and fro, but it was not overdone. We will move from strength to strength in this area in
years to come.
The next point is the role of committees on legislation, including the accommodation of the
right of the public to make representations on legislative measures referred to parliamentary
committees on legislation. I think there is opportunity for people to go to legislation
committees or others. We advertise widely in newspapers and the public know, but whether
they pick it up in time I do not know. We advertised the operations of the Estimates
Committees to allow people to make complaints about Government expenditure but no-one
came forward. We advertised in magazines, in the Health Department, the Department of
Conservation and Land Management and the Police Department. The public have the right
to make representations. Such representations were made regarding the tobacco Bill when
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people came day after day to express an interest. It was very well handled, so this aspect is
not new. Even these procedures would not have prevented the WA Inc deals. The
legislation was not going wrong it was the administration of the State.
Point 12 refers to the operation of the Parliamentary Privileges Act with a view to permitting
proceedings in Parliament to be questioned in a court or like place while preserving the
principle of free speech in Parliament. I will leave those matters to the President and the
Speaker Lo decide. I will not buy into that argument. Perhaps the Commission an
Government can make a worthwhile contribution on parliamentary privilege, which has
come to the fore with the Royal Commission and whether it should have access to our
records, and so on. I will be happy to hear their views.
Point 13 refers to the disclosure of political donations and contributions. We already have
legislation that applies to this aspect. I am not worried about political donations because no-
one gives me any money; in fact I give my wife donations all the time. This issue is referred
to in pant 11 of the report. What can we do? We have had ali the inquiries in the world. How
do we stop these donations? It all comes back to a person's honesty. People have been
receiving kickbacks for years. The Secret Commissions Act was replaced by the Criminal
Code some years ago. I rook out the Statute of Limitations on that. Corruption is the same
whether it is between public servants and politicians, or secret commissions relating to the
business world.
I was told that a Secret Commissions Act came into effect in 1905 because the farmers did
not like the deals for kickbacks being done by businessmen in the town. The businessmen
said, "We don't mind some legislation, but don't be too hard on us." The Act provides a time
limitation and the count can only go back two years from when the offence happened or six
months from when it was found out. That limitation remained in the Act until I instigated its
removal a few years ago. Court cases have been lost because the offence was a day or two
over the limit. There was no doubt about the secret commission having been received, but
because the limitation applied the person was able to get out of court scot free. Honest
people can become dishonest by living beyond their means, but if someone is basically
dishonest it is a real problem. Former Deputy Premier Parker has been charged with
misusing his campaign donations. Section 373 of the Criminal Code states -

When a person receives, either alone or jointly with another person, any money or
valuable security, or a power of atiorney for the sale, mortgage, pledge, or other
disposition, of any property, whether capable of being stolen or not, with a direction
in either case that such money or any part thereof, or any other money received in
exchange for it, or any part thereof, or the proceeds or any part of the proceeds of
such security, or of such mortgage, pledge, or other disposition, shall be applied to
any purpose or paid to any person specified in the direction, such money and
proceeds are deemed to be the property of the person from whom the money,
security, or power of attorney was received, until the direction has been complied
with:
Provided that if the person receiving the money, security, or power of attorney, and
the person from whom he receives it ordinarily deal with each other on such terms
that in the absence of any special direction all money paid to the former on account of
the latter would be properly treated as an item in a debtor and creditor account
between them, the former cannot be charged with stealing the money or any such
proceeds unless the direction is in writing.

In Mr Parker's case there was a direction in writing, the money was requested and then paid.
and if it was not used for that purpose it was used improperly.
The Bill refers to regulating Government advertising and travel during an electiLon by persons
connected with the Government. In recent elections we saw implied advertising by the
Government as well as the use of the Government's Kingair aircraft, and that is a benefit
which is obtained by one party and not the other. That has been occurring since the
beginning of time, but it has been exploited by this Government and it has distorted the
results of elections. To a degree buying someone drinks or feeding him up before an election
amounts to buying votes and is corruption. I believe that Government advertising is
excessive around election time. The Government uses that time to run advertisements telling
the public how good it is.
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The Commission on Government will be looking at the 15 items which were referred to it by
the Royal Commission. They should be looked at them on an ongoing basis. I do not know
if the commission would have saved us from the excesses of WA Inc because the problem in
the 1980s was that bad decisions were made by the Government, although the Rochwells
guarantee may be viewed in a slightly different light.
Pant 11 of the Royal Commission report at paragraph 1. 1. 1 states -

The Commission has found conduct and practices on the part of certain persons
involved in government in the period from 1983 to 1989 which were such as to place
ow- governmental system at risk. Unfortunately, some of that conduct and some of
those practices were peculiar to Western Australia; but there is no reason to believe
that many of the fundamental questions raised by our inquiry were unique to this
period or to this State.

Our whole governmental system is at risk because such bad decisions could be made for the
wrong reasons. The Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd plant has lost $350 million at last count
and will more than likely lose the State $500 million. It was used, for one reason or another,
to try to save Rothwells - that was a bad decision. Those decisions have put the
governmental system at risk. At one point I said to the Attorney General, "Will you
guarantee there are no guarantees?" He responded by saying, "I cannot guarantee there are
no guarantees." He knew damn well there were guarantees, but he did not want to say
because he knew that the project would not have gone ahead. We should be thankful that we
did not lose another $500 million.
A lot of deals were done through the State Government Insurance Commission. For
example, the bailout of the late Mr Holmes a Court. He received $790 million of SOIC
funds from November 1986 to April 1987 of which $400 million was lost. That was wrong.
That decision should never have been made by an insurance company. The decision was
made by the Government for the wrong reasons. I do not know how we are going to protect
the governmental system. We do not have a gubernatorial system that can stop these sort of
things. I am certain that a lot of Government members did not like what was going on when
they found out all the facts, but they were locked into the system. That has been part of
politics since the beginning of time. The report continues -

Some ministers elevated personal or party advantage over their constitutional
obligation to act in the public interest. The decision to lend Government support to
the rescue of Rothwells in October 1987 was principally that of Mr Burke as Premier.
Mr Burke's motives in supporting the rescue were not related solely to proper
governmental concerns.

That all goes back to the huge donations which we found out about later. The Royal
Commission revealed that in July 1985 about $6.5 million in donations was funnelled
through the leader's advertising accounts from No I to No I11 which were operated by Brian
Burke. Julian Grill operated advertising account No 22.
We were very lucky to have found out about those donations. That all happened in this
House. If anyone asks what has been the impact of the Legislative Council in the last few
years, it has been the disclosure of the Robert Smith diaries. The Burswood Casino Select
Committee was appointed by this House. Neil Oliver was given a hard time by the two
Labor Party members and one National Party member on that committee because a
conversation that he had with John Samuel had been taped illegally. Neil Oliver knew he
had done nothing wrong and went to the Federal Police. Within one hour the Federal Police
had begun their investigation, but two months later they had not been able to lock up that
investigation. They said, "We know it is Robert Smith", but they could not get him. It was
six weeks later that Alan Quartermaine told the Federal Police that he did the telephone
tapping. With that they were able to get from Robert Smith a briefcase which contained
transcripts of phone capping and the Terry Burke tape. We would not have known about
those things if that committee had not given Neil Oliver such a rough time and tried to get
him off it. If it were not for the Burswood Casino Select Committee we would not have
known about those donations to the Labor Party. Everyone ducked for cover when questions
were asked about who paid Robert Smith. The Government said it paid $133 000 for
security work - even David Parker had to pay for his own security!
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The ALP then said that it did not pay any money. The Royal Commission said that he had a
lot of money and had done a lot of work. Eventually the two cheques from Laurie Connell of
$250 000 and $50 000 were paid to the No I advertising account at Town & Country Bank
Ltd. The police asked Town & Country how many advertising accounts were held by the
bank. They collected a stack of cheques and displayed them on a board at the Royal
Commission one day, tracing through $6.5 million comprising donations of $250 000 to
$20 000. The sad thing about this whole matter was that the R & I Bank Ltd had pulped
many of its records well ahead of time. It could not go back and find bank cheques. drawn as
donations. Many other bank records were lost as well because the bank had not been told to
keep its records. That is a sideline on the whole issue of donations. Many donations and
brown paper bags came out through the Neil Oliver incident. T'he Federal police together
with Robert Smith worked with Neil Oliver and Alan Quartermaine to show a whole new
dimension to a of us, particularly the media, on those donations. Most of it was already
known through the knowledge of other business deals.
Paragraph 1. 1.3 of the Royal Commission repont states -

Subsequently, Mr Dowding, as Premier, presided over a disastrous series of decisions
designed to support Rothwells when it was or should have been clear to him and to
those ministers closely involved that Rothwells was no longer a viable financial
institution. This culminated in the decision to involve the Government, through
WAGH, in the Kwinana petrochemical project as a means of removing the
Government's contingent liability for certain Of the debts of Rothwells. Electoral
advantage was preferred to the public interest.

That is what this is all about. I wish the Commission on Government well. How does one
ever turn a Government around so that it will worry about the public first and not electoral
advantage for re-election? That is this State's biggest problem. Money has been lost on
ventures, a guarantee was provided for Rothwells and Western Collieries did everything it
could to try to save it. Fifty million dollars each was donated by Holmes a Court, Bond,
Warren Anderson and the Government Employees Superannuation Board. Those funds all
went into Rothwells to try to save it from a bad decision. Western Collieries was going to try
to save Rothwells all because a bad decision was made and the Government wanted an
electoral advantage. I hope that the Commission on Government will have good terms of
reference to work out how to keep men honest. No legislation in the world can be made for
honesty. One can deal with people who are dishonest, but one cannot make legislation to
ensure that they are ethical and abide by standards. I hope that in the future this State sees
far better standards from people in authority. Society is changing in many ways, but the
current level of standards is bad.
Finally, this Bill has been introduced into Parliament too late in the session. It must have
been drafted well before part 11 of the Royal Commission report was tabled because the
Government could not have drafted it so quickly in the period since then. Certain access was
available to the Bill, and I do not know why the Opposition could not have accessed it earlier
and made some contribution to it. There is no way members can work through the Bill and
improve it in this House even though it needs much improving. Many of the provisions
contained in the Bill will make no difference to what happened with WA Inc and people
seeking electoral advantage. Some provisions are contained in the Bill but many more are
needed to improve the electoral system of Western Australia.
HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [8.43 pm]: No deal has been done between the
Opposition and me on the Commission on Government Bill. I came to my own decision
about what the outcome should be.
Hon George Cash: There was not even a deal, let alone a grubby deal.
Hon R.EG DAVIES: I had not had discussions with the Opposition on the Bill until this
evening. I was rather surprised when Hon Phillip Pendal came up with exactly the same
conclusion and recommendations as I had intended.
Hon John Halden: That doesn't put you in any great esteem.
Hon REG DAVIES: This Bill is flawed to some degree. Each one of us has been elected by
the people of this State for a specific reason. We are the voice of balance and the conscience
that checks and double checks the Government and all the legislation it transmits to us.
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Everybody knows chat the Council is limited only by certain financial constraints; that is, we
cannot introduce Bills requiring appropriation. In all other respects we are a significant and
necessary arm of the democratic process in this State.
There are certain detractors. Forces exist which are interested in emasculating this House
and which would see this Chamber reduced to that of a retirement village where we would
have to sit here and doze while the Government of the day forced through its own program
without its being carefully considered and without any critical assessment by this House. It
is unfortunate chat the second report of the Royal Commission is the vehicle for that to occur;
that is, to destroy this House.
Hon John Halden: By making it democratic?
Hon REQ DAVIES: It is ironic. Instead of enacting the reforms that would prevent the
disastrous WA Inc bungles which have been mentioned a hundred times and which cost this
State millions of dollars, the effect of the Royal Commission report would be to kill off the
very House from which the Royal Commission emerged.
H-on P.O. Pendal: That is a very good point.
Hon REG DAVIES: We should never forget that fact. If this House dies so will the whale
democratic process in this State. That process would be killed off by a parasitical disease
called executive domination. I do not think that the second report meant for that to occur
unless some of the people who were advising the commission had a secret agenda to destroy
the Legislative Council of Western Australia.
My analysis of the Commission an Government Bill is that it is nor dangerous. It seeks to
establish a commission of responsible people to conduct an inquiry into Government based
on the Royal Commission, consult with the public and then report back to Parliament. The
Bill contains a sunset clause of two years. That is fine because the commission will then
report back to Parliament. Why then has this Bill been rushed through Parliament with
disgraceful, shoddy speed. The second report of the Royal Commission was published on
12 November this year. A mere 12 days later on 24 November this Bill was available in its
third draft; therein lies the problem. Talk about speed of blinding light! This Bill has been
rammed through the Parliament by the Government which will appoint its own chosen
commissioners. I have had discussions with people who were consultants to the Royal
Commissioners on the second report. They were Professor Hugh Collins and Professor
Boyce. They certainly had discussions with people like the gentleman referred to by
Hon Phil Pendal.
Hon P.O. Pendal: Bob Hetherington. I referred to him as a probable member of the
committee.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Professor Hugh Collins rang me from Canberra and I returned his call.
His introduction to me was, "I am the co-author of that ill-fated second report.' I thought
that was a rather strange comment coming from someone contacting me to seek my support.
He defended the report but he told me he took part in the activity for only a short time. He
said to me on my questioning him that 130 submissions were received from community
groups and the public. He said they had considered them in detail but neglectred to call in the
individuals or organ isations to seek further information from them. I thought that was a little
strange.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Who are the "they' you are referring to?
Hon REQ DAVIES: The advisers to the Royal Commission.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: So, it was not the Royal Commissioners themselves?
Hon REQ DAVIES: No, they certainly had people doing a lot of the work for them. Of
course, the Royal Commissioners would go through the report and the final
recommendations. However, it was rather strange that they did not bring one of those people
or organisations in; they also did not even acknowledge them in the report whereas, in the
other report, the commission acknowledged everybody involved so that we would know
exactly who was there and who was not. I might add that Professor Collins was a very
pleasant individual. The Other co-author was Professor Boyce. I understand Professor Boyce
was at a meeting in Parliament House only last week. He attended the committee that met in
the Legislative Assembly Chamber.
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Hon P.O. Pendal: The parliamentary study group.
Hon REG DAVIES: Yes. Apparently the report was discussed there. I understand that
Professor Boyce expounded on the virtues of the report. Another professor from Perth who
has been mentioned several times this evening, Professor Patrick O'Brien, was fairly
scathing in his comments of it. He did not think it was a very good report at all. He gave his
views
Hon Sam Pianradosi: He would not be biased!
Hon REG DAVIES: He could well have been, I do not know. Most people know that he has
had a fair involvement with People for Fair and Open Government so we know where he
comes from. Apparently, after Patrick O'Brien spoke, Professor Boyce said he had to rush
off but he did not want people to think he was sneaking out. Before he went he told the
group that he had to admit that he agreed with most of what Professor O'Brien had told the
group. That discredits the report somewhat.
Hon John Halden: Or at least the individuals.
Hon REG DAVIES: We are talking about the co-author of the report.
Hion John Halden: But you missed one of the co-authors. You missed the major one, by the
way.
Hon REG DAVIES: Who was he?
Hon John Halden: I will tell you that when I speak.
Hon REG DAVIES: I do not think they are even mentioned in the report. They did not
mention the names of the people who sent in 130 submissions and I do not think they
mentioned the co-authors either, which is a little unusual.
Hon Murray Montgomery: Is it deceitful?
Hon REG DAVIES: I would not go so far as to say that. After all, it is the commissioners'
report and they ultimately take responsibility for it. I am not condemning the commissioners
because the first six volumes were very worthy.
The Bill before us advocates an inquiry with a wide ranging constitutional impact. The
Commission on Government will have the task of effecting drastic changes to our
parliamentary system in this State. However, it starts with the false premise that somehow
this House of which we are members failed the people of Western Australia during the WA
Inc chaos. That is false; we all know that the problem lay with the Executive Government.
The disaster had its route in the denial of ministerial responsibility. Is it not amazing that the
report carries no recommendations relating to curbing the activities of the Executive and
other offenders? What are the commissioners doing?
Hon Peter Foss: Punishing everybody else.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Yes, in particular this House, the one body which stood up to be
counted and which was prepared to go all the way and take the unprecedented step of
sending the Government to the people to be judged. The Royal Commissioners want to
emasculate this House. They want to replace it with a House of Lords type House. They
want it to be a House of Review - forget about the important House of checks and balances!
It should be an extension of the Legislative Assembly! The Royal Commissioners want us to
sit here and review legislation and nod off. I think it is too soon to kill off the Legislative
Council and it cannot be done with this 12 days of Christmas Bill. It took 12 days to bring it
before us. It may well be that this Bill will promote community debate that could well go
over the next two years. However, we have to remember the constitutional matters that are
also before us and the untimely haste in which to enact this 12 day Bill. I think it is
contemptuous of the people of Western Australia.
We know that the Parliament goes to the polis in some 68 days, I think Hon Phil Pendal said
earlier. Why do we not allow these issues to be part of the election process? Let them be a
part of the debate during the election period. The various candidates could put forward their
views on the Bill and the people could put forward their views in the ballot box. Let them
vote through the ballot box. An incoming Government can then look at this Bill, and be fully
aware of the views of the community and confident that the electorate has expressed its
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views. The new Government can proceed with the Bill and will then have some authority to
act on behalf of the people of this State. It is quite contemptible far the Government to try to
hammer through this Bill in the dying hours of this Parliament and perhaps the dying hours
of this Governiment. I have said similar things in this Chamber before. I have condemned
the haste with which we have tried to deal with legislation in this Chamber. We have come
to grief every time we have passed important Bills quickly. I need only mention the juvenile
justice legislation and the custody of records Bills to illustrate my point Even if the
Government had the purest of motives for forcing this Bill through the Parliament this
evening -

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is incapable of anything of the kind.
Hon REG DAVIES: [ cannot agree with that. The Government is not all bad.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is all bad.
Hon KEG DAVIES: Certainly the previous Governments have been quite contemptible and
we have six fairly valuable documents to verify that. History will judge those Governments,
as will the electorate in the next 65 days. I oppose this unholy rush with which the 12 days
of Christmas Bill has been brought before the Parliament. I believe that speed kills these
Bills. Let the people express their views and then the Bill be presented to the Parliament.
Another contentious point is the appointment of the commissioners. If the present
Government were to appoint the commissioners and a conservative Government were elected
in February, it would be difficult for the new Government to operate with the commissioners
appointed by the previous Governiment. However, if the commissioners are appointed after
the election, at the end of the sunset period of two years the existing Government, expressing
the views of the electorate, could either reform this House or otherwise. In those
circumstances it would have a fair and proper mandate to do so. It is important to listen to
some of the views of Professor Martyn Webb who is another person involved with the
Campaign for Fair and Open Government
Hon Peter Foss: That is a rigorous campaign that put forward some good views.
Hon REG DAVIES: Certainly it raised good points for discussion, and Professor Webb is a
great believer in the public having their say and in bringing people back into politics. After
all, the Parliament belongs to the people. Professor Webb made a speech entitled "Protecting
the guilty and punishing the innocent'. The report of the Royal Commission proposes
punishing this House for no good reason. Professor Webb said about part 11 of the report -

- . one would have expected that Part I] of the report would have been centrally
focused on making sure that no future cabinet could ever again set in train such a run
of abuses of the proprieties and conventions of cabinet decision making as were set in
train and occurred after 1983.

Not one recommendation about the Executive. It is quite incredible. His speech continues -

.. Part 11 of the Royal Commission's report makes no substantive recommendations
concerning cabinet and cabinet responsibility . . - negates the very purposes for which
the Royal Commission was established in the first place.

That is the only reason the Royal Commission was established. He continued -

It is ridiculous to suggest, as does Professor Boyce and the commissioners, that the
reform of the most secretive and the most exclusive and powerful decision making
body in this state, premier and cabinet, should be left to Parliament and the electorate.
Parliament will never do it because all the parties whether in power or in opposition
do not in any way want their powers clipped when in office; and the electorate cannot
do it because it neither knows enough nor has the power to act.
It was not the duty of the Royal Commissioners to protect the present premier and
cabinet, however innocent they might be, by not making substantive
recommendations to curb the powers of premier and cabinet acting either
ministerially or collectively.
..The inquiry was about accountability and although Part 11 has a great deal to say

about accountability down the line among those who, as public servants, are required
to obey orders coming from above, it says nothing about those who give the orders, or
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who may have deliberately placed them there to carry out the wishes of premier and
cabinet in the first place.

I conclude with the following wise words of Professor Martyn Webb -

Part 11 of the report reaches such damning conclusions with regard to cabinet and its
real responsibilities, that one would have thought at the very least that its report
would have thoroughly explored the way in which the word responsible could have
been put back into currency. Cabinet was, and continues to be, engaged in what is
known in law as "a common intent" in which those engaged in an enterprise should
be aware of the "probable consequences" of their actions. Thus, the actions of one
are the responsibility of all. But that is not enough.
Cabinet, through its almost total control over the parliament and of the public service,
sets the moral and ethical tone of Western Australia. Thus, the failure of Part 11 of
the report to accept the real significance of the role of cabinet is a damning
indictment of the commissioners, their consultants and questions the real value of our
$30 million investment in them, and ultimate value of their recommendations.

The 12 days of Christmas Bill does not deserve to be passed this evening. It needs further
scrutiny and further public consultation. Let the people of this State have a say about
whether they want this House to become nothing but a House of Review, rather than a
powerful Chamber of the Parliament of Western Australia. Why do we not take this issue to
the electorate in February, put our views to the electorate and let it decide in the ballot box?
I support the referral of this Bill to the Legislation Committee.
HON MURRAY MONTGOMERY (South West) [9.09 pm]: I first came to this
Parliament three and a half years ago and while sitting in this Chamber I have become a little
disillusioned at not being able to achieve the thing I had hoped it would achieve - some
respect. I have looked at the role played in this Parliament by members over the years and it
is unfortunate that those on the Treasury benches tend to have the whip hand in decision
making. I found it interesting that Ministers were very evasive in the way in which they
answered questions asked by members on this side about where funds were going and what
was being expended. If Ministers were evasive, that meant they had something to hide.
Perhaps there is a secret agenda, as Hon Reg Davies said. I am sure that Hon Reg Davies'
contribution to the debate will be read widely, because it was very thought provoking, It will

- be interesting to see how long it will take for the whole truth to come out.
It is interesting that when the Commission on Government Bill was first proposed the media
made an acronym of the title of the Bill and called it the COG Bill. That takes me back to
my school days, when we tended to give people nicknames. The Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary defines "*cog"~ as to cheat in throwing dice, to deceive, or to direct the
fall of dice fraudulently. That is interesting in the light of the deceit which took place and
the contempt in which the Parliament was held from time to time. Ministers were tricky in
trying to put on answers to questions a slant that would lead people to believe one thing
when something else was raking place. It is unfortunate that the events of WA Inc led to this
State's reputation falling to a depth unheard of in the past.
The Royal Commissioners made some good recommendations, but members should take
note of what they state about the role of this Chamber, because that may lead to role of this
Chamber being destroyed. That is the one flaw in part 11 of the report of the Royal
Commission. Pant If of the report states that the electoral system should be changed. That
was probably written four years too late. Had the system changed four years ago1 things
might have been somewhat different.
As Hon Phil Pendal said earlier, this Bill has been drawn up hastily and pushed through this
Parliament, and, whether we like it or not, it could do with some review. Many of the Bills
which have come into this Chamber have had to be redrafted. The Standing Committee on
Legislation has done extensive work on many Bills, which has allowed those Bills to
progress rapidly through the Parliament. We support the motion that the Bill be referred to
the Standing Committee on Legislation.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [9.17 pm]: After
listening to the rambling contributions of self-interest to which we have been forced to listen
since 4.30 pm, it is difficult to know where to start my response to the debate on the
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Commission on Government Bill, but perhaps I need to start with some facts. R-on Phil
Pendal, in yet another contribution of great distortion, and probably dishonesty, never got
close to the facts. The facts are that the Commission on Government Bill was brought before
the House because the Royal Commission stated that there were matters requiring review
which affected Parliament and which should, therefore, be reviewed independently of
Parliament as quickly as possible.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: When was that advice given to the Premier's department?
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: I presume when the second report came down.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Came down from where?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: When it was made public, my friend.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Not when it was couriered to the Premier's department while it was
in the process of being written?
Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: Derrick, I do not think it does you any good to fall into the trap of
Hon Phil Pendal. I intend to deal with that member.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I thought you were going to deal with the facts.
Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: I am dealing with the facts. I will deal with that member and with
his outrageous allegations in a moment, but I do not think Hon Derrick Tomlinson should get
into that category any quicker than anybody else. Tonight's contribution from that member
was despicable, at best, but pretty normal for the standard that one would expect from that
member.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Before you proceed, I take the opportunity, just in case other
members might follow your example, of reminding you that there is no member in this
Chamber by the name of Derrick. There is one by the name of Hon Derrick Tomlinson. I
would be very loath to allow the situation to proceed where people start to ignore that
fundamental principle. I know you did it inadvertently, but I remind you of it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Thank you, Mr President.
The Royal Commissioners were very clear in pant 11 of the report that the Commission on
Government should be established without delay. Members opposite, having said that they
accept most of the commission's recommendations, now suddenly say they are not prepared
to accept that one. It is clear why they do not want accept that recommendation: There is an
enormous array of self-interest involved opposite.
Hon P.C. Pendal: We do not trust you.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We do not trust members opposite, my friend. When we get to the
self-interest we will be able to expose those opposite and what their tactics are all about. The
Commission on Government process is a device to put in place checks and balances which
would avoid any undue influence being exerted either by Parliament or the Executive.
Interestingly, those opposite reject the commissioners' recommendation and say the
Parliament should be supreme, when'clearly the Royal Commissioners and their advisors
have tried to develop a system which was balanced and saw no-one as superior to the others.
They tried to put in place a system of checks and balances which achieved that end. The
Royal Commissioners further recommended giving a greater role to Parliament, as was done
with the independent Parliamentary Commissioner, and deliberately and pointedly did not
give Parliament the supreme role which those opposite would like to see.
The commissioners recommended the establishment of this commission without delay, and
that does not require Parliament to be in session. They saw a window of opportunity
between now and the next election for very necessary procedures and processes to be
established. Why would we not want those necessary procedures to be established? The
vested interests of members opposite come to the fore again very quickly.
In yet another scurrilous attack Hon Phil Pendal said he asked a question about 10 days ago -
wrong, it was nine - asking the Premier about the Royal Commission. Of course, the Premier
had to go to the Royal Commissioners to obtain the answers.
Hon P.O. Pendal: No, she did not have to do that at all; she could send a lackey.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member would not know about that either. The member
claimed that scurrilous Labor Party people had been transcending the boundaries of
reasonable morality in talking to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. Who were these
people?
Hon P.G. Pendal: You would not answer the question.
Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: I have the answer with me, which I will provide later. It indicates
that Professor Fin, Professor Boyce and Professor Collins were involved. Professor Fin for
his part in the Royal Commission received $30 000; Professor Boyce received $8 225.70;
and Professor Collins received $10 000. These are the people who are close to the Labor
Party and close to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, as alleged by Hon. Phil Pendal. I
will write to these eminent academics to tell them about Hon Phil Pendal's comment at the
first opportunity. This was a disgraceful accusation about these people who could never in
anyone's wildest dreams be regarded as Labor Party or, for that matter, Liberal Party people.
These people may support us on one issue and condemn us on another.
The member made these accusations but did not do the responsible thing and report them to
the police. The member has a duty to report the matter when such vile corruption had
occurred. Not Mr Pendal. He comes into the Parliament and impugns the reputation of the
notable academics with the flimsiest of evidence imaginable. I have seen the member do that
to an enormous number of people on the same basis. This is an outrage of the greatest order
that three notable academics who have no allegiance to any political party have been
impugned by the member without a scrap of evidence. That is to be immoral to the nth

-degree. The biggest gesture the member could make is to leave this House, and the sooner
he does so the better for members on this and that side of the House. The member is a
disgrace!
Hon Barry House: Don't profess to speak for us.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Does the member wish me to name his colleagues?
Hon Barry House: Don't profess to speak for me.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Mr House shows poor taste in his friends. We heard accusations
about indecent haste, and I have read the notes I received about those claims provided to put
the record straight. The haste with this matter is not indecent; it is what the commissioners
want.
Hon P.C. Pendal: What they want is irrelevant.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Now the member has told us that they, or their advisers, have been
involved in corrupt practices.
Hon P.C. Pendal: I did not say that.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is what the member said!
Several members interjected.

Point of Order

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Earlier today I interjected on a couple of occasions and I was
threatened with expulsion from the House. I was under the impression that the instruction
was to be given to all members. I am sorry that the mushroom from South Perth does not
abide by the same rules.
The PRESIDENT: There is no point of order. The ability and responsibility that I have to
maintain order in this place is provided through several means, not the least of which is
Standing Order No 47. 1 suggest that the member read it. When he has done so, I am sure he
will agree with me that I am doing precisely what it says. At some stage during the course of
the activities in the Chamber, in order for me to conform with Standing Order No 47 1 am
required to take the action that I took early today regarding the member's behaviour. When I
find that another member's behaviour requires me to take the same action, I am pretty
capable of doing so.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I look forward to it, Mr President.
The PRESIDENT: I thought for a moment when the member rose on his point of order that
he was about to suggest to me that Hon John Halden was out of line. I was frantically trying
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to think of what offence he had committed. I am pleased that that was not what the member
was doing. Putting the matter in a nutshell, there is no point of order.

Debate Resumed
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am glad that Hon Sam Pianradosi did not take a point of order on
me, Mr President!
This Bill has been described as being created in haste; indeed, someone used the unfortunate
term that it was the "12 days of Christmas Bill". Interestingly, saying it was created in haste
has a negative connotation about the speed in which it was drafted, with all sorts of improper
allegations and imputations being made about documents being leaked to the Ministry of the
Premier and Cabinet. Hon Phil Pendal said that the Bill was well drafted, relatively simple
and in plain English and was one which basically anyone could understand.
Hon P.G. Pendal: I was talking about its construction.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: This Bill was drafted during the last 12 days, and not before.
Members opposite cannot comprehend or deal with that. Members opposite all popped up
and referred to democracy in this House. However, if there has been a "corruption" in the
political system in this State since responsible government began, it has been the Legislative
Council.
Several members interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: This has never been a House in which people are represented.
Several members interjected.
Hon Barry House: We received 53 per cent of the vote at the last election.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: And members opposite have the numbers; they have the majority, so
what is wrong with that?
The PRESIDENT: I do not want to be calling order all night. Members must cease
interjecting. if the member directs his comments to the Chair, it will help the situation.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am happy to do that. I refer to some comments made in a speech in
this House some time ago -

The Legislative Council has long been regarded as a House of Review. It is
considered more so by members opposite than by members on this side of the House.

Meaning the Government side; to continue -

Since the mid-1950s this House has rejected 51 Labor Government Bills and only one
Liberal-Country Party Bill. Interestingly, Labor Governments have been in
Government benches for 12 years of that period and non-Labor Governments for
21 years.

This House has never been a House of Review. It has been a House of political obstruction,
dominated by the conservatives. What they do not like about this piece of legislation and
what the Royal Commissioners identified is that this House is corruptly elected and has been
since 1890.

Point of Order
Hon W.N. STRETCH: It is improper' for a member to reflect on a decision of this place.
Hon Tom Stephens: What a load of nonsense.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: It is even more improper for a member to reflect on the composition
and method of election of the members themselves.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon I.N. Caldwell). I warn the member who has been
speaking that the language he is using is getting dangerously close to forcing me to ask him
to withdraw. At this time there is no point of order.

Debate Resumed
Hon J0OHN R-ALDEN: I1 understand the sensitivity of those opposite - not yours, of course,
Mr Deputy President. The issue today is the experiences of Governments throughout the
world and in this State. I have never stepped aside from the problems of the 1980s in this
State.
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Hon P.C. Pendal: You were pant of them.
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: Why does Hon Phillip Pendal just not be quiet? He has contributed
nothing.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have never said that we should not acknowledge those problems.
To fail to do so will not assist in this process. Throughout its States, Australia has seen
difficulties with Government and Government accountability. The Royal Commissioners
and the Government have put forward a very reasonable and well considered argument for
how the processes can be improved and how people can have a greater say, greater access
and greater observability and how Governments can be more accountable. All of that, I
suggest, is predicated on one very simple and basic principle; that is, members opposite have
never adhered to the basic concept of democracy or equality before the law. It has never
been a consideration of theirs. In the 1970s when the numbers in this place were 20:10 or
21:9 members apposite did not see a need for parliamentary or electoral reform. They
enjoyed that sort of malapportionment and gerrymander.
With reference to members' comments about what a wonderful role this House has played in
highlighting the excesses of the Government or the Executive - call it what one likes - I recall
my first three years in this place -

Hon P.C. Pendal: We try not to remember them.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I will forget Hon Phillip Pendal, I can assure him.
Hon P.C. Pendal: No you won't.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: So will South Perth forget him. The reality is that between 1986 and
1989 when I was new in this place, more times than not question time did not happen
because members opposite could not find a question to ask.
lion P.O. Pendal: That is absolute piffle and nonsense. The record disputes you.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Phillip Pendal can check the record and he will find that I am,
yet again, right. Until the election of 1989 it was my impression that this House was very
much the sieepy hollow. It was a gentlemen's club - I use that term advisedly, because I
know I will probably be criticised for it.
Hon P.C. Pendal: We changed that name when you got here.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: At least I did something. For members opposite to suddenly claim
glory for this gerrymandered malapportioned House is an absolute outrage. The community,
this House, the other House and organisations did not like certain practices of the
Government of the day. However, before us today is an opportunity to set in train for the
next century a series of very important and essential reforms recommended by the Royal
Commission; not by the Government of the day. This Bill does not contain one
recommendation which is of the Government's notice; they are all from the Royal
Commission's report. However members opposite want to adhere only to those
recommendations of the Royal Commission which suit their narrow self-interest. They have
perpetually been a sham in this matter and continue to demonstrate that by their actions
today. Hon Phillip Pendal by his interjection summed it up when I read the Bill in the House
yesterday. At the end of my second reading speech he said the Opposition would 'throw it
out tomorrow". That is exactly what will happen, except it will use the old tactic of sending
it to the Standing Committee on Legislation.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I can hear Hon Kim Chance's voice, but I cannot see
him. I am directing him to not interject at any time while he is not sitting in his own seat.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The sensitivities and the timing of this matter must be highlighted,
particularly the timing. Unless the Commission on Government is set in place quickly and
can examine the issues of electoral malapportionment in this State in both Houses, the
possibility of reform under our electoral system will not occur until the year 2001. Members
opposite who have always loved this gentlemen's club of malapportioned gerrymandered
boundaries would love it to remain chat way for another eight years. That is what is about to
happen. In achieving those narrow ends, members opposite are not looking at the necessity
for administrative reforms within the Public Service and they are not looking at a range of
other reforms.
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Hon P.G. Pendal: Public Service reform can occur without this Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The structures needed to supervise this Bill and the confidence that
the public should have in this Parliament would be reinforced by this Bill. However, when it
is shelved, as it inevitably will be in two minutes' time, it will not take me very long to
assure members chat the responsibility for that serious act will be sheeted home to members
opposite. I will not cake up members' time with the hours chat Hon Phillip Pendal spent in
character assassination of everybody in this country.
H-on Barry House interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: When I talk about Hon Phillip Pendal that is the strongest -

Hon P.O. Pendal: Why don't you be nice to me since it is my last night here?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am glad Hon Phillip Pendal raised that. His comments about the
Attorney General were interesting but his persistence in attacking him at such a personal
level when he continually played the man and not the ball were unnecessary. I would have
thought that in relation to somebody who has been in this Parliament since 1969, who has
been a Minister in Labor Governments, both Federal and State, and who has served the State
with distinction - even if in Hon Phillip Pendal's views not with distinction - in his last days
Hon Phillip could have had the grace and - to use the political comment - touched him on the
way through. However, Hon Phillip Pendal could not do that; he had to play the man hard in
his normal snooty way where he just cannot -

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! This is possibly my, as well as some other members',
last night in this Chamber. I would not like to have to go out on a note where I had to be
rather disastrous and name someone here tonight. We are getting near the end of the session;
we have a few hours to go. Let us try to cooperate and get it over and done with without any
upsets. I direct Hon John Walden to come back to the Bill and address the Chair.
Hon JOH-N HALDEN: This Bill was not designed in haste by the Government; the Royal
Commissioners requested that this legislation be put into effect as soon as possible. It is a
Bill which assists the recommendations of the Royal Commissioners with nothing added by
the Government. It encompasses the statements and requests of the Royal Commissioners.
Theme has been no filtering; there are no additions. We will vote in a moment and I can
assure members that we will see those who want to hide behind a referral of this legislation
to a committee that will die within the next two to three weeks and those who, having learnt
from the experience of the 1980s, will take the opportunity immediately to start to correct the
record, to restore public confidence and to restore the process and procedures that are
necessary within Government at the moment, be it within this Parliament, the Public Service
or the Executive. This opportunity should not be wasted. We ought to grasp the nettle and
proceed down this road as quickly as possible. The only thing that stands in our way is the
self-interests of the conservative political parties and their desire to help in the
gerrymandered political system which they have enjoyed in this State since the day dot.
Hon Barry House: It is your political system now.
Hon JOHN WALDEN: No. It is not; it is the National Party's; it moved the amendment.
We now have the opportunity to enforce the recommendations of the Royal Commission. Of
course, the only recommendations of the Royal Commission that those opposite want are
those that suit them. The ones they do not like are the ones that do not present negative
findings against members of the Government. We even had a situation where those opposite
tried to supersede the recommendations of the Royal Commission with motions to throw out
a Minister of the Government. Those who are born to rule in this House think they know
what is in the best interests of everybody. The commission, that those opposite so vainly
wanted and which was given to them by this Government, disagrees with them.
If those opposite elect to bury this piece of legislation, they will be held in utter contempt by
the citizens of this State because those citizens have spent a considerable amount of money
in trying to achieve these results. Hon Phillip Pendal has made scurrilous attacks and vile
character assassinations on the three eminent academics who assisted the Royal Commission
in its second report. I believe in common decency he ought to withdraw his comments,
particularly as they relate to the commissioners' affiliation with the Austalian Labor Party
and with the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet, unless he has any evidence which can
substantiate those allegations. I may well refer the matter to the police, who can talk to him.
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Hon P.G. Pendal: I'm shivering.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Phillip Pendal would not shiver about anything because be has
no conscience. This is a very significant piece of legislation, but I will not be put off by the
tactics and antics of Hon Phillip Pendal before his departure from this House. I suggest that
the House support this Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Referral to Standing Committee on Legislation
HON P.C. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [9.44 pm]: I move -

That the Commission on Government Bill be referred to the Standing Committee
on Legislation for consideration and report.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

I-on J.N. Caldwell Hon Barry House Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon George Cash Hon P.M1. Lock yer Hon 0.1. Wordsworth
Hon E.J. Charlion Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Reg Davies lion N.F. Moore (Teller)
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.O. Pendai

Noes 0 3)
I-on ..M. Berinson Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Tom Stephens
Hon T.G. Rudler Hon B.L. ]ones 1-on Bob Thomas
Hion Kim Chance Hon Garry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hion Cheryl Davenport. Hon Mark Nev ill (Teller)
Hon John Halden Hon Sam Plan ladosi

Pairs
Hon R.O. Pike Hon Tom Helm
Hon Derick Tomlinson Hon Doug Wenn

Question thus passed.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS - LETTER TABLED BY ATTORNEY
GENERAL

Incomplete Letter Tabling

Point of Order
I-on PETER FOSS: Earlier this evening the Attorney General sought the leave of the House
to table a letter from the Director of Public Prosecutions and leave was granted. Having
perused the letter it appears it is not complete as a number of attachments referred to as part
of the letter are not included with it. In view of the fact that the Attorney General sought the
leave of the House to table the letter, I believe he should table the complete letter.
Hon J.W- BERINSON: The point is that I had the actual letter with me and I indicated that
was the document I wished to table. It did not have attachments with it at the time and,
indeed, those are not required since they are amply referred to in the body of the document.

President's Ruling
The PRESIDENT: Order! When papers are tabled the normal requirement is that the
document referred to is generally in the form of a document referred to in a file, pages
stapled together or a bundle of papers. I rule that, notwithstanding that somewhere in the
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letter it suggests there should be some attachments, the paper the Attorney General had at the
time he sought the leave of the House to table it, is, in fact, the paper that had to be tabled. I
rule there is no point of order.

STOCK (BRANDS AND MOVEMENT) AMENDMENT BILL

Assembly's Message
Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendments made by Lhe Council.

IRON ORE (HOPE DOWNS) AGREEMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Hill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens (Minister for
Services), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Services) [9.54 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Hill is to ratify an agreement dated 30 November 1992 between the State
and Hope Downs Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Hancock Resources Limited. The
Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement has been negotiated to assist the establishment of a new
iron ore project in the Central Hamersley Range area by Hope Downs Limited. This iron ore
development agreement closely follows the format established for the Iron Ore (Marillana
Creek) Agreement ratified by Parliament last year, and provides a greater degree of
flexibility for expansion and overview of company activity under the agreement than was the
case in the past.
The Hancock group of companies, under the direction of its new chairman, Gina Rinehart, is
looking forward to the early development of the iron ore tenements that the company holds
in the Pilbara. Hope Downs Limited has stated that within three years it should be able to
begin an initial mining operation. Detailed studies will be needed to firm up the proposed
operation but I am advised that present work has identified a likely $120 million investment
employing 300 people on site.
The timing of the agreement will allow the company to proceed with its increased investment
and employment program planned for 1993. The agreement also will assist the company in
developing further its plan for a future major mining operation with its own railway and port
facilities with an estimated investment of $1-2 billion. The agreement provides a
comprehensive framework for managing the project as it evolves, particularly in relation to
production and work force increases and the future development of a port or town site or a
railway line from the mine to that port. The agreement allows for reconsideration of the
agreement provisions, particularly if the company seeks to increase capacity or production
beyond 15 million tonnes per annumn or its mine camp work force beyond 150 persons.
The agreement provides for an initial royalty rate of 5.625 per cent on lump and fine iron ore.
Existing producers of lump and fine iron ore pay royalties of 7.5 per cent and 3.75 per cent
respectively. The State will receive more revenue under this new agreement than if it had
continued with the existing arrangement. The increase will be dependent on the fine ore to
lump ratio and will increase as the ratio increases. The agreement also provides for the
royalty rate on lump ore to increase to 7.5 per cent on a fixed date, 1 December 2008. This is
an incentive for the company to commence the production of ore as early as possible to take
advantage of the existing rate on lump ore. Earlier this year the company drilled a large
number of exploration holes in the northern ore deposit in the Hope Downs I area, which is
area A on plan X attached to the Bill. The company has identified and indicated resources of
around 400 million tonnes of Marra Mamba iron ore in this northern deposit and is
continuing its drilling program in the areas held further south. I now table plan X of the
agreement.
[See paper No 674.]
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: This plan outlines areas A, B and C. The company is required to
progressively explore and carry out full geological investigations on lands within area B.
The company has until 30 June of year 2000 to include area B into the mining lease. Any
part that is not included will continue under the Mining Act until the end of its term then
current.
Area C is land held for exploration and development further into the future and the
agreement provides for retaining title to this land under an exploration licence until 30 June
2003. Provision is made for the company and the State to negotiate the basis on which rights
to mine area C are given to the company. If a basis is not negotiated, after June 2003 the
tenement will leave the agreement and be held under the Mining Act for the remainder of the
term then current. The project is expected to commence wit mining within area A, to
produce up to 15 million tonnes per annumn of iron ore. The project will most probably
initially connect with and use the existing infrastructure of the other iron ore producers. I
support the rationalisation and maximum utilisation of both existing and new infrastructure.
As the project expands, the agreement recognises there could be a need for both a separate
railway and a port site.
The agreement allows for temporary accommodation units - that is, a mine camp - in the
initial stages of the project. However, the company is restricted to accommodating a
maximum mine work force of 150 at the minesite. The accommodation and associated
facilities will be of a standard generally used in the mining industry. The arrangements are
similar to those developed for the Marillana Creek agreement and allow for the future
transfer of this work force to an open town, when established in the region. Under the terms
of the agreement the company shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that as many as
possible of the company's work force are recruited from people already resident in the
Pilbara. The project is subject to the Environmental Protection Act and the agreement
includes the most modern clauses for the protection and management of the environment.
I now turn to the specific provisions of the agreement schedule to the Bill before the House.
Clauses 1, 2, 3 and 4 are in the current form of State resources development agreement
opening clauses dealing with -

the definition of terms used in the agreement;
certain interpretations of references and powers contained therein;
the initial obligations of the State with regard to the ratification of the Bill and to
allow entry upon Crown lands for the purposes of the agreement; and
the coming into operation of the agreement.

The. State has agreed to endeavour to secure the passage of this Bill as an Act prior to
31 December 1992.
Clause 5 outlines the initial obligations of the company to continue its geological,
engineering, environmental, marketing and financing studies to enable it to finalise and
submit proposals for the project. The company is required to keep the State fully informed
by reporting on a quarterly basis. Clause 6 requires that the company confer with the
Minister with respect to the proposed mining of up to 15 million tonnes per annum to
determine the areas to be included in the proposals and ensures that the areas are available to
be included in a future mining lease.
Clause 7 requires the company to submit to the Minister, on or before 30 June 1998, detailed
proposals for, among other things, the production, transport and shipment of iron ore, with
provision for associated infrastructure including power, water, railway, roads, mine
aerodrome, accommodation and ancillary facilities for the work force, use of local labour,
services and materials and an environmental management program. The detailed proposals
may, where consented to by the Minister and the other parties concerned, instead of
providing new facilities, equipment or services, provide for the use by the company of any
existing facilities, equipment or services. It is a longstanding policy that infrastructure
should be shared wherever possible. The State does not wish to see fragmented and
duplicated development of infrastructure in the Pilbara or any other part of the State.
Clause 8 contains similar provisions to those contained in other ratified agreements for
consideration and implementation of proposals. Subelause (7) of clause 8 provides that if all
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proposals required under clause 7 are not approved or determined by 30 June 1999, the
Minister may give 12 months' notice of intention to determine the agreement subject to the
agreement determination provisions. Under clause 9 the company, during formation of its
initial development proposals and any subsequent proposals, is required to take into account
and/or make provision for, where it is reasonably practicable -

the economic and orderly overall development of the agreement lands and those other
iron ore deposits;
appropriate infrastructure development in the Pilbara area, having regard to the
existing iron ore operations and facilities and other existing developments;, and
open town or other appropriate housing and accommodation arrangements to service
the iron ore mines and other developments in the Pilbara area.

The company and the State are required to cooperate and consult on the above matters, State
Government policies and objectives, the company's commercial requirements and any other
relevant matters.
Clause 10 provides for the submission of additional proposals if the company wishes to
produce more than the tonnage of iron ore approved under clause 7 or to significantly
modify, expand or otherwise vary its activities beyond those specified in any approved
proposals. Clause 11I provides that if the company should ever wish to produce more than
15 million tonnes per annumn of iron ore from the mining lease or exceed 150 persons
accommodated at the minesite, the provisions of the agreement may be opened up for
renegotiation at the State's sole discretion, except for the following matters -

(i the term of the mining lease or railway lease or the rental thereunder;
(ii) the rentals payable under any other lease or licence issued pursuant to the

agreement;
(iii) the rates and method of calculating royalty; and
(iv) arrangements entered into for the railway transport of iron ore under clause

24.
The company may not submit proposals unless the Minister consents. If there is no consent
the project cannot go beyond its approved capacity or work force. This decision is not open
to arbitration. This clause was first introduced into the Maillana Creek agreement and gives
the State better control over the future direction of the project.
The term of the mining lease granted pursuant to clause 12 will be for a termn of 21 years with
the right for the company to take two renewals of 21 years each. The rental will be as set
from time to time under the Mining Act. Subclause (4) of clause 12 requires that the
company lodge with the Department of Minerals and Energy -

periodical reports and returns as may be prescribed pursuant to regulations under the
Mining Act;
annual reports on ore reserves within the mining lease; and
reports on drilling operations undertaken to discover or define future ore reserves on
the mining lease and, if requested by the department, reports on drilling done within
blocks of proven ore for the purpose of mine planning.

Subclause (8) addresses the process by which third parties may obtain mining tenements for
minerals other than iron ore over areas the subject of the mining lease. Clause 13(1)
provides that royalty on iron ore from the mining lease be set at the rates of -

5.625 per cent for lump and fine iron ore;
3.25 per cent for beneficiated iron ore;
7.5 per cent for manganese or manganiferous ore;
5.0 per cent for beneficiaced manganese or manganiferous ore; and
7.5 per cent for all other iron ore.

Lump ore shipped separately on and after the 1 December 2008 will attract a royalty of 7.5
per cent. The 5.625 per cent rate of royalty on fine ore is an increase over older iron ore
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agreements, which provide for a royalty of 3.75 per cent for fine ore, This is a reflection of
the increased saleability of fine ore in its own right and is a continuation of the process of
raising the royalty on fine ore.
The concession of 5.625 per cent on Jump iron ore has been given on the understanding that
if any of the existing Pilbara iron ore producers agree to increases in the royalty rate for fine
ore, the company has undertaken to negotiate an increase in this royalty race for lump ore.
Clause 14 requires the company to progressively explore and carry out full geological
investigations on lands within area B, expending at least equal to the expenditure prescribed
under the Mining Act. Until 30 June 2000 the company may apply for tenements within area
B to be included in the mining lease. Any part of area B not included in the mining lease
will continue to be held under the Mining Act for the balance of the term then remaining.
Clause 15 ensures the continuity of exploration licences within area C to enable the State and
the company to negotiate, up to 30 June 2003, the basis on which the company may be given
rights to mine and recover iron ore from area C. After 30 June 2003 the licences within area
C will continue in force under the Mining Act for the balance of the term then remaining.
Clause 16 requires the company to carry out a continuous program of investigation, research
and monitoring to ascertain the effectiveness of the measures it is taking pursuant to
approved proposals for rehabilitation and the protection and management of the environment.
The company is required to submit a brief annual report on its environmental program and to
submit a comprehensive report every three years which is to include a plan covering the
following three years. This clause has the facility for the Minister to require additional
detailed proposals to be submitted for the protection and management of the environment.
Clause 17 addresses the use of local labour, services and materials. Subclause (l)(a) requires
the company, except in those cases where it can demonstrate its impracticability so to do, to
use labour available in Western Australia while using all reasonable endeavours to ensure
that as many as possible of the company's work force be recruited from the Pilbara. The
company is also required to give proper consideration and, where possible, preference to
Western Austrlian suppliers, manufacturers and contractors. Clause IS is a standard roads
clause for projects developed under agreement Acts.
Clause 19 sets the standard for the mine aerodrome to be used for the project and requires the
company to confer with the Minister about upgradings; required to existing aerodromes in the
Pilbara as a result of the company's activities.
Under the provisions of clause 20 the company is required to purchase its electricity
requirements from the State Energy Commission or negotiate with that commission for the
payment of an equitable contribution towards facilities which would enable the commission
to supply power to the company. Should the company demonstrate to the Minister that those
arrangements would unduly prejudice its activities, or were the SEC unable to provide
power, the company may propose to install, subject to the provisions of the Electricity Act
1945 and at no cost to the State, equipment of sufficient capacity to generate electricity for
its activities under the agreement. Subclause 20(4) makes provision for the commission to
purchase power for its own use from the company on terms and conditions to be negotiated.
Clause 21 addresses water use and management for the project, an important issue in the arid
Pilbara. Under subclause (1) the company and the State shall agree on the amounts and
qualities of water required for use at the minesire, and the company shall, to the fullest extent
reasonably practicable, use water obtained from dewatering on the mining lease for its
operations under the agreement. The company is not exempted from any liability arising out
of or caused by dewatering or discharge. The remainder of the clause is similar to the
provisions that exist in most agreements and covers the various possibilities that could arise
over the term of the agreement.
Clause 22 provides that accommodation for the mine work force at the minesite up to the
limits mentioned in clause 11 shall be temporary accommodation units. Unless otherwise
agreed, no dependants or pets are permitted at the minesite. The company is required to
confer with the Minister on any changes it desires to make to these arrangements. If an open
town is proposed by the State in the Pilbara area, the company is required to cooperate in
studies and if both agree that the mine work force can be located in the proposed open town,
the company will relocate the work force to the town and contribute to infrastructure and
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community facilities. This clause also provides that the company will confer with the
Minister and the local authority with a view to assisting with the cost of provision of
community infrastructure that is required in existing towns to service the company work
force.
Under clause 23 the State is obliged to rant to the company leases, licences, easements and
rights of way for the purpose of the company's mining activities under approved proposals.
Clause 24 relates to the construction and operation of a rail spur line or railway line along the
route specified in the approved proposals. Subclause (3) requires the company to carry the
iron ore of third panties using its railway in accordance with arrangements to be entered into
with the State. Subclause (4) requires the company to transport passengers and carry freight
of the State and third parties over the railway where it can do so without materially
prejudicing or interfering with its operations under the agreement. T'he clause further
provides that the company will not enter into any agreement or arrangement for the use of
any railway not established by the company under this agreement without the prior approval
of the State. This is consistent with the State's wish to develop uniform railway
arrangements and mnaximise the utilisation of railways in the Pilbara.
Clause 25 makes provision for the development of a port for the shipment of iron as
approved by the Minister. Subelause (3) allows for State and third party use of any wharf or
port facilities or services. Further processing of iron ore is addressed in clause 27 where the
company is required to undertake ongoing investigations into the feasibility of establishing
facilities for the further processing of iron ore in Western Australia. Where, as a result of
investigation by either the company or dhe State, it is concluded thac further processing is
feasible, the parties are required to consult on the implementation of such further processing.
If the company is unwilling to proceed with the implementation of such further processing.
the State may allow a third party to carry out the further processing. If this should occur the
company will be required to supply iron ore to the third party at the wharf or port in
sufficient quantities and at appropriate rates and grades to meet the requirements of the third
party. This obligation will continue for at least the first 10 years of the third party
operations.
Clause 29 provides that for the purpose of rating by local governments all agreement lands
shall be valued on an unimproved basis. However, such valuation constraint does not apply
to any lands containing accommodation units or housing for the company's work force or
any lands used for commercial undertakings not directly related to the mining operations.
The mining lease will, for rating purposes, have the same value per hectare as any other
mining lease held under the Mining Act. The company is precluded from adopting the
provision of section 533B of the Local Government Act with regard to making an election
for lower valuation. The rating provisions will increase the shire's income compared with
the income which would have been the case had provisions common to earlier State
agreements been adopted.
Clause 39 is the most recent version of the environmental protection clause ensuring
compliance with any requirement made pursuant to the Environmental Protection Act. The
stamp duty exemption provisions in clause 43 allow for the specific assignments of interest
in the project from Hancock Resources Ltd to the company, in addition to the standard
exemptions. Stamp duty exemptions have been restricted to a period of approximately four
years from the date of the agreement. Generally, the remaining clauses are similar to those
of other State agreements and do not require any additional comment. I commend the Bill to
the House.
HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral) [10.10 pm]: I have been the Opposition
spokesman on these matters for some time now, and for some extraordinary reason the last
week of every session, from my point of view, is dominated by the need for me to respond to
agreement Acts and the ratification thereof. Every year, for some reason, the Government
tries to rain through Parliament agreement Acts of various types with little or no time for the
Opposition to do the necessary investigation into the terms of the agreements; and at a time
when to ensure this Bill is agreed to there is no time to consider the second reading speech
before responding to it. Under normal parliamentary circumstances I would move that
debate be adjourned, and come back next week to debate the Bill. I would talk for an hour or
two because it is a very significant Bill, but because of the way the Government operates this
place, in order to allow this company to get going it is necessary for me to respond to the
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second reading speech now. Itris not good enough when Bills of this significance are treated
with the insignificance that this Bill is receiving. This Bill is all about the ratification of an
agreement between Hancock Prospecting Pry Ltd and the Government for the development
of an iron ore mine in the Pilbara. It could be a very significant development in that part of
the State and it is the sort of agreement that is worthy of much more consideration than it will
be given tonight. Enough of my whingeing; the Bill is very welcome.
Hancock Prospecting has been seeking the support of the Opposition in recent times to
expedite this matter. It had enormous frustrations in getting, first, the Cabinet to agree with
the agreement and, second, getting the agreement to the House. The company will be
breathing a collective sigh of relief that the Bill has at last reached the Legislative Council
and will be passed. The Opposition is very supportive of the proposal contained in the Bil.
I guess that the founder of Hancock Prospecting, Lang Hancock, will be looking down upon
us with a smile of satisfaction knowing that after all the years of his involvement in iron ore
activities in the State, the company that he set up may be getting a project off the ground. It
is probably fitting that his daughter, Gina, is the chairperson of the company and that she will
oversee the development of the Iron Ore (Hope Downs) Agreement.
With luck and good management, and the achievement of what the company is setting out to
do, we could see developed in the Pilbara an iron ore project producing 25 million tonnes of
iron ore a year, not as big as the existing companies, Haniersley Iron and BHP, but certainly
a very significant producer of iron ore. In the short term, the company has a number of
options relating to the tonnage to be mined. Initially it is looking at a first option to provide
five million tonnes per annum. If it were to use that option it would probably transport ore
from Hope Downs to the coast using the BHP railway or a I-amersley Iron railway, which
will be built east from Marandoo towards Giles, another Hamersley deposit. The second
option is a 10 million tonne project which will operate in a similar way to option one but
with a bigger tonnage and different arrangement with the other producers. The third option
is to go to 24 to 25 million tonnes per annum. This would involve the construction of a new
railway from the Hope Downs deposit through Mulga Downs up to Ronsard on the coast,
with the development of a port for the export of iron ore.
I hope that the third option is the one the company chooses, and that we will see not only the
development of a railway and a new port but also the development of a new town between
Tom Price and Newman in the central Pilbara - a town which would service Yandicoogina -
which is already in operation for BHP, and Hope Downs as well as any other development
that is to take place in the general area. Members will be aware that that part of the
Hamersley Range is very rich in iron ore, and it makes sense to have a common town to
service the deposits in the region. It also makes sense for a transport corridor to be
developed between Tom Price and Newman with a railway line servicing the l-amersley
deposits and another railway line servicing the BH-P deposits.
I spoke the other day about our Pilbara policy and the potentiality for a gas-fired power
station at Port Hedland. I spoke also about the development of a grid system to link up all
the towns in the Pilbara. I see ultimately a linking up of Tom Price, Marandoo,
Yandicoogina, Hope Downs and Mt Whaleback which would link up the BHP operations
with the Hamersley operations and include Hancock Prospecting operations. So, there is
great potential for the development of gas-fired power station by the private sector at Port
Hedland to enable the linkage of the various parts of the Pilbara on a Pilbara-wide grid. The
potential is enormous.
1 will not go through the details of the proposal. It is a standard agreement similar to those
entered into by other iron ore companies. It is of course agreeable to the Government and to
the company. Therefore we are very supportive on behalf of the company of the agreement
and its ratification tonight. There is one small area of concern which the Minister may
comment on in response; that is, the question of royalties. As I understand it, currently the
royalties payable by existing producers are 7.5 per cent for lump ore and 3.75 per cent for
fine ore. They are the figures for the existing producers, with the exception of Marillana
Creek where fine ore is 5.625 per cent - that is the newest development, and the increased
royalty represents a reflection of the improved salability of fine ore on the world markets.
With the Hope Downs project the fine ore and the lump ore will be charged at 5.625 per cent
for the first 16 years. After that, the lump will go to 7.5 per cent which is the same as for the
other companies. Ultimately it will mean, for fine ore royalties, the standard will become
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5.625 per cent. I am not sure of the reaction of BHP or 1-amersley Iron to the possibility that
their royalties for fine ore will increase from 3.75 per cent to 5.625 per cent. The Minister
might say whether it is the intention of the Government in its dying hours to seek to increase
royalties for iron ore producers or whether this reflects a set of circumstances for Hope
Downs.
In conclusion, I hope that Gina Hancock and her company are successful in the development
of the project, that they will see a 25 million tonne a year operation developed and that a new
town will be created in the central Hamersley Range area to service the second generation of
iron ore mines. I also hope that a new railway line from that area to the coast, a new town,
and a new port at Ronsard on the coast between Cape Lambert and Port Hedland will be
built. The Pilbara will benefit significantly from this new project. I also hope there will be
further consideration of downstream processing and that the setting up of a gas fired power
station in the Pilbara will provide cheap energy which will enable the development of sinter
and pellet plants. A pellet plant was operating for some time at Cape Lambert and the
potential exists for future development in the event that cheaper energy is provided. I am
pleased, on behalf of the Opposition, to indicate its total support for the project. I will finish
with a barb in the tale: I am sick to death of being asked to approve agreements of this
magnitude in the dying hours of the Parliament.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Services) [10.22 pm]: I
welcome the indication from the Opposition of its support for this agreement Bill. I
understand the member's concern about the short time frame in which the House will have to
consider this Bill. I am pleased to note thai officers of the Department of State Development
offered to make themselves available for briefings of the Opposition, and I understand that a
similar offer was made by Hancock Resources Ltd.
Hon N.E. Moore: Hancock provided me with several briefings, but I do not recall being
offered any briefing by the Department of State Development.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am pleased that the Hancock company briefed the member. I was
aware of that.
Hon N.F. Moore: They wanted to know how to hurry it up so it could get through.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Officers of the department advised me that efforts were made to
make themselves available to the Opposition in accordance with the wishes of the Minister. I
am sorry that briefing did not occur.
The House needs to know the history of the different royalty rates applying to lump and fine
ore. In the early days of the Pilbara a different royalty rate was struck because lump ore was
at that time the more valuable commodity. Fines were not of the same price on the world
market. The market situation has changed as a result of different technologies being utilised
by industry, particularly in Asia, but also in Europe and North America. A different pricing
structure has come into place in the iron ore industry which has made the price for fines more
attractive than that which it was during the early days of the Pilbara iron ore producers
coming on stream. It is the Government's intention to move the royalty rates so that they
more accurately reflect thie changing pricing structure of iron ore. The recent Marillana
Creek agreement reflects the first movement in that direction.
This Bill provides for further movement in that direction and contains a provision expressing
the willingness of the Hancock company to participate in any industry-wide restructuring of
royalty rates that might occur with the cooperation of the other iron ore producers to arrive at
a royalty rate for lump and fines that would be more in keeping with the current pricing
structure available to those producers because of the changed market situation. Yes, the
Government intends to keep the royalty rates under review and to see some shift in those
royalty rates to more accurately reflect the demand and the price paid on the market for fines.
This change in the rate that is seen in this agreement Bill reflects one of the steps in that
process. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.
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Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens (Minister for Services), and passed.

ALUMINA REFINERY (WORSLEY) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT B[LL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens (Minister for
Services), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral - Minister for Services) [10.29 pm]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to ratify an agreement amendment dated 24 September 1992
between the State and the Worsley alumina joint venture. The Alumina Refinery (Worsley)
Agreement Amendment Bill before the House contains provisions which will, firstly,
formalise the payment of increased alumina royalties; secondly, provide for modernised
royalty and rental formulae; thirdly, facilitate third party access to the agreement mining
lease; and founthly, provide for the payment of revised port charges to the Bunbury Port
Authority. I will now discuss these provisions in detail.
Increased alumina royalty: On 16 January 1989, Cabinet agreed to the preparation of an
agreement amendment which would release the Boddingion gold joint venturers from their
liability to pay an alumina royalty on bauxite destroyed during the processing of gold ores.
In exchange, the Worsley joint venture agreed to pay a higher alumina royalty from 1
January 1989. Clause 3(3) of the agreement amendment now formalises this arrangement.
The revised royalty represents an increase from 0.5 per cent to 1.65 per cent of the alumina
export price and now equates to the royalty payable by Alcoa of Australia Ltd. In addition to
providing for increased royalties, clause 3(3) of the agreement amendment also introduces a
revised royalty formula based on the price of alumina. The original agreement royalty
formula was based on the mean quarterly world selling price of aluminium metal quoted in
the British Metal Bulletin. This was necessary at the time because the published alumina
prices were distorted by transfer pricing. The metal price referred to is no longer published.
Reliable alumina export prices are now available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics,
and form the basis of the revised formula. Provision exists within the amendment for the
parties to review the formula in the event that the Australian Bureau of Statistics ceases to
publish or substantially revises the method of determining the Australian export alumina
price.
Clause 3(5) of the agreement amendment provides for the parties to review royalty rates at
seven year intervals, commencing 31 July 1998. The new royalty structure reflects the
Australian value of the alumina produced and is considered to be an improvement on the
previous royalty formula. Clause 3(6) of the agreement amendment provides for a revised
mining lease rental formula on a similar basis to the revised royalty formula that I have just
discussed. The amended mining lease rental escalation formula is based upon the difference
between the current alumina price and a calculated historical alumina price determined for
the period during which the base rate rental was established. As with royalty, mining lease
rental will be reviewed every seven years, with the proviso that at no time can the revised
rental fall below the base rate rental of $1.93 per square kilometre. The new rental rate will
involve payment by Worsley to the State of an additional $60 000 in 1992-93.
The purpose behind the amendment to clause 18 is twofold. Firstly, it facilitates access by
third parties over the majority of the agreement lease and, secondly, it protects Worsley's
best bauxite area, the principal mineralised area, from pegging which could prejudice its
operation. Clause 18 of the principal agreement has always contained a provision to
accommodate the granting of mining tenements to third parties for minerals other than
bauxite. This was difficult to accomplish in reality because third party tenements over the
agreement lease can be granted only by their permanent excision from the agreement mining
lease. Consequently, applications which conflicted with good bauxite areas were opposed by
the Worsley joint venture in order to prevent their permanent removal from the agreement
lease.
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The amendment to clause 18 provides for expired or surrendered third party tenements to be
reincorporated into the agreement lease, at the request of the Worsley joint venturers. The
grant of third party tenements is, however, restricted to minerals other than bauxite to ensure
that sufficient bauxite is available for the Worsley operation. Third party tenements will be
granted only if they do not prejudice the Worstey bauxite operation. Clause I8 provides for
the Minister for Mines to consult the Minister for State Development and the Worstey joint
venture to determine whether such grant is prejudicial to Worsicy's operations. If a third
party application is deemed to be prejudicial, that application will be refused. However, if
the application is granted, the area is then automatically excised from the agreement mining
lease and tenure is issued pursuant to the Mining Act 1978.
As I mentioned earlier, these tenements upon surrender or expiry can be reincorporated into
the agreement mining lease if requested by the Worsley joint venture. It should be noted by
members that not all of Worsley's agreement areas are accessible to third panics. It has been
necessary to afford protection to the Worsicy joint venture's principal mineralised area
together with lands currently held outside of the agreement which will be incorporated into
the principal mineralised area at a later date. This security measure has been included to
identify the principal mineralised area as the key bauxite resource for the Worsicy project.
I now table the plan marked 'Yn referred to in the agreement which will serve to show to the
House the location of the protected areas. The red area represents the principal mineralised
area while the yellow area represents the areas to be incorporated into the principal
mineralised area at a later date.
[See paper No 675.]
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I now turn to the other major provisions of the agreement scheduled
to the Hill before the House. Since the grant of the original agreement mining lease the
Worsley joint venture has identified bauxite reserves adjacent to the agreement area. These
reserves are held outside the provisions of the agreement as Mining Act 1978 mining leases
and exploration licences. Consequently, the Worsicy joint venture has sought to incorporate
these areas into the agreement mining lease. However, this is not possible at present as no
such provision exists within the principal agreement. Clause 3(6) enables the Mining Act
tenements upon surrender to be incorporated into the agreement mining lease. This process
is not automatic as assimilation can occur only at the discretion of the Minister for State
Development in consultation with the Minister for Mines. Upon incorporation into the
agreement mining lease, the areas will be subject to the same terms and conditions as the
agreement mining tease, including royalty and rental. Clause 3(6) enables the Worsley joint
venture to rationalise its operations by incorporating a number of non-agreement tenements
into a single entity under the State agreement. This also provides benefits to the State by
way of administrative efficiencies.
Clause 3(9) of the agreement amendment provides for the grant of a mining lease to the
Worsley joint venture for all minerals, including bauxite, subject to excision of the area ftom
the agreement mining lease. This provision affords the Worsley joint venture the same rights
as are available to third panics to develop discrete mining projects centred on minerals other
than bauxite. The grant of a mining lease for all minerals is subject to the prior approval of
the Minister for State Development. In addition to normal Mining Act conditions applying,
the mining of bauxite may occur only in accordance with the provisions of the principal
agreement. Clause 3(9) enables the Worsley joint venture to undertake projects such as the
Boddington gold operation.
Clause 3(2) of the agreement amendment provides for the payment of revised port charges.
The new charges represent a restructuring of the pricing system by the Bunbury Port
Authority aimed at making charges more consistent with services rendered. These charges
have been agreed to by all parties. It was considered more appropriate to state the new
charges in the Bunbury Port Authority regulations and not the agreement amendment as the
charges will alter over time. This would otherwise require ongoing legislative changes if
pricing schedules were contained in the amendment. The amendment also contains minor
changes to wording in relation to road intersections and the arbitration Act to clarify the
original intent and/or reflect changes to the legislation.
I commend the Bill to the House.
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HON N.E. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral) [10.35 pm]: The House has almost reached the
stage of famte where members are again required to deal with an important agreement Act
amendment, the second reading speech of which the Minister has just read at such a rate that
not even he could understand what he was saying, so there was no hope for anyone else.
Fortunately we live in a world where people can read, unlike the days when hearing a speech
was necessary for those who could not read.
Hon Tonm Stephens: I am into workplace reform.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I know what is in the second reading speech only because I can read it.
It demonstrates the absurdity of the situation in which members find themselves in the dying
days of this Parliament. I do not propose to go through all the details of the agreement; they
are outlined in detail in the second reading speech which some of us have just read, if not
heard.
Members will be aware that an agreement exists between the Government and the Worsley
joint venturers. They have agreed to the amendments contained in the Bill. It is not for me
to say whether they can or cannot, or should or should not. The company has agreed to the
conditions that have been negotiated with the Government. As a result of that negotiation the
Alumina Refinery (Worsley) Agreement Amendment Bill is now before the House. The
Opposition is prepared to accept the new set of circumstances.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Tom Stephens (Minister for Services), and passed.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
Report Tabling

HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [10.40 pm]: I am directed to present a report on
the program undertaken during 1992 by the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial
Operations. I move -

That the report do lie upon the Table and be printed.
Question put and passed.
[See paper No 676.]

MOTION - KENNEDY RANGE NATIONAL PARK, CREATION SUPPORT
Assembly's Resolution

Message from the Assembly received and read requesting concurrence in the following
resolution -

That this House supports the citation of the Kennedy Range National Park on the
boundaries defined in the plan tabled in the House on 2 December 1992.

HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [10.42 pm]: I
move -

That this House support the creation of the Kennedy Range National Park on the
boundaries defined in the plan tabled in the House.

The Kennedy Range is a dissected sand covered plateau located about 75 km east of
Carnarvon and munning north-south for about 195 kmn. The range provides the most
significant scenic feature of the Carnarvon hinterland. Its most spectacular features are the
eastern cliff faces, but the size, diversity and elevation of the range also provides a valuable
habitat for flora and fauna. The area possesses outstanding geological, fossil and botanical
values. There is also considerable potential for recreation and tourism along the edges of the
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range. The area is a desert climate and receives an annual average rainfall of only 200 mm.
Extended dry periods can occur and the top of the range is entirely waterless. A line of
springs occurs along the western edge of the range.
The 1975 Environmental Protection Authority System 9 Red Book recommended that the
range be declared a class A national park and in 1976 the then Department of Lands and
Surveys purchased the Binthalya pastoral lease, which included the south west portion of the
range. Substantial rationalisation of pastoral lease boundaries followed involving the
Binthalya and the old Moogocorie Station to the north east. As a result, a substantial core of
previous pastoral tease reverted to vacant Crown land.
The area proposed to become national park is approximately 140 000 hectares of vacant
Crown land shown on the map tabled in the House. It is the Government's intention to add
further areas to the park, including sections of the eastern scarp as negotiations with adjacent
pastoral stations are finalised.
The Shire of Upper Gascoyne has been aware of the proposal to create the national park for
many years. The area is of considerable interest to the Aboriginal community. Discussions
have therefore been held with the Mungullah Community Inc with a view to its participation
in future management of the park.
Conservation values - geology and land forms: The Kennedy Range can be described as a
mesa - flat topped with steep rock wail sides. The eastern side consists of spectacular cliffs
rising some 80 metres. Elaborately branched gorges occur on the sides of the mesa. The top
of the range is covered with sand. The range consists of Permnian sediments, including
sandstone and siltstone. Marine fossils of the Permian age are widespread and there are also
deposits of silicified - petrified - wood.
Flora and fauna: The Kennedy land system is of significant interest in that it contains
elements of the south eastern and Eremean - desert - flora. The vegetation types include
spinifex, scattered mallee and wattle woodlands. The spectacular orange flowering Banksia
ashbyi is one of the most distinctive flora species on the range. Due to the range's largely
waterless nature it has not been heavily grazed, even by feral animals. The flora is therefore
generally in good condition. The vegetation favours small animal species with numerous
reptiles and small mammals found on the sound on the top of the range. Euros are present,
but tend to stay close to water supplies on the edge of the range.
Aboriginal sites: The freshwater springs on the western sides are associated with areas of
chert, ideal for the manufacture of stone tools. There is abundant evidence from artifact
scatters to indicate the area's use by Aboriginal groups.
Recreation: The imposing nature of the range, combined with its remote location, represents
a strong attraction to visitors on camping holidays.
Finally, I acknowledge the painstaking work of the officers of various Government
departments and the members of other interested groups who have helped to resolve the
many issues associated with the proposed national park. In particular, the Western
Australian National Parks and Reserves Association under its president, Graham Rundle, has
worked tirelessly over many years to see the park come into being.
[See paper No 677.)
Question put and passed, and a message accordingly transmitted to the Assembly.
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [ 10.46 pm) - by leave: The Opposition supports
the creation of the Kennedy Range National Park. There was some concern in the last four
hours that we might be dealing with an area of land other than vacant Crown land. It has
been confirmned that we are not dealing here with any land that is embraced by a pastoral
lease; we are dealing exclusively with vacant Crown land. For that reason, the Opposition
has no difficulty with the proposal- Unlike an earlier national park, the Department of
Minerals and Energy has completed the necessary mineral and petroleum resource
assessment of the Kennedy Range National Park and it has decided not to oppose the
creation of the park.
Finally, I refer to the Government's ramrodding material through Parliament in its dying
hours. The Opposition has learnit more about this proposal from the Western Australian
National Parks and Reserves Association's senior officer, Graham Rundle, than it did from
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the Government. In future years, perhaps those public servants who attend to these things
could see their way clear to ensuring that these matters are brought into the Parliament early
in the session. There is no need for this sort of unseemly haste; it raises the sorts of fears that
were raised with us yesterday when, in the end, that does not need to occur. It is
understandable when these things are brought on in the way they have been that invariably
people are made to feel that there could be something other than what they are being told.
Having said that, I am pleased to see the creation of this national park for all of the
conservation reasons that are known to most members but also because of the tourist value
that exists already in the Kennedy Range National Park and its importance to places like
Carnarvon and other towns in the north. The Opposition is pleased to support the motion.

BILLS (2) - ASSEMBLY'S MESSAGES
Messages from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendments made by the Council to the following Bills -
I. Pilbara Development Commission Bill
2. Bush Fires Amendment Bill

BILLS (4) - RETURNED
1 . Credit Amendment Bill
2. Conservation and Land Management Amendment Bill
3. Salaries and Allowances Amendment Bill
4. Royal Commission (Custody of Records) Amendment Bill

Bills returned from the Assembly without amendment.

PAY-ROLL TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [10.52 pm]: I support the Pay-roll Tax
Assessment Amendment Bill (No 2) for 1992. It is very similar to the Bills introduced in this
place once or twice each year - this is the second such Bill this year - whereby the
Government changes the method of assessment for payroll tax, the level at which the tax rate
changes and the base level of the tax.
Much has been said about this Bill in another place but I have one comment to make to the
Attorney General concerning something I discovered yesterday with regard to the Pay-roll
Tax Assessment Bill introduced in June 1991. If I had discovered this earlier I could perhaps
have done something about it but that is not possible now. The 1991 Bill contained
amendments to the Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act in respect of discretionary trusts, payroll tax
to be forgone on apprenticeship schemes and exemptions for a number of Government
departments. That Bill did not pass in the other place because of some conflict that arose
about exempting some apprenticeship schemes and not others. Therefore, the valuable
provisions relating to discretionary trusts and exemption for Government departments also
did not go through. Those departments are still paying payroll tax, which creates a lot of
unnecessary paperwork.
I have discussed this with a senior taxation officer and I am assured that the department is
working its way around the discretionary trust situation. The effect of the current system is
that a person in business who is found to be a beneficiary of a discretionary trust is deemed
to have an interest of more than 50 per cent and the two are grouped for payroll tax purposes.
I know of one instance involving a businesswoman who was a beneficiary in her brother's
discretionary trust. She had not been aware of this and when the adjustments were made in
accordance with the Act she received an assessment of $140 000. She and her brother had no
right of appeal. It is a very poor situation that the Government has not intr-oduced these
measures, bearing in mind that the Bill did not proceed in June 199 1. I heard about that only
a few months ago and I have been waiting for an opportunity such as this. On Tuesday I was
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told that the No 3 amending Bill was in the other House but I did not know about this
assessment Bill, otherwise I would have asked the Minister to introduce same amendments.
The 1991 Bill contained the following provision -

Section 16D of the principal Act is amended by inserting after subsection (7) the
following subsections -

(8) For the purposes of subsection (7) -
(a) a controlling interest under subsection (3)(a) or (e) is to be regarded as

conferring a degree of control of more than 50 per centum;
(b) a controlling interest under subsection (3)(b) is to be regarded as

conferring a degree of control equal to the percentage of the voting
power attached to voting shares issued by the corporation that the
person or persons with the controlling interest may exercise, control
the exercise of, or substantially influence the exercise of;

(c) a controlling interest under subsection (3)(c)(i) is to be regarded as
conferring a degree of control equal to the percentage of the capital of
the partnership owned by the person or persons with the controlling
interest;

I quoted that provision of the Bill because a great deal of effort went into that legislation.
Hon Peter Foss and I had meetings with counsel at the time to make sure that the correct
wording was used. The original wording in the Bill had created some problems.
The other provision in the 1991 Bill that should have been introduced this year is exemption
for Government departments. It was as a result of following up that matter that I learnt about
the situation with discretionary trusts. Some time ago I had a briefing from the Department
of Planning and Urban Development when I noted that in its annual report for 1991-92 it
complained about the high cost of payroll tax. I was amazed to learn that it was paying
payroll tax and queried it with Mr David Hatt, the chief executive officer, because in
1986-87 I had proposed that no Government department should pay payroll tax. I rang the
State Taxation Department and put a question on notice in this House. It was confirmed that
DPUD was paying payroll tax because it had not been exempted. All departments set up
since 1987 are subject to that tax. Some of the other departments involved which had
changed their names since 1987 are also not exempt and this includes the Department of
State Development, the Registrar General's Office, the Office of Redeployment, the Public
Service Commission, and the Building Management Authority. Those departments have
been left out of the system. It seems to me a lackadaisical way to run a business, and T am
surprised that these departments had not queried why they were not exempt from paying the
tax.
The officers in the departments to whom I have spoken did not know that other departments
were exempt. I first became aware of this in 1985-86 when I saw the Estimates for the then
Education Department and noted its payroll tax liability of $26 million. Bruce Beggs was
with one of my partners at the time and I asked him whether payroll tax was paid by
Government departments. He said they did not, and then spoke to someone in Treasury who
could not confirm if they did. It goes back to the time of the Federal payroll tax Act whereby
departments paid payroll tax to the Federal Government. When it became a State tax the
departments continued paying it to the State and no-one thought to change the system, It was
finally cut out in 1986-87 - it involved about $50 million - because of the unnecessary
paperwork involved. With more care in the drafting of legislation these measures would
have been brought forward and followed up for the better management of the Government
and for the protection of the taxpayers in discretionary trusts. The Opposition supports the
legislation.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.
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Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

PAY-ROLL TAX AMENDMENT BILL (No 3)
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON MAX EVANS (Nonth Metropolitan) 111.00 pm]): The Opposition supports ibis Bill
which, as the Attorney General stated in the second reading speech, is designed to encourage
employment growth and to stimulate the economy. The Bill will reduce the impact of
payroll tax on employers by extending the threshold levels to which the tax rates apply by
approximately seven per cent. That will provide relief to those companies which are
approaching the threshold at which they will have a payroll tax liability as a result of their
employing additional employees or as a result of increases in their employees' rates of pay.
Inquiries were made in the other place in respect of why this Bill does not mention the
concessions for payroll tax relief for all new employees taken on since 1 July which the
Treasurer promised a few weeks ago at a Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western
Australia dinner. The reason that is not dealt with in this Bill is that the concessions will not
come into effect until I July next year;, therefore, another piece of legislation will be required
to bring into effect these concessions.
This legislation has been rushed through the Parliament, and will be of benefit not so much
to taxpayers but to the Government. Members may recall that one of the matters to be
examined by the Commission on Government is the fact that Government statutory
authorities spend a lot of money on advertising prior to an election. We are seeing here
$19 million worth of advertising prior to an election. We normally see Bills of this kind
come into the Parliament before the end of the financial year. This Bill has come into the
Parliament in December, prior to a general election. I suggest that the Commission on
Government look at the use of taxpayers' money to provide concessions which are aimed
primarily at helping the Government to win the next election. There is nothing we can do
about that, but it is a sad day when that occurs.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second rime.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

MOTION - MINING LEASES, CONSENT TO GRANTING OF 7418,
MUNGLINUP ON A CLASS RESERVE 317S1 AND 70/64%, BALDlVIS ON

A CLASS CEMETERY RESERVE 39885
Assembly's Resolurion

Message from the Assembly requesting concurrence in the following resolution now
considered -

That this House consent to the granting of -
(a) Mining Lease 74/8 on land situated at Munglinup in the Shire of

Esperance on 'A' Class Park Reserve 31151; and
(b) Mining Lease 70/649 on land situated at Baldivis in the South West

Mineral Field on 'A' Class Cemetery Reserve 39885,
pursuant to section 24(4) of the Mining Act 1978 and subject to the conditions
detailed in the attached schedules.
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Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Carry Kelly) in the Chair.
Hon MARK NEY ILL: I move -

That the resolution made by the Legislative Assembly be concurred with.
Where mining leases are applied for on A class reserves and national parks in the south west
land division and the Shires of Ravensihorpe and Esperance, they may be granted only with
the resolution of both Houses of Parliament, and then only on such terms and conditions as
are specified in the resolution. Mining lease application 70/649 is situated in the south west
land division on A class cemetery reserve 39885 and lease application 74/8 is situated in the
Shire of Ravensthorpe on A class park reserve 31751. Lease application 70/649 has been
applied for by the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board, which proposes a sand mining operation
that will facilitate the progressive development and funding of the new Baldivis regional
cemetery. However, actual mining cannot commence until the board lodges a plan of uts
proposed operations, which must include measures to safeguard the environment, and it has
received the written approval of the State Mining Engineer - after consultation with the
Environmental Protection Authority.
Lease application 74/8 has been applied for by Vermiculite Industries Pty Ltd and is a
conversion of existing mineral claim 74/1567 granted to Vermiculite Industries in 1976. The
ground, the subject of the application, has been mined sporadically for vermiculite for the
past 50 years. Vermniculite Industries has been the operator since 1976 and has recently
constructed a plant on site. It is the only operating vermiculite mine in Australia and could
supply the whole Australian market for at least the next nine years. thus saving on
importation of the material.
In both cases, the concurrence of the responsible Ministers - Lands and Local Government -
for the reserves affected has been obtained subject to certain agreed conditions.
I commend the motion to the Chamber.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The Opposition supports the two aspects of the motion. It will allow
mining on two A class reserves. It was suggested in the Parliamentary Secretary's speech
that these matters had the concurrence of the Ministers with the Lands and Local
Government portfolios. I do not know why the Minister for Local Government was advised,
bearing in mind that the local authority in Esperance was not advised. I rang representatives
from this authority and asked whether they had been advised, and I was told that they had not
heard about it. The authority had not been approached about the request for the company to
be given a mining lease in an A class reserve. The Minister for Local Government is often
critical of others, but he should look at carrying out his functions properly. The Minister for
Mines told me that the correct channels had been followed in this matter, yet I find the Shire
of Esperance has not been advised. Could the Parliamentary Secretary tell me how much
mining will be undertaken by the Metropolitan Cemetery Board? When I read that reference
I envisaged grave digging becoming a mining operation.
Hon Mark Nevill: Alas, Poor Yorrick.
Hon N.E. MOORE: It involves the removal of sand resulting in the level land being used by
the cemetery. It is unusual for a cemetery board to engage in a mining operation. How big
will this be, and what sort of money will be made? I understand the cemetery board is to use
the funds to develop its cemetery.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Regarding the first mining lease on the reserve near Munglinup, I
was well aware of the vermiculite mine and I am surprised that the local authority was not
aware of it.
Hon N.F. Moore: Not the mine, the request to excise land from the A class reserve.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am not sure how much more land is to be excised, but it is clear that
it was an old 1904 mineral claim which has been convened to a mining lease. I am not sure
whether it has been incorporated into land since it has been convented. Anyway, it represents
about 43 ha.
Hon N.F. Moore: The point is that the local authority should be advised if something is
being done in an A class reserve in its area, especially as your speech referred to the Minister
for Local Government being involved.
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Hon MARK NEVILL: The point is that the mineral claim was in an A class reserve and had
been so for some time. This was convented to a mining lease. It was probably caught up in
the procedures taking place with tenements which are A class reserves.
The second question regarding the size and the finances to be derived from the Metropolitan
Cemetery Board operation 1 cannot answer. Nevertheless, 1 undertake to seek the
information from the Minister and provide it to the member.
Hon DiJ. WORDSWORTH-: I am perplexed about the manner in which the Esperance lease
is being handled. I understand the plant has already been built at a cost of some $1 million,
and either it was not necessary to come to Parliament because it had been previously mined,
or they have yet to mine in which case I would have thought that the matter would come
before Parliament before the operation started. Perhaps the Parliamentary Secretary could
explain why the matter has come here at all.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The reserve is not the reserve of which I was thinking. It is not the
Munglinup reserve involving the graphite mine which is just north of where the South West
Highway crosses the Munglinup Creek. It is about 20 kilometres north east of this reserve.
This must be a separate reserve which was proclaimed recently and the mineral claim ended
up in the new A class reserve. Subsequently, it requires the approval of Parliament to be
convented to a mining lease.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I do not know how the A class reserve has been created. That
infornation should be supplied. Was the A class reserve created before or after the mineral
lease? If it was after, I would have thought that the reserve could be made around the lease.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I cannot provide the member with accurate information. I will
endeavour to do so. The mining lease is on the diagram provided, which indicates the land
either side of the Young River and the Munglinup Creek. Also, larger blocks of land are
outlined in that area on the map. They appear to be old exploration licenses which have been
cancelled. The blue pant of the diagram on this map is the boundary of the reserve. I will
endeavour to find out when the reserve was declared.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I am not against this proposal. I made my inquiries. I
understand Vermiculite Industries was owned by Jeff Baker and the company went public
and was floated as index no liability. The plant has been built on an adjoining farm;
therefore, it complies with the requirement that it is not allowed to be built on an A class
reserve. Although this may not be a very large deposit, it will probably fill in until another
deposit is available at Alice Springs. I am not against the proposal, but I am surprised by the
sloppy manner in which it was presented to the Parliament.
Question put and passed.

Report, etc
Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to amendment
Nos 1, 7, 8, 9 and 13 made by the Council, and had disagreed to amendments Nos 2 to 6 and
10 to 12 for the reasons set forth in the schedule annexed.

MOTION - FRANCOIS PERON NATIONAL PARK, CREATION SUPPORT
Assembly's Resolution

Message from the Assembly requesting concurrence in the following resolution now
considered -

That this House supports the creation of the Francois Peron National Park on the
boundaries defined in the plan tabled in the House on 26 November 1992.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry Kelly) in the Chair.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: I move -

That this House support the creation of the Francois Peron National Park on the
boundaries defined in the plan tabled in the House on 26 November.

The 1975 EPA System 9 Red Book recommended that attempts be made to purchase the then
existing pastoral leases on the Peron Peninsula in Shark Bay, with the aim of creating an A
class national park. The 1988 Shark Bay region plan specifically recommended that the
".northern part of Peron Peninsula should be made a national park". In October 1990 the
Peron pastoral lease was acquired and the Government reiterated its intention to declare the
northern pant of the peninsula a national park. The area was subsequently de-stocked and the
Department of Conservation and Land Management has since been managing the area as if it
were already a national park.
The plan tabled in the House outlines the boundaries of the proposed park. Attention is
drawn to the following aspects: Firstly, the area of the park is approximately 53 500
hectares. Secondly, the park will go to high water mark, abutting the surrounding Shark Bay
Marine Park, which is declared to high water mark. Thirdly, the southern boundary will
generally follow the Denham-Monkey Mia Road. However, in the south west corner it will
abut Reserve 30899 and deviate around the Denham airstrip, and in the south east corner it
will abut Reserve 1686, at Monkey Mia. Fourthly, mining leases 09n7 and 09/8 have been
excluded. These leases are held by Agnew Clough/AMP. The companies have not been
prepared to surrender the leases, so it is intended to leave both areas out of the park while the
leases are in existence. When the leases expire in June 2005, or should the companies
surrender the leases before then, the areas covered by the leases may then be added to the
park.
The Francois Peron National Park will be named after the French naturalist who visited
Shark Bay with the Geographe expedition in 1801 and 1803. In his journals Peron describes
the wildlife he collected, the Aborigines he encountered, and their dwellings at Cape Peron.
Developed in the late 1880's the Peron pastoral lease was managed as a sheep station until
bought by the State Government in 1990. In the late 18O0s a pearling camp was established
at Herald Bight, where old pearl shells still litter the beach. The park will protect rare
wildlife, spectacular coastal scenery and arid shrub lands, and offer visitors a wilderness
experience. Its landforrns incorporate undulating sandy plains interspersed by gypsum
claypans known as birridas. Most birridas were landlocked saline lakes formed when sea
levels were much higher than at present, and gypsum was deposited on the lake floors.
Where the sea has access to the claypans, such as at Big and Little Lagoons, shallow inland
bays are created.
Two distinct arid vegetation types are found in the proposed park. Wattles dominate the red
sandy plains and are typical of the region. Hakeas and grevilleas, flowering plants of the
south west, reach their most northern range at Peron Peninsula. One of the most striking and
abundant flowers is the Shark Bay daisy, a creeper that grows over shrubs and covers them in
purple daisies. Navigator William Dampier visited the area in 1699 and was impressed by
the area's blue flowering plant species such as Dampiera, the wild tomato bushes and
halganias. Along with white myrtle, yellow wattles and purple peas, they form a colourful
display in spring.
A variety of seabirds and land birds are found on Peron Peninsula, including fairywrens,
scrubwrens, finches and wedgebills. The thick-billed grasswren was once widespread on the
mainland, but is now restricted to a small area that includes the proposed Francois Peron
National Park. Distinctive dragons, known as thorny devils, are abundant and feed on the
ants that are common in the proposed park. Several snake species, such as the gwardar and
mulga, are found in the area. From the cliffs at Cape Peron visitors may see bottlenose
dolphins, dugongs, grven and loggerhead tunices, and large manta rays.
The area is a popular camping destination and a boating, fishing, scuba-diving, snorkelling
and swimming location. Camping areas are located at Big Lagoon, Cregories, Bottle Bay,
South Gregories and Herald Bight- Small boats can be launched from the beach at Big
Lagoon, Gregories, Bottle Bay and Herald Bight. Creation of the national park will enable
better management and development of visitor opportunities on the Peron Peninsula.
Creation of the Francois Peron National Park was foreshadowed in the Government's
"Resolution of Conflict - A Clear Policy for National Parks" document released in November
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1990. Extensive consultation with the Shire of Shark Bay, the Environmental Protection
Authority and the Departments of Land Administration, Marine and Harbours, Minerals and
Energy and Conservation and Land Management has occurred. All outstanding issues have
been resolved and the proposed national park is accepted by these parties.
I commend the motion to create the Francois Peron National Park to the members of the
House.
Hon P.H. LOCKYER: That was a very colourful description of a proposal to establish this
national park. That proposal is accepted by the people in the area. In 1990 the Government
chose to buy Pemon Station and destock it. It was always accepted that in due course it would
be turned into a national park. Although the Minister's speech was a colourful description of
the various ant eating goannas and such like -

H-on Tom Stephens: Distinctive dragons.
Hon P.11. LOCKYER: - it is pretty tough country, and not well watered. I would like the
Minister to assure me that, as part of the management plan and the responsibilities of the
Department of Conservation and Land Management, 'the feral goat problem in that area
which arises from time to time will be kept well and truly under control. I understand the
property has been destocked of sheep. As a pastoral property, it is not good land; it is
marginal at best. It surrounds the popular area of Monkey Mia. Bipartisan support was
given to the Government's proposal to have this area protected under a State agreement,
rather than accepting the Nazi-type push of a World Heritage listing that was finally forced
on the people of Shark Bay, even though only one person in the area supported its inclusion
on the listing. I have never got over the fact that a Federal Government forced this
legislation on an area which did not want it, particularly when everybody would have
accepted a State plan that this Government had proposed.
We have the ludicrous situation where the people who hold the lease over Monkey Mia, an
area that borders on this national park that we are about to create, want to increase the
popularity of the place and to have six hire catamarans and some sailboards for use by their
clients, and cannot do so. As a visitor to Monkey Mia I take it that you, Mr Chairman, would
be a keen sailboarder and would be permitted to use your own sailboard. The lessees cannot
get an agreement to be able to provide those catamarans as a result of the red tape involved
with being World Heritage listed.
I ask the Minister to give me an undertaking that he will, as part of his new found seniority,
ask the responsible Minister to look at this problem. It is unacceptable that similar problems
will occur by creating this national park. The people in the area agree with the creation of
this park. They want to protect the area, too. It must be made available to people, in the
same way as the Ningaloo Marine Park has been made available. That is now recognised as
one of the nicest places in the State to visit, and it is well controlled. I believe this one will
be, too. We must overcome this red tape which appears from time to time. With the holiday
season approaching, the lessees of the Monkey Mia resort are unable to operate some
catamnarans and sailboards. I am sure the Minister concerned will be more than happy to take
my comments on board. The coalition supports the formation of this national park. I believe
it will be to the benefit of the area.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am happy to undertake to pass on to the Minister for the
Environment the comments of Hon Phil Lockyer concerning the need for a feral goat
management strategy in the Francois Peron National Park.
Hon P.1-. Lockyer: I think it is already in place. I just want to remind the Minister of its
importance.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will relay the member's comments to the Minister responsible for
the management of this area. In addition, I will ensure that inquiries are made to follow up
the other concern that the member expressed about the difficulties being experienced by the
lessees of the Monkey Mia resort with regard to their licence application to operate
catamarans and sailboards.
Hon P.11. Lockyer: The people at the Department of Conservation and Land Management
are aware of the problem. They have been most helpful; however, their hands are bound by
the requirement to gain permission as a result of being on the National Heritage listing. Even
though the shire has agreed to it, no action can be taken because of the red tape involved.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will follow up the inquiry and will ensure that Hon Phil Lockyer is
advised immediately I have a response to the concern he has expressed.
Question put and passed.

Report, etc.
Resolution reported, the repont adopted, and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [11.3 6pml: The coalition parties support the
Legal Aid Commission Amendment Bill, with one small reservation. The Bill appears to
deal with a more efficient administration of the Legal Aid Commission in its granting of aid.
For the purposes of review this Bill goes back to the Legal Aid Commission Act. Section 4
of the Act appears to refer to the Banisters Board where it should probably now refer to the
Legal Practice Board. This should have been amended when we recently amended the Legal
Practitioners Amendment (Disciplinary and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, but was not
picked up.
The second reading speech sets out what has to be done. We have a problem with clause 7,
which deals with a fairly broad allocation of power to allow non-qualified people to practice
law, although it is intended that that be limited to remote areas of the State. Some examples
have been given. We chink it is inappropriate for people who are not qualified practitioners
of law to operate in remote areas entirely unsupervised. There are a number of people who
would not be qualified to practise law even in a minor way. The Legal Practice Board would
not allow some people to act as clerks in carrying out the law. There should be some
supervision by the Legal Practice Board of anyone who carries out law. It would be strange
if people who were not qualified could operate without any restrictions on their behaviour
when people who are qualified are subject to supervision. Often in remote areas most of the
residents are employed by a local company. This may give rise to a situation where a person
who represents the accused, the justice of the peace who is presiding over the case and the
accused are all employees of the same company- That matter needs considerable rethinking
and the clause needs redrafting. We cannot accept it at the moment.
Clause 12 surprises me a little as it talks about registration of a charge to secure costs of legal
aid. I understand that the Legal Aid Commission was doing this. It may very well be that it
made arrangements to do this, but it struck problems when trying to carry it out. I know of
one elderly person who was granted legal aid on the basis that the costs were secured by a
mortgage against that person's home, but it was to be repaid, without interest, on death. The
commission was really saying to this person, "You are able to use your house as collateral
and you are not obliged to make any payments, but the costs will remain a charge on your
property to be paid on death." Of course, if the person won the case that would not apply.
Generally speaking, the measures proposed in the Bill are satisfactory and the coalition has
pleasure in -supporting the Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnitee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Muriel Patterson) in the Chair; Hon J.M.
Berinson (Attorney General) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon PETER FOSS: Is the Attorney General aware that section 4 of the Legal Aid
Commission Act refers to the Banristers Board in the definitions clause? With the passage of
the Legal Practitioners Amendment (Disciplinary and Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill, the
Barristers Board has been replaced by the Legal Practice Board. I realise we cannot do
anything about it now, but the Attorney General should note it and ensure that the relevant
legislation is amended in due course.
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Hon J.M. BERINSON: I had thought there was a provision in the legal practitioners
amendment Bill to cover that situation, but whether or not that is the case I will certainly
make sure that the position is checked.
Hon Peter Foss: I could not get a copy of the Act; I can only get a copy of the Bill.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I certainly will not attempt to rely on my memory, but I will ensure
that it is checked and remedial action taken to the extent that it is necessary.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 34A inserted -
Hon PETER FOSS: The Opposition will oppose this clause the reasons for which I indicated
during the second reading debate. I have discussed the matter with the Attorney General and
we agreed to disagree and there is not m uc h m ore to be added by di scuss ing i t further.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I did not respond on this matter in the second reading debate in order
to do so now, and [ will do it briefly. Although in the circumstances the Government accepts
that it should proceed with this Bill, even in the absence of clause 7, it nonetheless regrets
that circumstances will lead to its deletion.
In recent years the Legal Aid Commission has been very constructive and imaginative in the
efforts it has made to extend the services which it provides with funds which are always
limited. Those funds have increased and the second reading speech indicated the extent to
which that has been done. Nonetheless, there is a sense in which legal aid funds are never
enough and the. demand is entirely elastic.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I accept there are possibilities, but in defence of the original
proposition I indicate what will be achieved by clause 7. This clause is directed at allowing
the Minister to appoint non-legally qualified staff members, otherwise referred to as
paralegals, of the commission to provide some services which are not now available to large
areas of the State. Research by the commission has demonstrated that people in remote areas
of Western Australia prefer immediate access to local services within the community over
the fly in, fly out arrangements presently offered at considerable cost to the commission.
A key strategy of the commission is to provide comprehensive services to all of Western
Australia. There is the pmospect of being able to do so economically by way of paralegals to
an extent which, unfortunately, is not possible otherwise. The proposal embodied in this
clause is that staff members or other paralegals will be entitled to the authorisation only if
they live in the areas where service delivery at present is, at best, spasmodic or, at worst,
non-existent. The commission has investigated joint venture arrangements with mining
companies and other Government agencies. It is satisfied that cost effective services could
be delivered this way.
All staff subject to recommendation by the commission to the Minister will be fully and
properly trained to assist those people in remote areas with essential preliminary advice and
information about legal aid. it is important to appreciate that the work proposed to be done
by paralegals is not the equivalent of the work which is now done by qualified practitioners.
In particular, it would not be the case that paralegals who are sought to be authorised under
this clause will be entitled to run cases. On the other hand, they will be able to work in and
around local courts, staffed either by magistrates or ray justices of the peace, to assist those
unable to understand the court system and to assist legal aid and other lawyers present at the
time.
I take it by Hon Peter Foss' interjection that, whether through the formnal procedures of this
Council or simply by further consultation of the various panics of the Legal Aid
Commission, it might be possible to arrive at a system which would meet the objectives I
have outlined but, if necessary, in a different way. For the moment I accept that it is
preferable to pursue the balance of this Bill rather than to leave the position in all respects
unsatisfied. Therefore, I will do no more than test the view of the Committee on this clause.
Hon PETER FOSS: The situation has been properly stated by the Attorney General; the
Opposition does have its concerns about this clause. It has been asked to deal with it rapidly.
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It is prepared to deal with some matters rapidly, but some require more consultation and
thought. We are taking a new and radical step and I applaud the Legal Aid Commission for
using its imagination and putting forward the idea. Such an idea should not be put forward in
the dying days of a session in the expectation that it will be dealt with and agreed to
expeditiously. It is most inappropriate to rake such a measure without appropriate
consultation and thought and say that we will put it through now. This is a substantial
change and not an administrative procedure so it would be irresponsible for the Committee to
say at this stage that it will do so without giving this clause appropriate attention. The
remainder of the Bill falls into a different category and the Opposition can agree to it.
Clause put and negatived.
Clauses 8 to 1S put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with an amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and returned to
the Assembly with an amendment.

LOAN BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 1 December.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [11.45 pmJ: The
Loan Bill is to authorise the borrowing of $350 million for public purposes generally and
$190 million for redemption of maturing financial agreement debt. Members would be
aware that three Budget Bills, the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund) Bill, the
Appropriation (General Loan and Capital Works Fund) Bill and the Bill we are debating, the
Loan Bill, appear on the Notice Paper.
It is possible to conduct a general debate in relation to all three Bills. However, the usual
procedure in this House is for members to conduct their general debate on the Appropriation
(Consolidated Revenue Fund) Bill, which is the procedure I intend to follow tonight. Little
needs to be said about the Loan Bill, only that it is an annual Bill the second reading speech
of which is almost word for word the same each year.
This year $350 million is to be borrowed for public purposes generally and the other
$190 million will be borrowed for the redemption of certain loans raised by the
Commonwealth on behalf of the State under a financial agreement and with the authority of
the Loan Act. Members would be aware that some years ago the States assumed a greater
responsibility for their debts and each year an amount is set aside in the Loan Bill to help
redeem maturing financial agreement debt. The Bill sets out clearly how the sums are to be
borrowed and which accounts are to be credited with those funds. The $350 million is to be
credited to the General Loan and Capital Works Fund and the $190 million to be credited to
the redemption of financial agreement debt account.
Little more needs to be said about this Bill, which is in part a machinery one even though it
authorises the State to borrow a considerable sum of money. With those general comments I
indicate that the coalition supports the Bill.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passer' trough Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.
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APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN AND CAPIT AL WORKS FUND) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 2 December.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) (11.59 prnj: This
Bill seeks to grant further supply and to appropriate and apply out of the General Loan and
Capital Works Fund certain sums for the service of the year ending 30 June 1993 and to
appropriate the Genera Loan and Capital Works Fund for charges during the year ended
30 June 1992 under the Treasurer's Advance Authorization Act.
The capital works program announced by the Government this year will amount to
$1.5 12 billion, and of that amount $472.941 million is to be appropriated by way of this Bill
to the General Loan and Capital Works Fund. The $1.5 billion to be provided for capital
works this year compares with $ 1.145 million which was spent last year. It is important to
note that of that $1.145 million spent last year an amount of $102.8 million was transferred
from the General Loan and Capital Works Fund to the Consolidated Revenue Fund for
redundancy payments. During the past 12 months significant arguments have been put and
questions raised regarding whether it was appropriate to use that fund; that is, to borrow
money and transfer it to the Consolidated Revenue Fund for the various redundancy
payments made by the Government for the past 12 months. Originally, the Government said
that the redundancy payments would amount to approximately $50 million. Regrettably, the
Government was wrong and the redundancy payments amounted to more than twice that
amount, and totalled $102.8 million.
The Bill sets out clearly how an amount of $472.941 million is to be spent, and nominates
the various departments and amounts of money to be allocated to them. While the
Government claims that this year capital works will amount to $1.5 billion, I suggest that, as
has occurred in each of the years the Government has been in office, the General Loan and
Capital Works Fund will be underspent and a considerable amount of funds will be carried
over to next year. In each of the last 10 years, we have seen the Government make a major
announcement in the Press regarding its capital works program; it has promised the world to
the community. However, during the subsequent year very little of the capital works were
carried out and the money was carried to the next year when, again, the Government
promised to do the same works and at times hinted it was an innovation and represented new
works. If we add up the money the Government claimed it would spend on capital works
over the past 10 years and the money actually spent, we find a huge multi-billion difference
between the proposed expenditure and the actual expenditure; but that has been the nawure of
the Government over the past 10 years. It has promised the world and delivered very little.
In the Legislative Council it is usual to discuss the Budget generally under Order of the Day
No 15 today, Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure and related Papers 1992-93; that is, the
papers are noted by the House. That process enables the Legislative Council to debate
concurrently with the other place the matters relating to the Budget rather than waiting until
discussion is completed in the other place. Consequently, much has been said in respect of
the General Loan and Capital Works Fund by members of this House when they comment in
respect of Order of the Day No 15.
Clearly, the incoming coalition Government which will assume office in February next year -
Hon J.M. Berinson: If you say that often enough you might believe it yourself, but who else
would?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Possibly this is the last day in this Parliament for Mr Berinson. If it
is not his last day, when Parliament sits after the next State election I believe it is likely he
will occupy this seat after the election.
Hon J.M. Berinson: No, I will not occupy that seat even if I were over there, just as I would
not occupy this seat.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The gentleman standing on my right is more likely to occupy this
one, and Mr Berinson is likely to occupy a seat in the President's Gallery.
Hon i.M. Berinson: Neither of us is concerned about sitting in that seat.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There is very little more for me to say in respect of this Bill, only
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that we support it in its present form, and that as the incoming coalition Government we will
be able to see that the promises are met in respect of capital works for the next few years
when we are in office, rather than what has been carried out during the year, it will not be the
hollow promises that we have learned to expect from this Australian Labor Party
Government over the past decade.,
RON MARGARET McALEER (Agricultural) [12.07 arnj: I take advantage of this Bill to
read to the House four letters from four shires, received over the last few months and which
bear directly on the capital works program. The first letter is from the Town of Narrogin and
reads -

There have been some wonderful and exciting things happening in Narrogin in recent
times - and today we became excited again.
Yes for today we received a copy of the Premier's media statement detailing the
significant aspects of the Stare's 1992/93 $5 billion budget.
Pages 3 & 4 of the statement are, the Council believes, a sad indictment and accurate
reflection of the distribution of State Government financial assistance within country
Western Australia. Unfortunately the vast agricultural regions of the State have been
virtually ignored.
Please take the time to peruse the document and ponder the plight of these
communities who are very often the ones prepared to get off their bottoms and do
something constructive to help themselves. All they ask for is some tangible
assistance in proportion to dhe significant funding directed to the prominent regional
centres. Country communities in Western Australia are renowned for their capacity
and tenacity in stretching small government grants through the use of voluntary
labour, plant and equipment etc. They don't demand or seek grants in the order of
millions of dollars or indeed hundreds of thousands of dollars but rather would
appreciate a fair go in terms of their slice of the State's discretionary component of its
financial cake.

The second letter is from the Shire of Toodyay and reads -

Council is deeply concerned at what appears to be a continuing trend for
Governments to neglect rural Western Australia, particularly at budget time.
One of the most glaring examples of this is the 1992/93 State Budget, whereby
$1.5 billion capital works programme aims squarely at creating jobs sadly fails to
recognise that there is even an agricultural area in Western Australia.
Governments may argue that their budgets are not politically motivated, however,
when one tries to analyse the expenditure areas, they are certainly motivated towards
the coastal regions of our State, or the Pilbara and Kimberley Regions.
It is certainly appreciated that a large amount of revenue is derived from the Pilbara
and therefore that must be acknowledged in any capital works programme.
With a reasonable amount of people still residing in the agricultural regions of our
State, and Shires such as the Shire of Toadyay now being one of the fastest growing
Local Authorities outside the metropolitan area, it is extremely disappointing to note
that very little of our taxpayers monies is returned into our areas.
Given that Westrail is expected to make a profit, road funding has been declining in
real terms over the past decade, very little money being given to country sewerage
arid water supplies in our region, and the rural economy itself, it is no wonder that the
majority of the agricultural regions have a declining population as the cost of living
becomes more expensive.
This Council certainly supports the encouragement of private enterprise to establish
itself and make viable communities, however, without Government infrastructur
such as schooling, hospitals, good roads, water and sewerage, there appears to be
little that the rural regions can do to encourage businesses into their respective
communities.
Council would urge all politicians to look seriously at the current trends associated
with the populating of seaboard Western Australia versus the decline in rural Western
Australia-
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A letter headed "Rural Western Australia - a cry for help" was received from the Shire of
Wongan-Bahidu. It states -

This Council has received a letter from the Town of Narrogin concerning the funding
of activities within rural Western Australia and in particular the lack of consideration
for the Central Agricultural Region of the State. We understand that the Town of
Narrogin has written to you on this matter enclosing the relevant media statement,
"Budget Statement No. 9", released by the Premier in September 1992.
This Council fully supports the position taken by the Town of Narrogin and without
duplicating information on the issues they have raised, which we whole heartily agree
with, we bring to your attention several other matters that effect this region and rural
Western Australia generally: -

Federal Government Local Capital Works Programme, rural Western
Australia will receive approximately $4 million, 10% of the total funding
available to this state. Our region will receive $446,664 or approximately I%.
The impact the proposed amendments to the Fringe Benefits Tax Legislation
and the increase is the race payable by local government from 48.25% to
93.2%.
The withdrawal of Regional Tourism Officers from Narrogin and York and
consequential closure of' these offices.
Lack of access to post compulsory education. The report entitled "Toward a
National Education and Training Strategy for rural Australians' stated the
Central Wheatbelt of Western Australia was one of the most poorly serviced
rural areas in Australia. What government action is being implemented to
address this issue?

There are many other issues we could raise as examples of inadequacy of government
programmes or considerations for our area, however I believe the position has been
clearly outlined by the Town of Narrogin.
We appeal to you as a member of State Parliament to consider the plight of the people
living in rural Western Australia and in particular in our region, when you are making
decisions about funding programmes.

Those decisions have already been made in respect of this yewr's Budget and I join with my
constituents in regretting that they did not receive more financial assistance than they did. I
believe I can promise them that the present Opposition will in Government seriously address
their plight and that they may next yea look forward to receiving a much more favourable
slice of the Budget.
HON DJ. WORDSWORTH (Agricultural) [12.15 am]: I wish to join Hon Margaret
McAleer and support the letters she has read out from country shires in Western Australia. I
draw the attention of the House once again to the general plight of rural areas and agriculture
in particular. On reading the local Esperance newspaper one cannot help but be appalled to
find the unemployment rate in Esperance is double that of the nation. Once unemployment
approaches 25 per cent one finds that youth unemployment is double that unemployment
rate, so that in fact only one in two youth in Esperance have a job. This is quite frightening
when one realises the consequences of it, particularly in a town that had very little crime and
now finds that youth with time on their hands and short of money are starting to emerge with
more petty crime than we have ever seen before.
I remind the House of the problem that agriculture has today. I will not go to great lengths
but the net value of farm produce has gone down by 70 per cent in Australia in the last year
or two largely because of the stockpile of wool and the fall in wool prices, and also the
competition for our grain industry from overseas countries. I remind members that the
European Community leads the subsidy push with payments worth $92 billion, the subsidy in
the United States is $47 billion and in Japan it is $40 billion. No-one really expects Australia
to subsidise to that extent. Farmers are willing to push on and endeavour to export in this
very difficult and corrupt world market.
An article headed "Waterfront Problems in Australia" compares Australia with other
countries. Australia loads I I containers an hour, in Singapore 25 an hour are loaded and in
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Taiwan it is 30. The turnaround rate for ships in Singapore is 24 hours, in Australia it takes
up to l4 days.
Hon Tom Helm: The latest information is thac we now compete very well with Singapore
and the EC.
Hon 0.1. WOR.DSWORTH: These statistics are not very old.
Hon Torn Helm: Where did they come from?
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: The source is Tim Fischer, MP.
Hon Tom Helm: Who is he?
Hon 0.1. WORDSWORTH: A person pushing hard for rural industries.
Hon Tom Helm: He seems to be going backwards, because he is wrong.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I also draw members' attention to the typical problems which
create the difficulties that farmers have in exporting their produce. I refer to an article in the
Sunday Times headed "Wharfies' $100,000 a year - plus perks'. It highlights the problems
on the wharfs and states -

Sydney: Waterside workers, at the centre of the industrial reform issue, are already
being paid $100,000 a year for working an avenage 27-hour week and are even paid a
full wage for staying at home.
A wharfie is given free clothes, sunglasses and canrybags and can cash in his unused
sick leave for his entire working life at retirement.
Other perks include a $13 laundry allowance and $5.30 telephone payment a week,
five weeks' annual leave at 27.5 per cent loading and a meal allowance of $9.15 if
overtime exceeds one hour.

This is not new, but is the result of negotiations which have been taking place with waterside
workers in the so-called reform that the Labor Party has told us so much about.
I have raised this issue many times in the House and again I will endeavour to draw the
attention of the House to the very poor levels of agricultural education in this country. An
article from the Australian Farm Journal of August 1991 which quotes Dr Barie Bardsley,
the director of the Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture states that -

Educational authorities emphasise that, to survive in a world highly technological,
competitive and increasingly sensitive to environmental issues, modern farmers need
more than just practical skills. They also need a good grasp of business management,
marketing and environmentally sound and sustainable farmning techniques.
Dr Bardsley believes an approach to life-long education should be a central part of
any fanner education program.
This raises another aspect of Australian farming. Our farmers, by the standards of
most developed countries, are notoriously under-educated. Only about 7% have
some form of tertiary education against - at the other end of the spectrum - about 70%
in the Netherlands.
And while enrolments in agriculture courses maybe adequate, only a minority of
graduates end up as farmers - probably no more than 10% . ..

One of the frustrations of my time in Parliament has been trying to come to grips with
agricultural education. Of course, the State has its education centred on the six to 16 years
age group. Much work has been done by agricultural colleges. However, this is not the area
in which we should be directing our education in the farming community and is not an area
in which one teaches the economics that are necessary for future farmers. To support mny
point I continue the quote from the article -

Dean of the faculty of agriculture at Sydney University, associate professor Lester
Burgess, doesn't believe the system is doing a particularly good job in producing
farmers at present, although he praises the farm management course run at the Orange
Agricultural College in NSW_
"The old agricultural colleges don't train people in practical things like they did 10 or
20 years ago," he says.
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He says TAFE colleges are taking over the practical training of farmers.
According to Mr Eliason, however, it is important more of the highly-trained people
become directly involved in farming operations.
"I would like to see more farmers coming into the industry who are educated and
capable of dealing with complex farming operations," he says.

The article also highlights the very low entrance scores - lower than the scores required for
humanities - required by those who are entering agricultural colleges. The difficulty one has
in rural areas is in being suitably educated during one's time in the school system to be able
simply to continue with agriculture later on. Professor Harold Woolbouse pointed out that in
South Australia the depopulation of rural areas was resulting in services being withdrawn
and that inequities in the Austudy system also worked against rural children.
One of the disappointments of my time in Parliament is that agricultural courses have been
shuffled round from TAFE to the universities such as Murdoch and to agricultural high
schools. From that a satisfactory system has not emerged. Select committees into
agricultural education have made recommendations, but none has been taken up to any
practical extent. I hope that future Governments will attack this matter Of rural education.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Comnmittee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

EMPLOYERS' INDEMNITY SUPPLEMENTATION FUND AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General),
read a first time.

Second Reading
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [12.27 am]: 1 move -

That the Bill be now read a second rime.
The supplementation fund is provided for under the Employers' Indemnity Supplementation
Fund Act which was established in 1980 to protect employers against workers' compensation
claims in the event that their insurer goes into liquidation. The legislation was a response to
the 1980 collapse of Palmdale AGCI Ltd, and recognises the potential financial impact of
claims against employers-
Following proclamation of the new Act, Bishbpgate Insurance Co Ltd, and more recently
National Employers Mutual General Insurance Association Ltd, went into liquidation. The
fund also meets claims by waterfront workers suffering from asbestos related diseases, as
provided for in the Waterfront Workers (Compensation for Asbestos Related Diseases) Act.
The supplementation fund is administered by the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation
Commission, and claims are managed by the State Government Insurance Commission.
Although the fund continues to satisfy recurring workers' compensation claims against
employers who were insured with Bishopgate and National Employers Mutual General, the
Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission has been negotiating with the
liquidators to finalise outstanding claims. Based on negotiations with the liquidators,
deficiencies in the provisions of the Employers' Indemnity Supplementation Fund Act were
identified which, if not urgently addressed, could have serious financial implications for the
recovery of costs incurred and the finalisation of outstanding claims. This Bill proposes to
avoid any negative financial impact and empowers the Workers' Compensation and
Rehabilitation Commission to finalise outstanding claims.
The Bill seeks to amend the Act by specifically empowering the Workers' Compensation and
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Rehabilitation Commission to accept final payments from the liquidator of an approved
insurer in full settlement of existing recurrent and future outstanding claims to the
supplementation fund. This provision will enable the commission to negotiate final
payments to the supplementation fund, thereby avoiding unnecessary and costly delays to the
workers' compensation system in this State.
The principal Act provides for payment of claims to be made by the SGIC to the liquidator of
an approved insurer who in turn pays the claimant. The SCIC is required to report to the
liquidator on a regular basis. This procedure generates considerable administrative and
claims management costs on the basis that the liquidator's charges are additional to the SGIC
fees; such adiditional costs to the system cannot be justified. To streamline the claims
payment procedure and to contain costs, the Bill provides for the SGIC to be responsible for
full claims management, including direct payment of claimants.
The Bill proposes to transfer power from the Treasury to the Workers' Compensation and
Rehabilitation Commission to control the collection and investment of moneys standing to
the credit of the supplementation fund. This amendment is logical as the curent provisions
relating to the investment and advances from the fund were introduced prior to the
establishment of the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission, and were
intended to separate the investment of trust funds from claims administration, currently
managed by the SGIC.
The Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission now administers the Act and
has authority from the Treasurer to invest the general fund and other trust moneys. The
proposed change of investment responsibility preserves the separation of the investment and
claims administration functions and in view of the commission's accounting expertise is
appropriate. The provisions contained in this Bill are necessary to streamline administrative
procedures under the Act and introduce a specific power to enable outstanding claims to be
finalised. If the amendments proposed by the Bill are not ratified and implemented as
quickly as possible it could have adverse financial implications for the recovery of costs
incurred and the finalisation of outstanding claims, to the detriment of workers and
employers. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition).

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL
Council's Request for Conference

On motion by Hon Mark Nevill (Parliamentary Secretary), resolved -

That the Assembly be requested to agree to a conference of managers on this Bill so
far as it relates to amendments made by the Council and disagreed to by the
Assembly, and further that the number of managers for the Council be three, being
Hon Peter Foss, Hon Derrick Tom linson and the mover.

MOTION -OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION REPORT
Amendment to Motion

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [12.33 am]:
Members will be aware that earlier today I moved a motion in relation to this matter to which
the Attorney General moved an amendment. I now wish to respond to some of the
comments made by the Attorney General. The Attorney General launched an unprecedented
attack on the Official Corruption Commission. The Official Corruption Commission advised
this House yesterday by letter that a report may be shortly submitted to the Parliament. It
also indicated that that report may reflect adversely on a person who was referred to as a
known person in the letter. The letter in general referred to the fact that if the Parliament was
to rise in the near future, the report would have to be held over until the next parliamentary
session in 1993. Recognising that an election is due to take place in February of next year
and that the Parliament is unlikely to sit before 22 May of next year, the Official Corruption
Commission was indicating that that period was unsatisfactory in respect of the information
that the Official Corruption Commission had on this matter. It was therefore suggested by
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the President that a motion be moved to enable any repont that was presented by the Official
Corruption Commission to the President to be published should the House stand adjourned.
It seems that the Official Corruption Commission has done those things chat this House
empowered it to do when it passed the Official Corruption Commission legislation in 1988.
Now that it is doing the things that it is required to do, the Government has launched into a
massive attack, not only on the commission as a body or entity, but on certain individuals
who make up that commission. In fact, the very words with which the Leader of the House
commenced his comments in relation to the amendment were that the letter from the Official
Corruption Commission is "most unusual and its political connotations are obvious and
regrettable". If that was said by any other member of this House, we might accept it.
However, that comment which was made by the Attorney General who is the first law officer
of this State leaves me almost lost for words. It is an absolute attack on the integrity of that
commission and, as such, an attack on the integrity of the people wh6 make up that
commission.
Later, during his speech, the Attorney General said -

If, in spite of the questionable and even disturbing approach of the 0CC, it is thought
that its suggestion should be accommodated, proper safeguards are required and must
be specified.

The point I am crying to make is that there is again a use of particular words which condemn
the commission because the Attorney General said that the approach of the commission was
" questionable and even disturbing". I find those comments by the Attorney General to also
be grossly unfair and, indeed, reprehensible when coming from the first law officer of this
State. When the Attorney General was speaking he sought leave to table a document from
the Director of Public Prosecutions addressed to him which was headed "Official Corruption
Commission - Dr C.M. Lawrence" dated 3 December 1992.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Nothing hangs on it but I did not introduce the letter in the course of my
comments. It came up in question time in response to a question.
B-on GEORGE CASH- I correct the statement I made and acknowledge the comments of the
Attorney General. Irrespective of that, I now have a copy of that tabled document which
states at page 2, paragraph 7 that when the Director of Public Prosecutions received the
commissioners' letter he, together with the Commissioner of Police, sought an urgent
meeting with the full Official Corruption Commission as soon as possible. He was advised
that such a meeting could not take place before Friday, 11I December next. It is interesting to
read char comment by the Director of Public Prosecutions indicating that his first available
opportunity to speak to the Official Corruption Commission is Friday I I December next, and
then read the amendment proposed by the Attorney General which states in part that "subject
to the receipt of a report under section 7(6) of the Official Corruption Commission Act, no
lacer than Friday I I December 1992" and so on. It continues and describes certain conditions
that must be fulfilled. It seems to me that the Attorney General forgot when he moved his
amendment to tell the House that the date of Friday, I11 December, as contained in his
amendment, would, if agreed to, make it impossible for the Official Corruption Commission
to report in respect of matters it has under review. I see that as a direct attack on the
commission but, more than that, as a tactic designed by the Attorney General to ensure that
the Official Corruption Commission is not able to table chat report or have it handed to the
President for the report to be published. This is something for which the Attorney General
should be condemned.
One of the reasons I do not support the Attorney General's amendment is that it imposes a
number of conditions that must be fulfilled before any documentation in relation to the
Official Corruption Commission Act can be published. More than that, it requires the
President to determine that various conditions set out in the amendment are met before the
President takes certain action. That also is grossly improper. This House should not put the
Presiding Officer in a position in which he is required to interpret various documents to
decide for himself whether the conditions listed in the amendment have been fulfilled. That
is quite wrong. If an interpretation is required in respect of certain documents, that is for this
House to do and not the Presiding Officer.
Hon J.M. Berinson: In the contemplated circumstances the House will not be available.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: That is the very reason that the Attorney General's amendment is not
acceptable. My amendment is better because it does not require an interpretation. It is a
fairly simple amendment which empowers the President to receive the report and have it
published as though it had been tabled in the House. Why impose all these conditions on any
report that might be received from the Official Corruption Commission when quite clearly
the Official Corruption Commission Act sets out the responsibilities of the commission with
regard to investigations it might be carrying out?
Hon J.M. Berinson: You seem to be missing the point entirely.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will refer to the Act so that we can demonstrate to the Attorney
General that amendments made recently to section 7 of that Act offer greater protection to
people who might be under consideration by the commission.
Hon J.M. Berinsan: That did not contemplate the position of the Parliament not sitting. That
is what is special about this situation.
Hon ElJ Chariton: It did not contemplate who might be in the report.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is probably more the point. It seems to me that the Attorney
General's amendment is designed to protect a particular person.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It might be you, Mr Cash.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It might be me and it might be the Attorney General.
Hon k.M. Berinson: I am not attempting to protect anyone but to provide fair treatment.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am happy for any member of Parliament, including me, to be
subject to the provisions of this Act. When we amended the Act in 1991 we ensured that
people were protected should reports be made by the commission to this Parliament. If I
recall correctly Hon Phillip Pendal commented on a number of occasions that there was a
need for the Official Corruption Commission to be able to report at its discretion. When that
matter was debated in the Parliament we made certain amendments to section 7 to ensure the
subject of such a report was given a fair hearing. Section 7(7) states -

No report under subsection (6) shall reflect adversely on a person or body without
that person or body first having been given the right to be heard.

The amendment proposed by the Attorney General is nothing more than an attempt to
prevent the Official Corruption Commission from tabling a report which it has signalled to
the Parliament may adversely reflect on a member of Parliament. Although last night in this
House members did not appear to know to whom the Official Corruption Commission was
referring, the situation changed this morning because The West Australian decided to publish
on its front page an article that indicates that the matter under review by the Official
Corruption Commission involves the Premier, Dr Lawrence. That is confirmned in the minute
provided to the Attorney General by the Director of Public Prosecutions and tabled by the
Attorney General in this House. Notwithstanding who the commission may be investigating,
it seems to me that the Attorney General's amendment in its present form will do no more
than frustrate the commission.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It will do nothing of the sort.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The commission will not be able to have its report tabled if the
House is not sitting and the Attorney General knows that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Do not be silly. It may be late at night but the Attorney General
should not make himself out to be a complete fool at this stage of the game when it is his last
night in this Parliament.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How will it?

Hon GEORGE CASH: I invite the House to consider the motion I moved today. If members
compare the amendment moved by the Attorney General with my motion they will see that
my motion is relatively simple. It indicates that the President should receive and publish a
report if it is submitted by the Official Corruption Commission. If the Attorney General is
seeking to have a situation where matters which may be raised by the Director of Public
Prosecutions or, indeed, the Commissioner of Police, are also tabled in this House as
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supporting documents to any report which the Official Corruption Commission may submit
to the President, then I am quite sure that my motion can be amended to enable that to
happen.
Non J.M. Berinson: That is what my amendment does.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Not at all. The Attorney General's amendment is designed to
guarantee the Official Corruption Commission's submitting a report to the President and
having that report tabled.
Ron I.M. Berinson: How? Are you just talking about the date? Then change it in the way
the Legislative Assembly did.
Ron GEORGE CASH: It is not just the date. Why does the Attorney General want to
restrict the date in respect of the tabling of a report? Why does the Attorney General want it
to be 11I December, or why does he want it to be 14 December, as was agreed in the
Legislative Assembly?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Because either it is urgent, in which case the motion is required -

Hon GEORGE CASH: My motion takes into account any urgency which might attach to the
presentation or submission of the report.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It will allow the Official Corruption Commission to meander along at its
own discretion in respect of time, and that is very undesirable, given the pointed way in
which its letter directed attention to the forthcoming election.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Those words of the Attorney General support my earlier contention
that the reason that his amendment has the date of 11 December is to restrict - indeed,
frustrate - the actions of the Official Corruption Commission.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Not at all.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Of course it is, and the Attorney General knows it. The Attorney
General did not tell the House when he moved that amendment chat the DPP cannot get to
see the Official Corruption Commission until 11I December - the very date to which the
Attorney General is restricting the Official Corruption Commission to report. I say that the
Attorney General did that by specific design to frustrate the Official Corruption Commission.
To impose any time limit on the Official Corruption Commission in respect of when it
reports would be contempt of the workings of the Official Corruption Commission. It would
be improper, it would be grossly offensive, and, indeed, it would impinge upon the
independence of that body.
I ask members to consider seriously the motion that I moved earlier today, compared with the
amendment moved by the Attorney General, recognising that if we want additional
documents to be tabled, we can easily amend my motion to take that into account. Members
should not agree to an amendment that is designed by the Attorney General not just to
frustrate the workings of an important body such as the Official Corruption Commission, but
also to protect one of the Attorney General's senior political colleagues.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) 112.55 am]: I believe there is a way to meet the
requirements of everybody in this matter - the requirements of the Official Corruption
Commission, the Parliament, and the Attorney General. We must start with the fact that we
have an Act called the Official Corruption Commission Act, and that there is a reason for its
existence. The people appointed to the Official Corruption Commission are expected to look
into questions of official corruption. The Parliament recognised that due to the lack of
powers that were given to that commission, that commission had a difficult task; as a
consequence, in 1991 the Parliament made some amendments to the Official Corruption
Commission Act 1988, including an amendment to section 7 to add the following
subsections -

(6) The Commission may at its discretion after an investigation under subsection (3),
report to each House of Parliament -

(a) in respect of any findings of illegality; or
(b) matters where a person under investigation requests public disclosure

of a clearance ...
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(7) No report made under subsection (6) shall reflect adversely on a person or body
without that person or body first having been given the right to be heard.

That is a statutory declaration of the fact that we wish that discretion to reside in the Official
Corruption Commission. I know that some heated remarks have been made, particularly in
another place, critical of the commission, and I regret that because I do not believe that is the
proper attitude to cake towards the commission. People should accept that Hon Mr Justice
Wickham is a highly respected judge and a man who has been carrying out his task to the
best of his ability. Before people make any suggestions to the contrary, they should be very
sure about what they are alleging, because I can say without qualification, from my
experiences with Mr Justice Wickham when he was a judge of the Supreme Court, that he is
a highly honourable man.
The Parliament set up the Official Corruption Commission, and the 0CC has a responsibility
to the Parliament. One of the ways in which it carries out that responsibility is by reporting
to the Parliament. It is often the case when we set up bodies that we do not think of all of the
eventualities. The point was made by the commission that it is possible that it may make a
report to the Parliament. It obviously chinks that report may reflect adversely upon someone,
and it stated that it is obliged under the Act to give that person the opportunity to be heard.
The third paragraph of the letter from the Official Corruption Commission states -

Taking account of the delay which will be involved in following the proper
procedures and of the need to inform the Parliament at the earliest possible time, -

Hon J.M. Berinson: It does not really substantiate any urgency, does it? It just asserts it.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Attorney General should listen. I did not interrupt him. I amn
making what I hope is an even handed speech which I believe will solve the Attorney
General's problem, the Parliament's problem and the Official Corruption Commission's
problem. I know the Attorney General feels passionately about this matter, but I do not think
we will resolve the problem by allowing our feelings to overcome reason. The Attorney
General should listen, and I hope to come up with a solution which we will all find
satisfactory. The commission is aware of the need to inform the Parliament at the earliest
possible time. Neither the Attorney General nor I are in a position to judge whether there is
such a need. All we know is that the corruption commissioners - and the commissioners are
the only people at this stage who know what it is all about or who it is all about - have told us
that there is a need to inform the Parliament at the earliest possible time. I cannot deny that
that is correct; nobody can. That is what the Official Corruption Commission is telling us.
Hon i.M. Berinson: You would agree, though, that it would have been helpful if it had given
us some indication as to the reason why?
Hon PETER FOSS: The problem, of course, as the Official Corruption Commission states in
the first paragraph of its letter, is that the report relates to a known person, who should at
present remain nameless. Obviously, one of the reasons that the Official Corruption
Commission does not wish to name anyone at this stage is that that might be seen as
reflecting adversely upon that person.
Hon J.M. Berinson: The Official Corruption Commission would not be entitled under its Act
to do that.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not think one can really criticise the Official Corruption
Commission for saying to us that it considers that there is a problem; and that is what it is
saying to us. The letter ffrm the Official Corruption Commission continues -

- it is apparent that should the Commission decide that a report is to be made, it
cannot be submitted before the Parliament rises but should not be delayed until the
next Parliamentary session in 1993.

The commission is saying to us, "We think we should tell you about this matter. We will not
be able to tell you about it before you have told us you will rise, but, on the other hand, we
do not think it should be left until the next session in 1993". That is the reason that theme is
some urgency about this matter. The commission cannot complete the proper procedures
before the Parliament rises, but it believes that any report which it may make should not be
delayed until the next parliamentary session in 1993.
Hon J.M. Berinson: But again without any reason being given for that.
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Hon PETER FOSS: Yes; the Attorney General is quite right.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Thank you.
Hon PETER FOSS: The letter continues -

This is drawn to your attention so that you may consider whether it would be
appropriate in the circumstances to issue an order for the report, should it be made, to
be formerly received and distributed during the recess.

I would like, firstly, to suggest that there is another alternative. The fact remains that if we
are worried about this process, Parliament could review this matter. It is not necessary for
the Parliament to be prorogued. It need be done only shortly before dissolution. I
understand that Premier has publicly stated that the election will be held sometime in
February. Therefore, the dissolution would be sometime in January and it would not be
necessary to prorogue until sometime in January. We have previously come back here
between Christmas and New Year; we did so to consider the juvenile offenders legislation.
If it is possible for us to receive it then, and that would probably be the best way to deal with
the problem.
The Attorney General may tell us otherwise, and m ay provide a compelling reason to
prorogue Parliament. If not, I am sure all members will be happy to return and receive that
report and any other information to be included. If we did not want to do that, and we
followed the course of action followed by the Official Corruption Commission, I would
understand the Attorney General's concerns. If, as was suggested in The West Australian, it
is the Premier who is the subject of a dispute between the DPP, the police and the 0CC, it is
only fair that their views be aired. 1 am happy to concede that. The Attorney General wants
the DPP's views published at the same time as those of the 0CC. 1 am happy to cooperate
with that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Then support the amendment.
Hon PETER FOSS: Mr Berinson should listen!
Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you mean your sweet reasoning does not extend that far?
Hon PETER FOSS: Mr Berinson should listen to the facts. If he follows them through, he
will see where we have a measure of agreement and where we do not.
The Attorney General's amendment has some problems. It was probably drafted with some
haste. All we want to do is acquire the power for the President to move to act in the same
way as he does with the report of the Official Corruption Commission to publish the views of
the police and those of the DPP. I have no problem with that. However, the Attorney
General's amendment goes further. It reads -

That subject to the receipt of a report under section 7(6) of the Official Corruption
Commission Act. . . no later than Friday, I I December 1992 ...

However, we do not know when the commissioners will complete the procedure. It may be
that having made the order within this motion, an opportunity will be provided to the person
who is the subject of this matter to be heard. Therefore, that will defeat the purpose. I do not
know who the person is, but knowing that is not appropriate. Why have a time limit at all?
We have moved now because it must be done prior to the Parliament's rising and this is our
last opportunity to make this order. I do not know how much time they need to carry out the
order, but we should not limit them. The amendment continues -

.. where the House stands adjourned the President shall determine whether the
following conditions are met:

It is improper to require the President to act as some sont of semi-judicial officer. Firstly, he
must determine whether the report conforms to the Act, and then explain the steps taken to
meet the requirements of section 7(7) of the Act. This part of the Act states that the
commission has at its discretion after an investigation under section 7(3) to call for certain
things. The appropriate body to take that responsibility is the commission. Is the Attorney
General saying that he does not trust the commission to do its job? Is he saying that the
Honourable Mr Justice Wickham is in a worse position than the President to make
determinations of law to which the motion refers? Frankly, that Proposition is wrongly
placed.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: We are not calling for the President to make a determination of law.
Hon PETER FOSS: The amendment indicates that the President must determine whether the
report conforms to the Act and explain the steps taken to meet the requirements of section
7(7). How can the President say that it conforms to the Act other than by reading the Act and
making that judgment in law? The only job the Parliament must do when sitting, and a
report comes along, is receive it. It is up to the commission to get it right. If the commission
is wrong in law, the person who is the subject of the report has his own remedy. That is the
appropriate method of dealing with this. If it is wrong, leave it to the commission to receive
the consequences, as the person who is wrongly referred to will take action. Why does the
Attorney General want to transfer the burden onto the President? The President is left with a
decision of law to make. That is wrong. I am amazed that this amendment was not ruled out
of order by the President because it imposes an inappropriate obligation upon him.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is not imposing an obligation; it is advising him that that is what the
House requires. If that is not provided, then the process would not go further.
Hon George Cash: It clearly places an obligation and burden on the President.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Attorney has said the President shall determine the matter. If that is
not an obligation, I do not know what is.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I am sorry; I thought you were talking about the burden on the
Chairman of the 0CC. I misunderstood.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is a burden on the President. The amendment would give the
President a job he should not be doing in requiring him to determine a matter of law. The
amendment requires the President to determine whether something complies with the Act of
Parliament and then to decide whether something else should be done. That is wrong.
The next part of the Attorney General's amendment states that the report should be
accompanied by written advice by the DPP that he has considered the report. That letter was
almost tabled in the House today - it was not complete. I shall make remarks about that
aspect later. Part 3 of the amendment reads -

that if the report is made under section 7(6)(b) it is accompanied by written advice
from the DPP and the Commissioner of Police in which each certifies that he has had
a reasonable opportunity to peruse thie report and in which each expresses his
considered views of its contents.

Frankly, we should defeat this amendment and replace it with the following -

To insert at the end of the motion the following -

and further, in the event that the Director of Public Prosecutions or the
Commissioner of Police offer to the President any written advice with regard
to the same subject matter as the report of the Official Corruption
Commission referred to above, the President shall receive the same and shall
cause the same to be printed by authority of this Order without any further
authority being required.

I think that will meet the requirements of justice. Hon Joe Berinson is trying to get
publication about the authorities so that it can be reported equally as well as the report by the
Official Corruption Commission. My suggested amendment would achieve that desire.
There will not be a time limit; we do not know how long it will take and I do not think it is
reasonable to put on a time limit. We would not put a burden on the President to make
decisions on the law, nor would it make the report of the Official Corruption Commission
conditional upon some other people taking action. However, it would allow other people to
give their views and for them to be published under the same authority as this House. It
seems to me to be capable of meeting the requirements of fairness.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Not at all.

Hon PETER FOSS: I realise my amendment will not meet them. I believe each of the things
Hon Joe Berinson wants to have done will be done. The only thing he will be missing out on
will be not having the cut-off time, one which I believe would be quite defeating of the
requirement of the Official Corruption Commission. With my amendment the Attorney
General would not be imposing an obligation on the President to do something which I think
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he should never be required to do and we would not be restricting the statutory discretion of
the 0CC to report by requiring it to have other documents with the report. If the
Government is keen to see that the DPP's report goes to the 0CC it can direct the DPP to do
that. If it is keen to have the police report go to the 0CC, the Government can direct it. I do
not think that will be necessary. Even the House can order those people to do that. I have
not moved an amendment about that, but [ would not object to that.
I am very concerned that this point was raised by the Leader of the Opposition. Now that we
have this letter we see that it was not just a casual chat-type letter to the Attorney General
from the Director of Public Prosecutions, as he seemed to indicate, but rather a requirement
under section 29 of the Act that the Attorney General made. The Attorney General has done
a number of things: Firstly, he chose Friday, 11I December. At the time the Attorney
General presented his amendment, was he aware of the contents of this letter? If he was, my
reading of page 2 of the letter is that it would be impossible for the Official Corruption
Commission to have its report in by I11 December along with the other documents going to it.
I believe the Attorney General must have known at the time he moved his amendment about
the date. However, this House did not know - because members were not privy to this letter -
that by fixing I I December it would have been impossible for the order to be satisfied. If the
Attorney General has an explanation I think the House deserves to know what it is. It seems
to me that by doing that he was setting up a regime which could not be satisfied.
The second thing I would like to know is why the Attorney General has not given the House
the attachments that were with the letter. That is also important. Even if they all point to the
result that Dr Lawrence has not committed any criminal offence - on the face of it I agree
with that; it appears to make sound sense - it has not dealt with other areas of the law
regarding stealing. Again I accept that the 0CC properly came to the conclusion - and
having heard the facts the preliminary conclusion to which I also came - that although the
letter from the DPP may not show any illegal act on the part of the Premier, it may ver well
be that the legal analysis will not be very complimentary to the Premier's behaviour One of
the reasons that I make that statement is that on page 4 of the letter under item (vii) it reads -

The various purchases made with the money are not separate 'benefits'.
I understood from the Premier's statement that she had merely forgotten about the money
and that when it was drawn to her attention she paid it back.
Hon P.G. Pendal: It had been sitting there for a while.
Hon PETER FOSS: I can understand how that could happen. However, this letter seems to
indicate that she used the money. I understood - and Hon Joe Berinson may wish to correct
me on what was the Premier's public position on this - that she had merely forgotten about
the money and when it came to her attention she paid it back. It is one thing to receive the
money into one's account and forget about it, but another thing to have somehow spent that
$5 000 on something quite different from travel. Those matters may very well be dealt with
in the two attachments referred to in the letter. One of the attachments is the DPP's letter to
the Commissioner of Police and the other is the various documents received by the
Commissioner of Police from the Official Corruption Commission together with Assistant
Commissioner Ayton's response. I am aware that that is not criminal activity, but I could see
that there may be some embarrassment on the part of the Premier that although, strictly
speaking, her activities were not criminal, a discussion as to why they were not criminal may
reflect sufficiently on the way in which she used the money which could be seen as less than
the standard required of a Premier. I am saying that purely because that is the question
which arises from this document. I think the Attorney General owes it to everybody to give
us those attachments as soon as possible in order to put to rest the concern I get from this
letter. It seems to me there are other questions beyond mere illegality in this matter. Did the
Premier use the money? She took it for one purpose and used it for another. She may not be
capable of being prosecuted, as the DPP says. She became the legal owner of the money and
was therefore entitled to use it, but she had an obligation. to account for it and the
Government could have asked her at any stage to return the money with interest. I think she
also has an obligation to account for the interest. Questions arise from this letter concerning
whether the Premier acted properly, quite apart from whether she acted criminally. I hasten
to say that, without having read this opinion, when the matter first arose some time ago I
formed the opinion that I could not see there would be a criminal offence.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: What remaining role for the 0CC is there in such a case?
Hon PETER FOSS: The problem is, I do not know the facts, Hon Joe Berinson does not
know the facts and until we hear from the 0CC no-one knows them. In the same way as it
would be wrung for me to judge the Premier guilty on the paucity of facts, it is only fair that
I say my first reaction was that I thought it would be extraordinarily hard to prove a criminal
offence in this instance. But that does not mean it would not be improper. Having read the
DPP's response I have, if anything, finned up my opinion. Nonetheless I feel that because of
the public moneys involved we should have these facts.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Let us get back to the 0CC. It has a specific function, and whatever you
are referring to would not attract its jurisdiction.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know what the facts are, on what I have seen. AUl I have seen is
the DPP's letter. I have not seen anything from the 0CC. Until I have seen that document. I
am not going to say it is wrong. On the facts before me that seems to be insufficient. I do
not have all the facts. They have been carefully left out of this letter. The annexures were
carefully removed from the letter that was tabled.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: I did not carefully separate them.

Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Joe Berinson may have carelessly removed them.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I set out to table the report, and that is what I did.
Hon PETER FOSS: I would have thought that a report which makes sense by reference to
attachments should have the attachments included.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You know that I have been consistent about tabling opinions. Are you
saying that is a legal opinion in the sense of opinions that I have declined to table? That is a
report of opinions which includes reference to conclusions, which is quite a different thing.
Hon PETER FOSS: This document was tabled because Hon Joe Berinson thought it would
assist his point with the weight of legal evidence against the 0CC. If that was not the reason
there is very little of any interest whatsoever in the letter. If Hon Joe Berinson is saying that
this is not an opinion, I have totally misunderstood the approach he has taken to date. He
cannot selectively put up a letter in which the principal sense of it can be properly derived
only by reading the attachments that go with it. When he tables documents let us have the
whole thing so that we can read it and make sense of it. I am concerned that those matters
have been removed. I am concerned that the matters concerning the Premier, even though
they are not criminal, are certainly not creditable. I am particularly concerned because from
page 4 of the document which referred to the various purchases made with the money the
actions of the Premier did not appear to be very creditable. In any event that appears to be
contrary to my understanding of what the Premier said was the sequence of events of the
moneys left behind. I believe some questions have been brought up by the tabling of this
document.

Hon B.L. Jones: I want to put an hypothesis to you.

Hon PETER FOSS: I do not want an hypothesis. I am flying to make a serious point and I
want to do it without any interruptions. At this stage Hon Joe Berinson has raised as many
questions as he has answered. We should properly deal with the first request that came from
the Official Corruption Commission. I acknowledge the concern of Hon Joe Berinson that
we should also have the response from the Commissioner of Police and the DPP. My motion
deals with that. In the course of what happened today, Hon Joe Berinson has tabled a letter
from the Director of Public Prosecutions which raises as many questions as it answers. I do
not believe we can take the attitude that we can use only the bits that the letter answers and
ignore the bits that it raises questions about. Having opened that Pandora's box, I believe
Hon Joe Berinson owes a duty to the House to let us see the attachments. If he does not do
that, he is giving the House only half a story. The Premier should explain what happened
with the money. Is it correct, as appears to be suggested in this letter, that she used the
money to make other purchases? If that is the case, she owes it to the Parliament and the
people of Western Australia to provide an explanation. The law as stated in this letter is that
the Premier has an obligation to account. I believe she has an obligation to account not only
for the money but also in facts as to what has happened to this money in the meantime.
There are two different issues involved.
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Let us return to the basic issue of the motion: What should we be directing the President of
the House to do? I suggest we defeat the amendment that Hon Joe Berinson has moved. I
would then move a motion in the terms 1 have foreshadowed which does not impose any
obligation on the Premier other than to order the printing of the OCC's report, the DPP's
report and the report of the Commissioner of Police. That is the proper way to go. Imposing
an obligation on die President is conceivably out of order. I do not believe we should seek to
turn the President into a judicial officer. I do not think we can do so by order of this House.
Hon Joe Berinson has been one of the people who has said that we can make any Order we
like, but we cannot change the character of people and make them do things that they are not
able to do. [ do not believe we should, or can, direct our Presiding Officer to become a force
of law to decide whether the law has been observed by this person. I do not believe we
should constrain the power of the 0CC by making its report dependent upon obtaining other
documents to be presented at the same time. I ask that the House reject this amendment.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral -Minister for Services) [1.28 am]: 1 would
like to move a further amendment to the amendment moved by the Attorney General. It
would be on line 3 of the Attorney General's amendment. It would have the effect of
accommodating this amendment to mirror the amendment that has been moved in the
Legislative Assembly. More importantly, it would provide the Official Corruption
Commission with the additional days that appear to be necessary to enable it to meet.

Amendment on the Amendment
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I move -

To delete 'Friday, I1I" and substitute "Monday, 14".
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [1.30 am]: The
proposition advanced by Hon Tom Stephens does not rectify the matters raised in previous
debate. All it does is shift the date of reporting from Friday to the Monday. The point I
made earlier was that to impose any date on the time in which a report might be received
from the Official Corruption Commission would be to limit the opportunity of that
commission to report. It should not be the function of this Parliament to impose that burden
or limit on the commission. If we want the commission to do as we required it to do when
we passed the Act and the subsequent amendments, we should let the commission get on
with the job.
Hon Tom Stephens: The point made by members opposite was that Friday, 11I December
was a coincidence.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Tomn Stephens does not understand that the unhappy
coincidence, as he described it, is not the real problem. I suggested earlier that the reason
Hon Joe Berinson suggested Friday, I11 December in the first place was an attempt by him to
frustrate the commission. He forgot at that stage to tell the House that that was the first day
on which the Director of Public Prosecutions could meet with the commission. That is
clearly an attempt by the Leader of the House to frustrate the commission.
Hon Tom Stephens' proposal does not improve the situation at all. If he goes back to the
original motion, and coupled with that the foreshadowed motion of Hon Peter Foss, he will
find a situation in which we do not impede the commission at all. We allow the commission
to report and we allow the President to receive the report and have it published as if it Were
tabled in this House. We also, by way of the foreshadowed motion, allow the Director of
Public Prosecutions and the Commissioner of Police to submit reports about this matter, if
they so wish, to the President and for the reports to be published. I urge members to reject
the amendment because it makes no substantial difference to the amendment moved by the
Leader of the House.
HON K.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [1.33 am]: I oppose the amendment on the
amendment moved by Hon Tom Stephens. The original motion sets the date as no later than
Friday, 11I December 1992. The mover indicated that that is similar to the motion moved in
another place. The House should not forget that at page 2 of the Director of Public
Prosecutions' report, with its limited information not attached, to which Hon Peter Foss
referrd, Mr MgKochnie states in the second last paragraph -
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I was advised such a meeting could not cake place before Friday I11 December next.
The House should realise that what the Covernmernt is proposing is nothing less than an
obscenity in regard to the rights and privileges of Parliament. What the Leader of the House
in this place and the Premier in another place are seeking to do is to say, "We know from
MeKechnie's letter that they are meeting on Friday, I11 December and, therefore, we are
willy-nilly going to place that date as the date on which the report has to be lodged." All the
problems which have been manifest by this Government in regard to WA Inc - lack of
accountability, smart alec moves, dodging and fudging, members may call it what they like -
are encapsulated by the obscenity of the act of the Leader of the House in this place seeking
to make that day the day on which the report must be made. The Parliament needs to know
this. It is an absolute retread of the worst features, on the last day that this man will be in the
Parliament, of WA Inc. It is the Government's evasion and fudging revisited to the
Parliament on the last day of this session because it does not suit it. Members opposite
cannot deny the facts.
I come back to what Hon Tom Stephens said. As my leader said, what a big deal that the
Government is prepared to transfer the reporting day from Friday to Monday. It is one more
day! They will not work on Saturday or Sunday. With their smart alec fudging, WA Inc
type obscene mentality, the Government moved in another place and now in this place to
make the reporting date Monday instead of the Friday. If we should happen to have the
contemptuous attitude of Premier Lawrence in this fudging continued, what will happen
should she prorogue Parliament before that day? We think it is unthinkable. What she has
done before has been unthinkable and it was referred to as being contemptuous. It is a
fudging, smart alec move and it should be opposed by this House because it places a limit
which has no place being imposed at all. That is the issue. In referring to this issue of our
fudging Premier, I thought I might conclude with something I have written down, but before
I do I will ask the House to oppose the amendment. I have written down -

Present Premier we thee implore
Go away and fudge no more
Or if the effort be too great
Go away at any rate

That sums up this amendment.
HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [1.38 am]: We have a fairly simple solution.
With the autonomy of both Houses of this Parliament wte can give the Official Corruption
Commission an option. We understand the other place has already passed a motion which
includes a time limit. If the Official Corruption Commission cannot abide by that time limit,
this House can give it an open-ended option.
More than that, it is of concern to this Parliament that we received a report from the Official
Corruption Commission via the front page of The West Australian of yesterday's date. It is
not an appropriate place for this powerful authority to report. If allegations about the
Premier are made in this way, what hope do the ordinary citizens of this State have? It is
something to which we, as members of Parliament, must give serious consideration.
On the last day's sitting of this session of Parliament we received a letter which raises
concern that this issue has been before this State for some time. We assume it is the Premier
and the $5 000 imprest account that we are talking about, but it may not be because the letter
we received said that it is possible that the report is about a known person who shortly may
be made known to this Parliament. It is a rather unusual letter to receive - something could
happen; it is certainly a known person and it could happen pretty soon! To me that is quite
confusing. Nevertheless, we have received this letter and must do something with it. It also
states that it just may reflect adversely on someone. If that is the case, that person must be
given the right to be heard. 1 hope, because of the seriousness of this letter, that that person
would have been contacted by now and been asked to give some information. The letter
continues that it will happen shortly but that taking into account the delay involved, which is
confusing me even more unless this person has been contacted and is not available to deliver
information and therefore wants some form of delay, a report will be given to us at the
earliest opportunity.
This letter arrived only yesterday for us to consider what is a serious allegation, yet the writer
asks us to consider whether it is appropriate to issue an order for the report. This letter could
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have been handled in a much better way alt round. However, the Official Corruption
Commission has the ability to report to this Parliament and we being the masters of that body
have to make a decision. I was concerned to read the second front page of The West
Australian dated 3 December, remembering that we received an early edition at round
10.00 pmn or 11.00 pm and the editors furiously worked into the early hours of the morning to
produce this sensational front page of the second edition headed "Charge Premier: travel
probe".
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am loath to interrupt Hon Reg Davies, however I have a
message from the Legislative Assembly in response to a message sent to it requiring the
attendance of three members of this Chamber at a Conference of Managers at 1.45 am. As
the House cannot sit while the committee is in conference, I will leave the Chair until the
ringing of the bells.
[Continued on p 8075.]

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL
Assembly's Further Message

Further message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to the
Council's request for a conference and had appointed Hon D.L. Smith, Mrs Edwardes and
Mr Kobelke as managers for the Assembly, the conference to take place in the Select
Committee room at 1.45 am Friday, 4 December.

Sitting suspended from 1.45 to 4.15 am
Conference Managers' Report

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [4.15 am]: I present the report of the Conference
of Managers of the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly. The conference
agreed to delete all of the amendments on which the Houses disagreed and to substitute the
following amendments -

NolI
Clause 37, line 13 - To insert after "77" the following -

,85(2) or 87(2)
No 2

Clause 38, page 25, after line 18 - To insert a new paragraph (c) as follows -

(c) it ceases to apply by reason of an order under section 8 7(2)
No 3

Clause 38, page 25, line 20 - To insert after "Subsection (1)" the following -

other than paragraph (c),
No4

Clause 45, page 29, lines 7 to 11I - To delete the lines.
No 5

Clause 85, page 56, line 14 - To delete "a" where it first occurs and substitute the
word "any".

No 6
Clause 85, page 56, lines 15 to 24 - To delete all words after "application" and
substitute the following -

(2) An appeal lies to the Supreme Court from a decision -

(a) of the Commissioner refusing or failing to make a decision of the
kind mentioned in section 77(3); and
(b) by the Premier confinming an exemption certificate pursuant to
section 77(4)-

No 7
Clause 85, page 57, lines 7 and 8 - To delete the lines.
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Clause 87, page 58. line 2 - To insert after "appeal" the following -

under section 85(l) or (2)(a)
No 9

Clause 87, page 58, after line I11 - To insert the following lines -

(2) On the determination of an appeal under section 85(2)(b) the Supreme
Court May Order that an exemption certificate no longer apply to a document,

Nol10O
Clause 91, page 60, after line 4 - To insert the following lines -

(2) The Supreme Court is entitled to access to and to view documents for the
purpose of determining an appeal under section 85(2)(b).

Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

That the report be adopted.
Question put and passed, and a message accordingly returned to the Assembly.

MOTION - OFFICIAL CORRUPTION COMMISSION REPORT
Amendment on the Amendment

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
HON KEG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [4.20 am]: An article in The West Australian of
3 December refers to a letter that was tabled in this House. Members in this House were not
privy to the details of who or what was being investigated, yet The West Australian was able
to inform us that it was the Premier and that she should be charged under the Criminal Code.
That was an astounding revelation. Either there has been a leak of information from the
Official Corruption Commission, from the Director of Public Prosecutions or from the
police; it could well be any department which was privy to that information. It is not good
enough to accept the information contained in the newspaper article. We must ask why this
information was given to The West Australian to print on its front page when members of
Parliament were not privy to the information. When the letter from the OCC was tabled,
members were sitting in this place wondering to whom the letter referred. The next day we
read in the newspaper those revelations as well as complaints made by members of
Parliament in the other place to the effect that the commissioner contacted them and asked
them for assistance with legislation affecting the 0CC. The OCC made startling allegations
about the Premier's travel arrangements and indicated that an offence might have been
committed. However, he stated that he needed someone to complain before he could
investigate. We should be letting the commissioner know that we are upset about these sorts
of activities. The business of the 0CC should not be conducted in this manner. The
commissioner should be responsible to this Parliament and that is no way of going about
business or of ensuring respect for that high office by the public of this State. The newspaper
article contained fairly serious allegations. The Parliament has had a request from the
Official Corruption Commission asking it to take certain actions. It appears, as a result of
newspaper revelations, that we know the member to whom the 0CC referred. If it is the
Premier, she has not been heard and she has a right to be heard. I am sure that could be
remedied within a matter of hours. The letter from the Official Corruption Commission
states that -

Taking account of the delay which will be involved in following the proper
procedures and of the need to inform the Parliament at the earliest possible time, it is
apparent that should the Commission decide that a report is to be made, it cannot be
submitted before the Parliament rises but should not be delayed until the next
Parliamentary session in 1993.

Surely the matter is not that urgent; it has been discussed on every news bulletin and
newspaper for several days. I am at a loss to understand what is going on here. Including a
time frame in the motion was not such a bad idea, as a lot of questions need to be answered
and our concerns should be submitted to the author of that letter. Different options may be
available to each House, although according to the Act the commissioner must report to both
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Houses. Amending the rime to 14 December should not preclude the commissioner from
reporting to both Houses. It may be that the same motion would have to be passed in both
Houses. I support the amendment to change the date in Mr Berinson's amendment to
14 December.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [4.28 am]: I have
sufficient incentive to be brief, but I have been given even more of an incentive by
Mr Davies' comments, because he has said almost precisely what I had in mind. He has
homed in on what I believe to be a very particular problem with the letter that has come from
the Official Corruption Commission. There are reasons to be concerned in general by the
approach of the 0CC, but to take just one particular item from the letter, there is a special
cause for concern in its reference to the need for early as possible reporting. No reason has
been given for that, and it is almost impossible to conceive a reason that was not related to
the forthcoming election. That should be the last of the considerations of the Official
Corruption Commission. That leaves us with only two alternatives. Firstly, if a need for
urgency exists it should be treated urgently, and the date of 14 December will do that. If it is
not urgent no need exists for a special parliamentary facility as envisaged by the
commission's letter. The question of uniformity with the Assembly is correct. We could in
fact be making a mockery of the whole situation if we were to pass a separate resolution in
this House. I will limit my comments, in view of what Mr Davies has said, to a small
element of self-defence. At one stage I was accused by the Leader of the Opposition of
forgetting about the reference to the 0CC not meeting until I21 December. I think Mr Pike
said there was something much worse called an obscenity involved. The position is simple.
The part of the amendment which I moved involving the reference to 11. December was
arrived at by me at about 1.00 pm today. I did not receive the Director of Public
Prosecutions' report until about 2.15 pm; I was committed to have the matter debated in this
House by 3.00 pm. I assure members that with the pressures involved, not the least the
pressure of rime, in all of that process the last thing about which I was thinking was whether
the date which appeared in the DIP's letter should lead me to review the date which I
previously had drafted into the amendment.
Hon George Cash: Purely a coincidence?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: That is the factual position. Nothing in the nature of a conspiracy or
obscenity is involved. It is purely a problem of the timing and of the pressures earlier today.
I support Hon Tom Stephens' amendment. It brings us into line with the decision of the
Legislative Assembly and it is important that we do so.

Division

Amendment on the amendment (deletion of words) put and a division taken with the
following result -

Ayes (16)
Hon i.M. Berinson Hon John Flalden Hon Sam Pianiadosi
Hon T.G. Butler Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Kim Chance Han Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon B.L. Jones Hon Fred McKenzie
Hont Reg Davies Hon Garry Kelly (Teller)
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Mark Nevill

Noes (15)
Ron L.N. Caidwell Hon P.R. Lockyer Hon W.N. Stretch
H-in George Cash Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon E.J. Chariton ]Hon N.F. Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Max Evans Han Muriel Patterson (Teller)
HaIn Peter Foss Hon P.G. Pendal
Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike

pair

Hon Doug Wenn Hon D.J. Wordsworth

Amendment on the amendment thus passed.
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The PRESIDENT: The next question is that the words proposed to be added be added.
HON R.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [4.35 am]: In debating this matter I make an
appeal, which is pertinent to the motion before the Chair, to Hon Reg Davies regarding the
date which is so vital to this matter. Given the hour I will not retread everything which has
been said already. Hon Reg Davies is mistaken in the comments he made to the House. If
members read this Act having regard to the Interpretation Act they will find that the literal
interpretation has been given; that is, that the report must be made to both Houses
simultaneously. That is catered for in the Interpretation Act to the degree that when one
House is sitting and one House is not it does not preclude the report's being published by the
one House under privilege.

When the House next sits - in this case because the House is past sitting, when that Speaker
is acquainted with it - it may then be published, notwithstanding that the times are different,
and no matter in which House it is published, it is then privileged. I appeal to Hon Reg
Davies to reconsider his decision predicated on the facts he has just provided the Parliament.
Those facts are incorrect. The Leader of the House was quick to have the motion put to the
question when Hon Reg Davies spoke. Hon Reg Davies has made an honest mistake or at
least has been honestly misguided in the matter.

Hon 3.M. Berinson: You have missed the point; you are talking about something different.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon R.G. PIKE: It is a matter of such significant importance that it must be determined. On
the last night of this parliamentary sitting the Labor Party is again retreading the worst
features of WA Inc and is fudging the issue.

Amendment on the amendment (insertion of words) put and passed.

Division

Amendment (deletion of words) put and a division taken with the following result -

Hon J.M. Hejinson
H-In T.G. Butler
Hon Kim Chance
Hon Cheryl Davenport
Hon Reg Davies
Hon Graham Edwards

Hon i.N. Caldwell
Hon George Cash
Hon E.J. Charlton
Hon Max Evans
Hon Peter Foss
Hon Barry House

Ayes (16)
Hon John Halden
Hon Kay Hallahan
Hon Tom Helm
Hon B.L. Jones
Hon Garry Kelly
Hon Mark Nevill

Noes (15)

Hon P.11. Lockyer
Hon Murray Montgomery
Hon N.F. Moore
Hon Muriel Patterson
Hon P.O. Pendal
Hon R.G. Pike

Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Fred McKenzie
(Teller)

Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Margaret McAleer
(Teller)

Pair
Hon Doug Wenn Hon D.J. Wordsworth

Amendment thus passed.

Division

Amendment (insertion of words) put and a division taken with the following result-

Ayes (16)
Hon J.M. Herinson
Hon T.G. Butler
Hon Kim Chance
Hon Cheryl Davenport
Hon Reg Davies
Hon Graham Edwards

Hon John Halden
Hon Kay Hallahan
Hon Torn Helm
Hon B.L. Jones
Hon Garry Kelly
Hon Mark Nevill

Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Fred McKenzie

(Teller)
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Noes (15)
Hon I.N. Caldwell Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon George Cash Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon EJ. Charlton Hon NPF. Moore Hon Margare McAleer
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.C. Pendail
Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike

pair

Hon Doug Wenn Hon D.J. Wordsworth

Amendment thus passed.
Question (motion, as amended) put and passed.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Assembly with amendments.

The amendments made by the Assembly were as follows -

No. I
Clause 19, page 50, line 7 - To delete "effect of this Act" and substitute -

into operation of section 19 of the Equal Opportunity Amendment Act
1992

No. 2
Clause 19, page 50, line 20 - To delete "tabled" and substitute -

furnished
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [4.46 am]: I move -

That the amendments made by the Assembly be agreed to.

The amendments proposed by the Legislative Assembly consist of two very small drafting
amendments. Earlier this evening, the Leader of the Opposition and I had the opportunity of
going through them with the Parliamentary Counsel. I understand the Leader of the
Opposition is satisfied that their purpose is purely of a drafting nature and that they do not
affect any substantive provisions of the Bill.

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [4.47 am]: The Opposition agrees with the
amendments.

Question put and passed; the Assembly's amendments agreed to.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION AMENDMENT BILL

Assembly's Message
Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it had agreed to the amendment
made by the Council.

DISABILITY SERVICES BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Kay Hallahan (Minister for
Education), read a first time.

Second Reading

HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Education) [4.48 am]:I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
I take this opportunity to set out for the benefit of the House the evolution of this legislation,
and to summarise its content. As an integral element of its commitment to create a just
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society enabling everyone to Jive with dignity and self-respect, this Government is
committed to ensuring a fair go for Western Australians with disabilities. This process began
two and a half years ago when in April 1990 Cabinet directed a committee of Mvinisters to
prepare a draft policy relating to the provision of services for people with disabilities. The
policy was to be easy to understand and brief. The policy was developed following an
extensive period of public consultation, review and negotiation. A draft discussion paper
was released by the Minister for Health in April 1991. It canvassed a wide range of
disability related issues, including the development of the paper and the consultative process
to be followed; discussion on the definition of disability, policy issues and parameters; and
options for administration.
An extensive consultation process, managed by Dr Philip Deschamp, assisted by Ms lenni
Perkins, resulted in a report based on submissions from, and public meetings with, people
with disabilities, their families and carers, service providers, Government agencies, and
community groups. The consultation process and subsequent report, "Community views",
released in September 1991 provided the Government with invaluable feedback which could
be used as a guide to future direction setting for the disability services area and a basis upon
which to prepare an implementation plan. An immediate Government initiative arising from
the consultative process was to create the new portfolio of Disability Services, the first such
portfolio in Australia, and a Bureau for Disability Services. The portfolio and the bureau
provided focal points for people with disabilities and allowed the development of a more
cooperative approach across all areas of services.
In February of this year Hon Eric Ripper, Minister for Disability Services, released a
penultimate draft of the policy for discussion. Following further comment by the community
and advice from the newly created Advisory Council for Disability Services, "A fair go for
everyone: Disability policy for Western Australia" was endorsed by Cabinet in June of this
year. The endorsement of this policy is in line with the Government's social justice
statement "Taking care, Government and community working together" released in October
1991. This statement affirms the Government's fundamental commitment to fairness and
equity, and introduces a social justice strategic framework based on a closer working
relationship between Government and community. The four key principles underpinning the
social justice strategy are equity, access, participation and rights. The disability policy for
Western Australia is a specific enunciation of the Government's social justice principles as
they apply to people with disabilities, their families and carers. One of the most strongly
expressed views to come out of the consultation process was that it was not enough to
express the rights of people with disabilities in a policy document - they should be enshrined
in legislation. The Government has accepted this view and the Bill before us now includes
the principles and objectives set out in the policy.
The Bill will ensure more effective access by Western Australians with disabilities to the
services they need. The Bill covers all services provided by Government agencies and
instrumentalities, both generic and specialist, and non-Government services in receipt of
Government funding through the Disability Services portfolio. It will complement existing
State legislation such as the Equal Opportunity Act 1984, the Guardianship and
Administration Act 1990, and the Commonwealth Disability Services Act 1986. The
principles and objectives of the State Act will largely minfor those of the Commonwealth
Act.
The Bill will establish principles and objectives for all services provided to people with
disabilities by Government and Government subsidised service providers; ensure compliance
with those principles and objectives by service providers to people with disabilities through
the use of funding agreements and disability service plans; provide for an advisory
mechanism for Government in the disability area; and, establish a process for the lodgment
and resolution of complaints by people with disabilities relating to the compliance by service
providers with the principles and objectives of the Bill.

This Bill is the first step in setting up a framework for the coordinated development of
services to people with disabilities in Western Australia. It will assist the Government and
the community to advance the interests of people with disabilities, consistent with the Family
and Community Commission report of February 1992, and the Social Advantage package
announced in May of this year. Such planning and coordination will occur in consultation
with people with disabilities.
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The Bill provides a clear statement of the value and importance the Government and the
people of Western Australia place on the lives of, and opportunities for, people with
disabilities. It affirms that people with disabilities have the same rights as other members of
the Western Australian community, and promotes the development and implementation of
services, generic and specialist, which support these rights. It recognises that Western
Australians with disabilities may require additional support and opportunities to access the
community. However, such support and opportunities will enable them to contribute to the
enrichment of community life. It should be recognised, though, that no single policy or piece
of legislation will provide the solution to the complex issues associated with ameliorating the
impact of disability on the lives of individuals. The coordination and implementation of a
range of measures involving Government and community working together is necessary.
To ensure a consistent approach within the Australian context, and to allow possible
devolution of Commonwealth funds to Western Australia through the Commonwealth-State
disability agreement, close adherence has been maintained to the principles and objectives of
the Commonwealth Disability Services Act 1986 and recent State and Territory disability
services legislation. These principles and objectives welt developed as a result of extensive
consultation associated with the handicapped persons review in 1983 and have been broadly
accepted by Australians with disabilities, their families, carers and advocates. These
principles and objectives together serve to endorse and protect the rights of Australians with
disabilities to dignity, autonomy and self-determination, It should be noted, though, that the
consultations in Western Australia raised several issues specific to Western Australia not
reflected in the Commonwealth principles and objectives. Accordingly, several objectives
were added to the policy and the Bill. The important role played by the families of Western
Australians with disabilities was recognised and taken into account. The need for
coordination and integration into local community services was also referenced.
There has been some concern in Western Australia about the way in which these principles
and objectives will be interpreted. While not wishing to suggest that this Government will
resile from implementation of the legislation in accordance with the principles and
objectives, it is important to repeat what has been said a number of times by the Minister for
Disability Services: There is a need in developing services for a flexible interpretation of the
principles and objectives. This will ensure that the individuality of services is not lost and
that a high quality of service is provided that is consistent with the wishes of Western
Australians with disabilities.
The Bill affirms that people with disabilities have the same fundamental rights as all other
Western Australians to respect for their human worth and dignity; to realise their individual
capacities for physical, social, emotional and intellectual development; to freedom of choice
in determining their lifestyles; to access to the full range of services available in the
community and to receive additional support when necessary; to participate in the decisions
which affect their lives; and to pursue any grievance they may have in relation to the services
they receive.
Additionally in proposing this Bill, the Government is cognisant of the need to recognise the
broad diversity of disabilities and the diverse range of needs of people with disabilities; for
services to be flexible and adaptable in order to meet the unique needs of each person; to
involve people with disabilities in developing services and establishing priorities; to support
families of and carers of people with disabilities; to acknowledge the valuable role of
advocates in informing Western Australians with disabilities of their rights and supporting
them to exercise these rights; to address the special needs of Western Australians with
disabilities who come from different cultural backgrounds and also those living in remote
localities; and for the existence of specialist services.
I now turn in more detail to the provisions of the Bill. Part I deals with preliminary matters
such as the short tidle and commencement provisions. Terms are also defined, and in this
context it is useful to note the definition of "disability'. It is taken from the disability
services policy and is the definition upon which community consensus was obtained. It
provides a broad coverage, ensuring that no person with a disability can be disadvantaged by
being excluded from this legislation. This part also provides that the Crown is bound by this
Bill.
Part 2 deals with financial assistance. It provides that the Minister may approve grants of
financial assistance to Western Australians with disabilities, service providers or service
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developers provided that the service or program which is the subject of the grant furthers the
principles and meets the objectives. The principles and objectives are set out in schedules I
and 2 and are taken directly from the policy.
Service providers for the purposes of the Bill are broadly defined in order that no person or
organisation should be excluded. The nature of service providers can vary greatly.
Depending on the person with the disability and the type of service, they can range from
major public authorities and non-Government agencies to families and carers. There is also
room for great flexibility in the size and nature of graints. Under this Bill grants will vary
from the tens of thousands of dollars provided to large organisations, to the grants of several
hundreds of dollars or less provided under the individual and family support grants scheme
announced in the recent Budget. Grants may be provided to Western Australians with
disabilities. Each grant recipient will be required to enter into an agreement setting out how
the funds will be spent. This will provide clarity for both parties and clear accountability for
the funds committed to the disability services area. Agreements will establish the outcomes
to be achieved by people with disabilities. As a result of the requirement under the Western
Australian Financial Administration and Audit Act to provide funding only where there is a
demonstrated need, grants will be reviewed annually when funding is allocated.
Service developers are also catered for. This allows funds to be directed towards assessment
of need, planning, development and initiation, training and assessment of the effects of
services. This recognition of, and capacity to adjust to, change in service provision enhances
the Bill's flexibility. Most service providers in receipt of grants in Western Australia
probably already comply with the principles and objectives outlined in the Bill. However,
for those who do not, grants will still be able to be made under this Bill, provided that they
demonstrate movement towards compliance. This provision will have effect until
31 December 1994, giving adequate time for compliance to be achieved.
Because of the complex and diverse nature of disability services, principles and objectives
applying to them must of necessity be drafted in broad terms. Therefore, it will be of benefit
to people with disabilities, service providers and service developers for guidelines to be
prepared which spell out in greater detail the basis on which grants will be made. It is the
Government's view that to include provision for such guidelines as regulations to this Bill
would severely limit the capacity for flexibility. Guidelines will be established, but this will
be done on an administrative basis. This will allow for their evolvement over time as service
needs and patterns change. Such guidelines will, of course, be developed in consultation
with the disability field.
It is normal practice for Ministers with Disability Services portfolios to delegate the power to
make grants to senior officers in the relevant Government agencies. This Bill is no exception
and contains a provision allowing the Minister to delegate to the Director and Officers of the
Bureau for Disability Services. However, Government funding to non-Government agencies
in the area of intellectual disability has historically been distributed in Western Australia by
the Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons. The Bill also contains provision for
the Minister to delegate this function to the authority. The Minister for Disability Services
has indicated his intention in the past that the authority should continue to be responsible for
administering funding to non-Government agencies in the area of intellectual disability, and I
wish to confirmn that intention today. This provision will ensure that the principles and
objectives and the conciliation and review mechanism in this Bill apply to non-Government
service providers funded through the portfolio for Disability Services.
Part 3 of the Bill deals with the lodgement of disability service plans by public authorities.
In this context public authorities include Government departments and any other body
established by the State for a public purpose. Such authorities are required by the Bill to
lodge disability service plans which indicate how the services which they provide further the
principles and meet the objectives. Such plans will cover both specialist services provided to
Western Australians with disabilities, and generic services provided to the whole community
of which people with disabilities are an important part. The aim of these plans is to
encourage the same level of compliance with the principles and objectives by public
authorities as that achieved by non-Government organisations by part 2 of the Bill. These
provisions are most important, because if we are asking for compliance by the non-
Government sector we must expect the Government sector to operate on the same terms.
This view was another one strongly put during the consultation process.
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Disability service plans will be developed with the assistance of the Director of the Bureau
for Disability Services, and will be lodged with the director. The director will also evaluate
the plans and report to the Minister on their effectiveness and implementation. As with
service providers in part 2, public authorities will have until 31 December 1994 to lodge and
commence implementation of their plans. Once disability service plans are lodged, each
public authority will be required to report on their implementation as part of its reporting
obligation under the Financial Administration and Audit Act. The Bill provides for
exemption by regulation for agencies which do not provide services to the community.
Part 4 of the Bill deals with the establishment and functions of the Advisory Council for
Disability Services. This council, set up administratively soon after the Disability Services
portfolio was created, will be given a statutory existence. As a representative body of
Western Australians with disabilities, their families, carers and service providers, this council
is ideally qualified to provide advice on the development and implementation of policies,
services, programs and activities which affect people with disabilities. The council has
already, during its short existence, played an important role in the development of the policy
which led to this Bill and will, I am sure, continue to provide considered, timely and astute
advice. Providing it with a place in this Bill recognises its Fivotal role in the ongoing
effective provision of disability services in this State. The third schedule of the Bill details
the council's tenure of office and mode of operation.
The Disability Services Bill, as detailed so far, has established principles and objectives, and
sets up mechanisms for compliance with them by Government and non-Government service
providers. It has also provided for advice to Government from the disability field. The final
plank in the platform is the capacity for Western Australians with disabilities, who have a
grievance about the services provided to them, to have some form of redress. This is dealt
with in part 5 of the Bill. The n:nciliation and review process will apply only to services
provided specifically to Wester iustralians with disabilities by public authorities or service
providers receiving grants und :part 2. This is because, as with other members of the
community, people with disabilities can make use of various other grievance mechanisms
available if they are unhappy with the provision of generic services. These include the Equal
Opportunity Commission and the Ombudsman, etc.
The process provided is modelled on that of t Office of Health Services Conciliation and
Review, In fact, there was some suggestion during the drafting of this Bill that the two
processes should be combined. However, for many years people with disabilities have been
striving to eliminate the perception that they are sick and replace it with the view that they
have a disability which, when taken in conjunction with the environment in which we live,
limits their capacity in some form Or to some degree. While the combination of the two
processes may appear on the surface to have some administrative advantages, it would
represent a philosophical anathema to the very community it is aimed to assist.
The Bill provides that complaints may be lodged by people with disabilities or their
advocates with the Director of the Bureau for Disability Services. An advocate may, of
course, be a member of the person's family. Such complaints must allege that the service
provider acted unreasonably in the context of the principles and objectives. The director,
having determined that the complaint falls within the ambit of the Bill, will attempt to
resolve the matter by conciliation between the parties. It is envisaged that between 90 and
95 per cent of complaints will be resolved by this process. However, for those where
conciliation is not successful, the complaint will be referred to the Commissioner for Equal
Opportunity for investigation. It was not seen as appropriate for the director to carry out
such an investigation because of the involvement of that position in funding processes. The
commissioner will carry out the investigation and be provided with standard powers to call
witnesses and obtain documents, etc. At the conclusion of the investigation, the
commissioner will decide whether the conduct of the service provider has been unreasonable
and, if it has been, may recommend that remedial action be taken. If the commissioner's
recommendations are not acted upon by the service provider, the commissioner must report
this to the Minister who may table a report in both Houses of Parliament. The tabling of
such a report is the only sanction contained in this part of the Bill.
While the numbers have not been large there has been a steady stream of matters raised both
with the office of the Minister for Disability Services and the Bureau for Disability Services
since the portfolio and the bureau were created. This mechanism, with its heavy reliance on
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resolution through conciliation, will provide a formal process for dealing with these matters.
It will achieve an appropriate level of informality and clarity of process, provide the basis for
ongoing relationships between the parties and be cost effective. Provisions have been
included to ensure that forum- shopping and double-dipping do not occur, and that matters are
dealt with appropriately and confidentially.
The bureau will bring to these matters a level of expertise in the disability area not available
in any other similar forum, as will the Equal Oppontunity Commission which has
administered inmpairrment provisions in its legislation since 1989. While primarily being of
benefit to Western Australians with disabilities, this mechanism will also assist their families
and organisations providing services to them. For example, a complaint about a respite
service may be lodged by, or on behalf of, a person with a disability in the knowledge that it
is likely to be resolved quickly and in a conciliatory manner, recognising the likelihood of an
ongoing relationship between the parties. Other relevant parties may be involved in the
process by the director or the commissioner when this could be seen to assist in achieving
conciliation. This Bill is unique legislation for Western Australia in a number of ways.

It is the first occasion on which the rights of people with disabilities and the means by
which they may interact in the community have been set down in this form.
It is the first time that clarity, accountability and capacity. for planning have been
available in the area of services to people with disabilities.
It has come to fruition after a long and involved process of consultation with the
community it aims to serve.
Finally, and quite rarely I believe, individual members of its community of interest
have played important roles in its development.

This is true not only of the many hundreds of Western Australians with disabilities and their
families who participated in the consultation process. It also applies to individuals such as
Phillip Deschamp, who conducted the consultations, Alister J. Shields, the Chair of the
Advisory Council for Disability Services, and other council members who gave advice on the
Bill, and Graeme Innes, the lawyer who was the instructing officer during its drafting. They
are all Western Australians with disabilities. This must surely give a special level of validity
to this legislation.
However, the process does not end here - the complex issues surrounding the provision of
services to Western Australians with disabilities are not resolved by this piece of legislation
alone. The next step is the development of a State services plan which will encourage a
coherent approach to future disability services in Western Australia. This plan will be built
on minimum intrusion in the lives of people with disabilities and will stress the importance
of the primary caregiver, including family members. A key intention of future services will
be to support the primary caregiver, and to assist Western Australians with disabilities and
their carers to access mainstream services and support. The plan will include specific
reference to children with disabilities as a special group with particular needs within the
Disability Services portfolio. The plan will outline the role of specialist services; mainstream
services; informal supports; and functional support services. The role of the Government and
non-Government sector in service provision will also be further examined.
This Bill, enshrining as it does broad principles and objectives applicable to people with
disabilities, marks a watershed in Western Australia in the provision of services to this group,
which comprises one in every eight members of our community. The challenges for all of us
now arc to ensure that services meet needs more effectively and efficiently and in a more
coordinated manner, and that Western Australians with disabilities receive the social justice
to which they are entitled, and are assured of their right to full participation and equality in
our community.
Members will be aware that this Bill has passed through the other place where minor
amendments were proposed Wvhich were accepted by the Government. Strong support has
been given to this Bill in the disabled field, and I am sure that people are pleased that it has
received bipartisan support. I commend the Bill to the House.
HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [5.11 am]: The Opposition supports this legislation
despite a number of factors. Firstly, it is 5.11 am, which is hardly a time conducive to
constructive debate and proper consideration of this important legislation.
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Hon P.G. Pendal: It is an insult to such a Bill.
Hon Graham Edwards: You should support it in principle and practice.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: We support it in principle and practice. Nevertheless, it is a disgrace
that such important legislation is introduced in this manner in the dying stage of this
Parliament. It is unheard of that responses are made immediately following the second
reading speech, but we are prepared to do that only because we realise the importance of the
legislation.
Hon Graham Edwards: You should be congratulated for that.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: We want to demonstrate our commitment to the disabled and to the
carers of the disabled. Therefore, we are pleased to deal with the Bill, even at this hour.
Hon Graham Edwards: Hear, hear!
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Regarding disabled people, the Liberal Party is about choice in
accommodation and employment. In the other place Opposition amendments were inserted
to emphasise that principle. One amendment to schedule I was that "people with disabilities
have the right to access the type of accommodation and employment that they believe is most
appropriate". This indicates that we have no preferences regarding whether people should be
placed in sheltered workshops or open employment. However, we favour what is most
relevant to the individual.
The Bill provides for this choice and for the State to access approximately $2 million in
Federal funds. This is needed for emergency housing among other things. The Bill
acknowledges the right of people with disabilities to be regarded as valued and integrated
members of society. The Bill covers all service providers and Government instrumentalities
as well as non-Government services which receive funds from the Bureau for Disabled
Services. Schedule I of the Bill relates to principles, and seven of them are outlined. We
heartily agree with them. Schedule 2 states the objectives, of which 16 are listed, which we
also endorse. These outline the rights of people with disabilities and the need for services
and programs appropriately designed with positive outcomes for people with disabilities in
our society. These are consistent with Federal legislation as it is necessary for the signing of
the Commonwealth-State disability agreement. The agreement will allow for the devolution
of Commonwealth money to WA to continue the development of services for people with
disabilities.
Several clauses of the Bill are especially important for people with disabilities. Part 2 states
that grants of financial assistance may be made available directly to people with disabilities
as well as to service providers or developers with public authorities. We support the granting
of moneys directly to individuals as it should mean that less money will be wasted in
administration. The grants should have appropriate guidelines and be approved only if they
match the principles and objectives of the legislation
Part 3 of the Bill stresses that all public authorities such as the State Energy Commission
must prepare and implement disability service plans that reflect the principles and objectives
of the Bill. This should result in improved services for people with disabilities. However, it
must be noted that, although a deadline is given for the implementation of plans, no mention
is made of the sanctions which may be applied if the plans are not prepared and implemented
within the given time frame. That matter may be addressed in a future statement.
Part 4 of the Bill outlines the composition and functions of the Advisory Council for
Disability Services. As the principal function of the council is to advise and recommend
development and implementation of policies, services and activities to the Minister, it is
essential that people with disabilities be represented on the council. I am sure the Minister
would agree with that.
Hon Graham Edwards: Absolutely.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Part 5 of the Bill is especially important as it allows people with
disabilities to lodge complaints about services provided by a public authority or service
provider. Therefore, people with disabilities will have a complaints mechanism available if
necessary against such generic authorities as SECWA and the Authority for the Intellectually
Handicapped and specialist service providers. This is particularly important as it provides a
grievance mechanism that may not be available in other relevant legislation. For instance,
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the Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons Act does not include a grievance
mechanism. Therefore, as the Disability Services Bill will encompass all public authorities,
consumers who receive funding either directly from AllI or from a non-Government agency
funded by AIH will be able to use this mechanism to lodge complaints if necessary. This is
extremely important as consumers will have the right and access to the appropriate complaint
mechanism.
Clause 44includes a review of the Act and is essential so that effectiveness of the grants, the
advisory council and the mechanism in part 5 can be assessed and a report tabled in
Parliament within five years of the commencement of the Act.
The Opposition supports this Bill so that people with disabilities will benefit from enhanced
rights, opportunities and services.
HON GEORGE CASH (Nonth Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [5.19 am): I
appreciate the fact that Hon Barry House has represented the Opposition on this Bill this
morning. I also acknowledge that at 5.20 am the House has been sitting continuously since
10.30 am yesterday. Thne coalition has gone out of its way to see that this Bill has been
addressed in the Parliament today.
However, [ raise a matter of procedure and the manner in which this Bill has been sent to the
Legislative Council. This is a form we have never seen before. The Bill has not been
reprinted to reflect the amendments made in the other place. The same unamended Bill
which was discussed in the other place has been provided with an attached schedule or paper
indicating the amendments which were apparently made. It is hardly the correct manner in
which to deal with legislation. That in itself indicates the disgraceful way in which the
management of Government business has occurred in both Houses of Parliament over the
past few months. There is no need for me to say any more. The Bill and the attachment
clearly speak for themselves.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Kay Hallahan (Minister for Education), and passed.

EL ECTORAL AMENDMENT (POLITICAL FINANCE) BILL
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that it agreed to the amendments
made by the Council.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 3 November.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [5.23 am]: This
Bill seeks appropriation of various sums of money required for the services of the current
financial year as has been detailed in the Estimates. Members will be aware that an amount
of $5.06 15 billion is the estimate of expenditure for this financial year. In that is an amount
of $706 009 000 which is to be permanently appropriated under a special Act of Parliament
which will leave $4.355491 billion to be appropriated in the manner set out in the schedule to
the Bill. As this is a general debate, [ give an indication to the Government now that the
Opposition supports this Bill.
I refer first to the Totalisator Agency Board in Western Australia. Members will be aware
that many weeks ago I placed on the Notice Paper the following motion -
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(1) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into whether there has been
during the past ten (10) years -

(a) corruption;
(b) illegal conduct;
(c) improper conduct;

by any person or corporation in the affairs, investment decisions and
business dealings of the Totalisator Agency Board, its agencies,
subsidiaries or associatred corporations whether -

(i) any matter should be referred to an appropriate authority with a
view to the institution of criminal proceedings, or

(ii) changes in the law of the State or the administrative or decision
making procedures are necessary in the public interest.

Quite clearly, because of the jamming tactics that have been adopted by the Government
over the past few years and given that the Leader of the House has indicated that today is to
be the last day of this session and this Parliament, I will not be given an opportunity to move
that motion. However, I will put before the House a number of matters which have
concerned me about the TAB. It is clear, as the Royal Commission report has revealed, that
the Western Australian Labor Government has gambled the welfare of our State, our present,
our future, our integrity, and our credibility and, indeed, it has used taxpayers' funds to
promote its individual and collective interests. It is fair to say that during its time in office
the Western Australian Labor Party has raped institutions like the Government Employees
Superannuation Board to gain the necessary funds to pour cash into the coffers of the
Australian Labor Party. If members of the Government dispute that, I ask them to read the
six volumes comprising pant I of the Royal Commission report. The Government has raped
the Public Service and left it impotent and totally under the control of Labor appointees,
people who call themselves advisers, but who are mostly incompetent occupants of their
positions of power. The only reason they occupy those positions is that they have sung the
Government's tune.
Hon B.L. Jones: That is good value judgment on your pan.
Hon GEORGE CASH: On the direction of individuals in the Government and the Cabinet
collectively, those advisers have pillaged the State to the verge of bankruptcy. Members of
this House probably have formed in their own minds an estimate of the real financial damage
which has been done to this State over the past 10 years. I suspect that when there is a
change of State Government in February next year we will find that the damage is in fact far
worse than any of us would believe. In one of their reports, the Royal Commissioners said "a
truism sometimes forgotten is that Governments are elected to govern in the interests of all
people, not just those who voted for them". It is fair to say that it is a truism that Labor has
not practised. Labor governs in the interests of only those who vote for them and who pay
for them. Labor is a Government which deals exclusively with business people who repay.
They repay in cash and kind to the Labor Party. One must look only at the most recent of
those deals, the gift of the old Swan Brewery to a prominent benefactor.
There is no clearer demonstration of ministerial interference in the running of independent
Government agencies and the way in which Labor appoints yes men than the sorry story of
the TAB in Western Australia. For the past decade, the TAB has been steeped int scandal. It
is, in fact, a microcosm of WA Inc in itself. It bears all the significant hallmarks of Labor
administration, business deals and bodgy attempts at covering up information. It also
includes lost money and non-accountability. Mr President, who do you think has paid for
this debacle in the TAB in the last 10 years? It has been the Western Australian racing
industry and Western Austrlian punters. At a time when Western Australia's racing clubs
are strapped for funds - they are all struggling to survive - one is obliged to look at the
damage that Labor has done to the TAB over the past 10 years.
A question that is being asked by the little people, those punters who use the TAB, is why is
the racing industry in this State going broke? Where does all the money go? I am not a
punter and I do not know all the answers to the questions that might be asked, but I do know
some matters that this House should be informed of concerning centain TAB dealings. One
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matter concerns $800 000 worth of TAB superannuation money that was apparently lost in
bad business dealings. That $800 000 toss is being repaid at $14 000 a month from TAB
funds. [ put it to the House that there are very few punters in Western Australia who know
that $14 000 a month is paid to make up that $800 000 loss. It was a loss that involved
superannuation funds as welt as the squandering of speculative investments.
To fully understand the problems of the TAB it is necessary to go back to the days when
Harry Jarman was the Chairman and Des Carpenter the General Manager of the TAB in this
State. Those were the heady days which accurately reflect the way in which Labor governed
this State. Those people endorsed as a reality the perception that Labor condones conflicts of
interests, If Labor members in this House want to dispute that, I ask them to explain why no
action was taken over the very clear conflict of interest which existed when Jarman and
Carpenter were running the TAB. Notwithstanding that both were fairly long serving
members of the TAB, they were paid board members of the Fairplay Newspaper and Printing
Works Pty Ltd, a company owned by the TAB, the West Australian Turf Club and the West
Australian Trotting Association. They were also involved in another enterprise, Dynamic
Business Resources Pry Ltd, which was a 60 per cent subsidiary of the Fairplay group. Some
members would know that the Fairplay group provided the TAB's printing requirements and
DBR was the buyer of surplus computer capacity from the TAR which then on-sold the
capacity to other business. Both Jarman and Carpenter were directors of the 60 per cent
subsidiary of DBR, known as Dynamic Business Resources Pty Ltd, which sells software and
computer services. These interests gave Carpenter income of more than $140 000 a year. At
that time Carpenter was one of the State's highest paid public servants. That, in itself, was
apparently not enough.
At the same time as Carpenter was working for the TAB and receiving director's benefits
from its various subsidiary, Carpenter also set up a property company, Avid Pty Ltd, of
which he was the chief executive and the company secretary. Avid provided computer
consultancy services to a subsidiary of the British bookmaking firm, Ladbroke Racing Ltd,
which operates a totalisator betting system in Holland. Through the deals that Carpenter was
able to set up we can see a system of user software that was developed at great expense by
the TAB in Western Australia, and at the expense of the racing industry and the punters who
support the TAB in this State. Ladbrokes received it on the cheap through the former general
manager of the TAB, Carpenter, and the former operations director of the TAB, Brian
Higgins, and Steve Maxwell, the chief executive of DBR. Higgins and Maxwell were also
directors and shareholders of Carpenter's $2 shelf company, Avid. As I understand it, they
are still working in Holland and advising Ladbrokes how to use its - or should I say the
TAB's - computer systems.
Members will probably recall that these conflicts of interest were, investigated at various
times by the Western Australia Police Force, the Director of Public Prosecutions and the
Public Service Commission. The interesting fact surrounding those investigations is that
nothing was taken. Notice of Motion No 8 On the Notice Paper is a motion proposed by
Hon Murray Montgomery to order the Minister for Police to table the reports concerning the
Totalisator Agency Board. Had Hon Murray Montgomery been able to deal with this
matter - he is not able to do that now because time has run out - he intended to move that the
House require the Minister for Police to table the Commissioner of Police's interim report
and final report into the TAB in Western Australia. As I said, the investigations were held
but no action was taken. It will be interesting to get hold of those reports one day and see the
various conclusions that were reached as a result of those inquiries.
At the rime various things were going on in the TAB. The Minister for Racing and Gaming,
true to Labor form, tried to tough it out. While the media and the community in Western
Australia were expressing their disgust at the obvious conflict of interest between the private
and public positions of Jarman and Carpenter, the Minister suggested that there was no
conflict. When Jarman and Carpenter finally quit the TAB the Minister declared that she had
accepted both resignations with regret. To pay them off in fine fashion she was quoted as
saying that both men had done an extraordinarily good job for the TAB in this State.
When we look at that conflict of interest and the appointment of those people, it makes us
ask: What was the Government's motive for defending these two appointees? It is obvious.
Under section 54 of the Public Service Act it is quite clear that officers are not allowed to
engage in business or accept employment with outside interests without the approval of the
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Public Service *Commission. Such permission is granted only when there is no conflict of
interest. As for Jarman, it is incredible that the Minister could not detect a conflict of
interest. Jarrnan was the Chairman of the TAB and chairman of the casino control
committee. At the same time he was a director of International Totalisator System, a
company which sells betting machines to the TAB and also to the casino control committee.
The Acting Auditor General, Neville Smith, certainly did not share the Minister's view on
the conflict of interest question. Members will recall that in a report on the administration of
the TAB under Mr Jarman and Mr Carpenter, the Acting Auditor General identified several
possible conflicts of interest. Those conflicts having been identified, what did the
Government do about it? The Government did nothing. What happened to the Public
Service Commission's review? If it was carried out, no-one in this place seems to know
what action resulted from any conclusions that might have been drawn. What happened to
the Minister's belated request to the Premier that Fairplay Newspaper and Printing Works
Pty Ltd, Dynamic Business Resources Pry Ltd and Management Business Systems Pty Ltd
be brought under the Financial Administration and Audit Act to make them more
accountable? Was it another Act of grandstanding that fizzled into oblivion as soon as the
media interest died down on this issue? We all know that this is a Government which
operates on Press releases. If the going gets tough the Government chums out a few more
Press releases and hopes they will quell the fire for the time being and then it turns its sights
to wherever the next bushfire has broken out. Regrettably, the media in Western Australia
have copped that treatrnent from the Government for a long time and it is only now that they
are waking up to the fact that for so long they were sold a pup.
More occurred when Mr Carpenter left the TAB. He took with him $500 000 from the TAB
staff retirement fund. It was an extraordinarily large amount of money. It came about
because of some special arrangements that were made for him. Instead of the normal six
times his salary at the age of 60, to which most people at the TAB would be entitled,
Mr Carpenter, for some unknown reason, was given six times his salary at age 55, increasing
to seven times his salary at age 60. The TAB contributed 12 per cent of employees' salaries
to that fund and that is generous even by Paul Keating's standards. At 31 July 1990 (he fund
was $497 000 in deficit. Did anyone in Government know what was going on at the TAB, or
did everyone know and just chose to ignore it?
We know from the reports of the Royal Commission that appointments made by the Labor
Government rarely followed its standards and principles. The old adage of the best man or
woman for the job is sneered at by the Labor Government. There is no question that the
Labor Parry appoints people who Will Vote for it and contribute part of their salary to the
Labor Parry. It also appoints people who will do as they are told.
Another person involved in the racing industry and who is closely associated with the Labor
Party in this State is a person by the name of Bill Quin. When Brian Burke was Premier of
this State he was keen, because of pressures within the racing industry, to have someone
inquire into it and produce a report he could table and then tell the community that he was
doing a good job. The prerequisite for a choice of candidate was for the Premier to find a
person who was prepared to write the sort of report he wanted. Mr Burke rang around to a
few of his friends and asked for possible candidates for the job. The name of the person they
came up with was Bill Quin; he had been a journalist and he would write what the
Government wanted him to write. The position was not advertised and no interviews were
conducted. Consideration was not given to credentials, but the Government chose its man
because it knew he would write the report it wanted. He must have done the job in a
compliant manner because on presentation of the Quin report, Mr Quin was appointed to the
position of part time Chairman of the TAB on a salary of $84 000 per annum. That is not
bad for a person who was given a Labor Government job because he would do what the
Labor Party wanted him to do; it is not bad for a person who originally stated that the TAB's
problems were the result of poor marketing and then changed his mind and attributed the
problems to the TAB's membership. Who decided that the board was the problem? Did
Quin reach that conclusion himself, or was he advised by others? Where did the problem
lie? Probably with the people who appointed him. When some of the board members, who
were later removed from the board, made comments about what was going on, was it Quin,
the Minister, or the Government who made the decisions? No-one could put his finger on it.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Who were the board members who were removed?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: I will come to chat shortly. As Chairman of the TAB Quin horrified
certain board members who believed in propriety and accountability. One of Quin's first
moves was an attempt to abandon the practice of providing TAB members with a list of
cheques which had been paid out by the TAB so that expenditure items could be scrutinised.
Mr Quin considered chat this practice was nothing more than a nit-picking exercise by
anyone who wanted to check on expenditure items. Does that not sound similar to the way in
which this Government has operated? Mr Quin also refused to call board meetings. When
requested to do so by some board members he would occasionally do so, but after a string of
disagreements with the board he removed some of its members who had questioned him and
the Minister.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Who were they?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will come to that. I want to develop the argument first.
Hon Fred McKenzie: I'm going to answer it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I hope the member can because I am looking for answers on the
TAB.
The point is that every time Mr Quin or the Minister was questioned Mr Quin would do
whatever the Government wanted. That is the way the TAB operated. Following the
resignation of Des Carpenter the Minister for Racing and Gaming decided that a replacement
had to be found. The person who replaced him was Mr Menv Hill and, by all accounts, he
has proved to be a very admirable yes man for the TAB and the Government. Menv Hill was
once a bureaucrat for the Federal Government's Health Insurance Commission in New South
Wales, but he wanted to move to Western Australia and the only way he could do that was to
get himself a good job. If that meant he had to do a Minister's bidding, that was the way it
was going to be. He was later appointed General Manager of the TAB and, like all general
managers, he should have been answerable to the board.
When the Labor Party was picking its new name for the TAB a number of people had
expressed an interest. To my knowledge at least three persons were considered for the short
list. Menv Hill was one of them and he knew he would be given the nod so long as he was
prepared to say yes at the right time. It has been related to me that he often rang a very
prominent racing identity in Perth who was closely associated with the Australian Labor
Party and kept pestering this person about when he would get the job. He pestered this
person so much that the racing identity told Mr Hill not to telephone him any mote, because
every time he did his telephonist recorded his name in a book and when he flicked through it
he could see he had telephoned him on so many occasions that it was embarrassing. He said
that if a link developed between Mr Hill and that racing identify close to the Labor Party
there would be trouble. As a result they worked out a scheme. Mr Hill made it clear to this
person that he wanted to know what was going on as he wanted to shift to Perth, so they
developed a special arrangement. He was living in Sydney at the time and was involved with
the health system. Whether it was with Medibank I do not know, but it was used to identify
this person. In due course Hill said he would stop ringing and using the name Menv Hill1 but
that if ever a call was received from a person called Syd Neebanks that would be him and he
wanted the call taken because he wanted to know where he stood in relation to the job. I am
told that if one goes back through the archives of that person and is able to get hold of the
records of the telephone calls at the time of Mr Hill's appointment to the TAB one will find a
change from Merv Hill ringing this person to this new person called Syd Neebanks ringing.
If members would like to ask Merv Hill if he knows who is Syd Neebanks there is a good
chance that he will -

Hon Murray Montgomery: Change Colour?

Hon GEORGE CASH: Quite so, but probably also nod because he knows that others know
exactly how it was done. Men' Hill got the job and became the Minister's man, answerable
only to the Minister and the board was an irrelevancy in the minds of Hill and the Minister.
In fact, at one stage Hill was censured and the censure motion was given to the chairman, Mr
Quin, who had an obligation to pass it on to the Public Service Board. Mr Quin contacted
the Minister and was told to bury it, get rid of it, and not to process it. The Minister's men
had a cosy link going. They scratched the Minister's back and she scratched theirs. They
were the consummate yes men who controlled the TAB including its budget, which meant
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the allocation of funds. That allowed specific grants to be made to particular racing codes
and for it to provide funding to various clubs, and obviously assist specific race meetings.
These people also had direct control over the purchase of radio 6PR which has a history like
a WA Inc deal and one which many believe was quite improper. That involved a deliberate
attempt by the Labor Government of the time to control at least one section of the media.
The Labor Party wanted a public outlet for its propaganda. It wanted 6PR because it
believed that radio station would report Labor in a positive light and just as dutifully crush
the Opposition and anyone else who dared to raise a criticism against Labor or its members.
History shows that Labor was wrong, wrong, wrong! That approach worked in 1983, 1986
and again in 1989. Great supporters of the Labor Party were associated with 6PR but some
of those journalists woke up to what Labor is all about.
Nowadays, they report the facts as they are and the Labor Party certainly does not like it. I
have not liked the way in which 6PR has reported me from time to time, but I respect its right
to do so. I do not try to control chat station. That is not the way in which the Labor Parry
works. If someone does not do the bidding of the Labor Parry and does not say the things it
wants said then chat person has to go and the end is obviously near. The circumstances of the
purchase of 6PR by the TAB were wrong in the first place. The Solicitor General told the
board of the TAB that the sale would contravene the TAB's Act. He told them that in 1981
and again in 1984. However, Acts of Parliament, propriety or being wrong are not things
that Labor recognises. Those principles sure did not stand a chance in the path of Premier
Burke and his colleagues.
When the TAB dared to express a reluctance to pay $9.5 million for 6PR Brian Burke
intervened to confirm (he proposal which he put to Cabinet. He intervened and directed that
an inflated price be paid by the TAB for 6PR to help our the WA Trotting Association which
had got itself into a financial mess when it bought the station. What had happened was that
6PR was owned by the Trotting Association and My Burke said he would help that
association by having the TAB buy the radio station. Everybody looked as though they had
benefited from the deal, but in the end the Labor Party had a propaganda mouthpiece
prepared to speak in its favour.
It is unquestionably correct that at the time some Ministers in the Burke Cabinet knew the
price the Government was paying for 6PR was too high and totally wrong but, as usual, the
Premier pulled the chain and they all put up their hands. It was said to be the perfect deal to
save the Trotting Association and the TAB was used to enable Labor to end up with a radio
station it believed it could manipulate. The Auditor General's observation was that the year
before the purchase of the station's licence it was revalued from nil to $8.9 million. It is
interesting that no valuation was sought by the TAB prior to the purchase of 6PR. After all,
why would it bother with a valuation if Cabinet wanted a radio station? It would just buy the
station and not worry about the price. That was the way Labor worked at the time. If one
looked for independent valuations of some of the other Labor businesses one would be
battling to find them, particularly in relation to the Argyle Diamond venture, the Anchorage
deal, Midland saleyards, the Petrochemical plant, or Rothwells. Valuations were not
something high on the list of the Government's priorities.
The other thing is why would the Government get a valuation to attempt to justify a payment
of the order of $9 million for the station when it was probably wonth about half that?
Therefore, valuations were out of the question and never going to be done. Of course, the
TAB purchased 6PR and the Labor Party was flavour of the station and, indeed, of public
opinion for quite some time. As with all such things, public opinion started to shift and that
shift was reflected in the talkback radio public access programs. Nor only did the people ring
the radio station and complain about Labor or its policies, political representative, disastrous
performance on law and order and how long their relatives had to wait for surgery, but also
had the nerve to demonstrate in the streets and on the steps of Parliament House about the
wrongs of the juvenile justice system! I am referring now to the 30 000 people who marched
to Parliament House and demonstrated in Harvest Terrace right outside this place on the
question of juvenile justice. That all happened through the impetus of 6PR. That was the
beginning of the end for 6PR because the station had turned; it was not favouring the Labor
Party as it had in the past. All we have to do to prove that point is to ask Bob Maum ill; he
almost got fatal pneumonia from the winds of change that blew when he criticised the
performance of TAB's Chairman, Bill Quin, and the General Manager, Menv Hill. Hill
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immediately threatened legal action. When Bob Mauimill went so far as to criticise the
Minister for Racing and Gaming she slapped a writ on him and on 6PR, although no further
action has been taken to activate the writs. As Radio Station 6PR changed in response to
community views the TAB went into panic mode. It started irs vendetta against the station
management by attempting to get the management to gag Bob Maumill. Bob Maumill is a
person who would be difficult to gag at the best of times, but that is not the reason the board
did not want to do so. The board took a conscious decision that so long as the commentators
were representing public opinion, so long as the comments on the radio were fair and
reasonable, the management would protect its presenters or announcers. flat caused the
TAB to go into another frenzy of activity.
To give some idea of what was going on at the TAB at the time, it was the owner of 6PR,
and 6PR was making anti-Labor statements reflecting public attitudes. The General Manager
of the TAB made a secret visit to the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal and asked when the
ABT would become involved in the issue of 6PR commentators' criticising the owners of the
station. As a consequence of that action, the ABT wrote to 6PR, listed about 20 complaints
against the station, and asked for an explanation. None of the complaints constituted a
breach of any broadcasting standard and consequently no further action was taken.
However, that did not satisfy the TAB. At the time of his visit to the ABT, Mr Hill went to
extraordinary lengths to obtain a 6PR document relating to its financial position and its
ratings. I emphasise that the TAB owned 6PR; Mr Hill was the General Manager of the
TAB, and if he wanted documentation from 6PR he could make a request in the normal
manner. Instead of simply asking for a copy of a particular document he sought it through
the use of the FOI Act. He paid $62.50 for the information with his personal credit card and
later claimed it back from the TAB and charged it as secretarial services. That was the start
of the paranoia that has beset the TAB over recent times.
Mr Hill also started negotiations with Radio West; that is another commercial radio station in
Perth. He wanted that station to buy 6PR to broadcast the races but more than that it had to
remove Bob Maumill, Howard Sattler, Les Thompson, Peter Newman and any ocher
broadcasters who were critical of the Labor Parry.
Hon Reg Davies: Shooting the messenger.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Absolutely. They were to be removed notwithstanding the fact that
those broadcasters were reflecting public opinion. Those people had the highest ratings for
talkback radio in the metropolitan area. They broadcast public opinion, and when they
reflected that the public had turned on the Labor Party they wanted to shoot the messenger.
Hon Reg Davies: But those broadcasters impressed them in the old days.
Hon GEORGE CASH: When the winds of change came, the Labor Party decided to get rid
of them; the Labor Party did not want them any more.
At the time Menv Hill was negotiating to sell the station he was telling 6PR there was no plan
to do so, or indeed to change the format. The Minister for Racing and Gaming was also
telling 6PR, the listeners, and the callers to her office, and the Parliament when answering
questions, that there were no plans to change the format of the station or to sell it. She said
she was advised of this by the general manager, Men' Hill. Mr President, who was
misleading whom? There may be nothing wrong with the TAB selling an asset, but why the
secrecy? Why were the public and the board of the TAB kept in the dark? They sume were
kept in the dark! Menv Hill knew that the TAB board did not want to sell 6PR because 6PR
happens to rate well and its overdraft has been turned to a profit recently. It happens to
broadcast a popular mix of talkback and racing. Who was behind Merv Hill's fanaticism for
ridding 6PR of its talkback component at any cost even if it meant that 6PR had to be sold to
another broadcaster at great loss? At one stage the paltry figure of $2 million was widely
floated as the going price of 6PR to Radio West. As far as Radio West goes, good luck. If it
can buy a station at a good price chat is a commercial negotiation and it is entitled to make
that purchase at the best possible pnice. But why would the TAB, which relies on punters'
funds, want to sell off a promising and profitable asset and knock it down to a competitor at a
low figure? The answer is that even if it cost the TAB money, it did not care, because it
wanted to get rid of the commentators who were criticising the Minister and the Government.
Freedom of the media means nothing to the Labor Party; if it has to suppress or manipulate it
will, because that is the culture it has developed over the last 10 years.
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Men' Hill knew that the board of the TAB would not approve the removal of talk back radio
or the sae of the station, so he decided to do it behind the board's back. On 8 September he
wrote to a consultant, Trevor Gorey, a chartered accountant, and asked him to produce a plan
which would approve Merv Hill's objective. On 17 September he responded, recommending
the removal of the 6PR board of directors. If they could get rid of the 6PR board of directors
and put in their own people, the new directors could immediately fire the recalcitrant radio
announcers or commentators at 6PR. His report also recommended changing the format to a
full racing coverage; it included the removal of 6PR talkback radio and public access
programs. It even suggested disbanding the news service. 6PR happens to have the highest
number of journalists working in the news service in Perth and sells its own news service to
other radio stations around the Stare.
The document produced by Trevor Gorey was intended to influence the TAB's board
members to follow the path being set by Menv Hill, even though the board members were
conscious of what Menv Hill was doing behind their backs. He went to the TAB lawyers,
Northmore Hale Davy and Leake, to seek advice on how to remove the board directors of
Lerawa Pty Ltd.
Lerawa owns 6PR, and the Totalisator Agency Board owns shares in Lerawa. The cost of
that advice to the TAB was $5 390, and by anyone's standard that is nor a small sum,
especially when one considers how financially strapped the racing clubs are in Western
Australia. Late on Friday, 18 September the TAB distributed by fax a series of documents to
its board members. Those documents slammed 6PR for failing to stop the criticism being
levelled at the TAB and recommended that the action outlined by Corey be adopted at a TAB
meeting scheduled for the following Monday, 21 September. The station's future was in the
balance, but it was the listeners of 6PR who saved the station and its zalkback format.
When listeners heard the rumour that the TAB was about to replace the directors of Lerawa
and sack the commentators at 6PR, they started telephoning. Suddenly, with the listeners
raying in their droves to support 6PR, the Labor Party realised that changing the format of
the station would be politically unpalatable and, indeed, the Gorey-Hill report would not be
accepted. The board considered the matter and in the end board members were asked to
return the documents which had previously been sent to them and which had outlined the
plan to remove the board and management of 6PR so that those documents could be
shredded. Document shredding is a pretty damning scenario and we have faced that in this
place when we have dealt with the business deals of this Government.
Those who listen to 6PR will be aware that on a number of occasions both Men' Hill and the
Minister for Racing and Gaming have stated that it was nor the intention of the TAB to
remove 6PR's tallcback programs. Why did the TAB spend the money it did on accountants
and lawyers seeking advice on how it could get rid of the board of 6PR, its management and
its presenters? To hear the Government claim that it does not interfere in the running of the
TAB leaves me incredulous. No-one believes it, just as no-one believes that Ministers in the
Cabinet making decisions during the 1980s were not responsible for those decisions. They
were interfering, just as the Minister for Racing and Gaming currently interferes, in the
operations of the TAB and indirectly in the operations of the radio station.
In the past the Minister for Racing and Gaming has admitted as much. She stated on the
radio that she takes a hands-on approach to running the TAB. She sure had a hands-on
approach with the pant time appointment of Bill Quin, She certainly had a hands-on
approach in the way Men' Hill was appointed to his job, and in the way he does his job. I
wonder if the Minister has had a hands-on approach in the recent event which threatened
commercial talkback radio in this State. She certainly had a hands-on approach in the
removal of Trevor Smith from the TAB board because he had the guts to question the way
the TAB was operating.
The Minister offered Trevor Smith a job as chairman of the new greyhound racing committee
on condition that he sign an agreement not to criticise her, the Government or the TAB. It
just so happens that Mr Smith is a very capable racing administrator and a man of integrity.
He refused the offer from the Minister he refused to be gagged. As a result of that the job
that he was promised was given to a person called Pat Ryan, who is formerly of the
Challenge Bank. Pat Ryan is said to be a man who has no practical experience in any aspect
of the racing industry, but he is now a member of the board of the TAB. It is certainly not
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surprising that the 6PR board, management, staff and listeners continue to be distraught
about the treatment that they have received from the TAB. Those that I have just named are
not alone, because the TAB agency operators are also very uneasy and very angry at the way
they are manipulated by the TAB.
In the past couple of months TAB agents have considered a vote of no confidence in the
board of the TAB. Members will recall that there was Press comment at the time of the
Melbourne Cup that the TAB agents would go on strike to try to drive their message home to
the TAB and the Government. The only reason that they did not go on strike on Melbourne
Cup day was that the agents believed they were there to provide a service to their clients,
who just happened to be the punters who support the operations of the TAB.
A number of issues cause great concern to the TAB agents. I have been approached by a
number of agents who have questioned the sale of agencies. Those are transactions which
always appear to have the name of George Lodge associated with them. There seems to be
some connection, some requirement for TAB agents to use George Lodge, otherwise it is
difficult to get an agency transferred. I would need more evidence about that, but it is
certainly something that continues to come forward when one discusses the problems of the
TAB with various TAB agents.
There is also the unanswered questions about TAB dollars lost on Melbourne Cup day. Why,
for example, does the TAB continue to operate a subsidised staff canteen which costs
thousands of dollars a year while the racing clubs in Western Australia are going broke? The
TAB connection with the Labor Party epitomises what is wrong with a Government's
involving itself in business, and it is clear that nothing has changed even though we have had
a Royal Commission that has reported and recommended that ihe Government get out of
businesses. We still know that political appointees are in the TAB. We know that the cover-
up is happening, that documents are still being shredded, that money is still being pillaged,
lost and wasted. Nothing will change until Labor is replaced with a Government that will
govern in the interests of all people and not simply those who vote for the Labor Party.
In respect of the question of Trevor Smith I refer to an article published in The West
Australian on 19 November 1992 on page 108 under the heading "Dog boss Smith is
dumped". Members will recall that I said Trevor Smith was formerly a director of the TAB.
I also said he was a man of integrity and someone who is regarded as a remarkably good
administrator in the racing industry. HeI was dumped from the TAB because he challenged
the Minister for Racin-, and Gaming. He was not prepared to be a yes man. Recently he was
dumped as the chief L.,ecutive of the Western Australian Greyhound Racing Association.
The question remains, why would a person who has turned around dog racing in Western
Australia be dumped by this Government? The answer is that he was too honest. He was not
able to be bought and he wanted to tell the truth. He has now paid the ultimate price.
One thing that can be said in Mr Smith's favour is that international racing people recognise
Trevor Smith as a very competent racing administrator. I understand that he has been
approached by people connected with international racing. Some opportunities may exist for
him in that area. Of course, the question must be asked, why should this man have to leave
Western Australia with his family to take up residence either interstate or overseas just
because he was honest and paid the supreme penalty of working for an organisation that is
controlled by the Labor Party? Trevor Smith probably thinks today that if he had bitten his
tongue and had just been a head nodder like everyone else he would still have his job.
However, he is not that sort of person. That is why he was sacked from the TAB and as chief
executive of the Western Australian Greyhound Racing Association.
If I had succeeded in persuading this House to agree to a Select Committee on the TAB in
Western Australia we would have been able to open Pandora's box. However, as I said
earlier, the Government played jamming games. It made sure that the Opposition could not
progress legislation in this House. It has got away with it for the time being. However,
members opposite must remember that in politics the wheel turns. In February next year - or
whenever the State election is called - when the Government changes, an opportunity will
exist to conduct a major inquiry into the management, administration and finances of the
TAB in this State. Many punters in Western Australia will be looking forward to that day.
Equally, the listeners and staff of 6PR will also be looking -forward to that change of
Government because they know that while a Labor Party is in office in Western Australia
09079--20
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they are in danger of losing talkback radio on that station. That loss of talkback radio means
that the current presenters and their support staff would lose their jobs.
Some months ago I raised in this House a number of matters concerning the operation of the
building services division of the Department of Corrective Services. Each time I asked the

inister for Corrective Services questions on that matter I was told that either no problems
existed in that area or that perhaps, as I was later told, some problems did exist but that
reports on them had not been completed. As I indicated to the House some time ago, I found
a copy of a report on the operations of the building services division of the Department of
Corrective Services. I will run through in part some of the conclusions that were drawn in
that document.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are talking about the draft document without any input from
affected officers.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have not stanted talking about the department, yet the Minister for
Corrective Services already runs for cover.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am not running from cover.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Do members know why? Th1,e Minister runs for cover because be
knows that one of the recommendations made was that if a full inquiry were held into this
department it would be likely that senior officers and, potentially, Ministers of the Crown -

Point of Order
Hon R.G. PIKE: Could the member who is speaking indicate the document from which he is
quoting?
The PRESIDENT: The member must identify that document.

Debate Resumed

Hon GEORGE CASH: I am referring to a document titled "Department of Corrective
Services: Review of Building Services Division - Interim Report" dated 10 September 1992.
It comprises 45 pages and 17 separate attachments which include numerous pages. I will
continue to quote from that document.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Can you further identify the document by indicating its author?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It would be my pleasure to do so. The author is G.H. Gliddon, the
manager of internal audit services. As the Minister for Corrective Services, Mr Berinson has
probably seen this document.
Hon J.M. Berinson: As it happens, I have not.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Is that so?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Yes. So, after your subtle little manoeuvre I will have the opportunity
to do so.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The good news for Mr Berinson is that if he has not seen- it, which I
doubt, I will at least be able to provide him with a copy of it in a few minutes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is the subtle manoeuvre to which I was referring.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Minister will probably be able to learn what has been occurring;
or is it the case that he knows what has been going on but has been covering it up for a
number of months?
Hon Kay Hallahan: Get on with it; your argument is so stupid.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is important to recognise that although this document is said to
have been prepared by the internal audit services of the Department of Corrective Services, it
is also stamped on some pages that it is a draft document.
Hon J.M. Berinson: There we go; I thought we would never reach it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is quite clear what it says. I will now go through the document
and highlight to members some of the matters that are raised in it. Attachment No 17 on
page 2 of the document states -
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1.1 - Officer A prepared a report to the Executive Director (copy to Director
Corporate Services) outlining observations about the conduct of the Building Services
Division:

-awarding of contracts without going to tender
-using the same conrac tars for Departmental Contracts
-ex Departmental employees being used on the previous extension to Albany

prison (e.g. Mr Twaddle),
STATUS - Substantiated
Officer A has confirmed this matter with both the Executive Director and the
Manager Internal Audit Services.

Then -

1.2 - The Executive Director responded by saying that he knew what was going on
but chose to agree with the approach taken by the Director Building Services because
it cut through the "red tape".
STATUS - Substantiated

The next point is -
1.3 - The Executive Director requested that Officer A shred his report.
STATUS - Substantiated:
Officer A is currently drafting a report confirming the issues that he originally raised
with Mr Hill.

It then reads -

1.4 - Officer A duly destroyed the report and about six weeks lacer deleted the
computer file containing the document.
STATUS - Substantiated

Further on -

2.3 - The use of contractors by the name of Honeywell on the Bunbury project was a
shambles.
STATUS - Substantiated

It continues -

3.2 - Officer C was given authority to initiate general ledger transfers of expenditure
within one chart number or between capital works projects but this was recently
altered to the Director or Manager Building Services.
STATUS - Substantiated

The next point is -
3.3 - The consulting architects would request (and be given) LPO numbers so that
they could order goods and services on behalf of the department. Not aware of any
evidence to suggest that quotes or renders were called by the firm.
STATUS - Substantiated

Do members remember the issue of the local purchase orders which I raised in this House
some months ago about which Mr Berinson claimed to know nothing? Those purchase
orders were for amounts up to $80 000. Ir is interesting that in September this year the
internal audit division of the Department of Corrective Services knew all about that matter
but the Minister wants the House to believe that he did not.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I answered a question on notice about that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I certainly do not intend to go through every conclusion that is drawn
in the report. However, 3. 10 states -

The Director or Managing Building Services removed correspondence from rles and
when Officer C challenged the Director he denied knowledge. Also a letter from
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Merryfield and Associates referred to an attached report which was not placed on file,
When the Director was asked about this he became very aggressive towards
Officer C.
STATUS - Substeantiated.

Sitting suspended from 6.301to 7.45 am
The PRESIDENT: Before we recommence, I need to mention a couple of things. It was
brought to my attention by one member that he was under the impression that his office was
required for the Council of Australian Governments meeting here next week because there
was a great big cardboard box outside his office door. The situation is that only those offices
about which Mr Pacecca has entered into an arrangement with the member concerned will be
used, so if members happen to have a great big cardboard box outside their office door and
Mr Pacecca has not made arrangements with them, then their offices are not required;, it is
just that the cardboard box "putter outer" and the negotiator got their wires crossed and
everybody got a cardboard box, but not everybody's office will be used.
The other item of news that I thought members would be interested in is that 1 will leave the
Chair for lunch today at 12.45 pm.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have been referring to attachment No 17 of the document entitled
"Interim Report on the Operations of the Building Services Division". I now understand that
I will be required to table that document, at the request of a member of this House. I have
been quoting conclusions that have been drawn from investigations into various matters, and
,Attached to those conclusions is additional information in which I believe members should
interest themselves if they want to learn the sorry story of the millions of dollars which
appear to have been lost by the Department of Corrective Services in the mismanagement of
its building services division.
The report continues -

4.5 - The sum referred to above was never included formally as pant of the costing of
the project costs which resulted in a misrepresentation of the final costs and the
bypassing of OGA conditions.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
4.6 - A backhoe contractor with a number of friends with similar machinery was
engaged on the Albany project without quotes being sought or tenders called. The
same contractor was called upon to fix razor wire and even install entire fences.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
4.7 - Forbes & Fitzhardinge specified toilet paper holders which were to cost about
$600 each. Following a prominent radio identity, (Graham Mabury) publicising this
fact, the order was changed to more usual options, however, the Department still had
to pay a fee to the original supplier for withdrawing the order.
STATUS - Substantiated (in part only)..
4.8 - There are no scales and standards for building specifications that have been
commonly adopted by the Department.
STATUS - Substantiated. ..
4.9 - For the Bunbury project, an ex employee, Officer H can give some examples of
work being given to contractors without contract where rates are much higher than
industry standards.
STATUS - Substantiated. ..
4.10 - Mr Collett accepted a redundancy package from his previous employer (i.e. the
BMA), however he was engaged shortly afterwards by this department as a consultant
because he was assessed as having industry skills which could not be found anywhere
else. This was contrary to the spirit of the government redundancy scheme, which
required that an employee accepting redundancy could not accept a position in
government for a period of two years.
STATUS - Dismissed
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In some of these cases, some claims were substantiated and some claims were dismissed. It
continues at page 13 -

4.14 - The Manager Finance & Budget challenged some of the items shown on
Mr Collett's time-sheets with the Director Building Services. As a resulc, the
Director ceased forwarding detailed time-sheets for payment and from that point on
only forwarded a summary of the time worked by Mr Collett.
STATUS - Substantiated

It continues -

4.16 - No quotations were called when LPOs were used.
STATUS - Substanuiated in part.. .
4.17 - No tenders were called for the security equipment (specifically Sentrax and
razor ribbon) for the Casuarina project.
STATUS - Subs tantiated (in part) ...
4.18 - The Director Building Services wrote to the Executive Director and advised
that the Department needed to buy the razor wire before the Australian dollar fell in
value (about one year before the project was scheduled to start). He quoted a price
given to him by Barry Liggins (importer NSW). In the meantime, the BMA
intervened and forced the Department to go to tender. Although Liggins
subsequently won the tender, the product was supplied at a much cheaper price and
this in turn lead competitors to claim that the product was dumped in Australia
because of an oversupply in America.
STATUS - Substaniated ...
4.19 - The Director attended University for one day each week and habitually studied
while at work. The study leave was not supported by the usual Public Service
application. Mike Collett used to sit on the opposite side of the table doing the
Directors work to give the impression they were working together.
STATUS - Substantiated. .
4.21 - There are no documented procedures for Building Services staff to follow in
relation to calling of quotes and tenders.
STATUS - Substantiated..
4.22 - The upgrade of the dairy at Kamnet prison at a cost of about $250K was carried
out under minor works rather than as a capital works project which is contrary to
OGA policy.
STATUS - Substantiated (in part).. .
4.23 - Significant correspondence was often not placed on file but retained by the
Director and Officer D was sometimes instructed to remove certain documents from
Departmental files.
STATUS - Substantiated...
5.1 - A carpenter, known to be the son of one of the construction supervisors
(Mr Mears) was paid about $80K for work on the Casuarina prison site without
quotes or tenders being called.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
5.2 - A reponter from Channel 9 called asking if allegations about the cause of cost
over-runs at Casuarina were true and wanted to know what the union were going to
do about them.
STATUS - Substantiated..
5.3 - The Director of Building Services had a deal going with contractors at the
Albany redevelopment site and special rates were agreed upon without giving non
associated pantics the opportunity to quote.
STATUS - Substantiate ...
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5.4 - That money was being diverted to other projects to meet cost over-runs.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
6.1 - A contract labourer (Krawczak) was paid $40Thr on the Bunbury upgrade
project.
STATUS - Subtstantiated.
6.2 - The same labourer was engaged on the Albany extensions however the
Construction Supervisor (Mr Frank Scott) was dissatisfied with his performance and
engaged a different labourer for the job. This resulted in Mr Scott being called back
to Perth and reprimanded by Sievers/Collett for disengaging the first mentioned
labourer. This instance may be recorded on a file.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
6.3 - Construction Supervisor on the Bunbury job, Mr Neil McRobert, was aware that
certain contract labourer/s were:

paid higher than normal rate/s
engaged without formal contract or calling of quotes/tenders.

STATUS - Substantiated ...
6.4 - Ten 330B microwave units were ordered from AlarmnComn as running spares for
maintenance. These were ordered without quotes/tenders and it is well known the
units could have been purchased cheaper through at least two alternative suppliers.
STATUS - Substantiated.. .
6.5 - Electronic components for the Casuarina security systems to the value of $10OK
were ordered and the cost charged to the Bunbury project account SMNN4BUA98.
STATUS - Substantiated
6.6 - Spare parts for the Sentrax system at Casuarina to the value of about $30K were
charged to the aforementioned account code and the Bunbury prison does not even
have that type of security system.
STATUS - Substantiated. ..
6-7 - The upgrade to the Greenough prison laundry under the control of Construction
Supervisor Mr Terry Flood was done on an hourly basis rather than at a set price.
The job just kept on going well beyond its intended completion dates.
STATUS - Substantiated...-

Again, considerable additional information is available in the report but it would take forever
and a day to read. Mr President, as you have indicated, you are leaving the Chair at 12.45
pm for lunch, I do not think it would be fair on members for me to read the whole report.
The document continues -

7.1 - Officer G has been endeavouring for a long time to convince the Director of
Building Services of the need to comply with government policy and use the CUPS
ordering system rather than write out LPOs.
STATUS - Substantiated...
7.2 - Officer G could not understand why the Manager Finance & Budget continued
to process payments when he could clearly see what was going on.
STATUS - Substantiated.. .
7.3 - Finally, in June 1992, the Director of Building Services agreed to comply with
the Common Ordering Purchasing System Policy.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
7.5 - Local tenders that were called at Albany were opened by Mr Frank Scott
(Construction Supervisor) and Mr R Gogan (contractor) which is a very unusual
situation.
STATUS - Substantiated...
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7.6 - No tenders were called far the Bunbury prison security system.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
7.7 - Tenders were called and opened at Albany for contracts with a value of more
than $100K. Officer G feels that only petty contracts should be addressed at the local
level.
STATUS - Dismissed...
8.1 - Staff were poorly handled by the Director of Building Services. Most were
engaged in some form of conflict with the Director. .Somne even retained personal
diaries and copies of documents as a means of protection against reprisals,
particularly where they did not agree with the unusual business methods employed by
the Director.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
8.2 - There were no formal tender procedures in place for staff to follow.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
8.3 - When Officer H- attempted to put tender procedures in place, Messrs Flood,
McRobert and Meats resisted using them. The Director overruled Officer H and
supported the Construction Supervisors.
STATUS - Substantiated.. .
8.5 - Mr Mears often awarded work to his son Mr Jeff Mears ("Jeff's Carpentry")
STATUS - Substantiated ...
8.7 - The Director was too busy studying to properly manage the branch. Mike
Colletc used to do the Directors work to cover for him while he was studying.
STATUS - Substantiated ...
8.9 - The Director was always keen to purchase from a Mr Barry Liggins despite
being told that the defence forces had stopped dealing with him because they assessed
that he was not reputable and his products were overpriced.
STATUS - Substantiaed. ..

I interpose that it was Mr Liggins' company which supplied the 21 kilometres of razor wire
for the Casuarina Prison project at a cost of $2 million. Substantial evidence has been
provided to show that the razor wire at Casuarina is in a state of advanced deterioration.
That is a matter which the Minister for Corrective Services should address right now.
Hon Reg Davies: How old is the wire?
Hon GEORGE CASH: There is some dispute as some say it was dumped here from the
United States where it was held for a considerable period. That may be one reason for the
advanced deterioration of the wire. Another argument says that the molecular structure of
the wire is breaking down for some reason or other.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Would you care to estimate the length of razor wire which remotely
meets your description?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is a poor state of affairs when the Minister for Corrective
Services -
Hon J.M. Berinson: You do not know! It is a very limited length indeed.
Hon GEORGE CASH: - must ask me -

Hon I.M. Berinson: Just say you do not know, and get on with your next point!
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Minister, in his position, should have some knowledge of the
situation.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I have knowledge. That is why I know that your impression is distorted.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Minister does not know the real position with the razor wire at
Casuarmna, or, indeed, at detention centres throughout Western Australia. The report
continues -
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8.10 - Justification far using Mr Liggins as a preferred supplier was based on a report
prepared by Mr Kevin Wigg which claimed chat an Officer was present at a field test
which proved Mr Liggin's product was superior to chose offered by his competitors.
The Officer has advised that he cannot recollect ever being involved in such a rest.
STATUS - Substgantiated.
8.11 - Because formal agreemenc was nor negotiated with contractors, there was a
high risk char the Department was exposed to non-performance and had little chance
of pursuing the contractor for compensation. There needed to be such things as:

Bank guarantees
Retention money for unforeseen events
Procedures for dealing with variations to the contract.

STATUS - Substgantiated,
8.12 - Cost escalations were usually met by drawing on funds set aside for the minor
works programme.
STATUS - Substantiated.
8.13 - Gogan is an honest per-former that was given preferential treatment by the
Director because of his competence.
STATUS - Substantiated.

These are the words of the report, and I am not sure about the English. It continues -

8.15. - The Ad-Pro system bought for Canning Vale prison was a complete failure.
The Director did not properly assess the system before it was purchased out of minor
works at a cost of $130K.
STATUS - Substantiated...
9.2 - Verbal agreements were struck with Mr Gogan for the Bunbury project.
STATUS - Substantiated.
9.3 - Mr Gogan was paid $40/hr however this figure was paid on the basis that
Mr Gogan supervise the earthworks, utilise his backhoe and meet the costs of other
sub contracts used by him.
STATUS - Substantiated.
9.4 - A labourer was engaged at a rate of $40/hr ... on the basis of a verbal
agreement between himself and the Director Building Services.
STATUS - Substantiated.. ..
9.6 - The son of Construction Supervisor, Mr Peter Mears was over used on
Departmental jobs.
STATUS - Substantiated....
10. 1. - Minor works were often used for capital works projects (i.e. >$30 000) e.g.:

Karnet Dairy
Karnet Water Supply Upgrade.

STATUS - Substantiated.
10.2 - The Director of Building Services would often be sitting at his desk studying or
writing assignments during normal working hours when Mr Kenderessy would call
on him to discuss construction matters.
STATUS - Substantiated....
11.1. - Officer K continiuausiy wrote or spoke to DOCS about his concerns but not all
letters were answered.
STATUS - Substantiated...
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11.3. - A fence vibration detection system was installed at Greenough at a cost of
$130K against BMA's advice. The system is believed to have been useless and may
have been removed. The history on detection systems is that BMA was told what to
install.
STATUS - Substantiated.

Numerous other allegations are made in this document, which is about an inch and a quarter
thick. It raises extremely important matters that should be investigated.
Hon J.M Berinson: They have been properly investigated, and they will continue to be
properly .nvestigated. You must be aware of that, as you took note of the report I tabled
earlier Lhis week.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Tabled paper No 661 tided "Consultants report on operations of the
building services division within the Department of Corrective Services" was tabled in the
House. It is an examination of tendering and contracting procedures described in a draft
report dated 15 October of this year, and was conducted by a K.L. Kelsall. The report to
which I have referred today is not the draft report of 15 October, although some of the
content of the report from which I have quoted may be in part the content of the report dated
15 October.
Although the Minister may want to argue that the consultant's report he tabled in this House
is the be-all and end-all regarding the problems of the building services division, I shall quote
the general qualification which appears in that report. This is important in understanding that
when the Public Service Commission contracted Mr Kelsall to produce this report, he was
provided a limited amount of time in which to study the documents of the department and to
draw his conclusions.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I said that when I presented the paper.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There is no need to get upset.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am not upset.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I also wish to move on and discuss the need for a Royal Commission
to investigate completely what is going on in the Department of Corrective Services.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is an original idea.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I return to the consultant's report into the building services division.
In section 4 of that report under the title "General qualification", MT Kelsall wrote -

As I made it clear to you at the time of our initial discussion, I had no previous
experience in the prison industry. However, in the short time available I have
attempted to present an uncomplicated but balanced appreciation of what has turned
out to be a series of very complex issues. I have concentrated on those aspects of the
draft report that are covered by my terms of reference. However, I soon recognised
that there are a number of important closely related technical, financial,
administrative, procedural and personality aspects that could not be covered.
Independent investigation of these aspects should be made.

That is the qualification Mr Kelsall has put on his report. It is because of that qualification
that I will not say that a whitewash was done by the Public Service Commission regarding
problems at the Department of Corrective Services. I say that because Mr Kelsall has
qualified his report as quoted. Mr Kelsall would have been doing his best within the limited
period of time that was made available to him. In drawing the attention of the House to this
report, I have done the House a service. Time after time when I called for the Minister for
Corrective Services to tell this story as it really is, the Minister ran for cover.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Rubbish!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson can say "Rubbish" for as long as he likes, but one thing
for sure is that the internal audit services report dated 10 September 1992 only scratches the
surface and within the Department of Corrective Services -

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is why there is a continuing working party to which I referred.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson acknowledges this only scratches the surface.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: It does more than scratch the surface, as you put it; it has given rise to
the working party to which 1 referred when I tabled the paper this week,
Hon GEORGE CASH: If I had not challenged the Minister for Corrective Services in this
House on the problems of the building services division of the Department of Corrective
Services, those problems would still be hidden.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Rubbish. You never learn, do you, Mr Cash?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson has been buying time hoping that I would never come
out with this report. I held off for as long as I could.
Hon 1.M. Berinson: This is typical of your standard of behaviour.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I wanted to see if the Minister was prepared to come clean on the
problems in one of the areas under his jurisdiction, and he did not come clean until I forced
him to acknowledge that there were problems.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You did nothing of the sont; that is a gross misrepresentation.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson can run for cover as much as he likes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am not running for cover; that is two gross misrepresentations in one
sentence.
Hon GEORGE CASH: You have been -

The PRESIDENT: Order! I will not allow the Leader of the House and the Leader of the
Opposition to carry on a private argument across the head of the Hansard reporter. I suggest,
if they are going to yell at each other, to at least do it through me. I would prefer them to do
it in writing.
I-on GEORGE CASH: Thank you, Mr President. Other matters need to be addressed, but
there are too many matters for me to bring to the attention of the House today. For instance,
I refer to page 8 of the legal opinion which talks about whether the Department of Corrective
Services has the authority to construct its own prisons. Members will recall that that in part
has been one of the functions of the building services division of the department. The Crown
Law opinion clearly shows that the Prisons Act does not extend authority to the department
to construct its own prisons. The document indicates the concerns of the Building
Management Authority with respect to the building services division. These are matters that
I have raised before and which are denied by the Minister for Corrective Services. The
report also indicates the concerns of the Department of State Services and this is one of the
reasons I asked the newly created Minister for Services to obtain a copy of this report so that
he can understand just how his department felt about the problems of the Department of
Corrective Services. Members will recall that I got a smart alec reply from Hon Tom
Stephens who was obviously flexing his muscle by trying to show that he knew more than
everyone when in fact he would do well to read this report. The report goes on and on, and
there is too much to read. if I am required to table the report I will table it at the end of my
speech.
Part 11 of the Royal Commission report refers to the use of advertising by Government
agencies which perform tasks which can be said to give an unreasonable advantage to the
Government, I have a copy of the Government's Regional Advantcage document. This is
dated November 1992, which is three months before the next planned State election, and it is
nothing more than an election brochure on behalf of the State Labor Party.
Hon P.O. Pendal: Exactly.
Hon T.G. Butler: That is a load of rubbish.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is something the Royal Commission criticised.
Hon TOG. Butler: It is a load of rubbish.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It might be a load of rubbish, as Hon Tom Butler says, but it is a load
of rubbish that has been paid for by the taxpayers of Western Australia.
Hon T.G. Rudler: You have the most vivid imagination
Hon Bob Thomas: You are making excuses for when you lose the election in February.
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The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: In the northern suburbs one has only to see the expenditure on the
public relations exercise that is being run for various Government agencies in the Joondalup
area in particular. Members will recall that recently LandCorp and the Joondalup
Development Corporation were amalgamated into the Western Australian Land Authority.
In recent years JDC has done a magnificent job of developing land in the northern suburbs,
but since it came under the control of Vince Papparo, who acknowledges to all who care to
speak to him that he is very much a strong supporter of the Labor Party in this State, we have
seen tens of thousands of dollars spent by the JDC promoting that area. It does not stop at
promoting the area. The whole design of the marketing and advertising campaign in the
Joondalup area is to give the impression of support for the two local members - the member
for Wanneroo and the member for Whitford.
Hon Barry House: It sounds like the South West Development Authority revisited.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I think Hon Barry House is right. If one looks at the record, one will
see that Vince Papparo, who is chief executive officer of WALA, was a senior officer of
SWIDA in Bunbury. I guess the leopard has not changed its spots. The Government is
continuing to use taxpayers' money through the agencies of Government to promote
objectives of the Australian Labor Party. That is going against the spirit of the Royal
Commission report, and is also in breach of its responsibility and duty to the taxpayers of
Western Australia.
Hon John Halden: You made the accusation about the Joondalup Development Corporation
and its advertising. Do you have any examples of that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The only example that I can give Mr Halden offhand - and I am
more than happy to do some research on it to make sure that I list as many as possible - is the
number of functions that I have attended in recent months at the site of the Joondalup
shopping centre. I do not know how many times that site has been opened. Only a couple of
weeks ago I attended a function and I asked what we were opening. It was the sinking of a
time capsule.
Hon Reg Davies: Did they have the members in it?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No, they did not, but one of the Labor members was present and was
certainly given star billing at that function.
Hon T.G. Butler: That is not a new project, that has been going on for years.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, it has indeed.
Hon T.G. Butler: Why are you making an issue of it?
Hon GEORGE CASH: There have been so many openings of vacant land on the Joondalup
site it is becoming an embarrassment to the Government. It is nothing more than a good time
put on for the ratepayers in that area so they believe something is happening, but regrettably
it is still a vacant paddock and weeds are still growing. One day, members can be sure, there
will be a shopping centre and I look forward to that being built in the future. This Labor
Government continually exploits Government agencies by spending money promoting the
Australian Labor Party rather than true Government objectives. I intend to watch that closely
over the coming months because at some stage an action will be able to be mounted to show
that the Australian Labor Party will have to pay for some of the advertising and functions
that are held in that area.
Hon B.L. Jones: You don't give up; I'll tell you that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have been waiting for about four weeks to raise the question of the
Department of Corrective Services, so members could hardly expect me to leave this place
without doing so.
Hon B.L. Jones: I am talking about your attacks on the ALP. You will go down fighting the
ALP.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will continue to expose the ALP if it wastes taxpayers' money, in
particular if it uses that money to foster its own political ambitions. That is what is being
done in the northern suburbs. If the Labor Party runs true to form, it will increase the amount
it spends as the next election draws closer.
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Hon T.G. Butler: It will win the next election.
Hon GEORGE CASH: No, it will not, because the people of Western Australia have worked
out the Australian Labor Ponty. They got sucked in in 1983. 1986 and 1989, but in 1993 -

Hon P.G. Pendal: It is all over red rover.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Exactly.
The PRESIDENT: Order! We have had a long night. I would just as soon spend the last
few hours of it in peace and quiet.
Hon T.G. Butler: I will assist that by leaving the Chamber.
Hon J.N. Caldwell: Do you think there are enough sausages in the bushes for the next
election?
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is also a matter -

Several members intrnjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask members to stop interjecting, I do not want to issue a
warning about naming someone.
Hon Graham Edwards: I'll put my hand up.
I-on GEORGE CASH: Hon John Caldwell has raised the question of' die sausage sizzle; that
is far from all over red rover. In Government, the coalition will have access to the police
files and Crown Law advice on that matter. I believe, again, that in his capacity of Attorney
General Hon Joe Berinson sat on files involved in that case in order to protect potential
prosecution.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon 1.M- BERINSON: I ask that chat comment be withdrawn; it has no factual basis, is
grossly improper, is pure conjecture and is a reflection of the performance of my duties.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Members have developed a habit in this place of being very loose
with their language. At the same time other members have become oversensitive to things
said in a House Of Parliament. I have always adopted the principle, since becoming
President, that if a member takes exception to something that is said in this place about
himself, the offending member should withdraw the remark. I do not say that because I
necessarily believe that something said was an unparliamentary comment. There is a
difference between a personally insulting comment and a debatable matter. Sometimes the
line is very fine. However, I always give the benefit of the doubt to the person who is
seeking the withdrawal of the words because I believe those kind of remarks are not
necessary in a place that provides other avenues for taking action against an alleged
misdemeaniour on the part of members. Those other avenues give the member being accused
an opportunity of refuting the debate. I ask Hon George Cash to withdraw that allegation
and to be a little more moderate in his language.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In deference to your request, Mr President, I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Hon GEORGE CASH: However, I repeat that in Government the coalition will have access
to those files.
Hon P.G. Pendal: If they are not shredded.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We will be able to show the position adopted by Labor Government
Ministers on many matters. When I talked about the Depantment of Corrective Services and
a potential Royal Commission I was not joking. Many officers of the Department of
Corrective Services say the problems are bigger than Ben Hur and the only way to get to the
bottom of them is to have a Royal Commission. If that occurs, the Minister for Corrective
Services for the past decade, I am sure, will be invited to participate at the Royal
Cornmission.
About an hour ago the Minister for Local Government tabled a report in the other place of an
inquiry into the City of Wanneroo. I have not as yet had an opportunity to read the
document. However, I note in the preface that, in pan, it states that -
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The Inquiry was appointed by the Hon the Minister for Local Government to inquire
into various matters concerning the Wanneroo City Council. . .. The inquiry was
preceded by a substantial number of allegations of impropriety of one sont or another
relating to the actions of councillors of the City.

It goes on to say -

The City of Wanneroo, is one of the largest and fastest developing municipalities of
Western Australia. Its reputation and goad government is significant not just to itself
but also to the institution of local government in this State.
After investigating all the allegations by it the Inquiry has found that a number of
them were justified. However, it has concluded that there is no evidence of wide
spread impropriety or corruption in the Council.

In general, the inquiry has concluded that the overall reputation of the present council and
administration of the city should not be tainted by the limited number of critical findings
contained in the report. As I say, I have not read the report yet because it has only just been
handed to me. However, I am pleased to see that the inquiry has at least concluded that there
is no evidence of widespread impropriety or corruption in that council. Peter Kyle, a
barrister and solicitor in Perth, was appointed by the Minister to conduct the inquiry and was
granted the status of a commissioner. Given the number of people who have raised matters
with me over a period concerning this inquiry, it is fair to say that Peter Kyle, a former
member of the Liberal Party and former branch president of the Liberal Party, for reasons of
his own, has decided to embark on a crusade to be critical of the Liberal Party. Members
will recall that at one stage during the inquiry Kyle said that he believed that the City of
Wanneroo was a breeding ground for Liberal politicians. Whether that is true is a matter that
can be established by the facts. However, I believe that Peter Kyle was used as a stooge by
the Labor Party to conduct that inquiry to see whether he could get any dirt on current or
former members of the council and to crucify the Liberal Party.

Hon Reg Davies: Have you read the report?

Hon GEORGE CASH: I have not; I have just been handed it. Before I read the report I want
to close my comments -

Hon 3.M. Berinson interjected.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Not at all. I am not attacking the report. I am saying to Mr Berinson
that, if he listens to some of his constituents in the northern suburbs, many of them tell him
that the manner in which the inquiry was conducted and the manner in which the report was
tabled in the other place this morning indicates that the report was produced by someone who
could reasonably be called a stooge of the Labor Party. The general inquiry was
commissioned to try to protect the member for Whitford and the member for Wanneroo.

Hon J.M. Berinson: And you reckon you are ministerial material, do you, Mr Cash?

Hon GEORGE CASH: Ministerial material or not, I will be endeavouring my hardest to get
to the bottom of a number of things of which I believe Mr Berinson has some knowledge.
That is what!I will be doing in Mr Berinson's absence from this place.
Peter Kyle stood for preselection for the seat of NedLands for the Liberal Party some years
ago and failed to gain preselection. I think he is an advocate for the People's Reform
Movement.

Hon Reg Davies: Which is a very right-wing organisation.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, it is.
Hon Reg Davies: It has as a member your Liberal Mr Herzfeld.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I heard Mr Davies was involved also, but I have heard he is involved
in all sons of political parties.

In reading this report, we must recognise that it was written by a stooge of the Labor Party,
and that the inquiry was targeted to protect the members for Wanneroo and Whitford. What
happened was that, unfortunately, it did not dig up too much dirt on the Liberal Party but it
dug up a fair amount of dirt on people associated with the Labor Party.

Hon B.L. Jones: Do you mean that he did not do a good enough job and that he should have
dug up more dirt on the Liberal Party?
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Hon GEORCE CASH: No. A supporter of the Labor Party who was charged with rape
years ago was a witness at the inquiry. I-e states openly in the community that he hates
Liberals. It seems to me chat the report was fairly biased. Until I have read it closely. I am
not convinced that Mr Kyle was not acting as a stooge of the Labor Party, and that was the
reason he was appointed to take that inquiry in the first place.
Earlier, a member asked me to identify this document, and I did. I believe that the member
wanted me to table it. Before I sit down, if that is the request of the member, I await his
invitation.
Hon R.G. Pike: In accordance with the Standing Orders, I formally request that the
document "The Interim Report on the Building Services Division" dated 10 September 1992
be tabled.
[See paper No 678.]
HON FRED McKENZIE (East Metropolitan) [8.34 am]: This may be my last speech in
this House. I have been here for fifteen and a half years. I wanted to confine my remarks to
my farewell. However, in view of Mr Cash's remarks about the Totalisacor Agency Board, I
cannot restrain myself because some of it needs answering. I am not blaming Mr Cash for
what he said because he is not a punter and therefore does not know much about the punting
side of the racing industry. I am a punter, albeit an amateur punter and a very unsuccessful
one; hence I remain amateur. I have not advanced in all these years to the level of
professional punter. It was too costly to venture down that track.
Hon George Cash: We might make you chairman on $86 000,
Hon FRED McKENZIE: I am not looking for any jobs for the boys, but I believe I would
make a good chairman because I have had many years' experience in the racing industry.
Whoever prepared the information that Mr Cash used in this place certainly misled him in
many aspects, although I admit that in some areas he hit the nlail on the head. However, he
was wrong in trying to sheet home to the Government all of the responsibility for the failings
in the Totalisator Agency Board. In fact, one of the difficulties of the Minister for Racing
and Gaming is that when the Act was written many years ago little opportunity was given for
ministerial direction- Members of the Totalisator Agency Board comprise members of the
industry.
During the term of the Labor Government over the past 10 years there have been some
improvements. One of the improvements in which I had a hand,- because of my continual
lobbying of the Minister to include on the board a consumers' representative - was the
appointment for the first time of a representative from the TAB Agents Association. The
industry was represented on the old board by representatives from the three codes, plus the
chairman and the manager-secretary. The inclusion of a representative of the TAB Agents
Association has at least given the punters some representation because they are, in essence,
the front-line troops.
I recently took up the case for the Manjimup TAB because I am opposed to PubTabs; I make
no bones about that. I think there is a necessity for them in some places. However, the
Toralisator Agency Board - I say the board because the board is responsible for this; it might
be guided by the administration, but finally, it is the board that makes the decisions - has
decided it will have PubTabs wherever it can for a very good reason: To increase the
turnover for greater returns to the industry. However, as 1 said, I am opposed to them; they
are dreadful places and are being established at the expense of the TAB agency outlets.
I opposed the closure of the TAB agency in Manjimup and its relocation in a pub because I
believe the service will fall away. However, what knocked me over in my endeavour to help
the agent was that the figures given to me, which I passed on to the President of the TAB
Agents Association, indicated it would cost the TAB $450 a week to retain that agency in the
premises away from a licensed hotel outlet. When one talks about efficiencies in an industry
that is strapped for cash, how can one argue about that? In my view the public will suffer if
the agency goes into a hotel but with those sorts of efficiencies, how can one argue? I gave it
to the President of the TAB Agents Association to refute, and she has not come back with the
goods. However, the Government did not close the TAB; the board did. I was initially told
that it had not been the board. It had been the board; the board made the decision. Sure,
management took it to the board; that is its role. The board's decision finally went to the
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Minister for her decision. What can the Minister do in a situation like that? If the Minister
did not agree and there was a $450 net deficit each week in the TAB's revenue, she would be
knocked around the ears for not recommending to the board that the agency be closed. We
will have more complaints about PubTab outlets from the TAB and I am in its camp. We
must have a balancing factor and in this case it is efficiency in an industry which is flat
strapped for cash. Hon George Cash continued to criticise the Minister and the Government
for what has occurred. Section 6 of the Totalisator Agency Board Betting Act outlines the
constitution of the board. Subsection (1) reads -

(a) 7 'members appointed by the Governor, of whom one shall be a person
appointed as a member and as the Chairman on the recommendation of the
Minister, and the remaining 6 appointed members shall be persons
respectively nominated by -
(i) the Club;

The Western Australian Turf Club.
(ii) the Association;

The Western Australia Trotting Association.
(iii)

the Western Australian Greyhound Association;
(iv) a conference of Country Racing Association;
(v) a conference of Country Trotting Associations;, and
(vi) the W.A.T.A.B. Agents Association (Inc);

(b) 2 ex officio members, who shall respectively be -

(i) the chief executive officer of the Office of Racing and Gaming, who
shall by virtue of that office be deputy chairman of the Board; and

00i the person from time to time holding the office of the manager of the
Board.

It is not the manager, the secretary or the chairman who has let the racing industry down; it is
the board.
Section 15 of the Act outlines the rules of the board and it states -

The Board may from time to time make rules, not inconsistent with any regulation
made under this Act, for all or any of the following purposes, namely -

(c) prescribing the duties of its officers, agents and employees;
Section 16 refers to the manager, secretary and other officers of the board and it reads -

(1) The Board -
(a) may appoint and at any time remove a manager and a secretary and

such other officers as the Board considers necessary for the purposes
of this Act; and

(b) may employ such temporary or casual employees as it thinks fit for
those purposes.

The board, not the Minister, is responsible for these things because that is what it says in the
Act; it is responsible for the control of all its employees and it has the final say.
Hon George Cash: with respect, if you speak to members of the board you will find there is
significant ministerial interference in the board of the TAB.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: If the board is admitting that, it is inefficient. The Act clearly
states what are its responsibilities. If the board is not satisfied with the Minister the
Parliament can intervene.
The Minister had difficulty obtaining information from the board. I wanted information from
it and I could not get it; the Minister wanted it and she could not get it. At that time I was the
convenor of the committee the Minister appointed and the end result of the committee's
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deliberations was extensive amendments to the legislation. The Bill was debated in this
place and was assented to on 16 June 1992. The Opposition inserted a new section 14A
which provides for the Minister to have access to information. This section states that the
Minister shall have access to information in the possession of the TAB for parliamentary
purposes and for the proper conduct of public business. The board did not want her to have
this information and that is the reason the Aswas amended. It is ..X very well wanting to
sheet home the blame to the Government, but I sheet home the blame fairly and squarely to
the board. The agency at Manjimup would not have closed if the board had said no.
The agents are concerned about the renegotition of their contracts. It has been proceeding
for ages and I have approached the Min~ister about this matter because I have been
approached by agents, as I am sure members opposite have. The Minister advised me that it
was not a matter for her to determine and that it is must be considered by the TAB, not Menv
f-ill or Bill Quin. If the board wants to renegotiate the franchises to the advantage of the
agents it has the power to do so under the Act. However, Merv Hill and Bill Quin are getting
the blame. It is the responsibility of the board and if it is not carrying out its duties it should
be sacked.
Hon George Cash referred to people who had been removed from the board. The only
person who was removed from the board was Trevor Smith, and this was because the
Auditor General was critical that his appointment was outside the parameters of the Act. A
committee was not in place and, instead, the Greyhound Racing Association was run by a
one man band.
Hon Max Evans: The Minister appointed the committee.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: She did not. If members recall, a few years ago the greyhound
industry was on its knees and Trevor Smith was appointed to administer the industry because
he was an efficient administrator. It was acknowledged by all and sundry when the
legislation was amended that he was an efficient administrator and that he should be made
the el supremo of the greyhound industry. I had some apprehension at the time, but I did not
oppose the amendment because I knew he was very efficient. All the innuendo about his
being a one man band came from members opposite. The Opposition opposed the legislation
and the Bill lapsed.
Hon Max Evans: You said he was a one man band. It could have been set up by the
Minister. You cannot blame him.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: We tried to amend the Act to dispense with the board and put a
single person in charge of the greyhound industry, not a committee. As I said, the
Opposition would not support the amendment.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: That is right;, I handled the Bill for the Opposition.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: With hindsight, it was a sensible decision.
Hon P.H-. Lockyer: You cannot have a one man band.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: I acknowledge that. The greyhound industry is not unanimous in
its support for Trevor Smith.
Several members interjected.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: Members know how difficult it is to administer such an industry. I
am aware of the improvements he made and they are marvellous. In this field there is no-one
better than Trevor Smith. However, it does not mean that a person who has so much control
does not make mistakes. Obviously he has because many of the greyhound owners and
trainers are not supporting him. I read in the newspaper that they were not opposed to Trevor
Smith leaving the industry. I know Trevor Smith and he is good; I would not have dispensed
with his services.
Hon Max Evans: The Auditor General criticised the Minister for not appointing a board, he
did not criticise Trevor Smith.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: The Minister appointed a board - or whatever it is called - but on ce
she had done that, because Trevor Smith was not part of that body he could no longer sit on it
because the TAB Act requires one representative to be from the greyhound racing industry. I
expect one of the people on that board took his place.
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I come to the second pant of the Mr Cash's statement about Radio Station 6PR. His
comments cannot be left unanswered. I cannot answer for the Minister because that is her
responsibility, but I can answer on the basis of my knowledge and biases. The Totalisator
Agency Board in Western Australia is the best in Australia, even to this day. I have travelled
around Australia and I know that we run the best service, despite all its faults. We were the
leaders and the other States are catching us up, but we are still the best except in one area. I
refer to the lack of race broadcasts and the manner in which the punter is treated in Western
Australia. Some years ago the Western Australian Turf Club and the Western Australian
Trotting Association bought 6PR and they had very good reason for doing so. The TAB
could not buy the radio station at that time and the industry bought it because it was being
held to ransom by the commercial stations of the day and was not getting a decent
broadcasting service for punters. Therefore, it was in the interests of the racing industry to
buy it. A little later down the track the racing industry decided to get out of the deal, and the
Trotting Association was left with it. However, it was a burden for the Trotting Association
and the TAB then bought the station because it was the only way in which to provide a race
broadcasting service. I can recall when the three commercial stations in Bunbury would not
broadcast the races. If people cannot hear the races they are not inclined to bet on them.
Other stations in Australia have been purchased by the TAB and they run during the racing
period. Those stations are almost exclusively providing a race broadcast service.
I have only one criticism of the TAB, and I remind members that I am talking about the
board and not the management. The management might make the recommendations but the
board has the final say. When people cannot hear a race broadcast they should not be able to
bet on that race because those people are forced to sit in the TAB or in the hotels with a Sky
Channel service to watch those events. That is not my caper; I like to lay my bets and then
go home and listen to them on the radio. It is unfair for the TAB to put races on the board
for betting when people cannot hear a broadcast of those races. Radio Station 6PR was
purchased to provide that racing service for the public. Unfortunately, the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal is the prime culprit in this matter and has said that the station should
not exclusively broadcast race meetings. Other States get a full race broadcast but the
tribunal will not allow it in this State. The 6PR station is the only radio station broadcasting
races for the benefit of punters in Western Australia. There are several stations on the AM
and FM bands, so why not establish a station dedicated to racing? The problem will be
overcome shortly because I have read that 6PR will operate with a talkback format and it will
have a separate band close to that station which will be dedicated exclusively to racing. I
agree that the bulk of the listeners of 6PR love the talkback sessions. I estimate that only
10 per cent of the people who listen to 6PR are punters and the other 90 per cent listen for the
talkback segments. However, if it is a service that punters want, it should be available to
them.
Mr Cash complained about the owners trying to railroad the staff through its board. If
members opposite were in private enterprise and owned a business and their employees or
management were not performing as they wanted them to, would they demand the right to
send those people on their way? I understand the situation. The TAB is complaining
because some radio announcers on 6PR - I am not sure which announcers - were criticising
the TAB. Of course, the owners oQbjected to that. When I refer to the owners, I am not
talking about Mr Quin or Mr Hill. They do not own the TAB; it is the Totalisator Agency
Board. Members opposite must be consistent. Either they must allow all employees or
management to criticise employers Or they must allow none to criticise them.
Hon Max Evans: Maybe they wanted to help the future employers. It might be a longer ternm
bet in this State.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: Who is that?
Hon Max Evans: The next Government.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: The Government does not own 6PR. Mr Cash talked as though the
Labor Government were trying to sack the board and so forth. I have met the TAB
management, Mr Hill and Mr Quin. They have always been very helpful and I am convinced
they are trying to do their best for the board. I have not always agreed with them and I have
had arguments with them telling them what they should do. I feel very strongly about this
and wrote to the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal asking why Western Australia was
discriminated against in this area. It did not get me anywhere, but I tried.
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Another thing I have heard in recent weeks is the story about the Government pushing
legislation through. I have heard grizzles and grumbles about the Opposition being pushed
into this sort of situation. I will read an extract from the Hanisard of comments 1 made when
I had been a member in this House for less than 12 months. I have made similar comments
on several occasions, but this one is typical of my attitude when the Labor Party was in
Opposition. I ask members to listen very closely. 1 have been a member in this place for
15 and a half years and I warnt all members to know that nothing has changed. On the last
day of the parliamentary session I am contributing to what I believe will be a record sitting of
the Legislative Council - 23 hours so far. I was here until nine o'clock one morning but on
that occasion we had not started at 10 o'clock the morning before. These comments were
made not at the end of the session or in the lead-up to an election when Opposition pantics try
to use this place as a forum for spreading propaganda. I want members to know when they
grizzle and grumble that nothing changes. I will come back to this House in two or three
years' time and I bet that if Labor members are on the other side of the House -

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am dying to hear what Hon Fred McKenzie said those years
ago.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: One never knows what will happen. I advise my Government
colleagues that they must be realists. I would dearly love to see them back on these benches,
but the biggest thing against them is that they have been in Government for 10 years. The
members opposite did not believe it was possible. At every election since the Labor Party
was first elected they said it would change. Last time I believed them and I was wrong, so
perhaps I will be wrong again. I am not sure, but Government members should prepare
themselves in case they have to move across the Chamber. If they do, I will be listening and
they will be saying what I said in this place 15 and a half years ago on Wednesday, 10 May
1978, not 12 months after I was elected. I was speaking to the Supply Bill so we were on
appropriations and I could say anything. I said, and I will not quote all the interjections -

There are a couple of matters I want to mention whilst speaking to the Supply Bill.
Firstly, there is the problem I find in relation to winding up of the first part of this
session of Parliament. Bills are coming through at a fairly rapid rate, and some of
them are important. For instance, we have to deal with Bills relating to water rating,
the Commonwealth and State Housing Agreement, and workers' compensation.
The problem facing new members is that there is insufficient time to go into Bills
which intend to introduce such drastic changes as I believe they will. There are
drastic changes in each of the three Bills, but one will not have an opportunity to go
through them Comprehensively and study their effects. For that reason I believe the
Government of the day, in future, should introduce important Bills early in the
session and not at the last moment when we are rushing to finish on a deadline

Several Opposition members: Hear, hear!
Hon FRED McKENZIE: Nobody listens to me, disappointingly,
Hon B.L. Jones: They have been repeating your speech for years!
Hon FRED McKENZIE: Yes. I am saying this for Mr Foss because I have been watching
him closely. I hope he does not die of frustration. I continued -

In fact, I would prefer to see the House sit next week -

Several members interjected.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: They have been plagiarising you.
Hon George Cash: That was exactly what I wrote to Mr Berinson yesterday in my letter.
Hon FRED McKENZIE:

- in order to give us an opportunity to study the Bills properly.
We are supposed to be a House of Review- The Bills are hastened through at the
other place, but I see no reason to hasten them through here.

Several members: H-ear, hear!
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I turn to Mr Berinson. Nobody is like Joe Berinson. In my view he has been a real Briton.
He has given me great support when I have made mistakes. He has never bawled me out,
merely said char if I had left someone off the pairs list or done something wrong chat we were
beaten by two votes instead of one. it is a great comfort when one is nor to be bawled out.
Joe Berinson has told me a lot of things that I should have done that I never did and members
never got to know about. Leaders sometimes get jittery and he would ask me how many
speakers I had ready for a debate. I would say I had six when I had none. However,
backbench members can always be relied on when one is stuck. Somebody Miil always
come to one's aid. This has been a great team and I am glad I was here and not in the
Legislative Assembly. It is unfortunate when in Government that members have sometimes
wanted to speak and I have had to gag them which was difficult. However, if the
Government in this place wants to get its work done, then backbench Government members
must understand that the Opposition makes the running. If those backbench Government
members ever are on the benches on the other side I hope they will be able to carry on in the
same way Opposition members have in the past by being helpful, which I have appreciated.
I turn now to my own staff member. We all have an electorate secretary, and I want to pay
tribute to my electorate secretary, Lyn Jager. Electorate secretaries are very special people, I
think we would all agree, and a member who has a bad one is in trouble. For a couple of
years, I had an electorate secretary who was very efficient, but I could not really work with
her, and eventually we parted company. I have had only three electorate secretaries during
the whole of my career, one electorate secretary retired, I then had another, and the one I
have currently has been with me for almost 10 years. Electorate secretaries are our
ambassadors and are very important to us, and I have an exceptionally good electorate
secretary. Unfortunately, I am concerned that, when I go, she will not have employment. I
do not know how we can overcome that situation. Itris a flaw in the system. We should
make arrangements so that in the event that we are defeated or retire, our staff members can
be placed in employment somewhere. Surely we can arrange that at some time in the future,
because they are competent and special people. Members are stuck in this place a lot and are
also out in their electorate, and we do not spend all of our time in our electorate office. One
does not think about these things until one retires and one is faced with the predicament, and
I would very much like to see my electorate secretary placed in employment somewhere.
There is no guarantee; she will not have her job after I retire. I do not know whether there is
any redundancy payment for electorate secretaries. It is a matter to which we should pay
attention. I have appreciated my current electorate secretary, and also the one with whom I
commenced my career, who subsequently retired.
I said earlier that I pay tribute to all of the staff of the Parliament. They are a tremendous
team, no matter where they are. However, I wish to refer to some staff members
individually. There are three young ladies with whom I have had a close association through
the Leader of the House's Office, because the Whip deals quite a lot with the staff in that
office, and I am referring to Tina Samuels, Natalie Osborne and Sally Menagh. Sally
Menagh of course relieved Tina Samuels when she was overseas on extended leave. I could
not have existed here without their support. They have been very good and very helpful to
me and to all members. They are always very pleasant, and when one's stocks are down, the
smiles of these young ladies really lift one up. Members will know what I am talking about.
I put on record my appreciation for those ladies as employees and as friends, because that is
how I regard them. They are lovely young people. I remember that Des Dans said to me
when he left here, "Fred, whatever you do, look after those girls, because they are very
good." That has proved to be a fact.
I turn now to the staff of the parliamentary post office. The three ladies in the post office -
Cathy Harrison, Berry Trinick and Marilyn David - are the most important people in this
place as far as members are concerned. They are really dedicated; they receive some
dreadful phone calls; they protect the members; and are really great ambassadors for us. I
will miss those ladies. They have been very helpful to me, and nothing is too much trouble
for them; if they can help a member, they will bend over backwards to do it.
The parliamentary information officers, who conduct the tours of Parliament House, are an
innovation which has come into this place since I have been a member. Sheila Mills and
David Klenmm give people a wonderful introduction to the Parliament. The attendants used
to perform that task, and they were quite good, but those officers do that task exclusively and
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are expert at it. I do not bother to take people on tours any more because I am ashamed to
say that a lot of the things that 1 told people were wrong, and I was corrected by those
officers, who have made that their profession. One cannot beat the professionals. They have
learnt their job thoroughly and performn it very well. I have watched David Klemm and
Sheila Mills with the children who come on tours of this Parliament, and those children are
absolutely enthralled because their tour is made so interesting for them. They do a
remarkable job, and that was a wonderful innovation. If you were responsible for that,
Mr President, you certainly have two wonderful employees to conduct those tours. It is very
important chat not only young people, but also adults, are taught more about the Parliament.
The staff of the parliamentary library do an excellent job. The library is the nerve centre of
this place. Ros Membrey, Keith Hair and Marilyn Thorp are three of the library staff with
whom I have had quite a lot to do. They are always very helpful, and they can find almost
anything for a member. We do not have research officers, and they do a damn good job for
us, so I have appreciated their work.
If I could single out any of the Clerks, I would single out Ian Allnutt. While I appreciate
Malcolm Peacock, Chris Hunt, Laurie Marquet and Rod Wahl, and the previous Clerks, I
single out Ian Allnutt for good reason. I have served on a number of Select Committees; I
guess I have been lucky. I had not only the help that [an, and the other Clerks, give to
members in the Chamber, but also the help that he gave when he went on trips with those
Select Committees, where there was no-one better than Ian Allnutt. Everything he did was
done to perfection. I have had a few trips with Ian Allnutt as clerk of the committee, and,
Ian, you looked after parliamentarians as if we were babes. I do not care who we are, we all
love to be pampered, and if anyone pampered us, it was Ian Allnutt. We were talking only
yesterday about the time that I fell into a river somewhere, and Ian Alinutt was so thoughtful
that he plucked me out of the drink before I almost drowned. Over the years I have
appreciated the help that he has given me in many directions. We have spoken about things
in confidence, and he has kept that confidence, as the staff do here. We are very lucky that
that happens.
I could talk likewise about the staff in the stationery office. Brian Howe is a very helpful
fellow, and he is very efficient; one will never get out of that place without something being
recorded! A member's stationery pool is right up to date, and when a member brings in his
telephone account and is broke, a cheque in on his desk in about two seconds flat. He is very
good. I want to point out these things because we do not often have the opportunity to say
nice things about these people, but where it is deserved, it should be said. I refer also to Ken
Foster, Doug Conroy and Joe Fenech. Joe came here as a young lad, and I saw him develop
into top class material. They have been extremely helpful.
Where would we be without the Hansard reporters - poor devils! There are 91 of us in this
place, and I do not know about other people, but when I get my speeches back from Hansard,
I am amazed; they really are better than what I said, and that is the truth! That is why we
should stick with the Hansard reporters and never mind those damn recorders here, because
our speeches will never be the same again! Some speeches will, and I want to say to
Mr Berinson that Hansard reporters keep telling me how good he is. They really love him.
If anyone will be missed in this place by Hansard, it will be Mr Berinson, because Hansard
say that his speeches are the best for clarity. That has been said not just by one reporter;
there have been several. I thank Hansard for improving my English.
I now turn to the staff of the dining room and the bar. Roger Byrne-Quinn and the other staff
in the dining room have all been very helpful to me. If ever I have guests and forget to make
a booking, they will fit us in if they possibly can. They are worried about breaking the rules,
but they must know that you are a bit tolerant, Mr President, and that you let them do it and
turn a blind eye, if you can. Yesterday, I watched Paul Robins and Mark Winstanley in the
bar during our last night here, when people were coming to this place to visit. They were
under great pressure but their pleasant and obliging smiles were always there. Some people
came here to see me, and I was out of the Chamber for a time, and I took them to the bar. I
was not drinking alcohol - it was lemon, lime and bitters - and we also drink cappuccino and
things like that. The public might think when I talk about the bar, when they read this report,
that we are a team of drunks. We are not. Very little drinking goes on in this place; there is
no doubt about that. For us to be here for so long on the last day, and for everyone in this
Chamber to be way under 0.08, is remarkable, because we have something to celebrate - we
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are getting out of the place! We will have a little chat out there later on as a farewell to each
other. We might leave this place with alcohol on our breath, but it has been good.
The attendants on each of the doors are very important for the operation of this place. Bob
Willis was here long before I arrived. He now runs around and carries out the maintenance
in this place. That is a large task. The problem is that sometimes equipment fails and no-one
tells Bob. He cannot see everything. He does his best, and as soon as he is told he fixes
things. They may be minor things but he is always helpful. He was in the dining room when
[ first came here. He worries too much, but certainly he is a great asset to this Parliament.
Joe Maher is a great humorist, although the difficulty is that his humour might not suit
everyone. Nevertheless, Joe Maher has had many visitors screaming with laughter. I have
often been worried that the President might come and chat me because of that laughter.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: You might lose your wallet.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: That is the other thing. Among other things, Joe Maher does
magical acts which intrigue people. The people I bring people to this place really enjoy it.
Joe Maher is retiring and he will retire before I do. I know that Joe is recording this speech
because I asked him to do so. I want my own recording because in my retirement I will have
plenty of time to listen to my speeches. Joe Maher is a great asset to this place. He might
not suit everyone because there are a few grouches around who cannot take a joke. This is a
very serious place and we must have some humour. If anyone wants a spot of humour the
fellow to go to is Joe Maher; I really appreciate the time he has given to me. I know you
have seen it, Mr President, and you have allowed it. I appreciate that you have done that. He
is very important to me and my guests. People talk about Joe Maher. I wish to pay special
tribute to him particularly as he is retiring. We will all miss him.
I have not yet spoken about Hon Phil Lockyer. Hon Garry Kelly told me that Hon Phil
Lockyer was staying on to hear my speech. I cannot believe that. I did not think that anyone
would really want to listen.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: I wouldn't miss it for quids.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: I have always got on well with Phil so I make special mention of
him. He is a sort of larrikin-type guy.
Hon P.G. Pendal: Sort of'
Hon FRED McKENZIE: I could not be like that, but I like that sort of larrikinism in people,
but with it he has been an absolute gentleman. Hon Phil Lockyer has travelled around from
time to time and I would not want to encourage him to stop; that is Hon Phil Lockyer. I
value his friendship.
Another person I want to mention from that side of politics is Hon Sandy Lewis. He is
another bandit, if you like, but a great fellow. As a member he was a hard worker, with loads
of ability. I served on many committees with him. He knew how to get the task done, and
many of his tasks were onerous. I will defend parliamentarians long after I leave here, as 1
do now. People outside this place do not appreciate members who travel, but members must
travel, Mr President, and you would know that as the President of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association. If members stay at home in a little cocoon they cannot be of any
good to the public of Western Australia. Often the public do not want members to travel;
they criticise us because people are so narrow-minded, but the only way to broaden our
thinking is to get out and see how other parts of the world operate. We are then in a better
position to make decisions. I always say that to people but they do not understand because
the media beats it up. It makes a good story because we are a favourite punching bag.
Members should never give up the opportunity to travel, whether through the imprest
account or otherwise. The imprest account should be used to broaden members' knowledge.
I will not have that opportunity any more, but members should use that account to get that
knowledge so that they can be of benefit to Western Australia by having a look at what
happens in other places. It is all right to see things on television, but to see them first-hand is
the only way to go. In many ways Hon Sandy Lewis educated me. He was a good chairman
of Select Committees. He was a hard task master, but a very good chairman. He produced
positive results and many good reports. Unfortunately, like so many other reports they
gather dust. Members can be 10 years ahead with some reports, but Governments, perhaps
because of a shortage of money, do not want to listen.
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I come now to my two colleagues who served with me in the days when we represented
provinces. That was a much easier arrangement because provinces were smaller than our
present regions. I first served with Han Bob Hetherington and then with Hon Lyla Elliott in
the East Metropolitan Province and then in the North-East Province. They were bosh
tremendous people to work with, and they have now retired. I still have contact with them. I
suppose of the two I was closer to Hon Bob Hetherington because I started off here with him.
We were miles apart in terms of where we came from. He came out of the university, where
he taught politics, and I came from the shop floor, working in the railways. I understand that
side of things and Bob was full of intellect; we were a good team because of that. It is a
funny thing. When I used to go doorknocking with Hon Bob Hetherington we would call on
people in my electorate. He would not want to stay too long because he had an agenda. He
wanted to get things done. He was a man in a hurry, but people wanted to talk and we had to
have patience. He adjusted to that. One disappointment for me was that Bob did not get into
the Ministry. He had all the ability in the world but still he did not attain that level. I
appreciate the time I spent with him. We are still firm friends. We do not see a lot of each
other because he always wants to work, He is president of the schizophrenic society, and is a
part time lecturer, so he is very busy. That is his style. He will work until he drops.
Hon Lyla Elliott was a hard worker and a person who was dedicated to the compassionate
aspects of life. I appreciated working with her.
Finally, Mr President, I pay tribute to you. 1 have told you before, but when I first came here
there were two votes recorded against your nomination as President. Mine was one. That is
how raw I was. Talk about a raw-bone. No-one told me what to do. Hon Ron Thompson
nominated Hon Norman Baxter for the Presidency. As I was a Labor bloke, [ thought that
that was what I should do. However, Ron Thompson himself did not vote for him! The vote
for Norm Baxter was two: Fred McKenzie and Norm Baxter.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I thought this was a secret ballot.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: I was told that the President was trying to hunt around his party to
find out who had ratted on him. He thought that no-one in the Labor Party would be that
stupid. However, I eventually came clean and made my confession, and you appreciated it,
Mr President. I do not know whether any other President has been here as long as you, bus
you have certainly been a very good President. You have been fair in maintaining
discipline - which is important - resulting in a well run Chamber. You have been sensible
and allowed a certain tolerance, and every now and again you become annoyed, but that is
understandable. It has been a pleasure working with you.
Finally, I wish to make a confession before I leave this place: I have made plenty of
mistakes, but one blunder in my political career stands out. This was when I decided, along
with others, to sign a letter calling for a Caucus meeting to oust Colin Jamieson from the
leadership. That is something I regret. I thought it was the right thing to do at the time
because people were telling me that he did not have a good television image. I suppose these
aspects are important, but they are only skin deep, as underneath the face value image there
was a genuine, solid person in Colin Jamieson. Fortunately, Colin forgave me although he
did not forget - I could not expect him to. I felt it was a great tribute when his family asked
me to deliver a eulogy at his funeral. We can all make mistakes, but if members do, for
goodness' sake, admit them. I felt better for doing so. I ran out into the ALP ranks crying to
defend my decision at the time. Obviously, it was a Caucus decision but the branches loved
Colin. I survived this backlash but my image was tarnished.
Having spoken for nearly an hour, I thank members for their forbearance. I have waited a
long time to speak at length. I have not said much while we have been in Government,
although I had a great deal to say when in Opposition. It is difficult to speak in the Chamber
when in Government, but 1 put that down to loyalty, which is a most important thing. One
may not agree with what one's party is doing, but for as long as one wishes to stay within the
party one must be loyal to it. I will never leave the Australian Labor Party. For that reason I
have been silent on some things which have worried me as a dedicated socialist. I have stuck
with the team. If one does not do that, one is headed for disaster.
I wish all members the very best for the coming election. I hope all members who stand are
elected, and that the Labor Party will win the seats from which members are retiring. I like
all members in this place one way or another, and I wish all members and their families well.
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It has been a pleasure being here. I am sure I will miss it but I will be around dhe place from
time to time.
(Applause])
HON MARGARET McALEER (Agricultural) [9.34 am]: If Hon Fred McKenzie spoke
for nearly an hour I did not not-ze the time passing. His speech will be long remembered
when we think of these occasion. and Hon Fred McKenzie. I listened to the early part of his
speech with a great deal of sympathy, because, as he did, I have struggled with PubTabs and
attempted to keep a TAB office open in country areas. I was listening sympathetically to his
valedictory remarks when I ias pulled up by his unrecognisable portrait of me!
Mr McKenzie then turned to Hor George Cash. I speak for my leader as he cannot reply just
now; if we have behaved well, we were responding to Mr McKenzie. Many times he has
saved my bacon, just as I helped him on the last occasion.
In the 19 years since I was elected I have felt very lucky, and privileged, to represent my
electorate. You have often said to us, Mr President, that Parliament was a very easy place
get out of and one of the hardest places to get into. In our profession, our vocation, many are
called but few are chosen - the opportunities are few and far between. Of course a great deal
of luck is involved in being in the right place at the right time. In the first place, I have to be
grateful to the Liberal Party for election to this place, and to those people who supported the
Liberal Party and voted for me. Also, I am grateful to the Labor Party because it was due to
its preferences that I was first elected to Parliament. I believe it was partly because it was
thought, at least locally in Geraldton Labor circles, that I was poor but honest and the least
worst choice available.
Irrespective of party politics, in all the ups and downs of political life over 19 years I have
experienced a great deal of kindness from my electorate. Politics is often associated with
unpleasantness. Politicians may make mistakes or their party policies are unpopular at the
rime, but I have found people to be not only kind but also polite and forbearing.
Consequently I have enjoyed being with people and this has made it easy for me to want to
do my best for them.
I have been lucky, especially in recent years, as has Hon Fred McKenzie, in having a very
good electorate secretary, Kath Wyatt. She is very experienced, having worked in the
Northern Teritory for far more important parliamentarians than I. She has an excellent
grasp of parliamentary and constituency affairs and she has been a terrific help in my work. I
have received credit on occasions, which I accepted at face value, but I pass the credit to my
electorate secretary where it was deserved.
I have enjoyed not only the work in my electorate but also being part of this House - which
includes the camaraderie from all sides. We could find no better example of this than in Hon
Fred McKenzie's speech.
Some time early this morning, or maybe last night, Hon John Halden said, rather slightingly,
that when he camne into the Legislative Council it was like a gentlemen's club. His comment
had some truth. Over the years people have said, "H-ow do you put up with the rough and
tumble of the Parliament?" These people usually have been listening to the House of
Representatives and have developed a stern idea of parliamentary life. I have been able to
say that our place was rather more gentlemanly. They have all nodded agreeably and said,
"Yes of course we know you are a better lot up there"; so there is something to be said for
gendlemanliness. The electorate on the whole is not truly appreciative of very abusive
behaviour, even while they appreciate the cut and thrust of Parliament which keeps them
listening to those radio stations which broadcast parliamentary debates.
In one sense I would probably have enjoyed having a parliamentary career which extended a
little further back into the past so that I could have experienced those days, which are almost
mythical, when it was said the members of the Legislative Council were particularly
independently minded. They peppered and salted themselves among the seats so that it did
not matter whom you sat next to. There were many great individualists and individuals
among them. Certainly in those days party discipline was not nearly as strong as it is now.
As Whip, of course, even while I might be paying lip service to softer discipline, I have
endeavoured to enforce it as best I could. I have ambivalent feelings on the matter.
I have been pleased to be here while the House was still evolving and still trying to fill out its
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role. I do not believe that even though the traditions have changed, and some of the early
ones are fading, and even though the great characters of the past grow greater with the
distance, that we have not ourselves had many interesting and effective individual
parliamentarians while I have been here. Mr President, without turning you into a dinosaur,
you are a bridge to the past. Although not going as far back as that which I am speaking of.
you are more within memory of it. You are also a man of the future because you are, as
Mr McKenzie said, the Chairman of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
executive. You are based here, but you are heard on a much wider platform and you are still
trying to bring us all up to scratch. In fact, I am waiting for your next speech on the world
stage which will be another chapter in explaining to us how we will become a better
Parliament and how we will overcome the constraints which make it difficult for us to break
the party mould.
One of the things which I have most enjoyed in the Council's search for its role has been the
formation of the Standing Committees and my own association with the Joint Standing
Committee on Delegated Legislation. I was pleased to hear Hon Fred McKenzie mention
Hon Bob Hetherington, because he established that committee and set it on a very goad path.
He has been ably followed by Hon Tom Helm. I am sure that Hon Tom Helm will be first to
say that when he was doing his apprenticeship with Mr Hetherington he was quite a raw
recruit. It is not only to his own great credit that he has become such an effective chairman;
a lot of the credit must go to his mentor, Hon Bob Hetherington,
I have been glad to experience the new electoral system with the much larger constituency of
the Agricultural Region. I am not persuaded that I entirely like the proportional
representation system and, although I have enjoyed and been interested to explore and
familiarise myself with this much larger electorate that I used to have, this has been tempered
by the knowledge that it can take quite a long time to become familiar with and accepted by
strange people in strange areas. It is a matter of regret to mc that in a sense I have not by any
means mastered the whole of the Agricultural Region. Like Hon Fred McKenzie I have
regretted losing my past province. I did not lose the territory but added to it, but the need to
spread oneself over another two-thirds of the area meant that one saw far less of familiar
places. Because one is spread so thin one misses the contact with individuals, schools,
organisations and whole communities that one once had. I pm persuaded that while different
electoral systems have different merits, perhaps the most important thing for
parliamentarians is that somehow they should be tied quite closely and firmnly to the
electorate and the people of the electorate. Therefore, I a,,a not ever very sympathetic to a
State electorate for members of the upper House. On the one hand it makes it very hard to
establish close contact with people and on the other hand it tends to bind one very closely to
one's party discipline. I know that there is a real difficulty when the electorate is demanding
of members of Parliament that they do a good deal of electorate work and then expects and
hopes that they will also be able to do a good deal of legislative and committee work. There
will always be great or difficult tension between these if we follow a system which binds
members of Parliament to their electorates, but I honestly think that whatever the difficulties
and the different adjustments that different members make according to their temperament, it
is something that is very worthwhile.
I have appreciated the dedication as well as the patience of all the Clerks who have served in
the House while I have been here; and not only the Clerks here but some I have met in other
Parliaments, who have been learned in their field, enthusiastic about their work and eager to
reach members of Parliament who in that sense are often amateur compared with their
professionalism in their understanding of parliamentary procedures. I have also appreciated
very much the kindness of all the staff in Parliament House, some who are seen more often
than others. Certainly in every corner of the building where one finds staff one finds
kindness. I remember very well when I was first a member walking self-consciously along
the corridors - as members probably realise, there were very few women and I seemed to be
noticeable - I was quite overcome by the friendliness of everyone in the building; so much so
I often wished I was invisible.
Every occupation has its ups and downs, but I have had so much satisfaction for the past 19
years during my occupation as parliamentarian that really and truly I have been ashamed to
call it work when it brought me so much enjoyment. I have been ashamed too in a sense to
have so much satisfaction when by and large since 1974 the circumstances of my
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constituents, whom I share with Hon David Wordsworth, N-on Kim Chance, H-on Eric
Charlton and Hon John Caldwell, have deteriorated so severely. In spite of the fluctuating
seasons and prices it has been a long term downward trend for my electorate, and I feel that I
ami leaving my constituents at one of their most difficult times.
Inevitably one has mixed feelings when the time comes to move along. However I believe in
change for institutions and for people as individuals. I have not shown much sign of wishing
for radical change, but I believe at least in slow and evolutionary change. I believe too that
there is a place for experiment and one should be willing, both as an institution and an
individual, to risk experimenting. I felt that very much when I visited the English Pariiament
many years ago through the kindness of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. One
of the things that truly struck me there was the freshness of approach and a courage, which
we sometimes seem to lack, in being willing to cake on new forms and to try new procedures.
We sometimes fear being locked into a permanent situation from which we might never
escape. I regret of course that I am leaving Parliament at a time when there is a new era
coming and that I will not be part of the rebuilding of the establishment. Undoubtedly, much
must be done to rebuild respect for Parliament and to rebuild its effectiveness in providing
good government to the people. However, new people will do that; new ideas will be
introduced and I shal certainly be cheering from the sidelines.

[Applause.)
HON D.J. WORDSWORTH (Agricultural) [9.51 am]: There is an old saying that making
laws and making sausages have something in common - it is better not to see how they are
made. I think we have seen the worst of making laws and eating sausages in our last
24 hours. As most people will be aware, I am perhaps an oddity among politicians; I prefer
to say little, but, rather to listen. However, on one occasion I did annoy the House by
speaking for four hours with the object of printing a thesis on devaluation and distributing it
among my electorate just before the election. I was fortunate enough, perhaps, to be re-
elected after it. However, whenever I spoke to people they were more interested in the
interjections made by Des Dans than they were in my devaluation.
Firstly, I would like to thank you, Mr President. I have enjoyed a very long association with
you. I will not call you the oldest member in the House, but the most experienced. I have
also enjoyed very much being your deputy for six years. I wish you every success in what
you are doing on the world scene. I would also like to thank the Ministers with whom I have
worked, both past and present, for their courtesies which they have extended to me.
We must accept that there is much cut and thrust in debate in politics, but the important thing
is that we seem to remain friends. At times, the public are almost disappointed and often
untrusting because they expect us to be gladiators all the time. When we go off bowling and
talking to each other socially they wonder what is up. The great thing about the Parliament is
the very great number of frends one makes on both sides of the House and with the officers
and staff. It is a great place to be able to work in and to participate socially. The staff and
the officers particularly set a high standard here. We have been talking about standards and I
think the courtesy and respect they give us sets a high standard. If they were a bit more gruff
and aggressive, we would be a lot worse than that ourselves. I very much appreciate the help
I have had from every one of them. Parliament House, I am afraid, becomes a little bit of a
home away from home. If nothing else, I will miss the dining room when I have to batch for
myself in the future. I will not thank every person individually again, Hon Fred McKenzie
has very carefully done that and I endorse his words.
As I say, I have very much appreciated the friends I have made here. I do not know whether
in the game of politics that is because we work together or whether the public almost
becomes the coalface and we have something in common because when we leave here we
are out working. It is certainly great to have friends with whom one can have the cut and
thrust of debate in this House, but with whom afterwards one can enjoy a friendship. When
one is about to leave one realises exactly how many of one's friends are here. One has been
inclined to move away from the friends one had before being elected. As it happens, I
recently had to check my diary to see where I had spent accommodation during the year. I
found that I had spent 150 nights in Perth, 100 nights in various hotels and motels around the
electorate and 100 nights in my home in Esperance. I realised straightaway that I was in
trouble with my wife so I said how lucky she was that I had spent 150 nights with her at
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home. However, she pointed out that on over half of those nights I had gone to bed after
midnight. I guess we are very lucky to have wives or husbands who will put up with our
careers. I have been very fortunate that my wife has taken an interest in politics and this is
perhaps how she has put up with my occupation. That applies not only to one's wife but also
to one's family. At times I have had to let down my children, particularly when I had
promised to take them to a function or to something they wanted to do. At the last hour I had
to apologise because I had to be in a certain place for some other reason. I do not know
whether they will follow me into politics, I do not think so; I think they have had enough. I
was rather thrilled to receive a note from my daughter today saying, "Do not drive home, I
will come and pick you up".
1, like others, would lie to say how much it has been a privilege to represent people in
Parliament. Some people say they would like to have a go at being in Parliament and take it
for ranted they will be able to get in. So few people are elected to Parliament. How lucky
one can be that a vacancy comes up when one is on the site and gets nominated and elected.
it has been a preat life from which I have received great satisfaction. I particularly enjoyed
the time that I was a Minister under Sir Charles Court. He was a great leader and set a great
example. At that time we had various leaders in this House, particularly Graham MacKinnon
and Ian Medcalf, two completely different people, but who nevertheless set great examples
and with whom I enjoyed working.
I too have been served very well by electorate staff. Those from the south- would know
Eileen Noonan who served me in my office in Denmark for so long and Margaret Lynn who
happens to have been the private secretary of the last leader of the Labor Party in the British
House of Commons for a considerable time and who came to me with great experience.
I will not talk about the lowering of standards in Parliament, in this House or anywhere else.
However, there is a need for members to somehow repair the Westminster system. Not only
is our country in financial difficulties and in a critical state, but also our reputations are not
good. I wish those members of Parliament who are here and those who are to come into this
place well because they have a great responsibility. I also wish everybody a happy
Christmas. I thank all members for the friendship and courtesy which they have extended to
me.
HON B.L JONES (South West) [10.02 am]: I am sure I share similar emotions to those
felt by my other colleagues facing retirement - a mixture of regret for the loss of friendships
made with the people that I have come to respect but with whom I will probably lose contact
in the future, and a certain amount of joy that I will have more time with my family and be
able to go back into the real world and be judged as a person again instead of a politician,
and therefore somehow suspect.
The seven years that I have been here have probably been among the most traumatic that we
have witnessed in this Parliament. The Government has reached great heights with electoral
victories and plummeted to the depths with the events leading up to and the aftermath of the
Royal Commission. However, I would not like to leave this Parliament without giving some
recognition to the enormous contribution that this Government has made to the State of
Western Australia. I take a great deal of pride in some of those achievements. Of course
they are too numerous to mention in full. However, I would like to highlight a few that I
consider have been very important, and things that the Government has done during the last
decade. They include opportunities for women which have been very significant; the equal
opportunity legislation which will have far reaching effects; the homosexual law reform
which was long overdue; significant child care facilities which are now available to all
people instead of just the few who had the money to afford them; and the occupational
health, safety and welfare legislation which will affect the lives of many thousands of
workers-
I also take a great deal of pride in our new domestic transport system; the new trains and bus
depots are monuments to what we have achieved in this decade. They are superb. I do not
know how many members have used the system, but those facilities will be used by
generations to come and are an investment in the future. I am also very proud of the inroads
we have made in Aboriginal reform although it is not yet enough. However, it is substantial.
Those are some of the achievements that I take with me, and about which I feel proud.
On a personal level I have gained enormously from my experience here. I have met many
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people, been to many places, and had many experiences that I would not otherwise have
known. I am grateful for that. I have grown and I have gained much greater knowledge.
However, politics has also done something else to me; it has made me very cynical. I am
afraid chat I am not nearly as nice a person as Fred McKenzie or some of my other colleagues
who have spoken today because I am going to break with tradition for which I offer no
apology because I have a need to say a few things.
I was perhaps more naive than most when I came into Parliament. I actually believed that
members came into Parliament with the intention of looking after their constituents and
working together collectively for the benefit of the State. I recognised that different parties
had different philosophies and differences of emphasis. However, I actually believed that we
were all here for one common goal - to work for the people of this State and to make it a
better place. I now believe regrettably that that is not the case. Not all members of
Parliament have come in with those goals or, if they have, they have long since lost track of
them. Some members do, however, have their goals well and truly in mind, and I put at the
top of that list our Premier, Dr Carmen Lawrence. She is a woman of great integrity. She
has withstood everything that the Opposition has thrown at her and it has been considerable.
That was done, of course, because of her popularity and high standing in the community.
She is our greatest asset and the Opposition's greatest problem. That is why not only
members of the Opposition but also others in places of power but with other vested interests
have sought to tear her down and to destroy her integrity. They failed, just as they failed
against the Leader of this House, Hon Joe Berinson.
There is a well known cliche that politics is a dirty business. However, it is people and
members of Parliament who make politics a dirty business. That is one of the reasons that I
lost my pride in being a member of Parliament. The perceptions that the public have of us
are not undeserved in some cases because we, as politicians, have brought that upon
ourselves by our behaviour. Of course, there will be political point scoring and of course
every Opposition must seek to gain whatever mileage it can - the objective is to gain
Government. However, surely there is a limit to what people will go in order to achieve that
goal.
It has hurt me almost physically at times to watch the unjustified abuse that has been hurled
at a person whom I consider probably one of the best parliamentarians to come out of
Western Australia, both at a State and Federal level - I am referring to the Leader of the
House, Hon Joe Berinson. He is a man of great integrity and honesty: I would stake my life
on that. I suppose it is that that has made the Opposition hell bent on trying to destroy him.
They have not succeeded, and the Royal Commission exonerated him. Even today, right at
the death knock, the Opposition has sought to do as much damage as was humanly possible
because of the coming election.
Perhaps this is not the time to be saying this and perhaps these sorts of things have never
been said before in a retirement speech. However, I have had no opportunity to say this
before and I feel very deeply about the low regard in which members of Parliament are held
by the public. It is in our - soon to be your - hands how we are perceived in the future. If we
are ever to get the public to believe in us again, it is not by one side abusing the other
because the more we tell the public how rotten the other side is, the more we condemn
ourselves. All the public see is members of Parliament being accused of doing things that
are not right, but they do not perceive a difference between one side and the other.
Politicians at both State and Federal levels need to have a damn good, hard look at
themselves. Why did they come here? What was their purpose? What have they achieved
and what do they want to achieve? If they want to achieve respect again in the community,
maybe they need to home in again on their goals, have a look at what their p~rty stands for
and have a look at what they can achieve in this country if they can all work together.
I am not naive enough to think that Oppositions will agree with Governments. I know their
role is to keep the bastards honest and put their policies forward, but for goodness sake have
something to put forward. The public are sick to death of negativity and of seeing people
torn down and destroyed. It does the Opposition no credit whatsoever to be continually in
the media trying to destroy people like Carmen Lawrence and Hon Joe Berinson. The public
does not believe the Opposition any more. If the Opposition is to have a chance of winning
Government it must put something positive before the public and show them that it stands for
something, not just for trying to destroy people for its own political ends.
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I will not let my own parry off the hook while I am in this frame of mind. My party has
become bogged down in factional fighting. Of course, that is not peculiar to our parry; it is
so in all parties, but somehow along the way my parry has become more concerned about the
numbers and power within factions than about looking at the calibre of candidates. That
concern is reflected at our grass roots. Labor followers in the community see the bickering
going on and they want to know that we are in fact choosing the right person for the right
job -someone who has something to offer this State. Of course we need factions and we
need to allow for differences of philosophy within our own ranks, but not when numbers
become the object of the exercise instead of part of the selection process. I urge my party to
also look to the future; look at the calibre of the candidate and a lessening of the power that
factions have within the party.
I have thrown a lot of brickbats-, now I would like to throw some bouquets. I will not take
the rime of the House by naming individually the staff who have been so helpful while I have
been here. Every staff member with whom I have come in contact in Parliament House - the
Clerks, Hansard, the attendants, the support staff, the advisers, or the stewards in the dining
room and the bar - have given me unfailing, friendly and courteous help and advice. I thank
them all for that.
I thank you, Mr President, for Your unbiased presiding over the Chair. You have
occasionally called me to order and I have deserved it. I agree with comments made earlier;
you have been an excellent President.
I would like to wish members opposite who are retiring in the future all the best for whatever
is held in store for them. I also wish members from this side of the House who are retiring
today the very best in the future. Some of the best moments I have had in this House have
been when Hon Joe Berinson has been speaking. From his usual quiet, modulated tone I
have seen him suddenly leap to life, eyes flashing, and launch into the most brilliant debate
which has torn his opponents to shreds. It has at times been a joy to watch and has lifted our
spirits. I thank him for such moments.
Since Hon Peter Foss came into this Parliament 1 have been rather amused to witness the
battle between him and Hon Joe Berinson. I have likened it to the new young bull coming
into the padidock and eyeing the existing leader of the herd. The locking of horns has at
times been fascinating. I have enjoyed the battle of wits. Hon Peter Foss' day will probably
come, but so fair the leader of the herd is way ahead. HeI may be going out to pasture soon,
but he is retiring undefeated.
Hon Kay Hallahan is leaving this House to go to the lower House. Kay was my campaign
manager, my slave driver and later matron of honour at my wedding; I like to think that she
is also my friend. She has been an example to me and I have learnit a great deal from her.
Her decision to leave a secure seat in this place to stand for the Assembly seat of Armadale is
courageous and shows the loyalty she has for her party. Kay deserves to win and Armadale
will be the richer if she does.
What can one say about Hon Fred McKenzie? What you sees is what you gets! Fred is the
original grass roots Labor supporter. He has never been into power grabbing. He is a real
Labor member of Parliament. I told Fred once that he was one of the nicest politicians I
know. I have changed that slightly; he and his wife are among the nicest people I know and
that widens the field. I have enjoyed working with him. He has been a fair Whip although
we have all tried to pull the wool over his eyes occasionally. Some of us have got away with
it.

lion T.G. Butler: No-one more than you.
Hon B.L. JONES: If I did, I deserved it. These three members will leave places which will
be very difficult to fill, but the nature of politics is they will be filled. I can only wish Joe,
Kay and Fred well in the future.
My electorate officer, Margaret Duff, is more than a secretary, she is my right hand and also
my friend. She is of the stuff which make electorate officers successful. She gives more
than her best and nothing is too much trouble for her. The rapport which we have built up in
the electorate, particularly with the Aboriginal people, is largely due to her efforts. I cannot
speak highly enough of Margaret and, indeed, her husband who has been supportive of her
and the demands of her job. I thank Margaret and I know that as the member who is
succeeding me will retain her services, it will be to his benefit. She has been great.
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Last, but not least, is my husband. He has been supportive in every possible respect. We
have been married for only five years and I have never had to ask him to accompany me to
any function, he has always done so automatically and willingly. Even when he has come
home from work at 6.00 pm. often very tired, he has never hesitated to accompany me to
functions at short notice. He has been supportive in every possible sense of the word and I
thank him for his tolerance and assistance. I am looking forward to spending more time with
him in the future.
If I have forgotten anybody, I apologise. To my colleagues who are facing the election
ahead, I wish them good luck. I think they can bring home the bacon but only time and hard
work will tell.

(Applause.]
HON J.N. CALDWELL (Agricultural) [10.18 am]: I will be as quick as possible because I
know members are itching to get out of this House to go to the WACA to get first class seats
for the day-night match. I warn members that when the Pakis and the Windies are bowling
they have a habit of extending the time for each over and they may require an extension of
time later tonight! Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the match because I am taking
my mother and father-in-law to dinner. Members can imagine what they will say if I fall
asleep at the table.
Before entering politics I considered that I was a mild mannered guy. However, when I was
elected to this place I realised that I had to change my ways and be a fairly aggressive
person. I consider I have failed in that regard. I have found it rather difficult to criticise
members, and that applies to those on my side of the House and those on the Government's
side. However, I must be careful about what I say because my wife has assured me that I
have developed a tendency to interrupt other people's conversations. Not only that, she also
assures me that she is not getting as much say as she did in the past. Therefore, I have
perhaps achieved something. I must admit that I have enjoyed this place, although I have
some reservations. I can well remember one of the first speeches I heard in this place by
Hon John Williams. His comment made me realise that there are sometimes sad moments in
this place. He referred to the new members coming into Parliament in April 1986 and said
that there was no doctor in the House. He gave everybody the impression that unfortunately
during the year one of us may pass on. That immediately led to members looking at the
people alongside them to see how peaky they looked. It was disappointing for the National
Party, and for me particularly, when during the first year of my term, Cambell Nalder passed
away after only a few months in politics. I guess most members have experienced that
sadness with regard to their colleagues. It is one of the downsides of politics that one gets to
know and like people who are suddenly taken away. It has happened just about every year.
It is gratifying to know that we now have one or two doctors in this place so perhaps we shall
all last for a while. I hope certainly that those people who are elected next year will survive
for much longer.
I have personally benefited from being a parliamentarian. I have struck up many friendships.
That is part of what makes this a great place because members would not meet anywhere
near the number of people they meet in politics if they stayed in the communities in which
they grew up. I come from a farming background and, as with most fanning families, I got
to know the people who lived around the farm and socialised with distant relatives, but
generally people who live in the country live fairly isolated lives. I have found my time in
Parliament very gratifying and I think everybody should strive to serve for one term. I know
that there are only 91 parliamentarians in this place but people should think about becoming
a politician at least once in their lives. I believe Hon Beryl Jones and I might be termed as
interim politicians; that is, neither of us came to this place to make a career of it. I do not
want to say more than that, because I think we both made our own personal contributions
although they may have been somewhat less than those of members who have already
spoken today.
I take this opportunity to thank all the people in this Parliament who have made my life as a
parliamentarian so much easier to manage. That applies to you, Mr President, who have
guided me on parliamentary procedures, through to the gardener who has given me advice on
plants which I have then passed to my wife who has planted the flowers. In some small way
everybody in this place has added to my education and wellbeing. 1 endorse the comments
made by Hon Fred McKenzie about all the people who have worked in Parliament House. I
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will not name people because many have already been acknowledged. I do not think
Hon Fred McKenzie forgot to mention anyone but, if he did. I add that all the workers in
Parliament House since I have been a member deserve my sincere thanks. I have had no
complaints whatsoever and it would take a hard person to complain about the staff in this
place. They are first-class. The people I have worked with most closely are the two
secretaries I have had since I became a member - Elizabeth Temby from Albany and Sue
Thompson from Tambellup. They have been everything one could ask for. Electorate
secretaries deal not only with the member but also with people of all shapes and sizes and all
types of inquiries. My two secretaries have done a wonderful job and not only do I
appreciate them but also I am sure the constituents in the surrounding areas appreciate them.
They have done a marvellous job and chat is reflected in the number of congratulatory letters
they have received. Since I have been a member, the National Party has been somewhat
small compared with the other parties; however, the staff are, unquestionably brilliant from
Barry Calderbank down. They have always been happy and cooperative and that is all one
can ask for from staff. I only hope that the new coalition that has been formed - which I have
great pleasure in welcoming - will find a place for the staff of Hendy Cowan. I am sure they
will be a great asset to the coalition, whether it is in Opposition or in Government.
My family has been a tower of strength. Not only has politics broadened my outlook but also
the outlook of my family. They certainly know what politics are about and they have been
behind me to a person. I have two sons, a daughter and a daughter-in-law who have been a
wonderful back-up. Finally, I thank my wife Frantcine. Probably all members have met her,
and many people have told me that the Wrong person in our family got into politics and that
my wife should have been a politician. They are probably correct. She has been with me for
30-odd years and has accompanied me on all my political business. She has been backing
me up and has been the perfect person for me, while still looking after the family in my home
town of Katanning.
I have some observations to make on politics in general. The electorate I represent is very
large and has many constituents. In my opinion we would be doing a disservice to the people
of Western Australia if the system were changed so that each member served the whole of
Western Australia. It is almost impossible now to service our electorates well and it has been
suggested in some other States that each member of the upper House should represent the
whole of the State. It would not be in the best interests of Western Australia if members'
electorates were larger than they presently are. My other political observation is for all those
people who will be elected next year: I suggest that they should fight like hell to become a
member of a Bob Pike committee. New members must experience the cut and thrust of a
Pike committee to really appreciate politics. If any member gets on Mr Pike's committee I
am sure he or she will then understand what politics is all about.
11 have enjoyed my short seven years here which I thought at first was a lifetime but which
has passed quickly so I must have enjoyed it. I wish all members a merry Christmas and
happy New Year. I am all the better for knowing every one of them.

(Applause.]
HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Education) (10.30 am]: I was
elected in 1983 and have not had time to check my maiden speech. If my memory serves me
correctly its major focus was an important issue still yet unresolved; that is, the question of
electoral reform and equal representation in this House. We could probably not get
agreement across the House about how that should be achieved or even whether it should be
achieved. I am hoping that as a result of the Royal Commission the impetus needed to move
us along to a democratically elected House elected on the basis of one-vote-one-value may
yet be achieved. At the time I was first elected when a division was called the Labor Party
would always lose by four votes. During this session when the coalition of conservative
forces joined together we lost by only one vote. Sadly that does not provide a better
outcome.
My ambition, and I am sorry I will not realise it, was to be a member of this House when it
was in my view democratically elected and had a Labor Government with a majority in it.
That is an ambition I will never fulfil, but life is like that. I have been extraordinarily
fortunate in being responsible for a range of ministerial portfolios for the majority of the past
nine and a half years. They have been years of significant challenge and achievement for
me. Despite chat, it is time for me to move on to a new challenge. For that reason I have
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nominated for the seat of Arm adale in the Legislative Assembly. I have represented most of
the communities in the seat of Ann adale since I have been a member of Parliament and I am
looking forward to representing those people in the Legislative Assembly.
As I amn leaving the Legislative Council I pay tribute to the members with whom I have
enjoyed a constructive endeavour on behalf of all Western Australians. I pay great tribute to
the Leader of the House, Hon Joe Berinson, who, like me, is leaving the Legislative Council
at the forthcoming election. In my view he has been a man of great integrity, a parliamentary
giant, and a great inspiration to our team. I wish him well in his retirement and would like
him to know that I will always remember him with great affection; I will recall his great
intellectual ability, his wonderful, quiet demeanour, his honesty and extraordinary debating
skills. Also, as Hon Beryl Jones said, I will remember him for his magnificent parliamentary
performances. I have been very fortunate to have worked with such a person.
To my colleague, Hon Graham Edwards, I have greatly appreciated his assistance and
companionship and I will greatly miss that close working relationship with him. To my
colleagues on this side of the House I convey my enormous respect, because as a team in
recent times under very great pressure, which really does test anybody, they have worked and
hung together. They have done that under our "leader, Dr Carmen Lawrence, in
circumstances I think would have frayed most teams beyond repair.
It is a tribute to all those people in our team who have stayed together and kept their vision of
what (he Labor Party has done towards improving the lives of people and what can yet be
achieved in the future. Over the years I have been well supported by dedicated staff and I
place on record my appreciation to all those fine people who have worked with me in my
ministerial and electorate capacity. They have worked hard in some very busy portfolios to
meet conflicting community demands to find better ways of doing things for the people of
Western Australia right across the spectrum. They have served this State well and to all of
them I extend my sincere appreciation.
I have not always wanted your advice, Mr President, but I have appreciated your good
natured guidance in many circumstances. I think you have achieve well for yourself and this
State by your membership of the CPA and the position of international President which you
hold. That was a great achievement.
My appreciation also goes to the Clerk and staff of the House. They ensure that the House
carries out its duties even though it would seem to me chat we Lest everything to the extreme
at times. However, they uphold the integrity of the system and the Government is very much
reliant on them to do that. I say to my retiring colleague Fred McKenzie from the East
Metropolitan Region that I wish him well in his retirement. He has been a great
parliamentarian and of great assistance to me when I have been unable to attend to duties in
the electorate, and I appreciated that very much. I also thank Hon Beryl Jones for her kind
comments. Prior to Beryl coming to the Parliament a member opposite moved to disallow
regulations which would assist the furtherance of women in the teaching profession. I was so
incensed about that that I became Beryl Jones' campaign manager. We were a good team
and despatched the sitting member. Beryl has made a fine contribution and has furthered
many causes which needed energy, compassion and commitment.
I also pay tribute to the staff of Parliament House. We all depend on the various departments
of Parliament House. Hon Fred McKenzie recognised their efforts very well indeed. I want
on the record the fact that I have been shown great consideration at all time which makes life
easier. Some people who know their work and how they can assist members of Parliament
often have not received the recognition they were due. Without them we could not carry out
our duties nearly as effectively - or efficienctly; I am convinced of that. In saying that I refer
to all the staff of Parliament House.
I pay particular tribute to Tina Samuels and Natalie Osborne, the young women who greatly
assist the management of the Government's business in the House. They carry out their
duties with great goodwill and effectiveness. I will miss working with them. I am looking
forward to representing the people of Armadale in the Legislative Assembly. I will be
working hardi to achieve that. Nothing is a foregone conclusion in politics, as we know. I
wish all members the very best in their future endeavours, and extend to them and to their
families my good wishes for the festive season.
[Applause.]
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HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [10.41 am]: Life is full
of little surprises, and it is fair to say that I have had more than my share in the last 24 hours.
One such surprise is that I need to respond to the substantive debate on the Budget Bill. l
will, therefore, leave a few more personal comments to the adjournment. The ether surprises
have all related to time. For example, if I had not been here ro observe it, I would not have
imagined that on the last day of a Parliament, a Bill that was predetermined by the
Opposition to go into limbo could still be debated for no less than four hours, with a speech
of about two hours by one member alone. There was another surprise with the conference of
managers on the Freedom of Information Bill. It was hard enough chat that caused the House
to suspend - that is, to waste a full two hours, starting at 1.45 am; it was salt in the wound, so
to speak, to then learn that perhaps half of that time was taken up by the typing and checking
of agreed amendments. There has to be a better way to do things than that.
Finally, there was the break for breakfast, which I air happy to say I have never experienced
before. As a tea and toast man, I had assumed it would be a break of 20 minutes, or perhaps
30 minutes with a jog around the block thrown in. That we went for one and a quarter hours
for that purpose was a new experience in itself. Even without these particular time factors,
the sitting would have gone far longer than is desirable or than anyone would wish. The
complaints have been predictable, and so is my response. The fact of the matter is that even
if we sat for another two or three weeks, we would still have the same situation on the last
day of sitting as we face today. Members will protest that that is not so, but of course it is,
and Hon Fred McKenzie is now the definitive expert on chat.
In contrast with the other matters referred to, I must say that Mr Cash's reference to the
building services division of the Department of Corrective Services was not surprising at all.
It was, nonetheless, unfortunate, I must say, for reasons which I have indicated to the House
on many previous occasions. I summarise the position briefly, as I did on Wednesday this
week when I tabled the report of the Public Service Commission on this subject, and said -

I have previously indicated that on 7 July 1992 the Department of Corrective Services
initiated an internal review into the operations of the department's building services
division. The review was commenced by the department's executive director
following concerns relating to management practice in the division.
In August 1 was asked a number of detailed questions without notice on this subject.
I indicated in my replies that the review rose from concerns held by the executive
director that all procedural requirements appropriate to the building services division
may not have been fully complied with. On 8 October 1992 I received an incomplete
draft report from the executive director suggesting a number of shortcomings in the
management practices and record keeping of the division. I was asked if I would
table this draft.
My consistent reply has been that as the draft report referred to was incomplete, and
as the officers potentially affected had not at that time been given the opportunity to
respond, it would be unfair, and indeed improper, to do so. Following consideration
of the draft and submissions by affected officers, the Public Service Commission
agreed that the report should be dealt with from that stage by the commission itself. I
subsequently informed the House that the Public Service Commission had engaged a
consultant to assist it in this task. I also undertook to table the commission's report
when it became available.
I today received the Public Service Commissioner's advice and the consultant's
report which guided it. The commissioner has advised me that the consultant worked
at all times with an officer of the Public Service Commission and that his work has
been subject to careful Public Service evaluation. The consultant's report confirms
what I have said many times; namely, that the department's incomplete draft was
unbalanced at the stage it had reached when brought to my attention because it had
not yet had the input of affected officers. It was not at a stage when public release
would have been reasonable or fair.

I make it clear that the incomplete draft report to which I referred was that by the Executive
Director of the Department of Corrective Services and not by the internal auditor, who was
the author of the document tabled by Mr Cash. I said also -
09079-21
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The consultant in preparing his report has had the benefit of the department's draft
report and supporting material -

I emphasise "supporting material" -

- and, importantly, the input of affected officers and others. He has identified and
reported on important issues and has also expressed surprise that some of the
incorrect practices in the division were not noticed much earlier by either internial
audit or the Auditor General.

The supporting material referred to in my earlier comments obviously includes the internal
audit document which the Leader of the Opposition produced today as if he were doing
something dramatic.
I make one further short quote from my statement on 2 December, as follows

The material I have sought leave to table makes clear the need for further action to
ensure that potential breaches identified in the report are fully analysed and that the
best possible departmental systems are in place for the future. I have two things to
say about the need for more work. Firstly, as soon as the executive director made his
initial review of available material he recognised the need for a dedicated and
ongoing working party to continue the review of the department's systems. This
working party is already in place and involves in addition to departmental staff a
project officer and a quantity surveyor seconded from the Building Management
Authority, a cost accountant from the Water Authority, and a contmact and supply
specialist from the Department of State Services. The office of the Auditor General
has also been consulted with a view to obtaining his assistance.
Secondly, as well as die working team, the Public Service Commissioner has
recommended the formation of a steering group compromising senior officers from
the Public Service Commission and the Auditor General to be chaired by the
Executive Director of the Department of Corrective Services. This seems to me to be
desirable. It will be considered as soon as the executive director returns to his office
this Friday.

To talk in this context abot cover-ups and Royal Commissions is superficial nonsense, and
Mr Cash must know that. Nothing in the document which he contrived to table today
changes that. All that is achieved by that tabling is the prospect of unfair personal prejudice
to the particular officers affected.
On two earlier occasions in recent years, the passage of the Budget Bill had an element of
uncertainty and even drama about it. Whatever else members may have had to complain
about in the last 24 hours, at least we have been spared that much, which I suppose makes it
one of those occasions to be grateful for small mercies. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon .M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

PETITION - WITTENOOM
Fortescue Hotel Closure and Government Buildings Demolition Reconsideration

HON GARRY KELLY (South Metropolitan) rlo0.52 am] - by leave: On behalf of
Hon Mark Novill I present the following petition bearing the signatures of 921 persons -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned citizens of Western Australia who are "Friends of Wittenoom"
request the Legislative Council to call on the State Government to:
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1. Reconsider the decision to close the Fortescue Hotel and demolish all
Government buildings in Wittenoom.

2. To adopt the principal recommendations of the Nevill Report 'Inquiry into
Asbestos Issues at Wittenoom".

3. To that purpose, Mark Nevill MLC and Alan Rogers to address Cabinet on the
report of the "Inquiry into Asbestos Issues at Wittenoom".

4. To transfer title of the Fortescue Hotel and other Government buildings to the
Shire of Ashburton.

5. To promote tourism in the Kas-ijini National Park which is a world class
attraction.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 679.]
POLICE AMENDMENT BILL 1991

Assembly's Message
Message from the Assembly reca-ived and read notifying that it had declined to read the Bill a
second time.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION AND REHABILITATION AMENDMENT
BILL (No 2)

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon John H-alden (Parliamentary
Secretary), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) 110.56 am]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
In June 1991 Mr Rob Guthrie of the School of Business Law, Curtin University, was
appointed by the Government to conduct an independent inquiry into the workers'
compensation dispute resolution system in Western Australia. This was in response to
concerns about delays in the workers' compensation system and followed a commitment
given in Parliament in 1990 by the form-er Minister, Hon Gavan Troy. Ongoing concerns
have been expressed by a range of organisations including the Trades and Labor Council, the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, the Workers' Compensation and
Rehabilitation Commission, the Injured Persons Action and Support Association, the medical
profession, insurers and members of the legal fraternity.
The conduct of the inquiry was based on extensive consultation among members of the
bodies represented on the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council, and all interested parties
were invited to provide written submissions. To ensure consultation occurred with those
who operate in the system a reference group was established to consult and provide advice to
Mr Cuthrie on the preparation of his report. The reference group comprised representatives
of the Trades and Labor Council, Law Society, State Government Insurance Office, Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, Insurance Council of Australia, Australian
Medical Association, Injured Persons Action and Support Association and the Workers'
Compensation Board.
The inquiry examined the problems inherent in the existing system with particular reference
to improving communication and minimising delays in the resolution of disputed claims. A
number of the proposed amendments will change procedures for the resolution of disputed
claims to minimise delays and maximise the accountability of the various parties for
resolution of disputes. In this regard emphasis has been given to the balance between cost
effectiveness and the needs and aspirations of workers and employers.
In addition to amendments flowing from the Guthrie inquiry a small number of urgent
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miscellaneous amendments, which have been developed through the Tripartite Labour
Consultative Council, have also been included in the Bill. Through this process
recommendations for reform of both the legislation and administrative arrangements were
developed. The major legislative recommendations of the Guthrie inquiry form the basis of
this Bill to amend the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Act.
The review of the workers' compensation dispute resolution procedures was based on the
following broad principles: Firstly, rminimising delays in the resolution of disputed claims;
secondly, maximising the accountability of the various parties for resolution of disputes; and
thirdly, providing an efficient and cost effective facility for resolving workers' compensation
disputes. The reforms arising from the review cover the following major areas: Case flow
management; system control and administration;, and dispute settlement procedures.
To accord with the principles of case flow management the Bill proposes a range of
amendments designed to improve the supervision and control of movement of all workers'
compensation cases thereby expediting the resolution of disputes, and it provides for the
monitoring and review of the progress of cases to identify at an early stage those which may
be protracted so that they may be given special attention. Under the principles of case flow
management, an insurer or self-insurer will be required to specify in appropriate notices to
the parties concerned the grounds upon which a decision regarding liability is unable to be
made within the time specified in the Act, or alternatively the basis upon which a claim for
compensation has been declined.
This amendment addresses the current situation whereby insurers can deny liability or notify
a need for more time to determine a claim without providing reasons. To complement this
requirement the Bill proposes that where an insurer has notified the board that more time is
required to determine a claim but has still not decided the claim within 10 days of making the
notification, the claim is deemed to be disputed. To resolve these disputes the Bill provides a
role for a board monitor who will be empowered to direct the insurer or self-insurer to file an
application with the board for the matter to be heard and determined. In order to provide an
incentive to parties to settle disputes at pre-trial conferences rather than allowing settlement
to be deferred to full scale trials, the registrar of the board will have the option to make
interim orders at the pre-trial conference.
The Bill also empowers the Governor, on the recommendation of the Minister, to appoint a
deputy chairman of the board and the nominee members who sit with him for not more than
five years instead of the present one year. This will ensure continuity in decision making and
will encourage the retention of persons of suitable calibre in these important positions. The
Bill specifies clearly defined procedures for handling claims and for expediting the resolution
of disputed claims. There have been a substantial number of complaints that employers have
withheld compensation paid to them by their insurers and intended for injured workers. To
discourage this practice, the Bill provides that an employer who has received workers'
compensation payments from the insurer but fails to pay the compensation to the worker for
whom it is intended within the time limits specified by the Act commits an offence and is
liable to a maximum penalty of $2 000.
Although existing section 61 of the Act provides that a worker can dispute an intention by
his/her employer to reduce or cease his/her weekly payments by filing an application to the
board in chamnbers, a recent Full Court decision deemed these matters must be heard in open
court when the parties have produced conflicting affidavit evidence in chambers hearings.
As this decision has the potential to greatly inflate the substantive hearings list and
accentuate existing delays at the board, the Bill empowers the board in chambers to resolve
any application based on the evidence before it without the need for the board to cross-
examine the deponent of affidavits. This will restore the status quo and allow the board to
operate on the same basis as before the Full Court decision.
The Bill also makes consequential changes to sections 58 and 60 to ensure applications under
these sections can be heard in chambers. Under section 62 in the existing legislation,
workers or employers may also apply to the board for an order that weekly payments of
compensation be discontinued, reduced or increased. The board rules currently permit such
applications to be heard in chambers rather than at substantive hearings and this has
sometimes resulted in this section being used for matters which should have been dealt with
under section 61 which contains specific safeguards for the worker. The Bill addresses this
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problem by stipulating that such applications can be made only via a substantive application,
thereby ensuring section 62 can be used only to discontinue or reduce weekly payments after
an open hearing.
The Bill also permits workers to pursue their entitlements directly against the insurer where
the employer is a company which has commenced to be wound up, or where the employer
has ceased to carry on business or the type of business to which the contract related. The
amendment overcomes an unintended oversight in the Act which prevented some workers
from obtaining the compensation to which they were entitled because their employing
companies had not yet completed the process of being wound up.
Under the existing legislation, a worker whose medical and associated expenses have
exceeded the statutory limit may apply to the board for an extension of entitlement of up to
$50 000. In determining the payment of additional medical and related entitlements beyond
the statutory limit, the board is currently required to cake into account the worker's capacity
to meet his or her reasonable medical expenses from any soure available to him or her,
including weekly payments under the Act. The Government has accepted the view that this
provision has been more onerous in its operation than was intended, and accordingly the Bill
deletes this requirement. This rectifies an inequitable situation where a worker can be denied
further medical expenses if the worker possesses liquid assets, such as the deposit on a house.
The board will still be required to have regard to the social and financial circumstances of the
worker and his or her reasonable financial needs when considering applications for further
medical expenses.
To ensure workers are alerted when their medical entitlements are running out, the Bill
requires the insurer/employer to notify the worker when the worker has reached 75 per cent
of the statutory limit for medical and related expenses. Furthermore, the Bill will permit the
worker to apply to the board in advance for payment of up to $50 000 in medical expenses
beyond the limit when the worker has utilised 75 per cent or more of the limit. This is
intended to eliminate the current situation where workers must embark on the financially
risky course of incurring additional medical expenses before applying to the board for an
extension.
An amendment to provide for a worker to seek compensation from the workers'
compensation and rehabilitation general fund in a case where the insurer refuses to
indemnify an employer under a policy of insurance clarifies that workers who have a genuine
entitlement are not to be denied compensation as a result of an alleged act or omission
committed by the employer. I emphasise that it is not intended that this will provide an
avenue for insurers to avoid their legitimate obligations under insurance policies, and to
guard against this the Government has introduced a new provision which stipulates that an
insurer is not to decline to indemnify an employer unless it can be proved that the insurer has
suffered prejudice. If the insurer can prove this, it is only entitled to decline to indemnify the
employer to the extent of the prejudice suffered.
The Bill empowers workers to request from employers and insurers "relevant documents"
before proceedings have commenced. Such documents include contracts of service or
apprenticeship, records of wages or other remuneration paid to the worker, medical reports
and vocational rehabilitation reports. This requirement will remove a current shortcoming in
the Act whereby workers may request only medical reports, and only in circumstances where
a dispute exists.
The Government, through the findings of the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council and the
Guthrie reference group, acknowledges the need for the board to have direct, uncomplicated
access to expert advice on the medical condition of a worker who appears before it. As the
existing legislation already provides for the establishment of medical advisory panels, the
Bill confers upon the board an ability to refer a worker to such a panel for an opinion in
relation to the medical condition of that worker, without the worker or employer having
requested the reference. The board may have regard to the findings of such a panel, but these
findings shall not be binding upon the board. This option will enable the board to speedily
obtain independent medical advice in cases where the parties have presented conflicting
medical evidence which is delaying resolution of a claim.
In addition to the range of amendments arising out of the Guthrie inquiry, a number of
miscellaneous amendments have been endorsed by the Tripartite Labour Consultative
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Council and amalgamated with this Bill. In response to a request from the Anglican Church,
the Bill extends coverage under the Act to all Anglican clergy and not just to priests as
currently specified in the Act. The Anglican Archbishop of Perth is deemed to be the
employer. As a result of a count ruling, employers who make weekly payments of
compensation to a worker have been unable to cease payments when the worker has returned
to work with another employer, except by obtaining an order of the board. Under this Bill,
an employer will be empowered to discontinue or diminish payments in accordance with
particulars supplied by the worker which confirm that the worker has obtained remunerated
employment. The Act will require the worker to furnish such particulars when requested by
the employer. This amendment will facilitate adjustments to weekly payments of
compensation without having to obtain an order of the board where there is clearly no
dispute that a worker has genuinely commenced remunerated work with an employer other
than the employer in whose service he or she was injured. The Bill revises the existing
provision in the Act for the Minister to issue directions to the commission and introduces a
power for the Minister to have access to information in the possession of the commission for
parliamentary purposes or in order to conduct public business. This amendment reflects the
standard provisions approved by Cabinet in January 1990.
The Bill before the House seeks to introduce changes which will provide for a faster, cheaper
and fairer system of resolving workers' compensation disputes. The Guthrie inquiry was
prompted by the system's becoming extremely complicated and legalistic, resulting in
frustrating delays for injured workers and their employers which sometimes lasted for years.
The amendments which I have outlined have been developed as a result of the widest
possible consultation with all interest groups in the workers' compensation field. The
proposals are designed to improve the administrative efficiency of the board, provide
appropriate procedures for all pantics in the system to play their proper role, and enable the
board to hear and determine many disputes on a less formal basis. The Bill fulfils the
Government's commitment to Parliament in 1990 to review and overhaul dispute resolution
procedures in the workers' compensation jurisdiction. It also addresses a small number of
important issues which have arisen separately from the Guthrie inquiry.
I commend the Bill to the House.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) 111.07 amj: For
some time considerable concerns were held about the delays in the workers' compensation
system in Western Australia. As a result of representations from various sections of the
community, including the trade union movement and Western Australian business councils,
in 1991 the Government appointed Mr Rob Guthrie to head an inquiry into the workers'
compensation system in this State. This Bill emanates from the recommendations of the
Guthrie report. The proposals contained in the Bill involved wide consultation.
Importantly, the amendments to sections 58, 60 and 61 of the principal Act relate to chamber
applications and the use of affidavit evidence. Members may be aware that in June of this
year the Full Court of the Supreme Court handed down a decision in the Donaghy v
Glendcraig Villages Pty Ltd case. As a result when medical records were in conflict under a
section 61(3) application - that section deals with the diminishing weekly payments to a
worker - it would be necessary for an application to be heard by the open court rather than in
chambers. The fear - since justified - was that delays would occur with decisions on
applications under section 61(3). Obviously, this led to the workers in many instances
remaining within the workers' compensation system when no just cause existed to do so. As
a result of that, a cost claims blowouts occurred.
The insurance Council of Australia, particularly the Western Australian branch, has been
keen to see this Bill expedited for some time. The council was very concerned that the Bill
might be debated in the other place, come to the Legislative Council, and as 3 December was
the last sitting day of the Parliament, the Bill may not have been dealt with. Given that a
State election will be held in early 1993 with the possibility that the Parliament wilt not meet
for some months the Opposition has taken the view that based on the best estimates that we
have been able to receive in respect of the savings that can be made in industry generally by
the process of this Bill that it is necessary to support it today. It is estimated by industry that
if this Bill were not supported today additional claim costs for 1992-93 would be in excess of
$25 million. That would require an increase in premiums. Some premiums would need to
rise by 20 per cent with a general application of about a 10 per cent rise in premiums across
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the board. In today's climate it would be irresponsible of the Opposition not to deal with the
Bill at the first available opportunity. It is most unusual that a Bill of this nature is dealt with
immediately following the second reading speech given by the Minister handling the Bill on
behalf of the Government. However, substantial consultation was taken during the night
with my colleagues in another place and I am assured that the negotiations which occurred
between the Opposition and the Government have seen a Bill senit to the Legislative Council
which is acceptable to both parties. If this House were not adjourning in a short time, I
would insist that two amendments be applied to the Bill. One is in respect of the direction
that a Minister can give to the board and the documents which are required to be produced
for the Minister for parliamentary business. When we dealt With the Bush Fires Amendment
Bill last night two amendments were moved by the Opposition and agreed to by the
Government.
As much as I would like to say that the Bill is 100 per cent complete before its passage
through this House, I give notice that Opposition support for the Bill today is conditional
upon the Act being returned to the Parliament as soon as practically possible by the next
Government to ensure that those cwo procedural items can be taken into account. However,
as I have said industry's best advice to the Opposition is that it will cost industry up to
$25 million if this Bill is not processed today and is held over to the next year. Under the
circumstances the Opposition could not be a party to that situation and accordingly it has
given its support.
HON D.J. WORDSWORTH (Agricultural) [11. 13 am]: If a saving resulted by passing
this Bill I should be the first person to support it, because workers' compensation has become
one of the major charges for business. It seems that this Bill will not be to the detriment of
workers. These sorts of things are inclined to be viewed as the wicked employer against the
downtrodden employee. I have never had a person on workers' compensation pay, but they
continued on full pay whenever there has been an accident. That happens with most small
businesses. When an accident occurs the employer, particularly in the small business
situation where one works so closely with one's men, feels a very grave responsibility for
those who are injured.
I do not know what goes on currently within the forestry section in the Department of
Conservation and Land Management, but when I was Minister for Forests I must have
presented 1 000 watches and hundreds of eskies and goodness knows what else to those
foresters who worked for six months without an accident. It was given as a token of the
workers' care and the care that the branch of the forest department had fulfilled. It was
always the Minister who handed the watch over. I gather that because the ministry is in
another form this no longer takes place. That is unfortunate because one gained a lot as a
Minister in a relationship with the people one worked with.
One final point is the lack of workers' compensation for members of Parliament; I can say
that perhaps because I am going out of this place. The Minister even made reference to the
clergy in this speech. I know that members of Parliament certainly would not get their pay
docked if they had an injury, but I have always wondered what would happen if a member
sustained an injury which meant he could no longer fulfil his role. For example, a car
accident which resulted in a member no longer being able to speak. Some might think that is
a great asset, but obviously he would not be re-elected and I wonder what profession there is
for him. We have been lucky in that we have not had those sorts of difficulties but they
could arise at any time. I know that in the past, through our superannuation scheme, we have
managed to overcome perhaps any pmoblem that has occurred, but it is foolish that we stick to
this isolated idea that because we are the people that we employ and therefore cannot be
covered by workers' compensation.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Comiitee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary), and passed.
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ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On motion by Hion J.M. Berinson (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn to a date and time to be fixed by the President.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON ,J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [11. 19 am]: I move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournment Debate - Farewell Speech and Best Wishes

Hon J.M. BERINSON: The motion for the last adjournment of the year always raises some
difficulty as members look for a reasonable balance between political and personal
statements. Those difficulties are compounded when the last motion of the year is also the
last motion of the Parliament as chat means thai an election is looming. In my own case, as
with other members, this adjournment also marks the effective end of a parliamentary career.
That makes a difficult position almost impossible. Despite the circumstances, I will resist the
temptation to be lyrical or philosophical - all chat can wait until rmy autobiography
For present purposes, however, the least I must do is express my thanks to the many people
to whom I am greatly indebted. I appreciate beyond my ability to adequately express the
confidence, support, loyalty and friendship which I have received from members on this side.
We have been through some difficult and strenuous times together and certainly my role in
that has only been made possible by the unity and united effort of my colleagues. Within the
ranks of Government members I have naturally been the greatest nuisance to the Ministers
Hon Kay H-allahan and Hon Graham Edwards. I appreciate their forbearance and support
almost as much as their good work. The Government and the public are very well served by
them. I thank and congratulate our first three Parliamentary Secretaries, i-ons John Halden,
Mark Nevill and Tom Stephens, who is now Minister for Services and who has created a
remarkable break with history and tradition by gaining a fourth ministerial position in this
Legislative Council. Tom, we are fiercely proud of you. I regret that we did not implement
the system of Parliamentary Secretaries much earlier. As I look back at the previous position
without them, I cannot believe that Ministers in this House worked for so long within a
system and under pressure which was so grinding and literally mind numbing.
I know that a number of members cannot bear to think of the Council without me and are
therefore retiring at the same time as I am. On the Government side, Hon Fred McKenzie is
not only a retiring member, but a retiring institution, It has been a pleasure to work with him
as Government Whip and I wish him well.
Government members: Hear, hear!
Hon J.M. BERTNSON: I express my sincere good wishes also to Hon Beryl Jones. Beryl,
thank you very much for your generous comments and for your friendship. My thanks also
to Hon Kay Hallahan again and good wishes to her in her transition to higher duties in'the
interests of the people of Armadale. Interestingly, there is an equal number of retiring
members on the other side with Hons Margaret McAleer, David Wordsworth and John
Caldwell. Hon Phillip Pendal will also vacate a position on that side With his nomination for
an Assembly seat. With no less than eight out of 34 members leaving this House, the
Council will be significantly different in the next Parliament; whether better or not remains
to be seen and each of us will bring our own prejudice to bear when we attempt our judgment
on that.
Mr President, I add my thanks to you, to Hon Garry Kelly as Chairman of Committees, and
to the Clerk, Laurie Marquet. The position of Clerk has involved unprecedented pressure in
recent years and many important developments in this House have benefited greatly from his
contribution. He has earned the appreciation and high regard of all members. I also thank
other Council officers, the attendants and certainly, not least, the Hansard reporters. Their
capacity to produce English out of what is actually said in this House involves a high degree
of both professionalism and ingenuity. I also express my appreciation to two charming and
super efficient young ladies, Tina Samnuels and Natalie Osborne. Quite literally, the
Government in the Council could not have functioned without them.
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I add only a few words on the future of this House as an institution. In recent years it has
suffered greatly from a level of personal invective and a degree of bitterness which have
poisoned the atmosphere in which our work was done. Of course, the times have been
unusual, if not unique and the business of the House will surely return to a more usual pattern
in the new and following Parliaments. As it does, I hope that that will be accompanied by a
return to rather more restrained and civil standards of conduct which have come to be too
common. The effectiveness of members' contributions, whether in Government or
Opposition, will not suffer at all; more likely they will be enhanced.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [ 11.26 am]: On
behalf of the Opposition I want to also make some close of session remarks. We thank you,
Mr President, from this side of the House for the manner in which you have managed and
conducted the House over the past 12 months. It was without question a case of your
maintaining the continued dignity of this place. From your position as Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, you do like no other
person can. Hon Garry Kelly has been the Deputy President and Chairman of Committees
since he was elected to that position following the resignation of Hon Jim Brown. We offer
our sincere thanks for the manner in which he has managed the House, not only as Chairman
of Committees but also as a Deputy President in the absence of Hon Clive Griffiths.

I need to mention two people in this place, both of whom are retiring: Hon Margaret
McAleer and Hon Fred McKenzie. They occupy the present positions of Whip on the
Opposition side and the Government Whip. Members will be aware that in the other place is
the position of Leader of the House. That position requires the person to manage the
business of that House and see that the debates are managed in an orderly manner. The
speakers are on call as required and a general orderly flow of business exists throughout the
House. In the Legislative Council we do not have that particular position. The responsibility
of that position falls to both Hon Margaret McAleer and Hon Fred McKenzie. As Leader of
the Opposition, the support and goodwill that has been extended by both Hon Margaret
McAleer and Hon Fred McKenzie has assisted in the general running of the House from the
Opposition side and is much appreciated. With respect to their forthcoming retirements. I
offer you, Margaret, our appreciation for a tremendous job well done in this place for 19
years and to you, Fred, for the magnificent work you have done on behalf of the Parliament
for the past fifteen and a half years, soon to be 16 years. Other members are retiring on this
side of the House. Hon David Wordsworth will leave after 22 years of parliamentary
service. Members will be* aware that Hon David Wordsworth is a former Minister of the
aown and, indeed, has been Deputy President of this House for a considerable period. I
was thinking just the other day of the brilliant contribution made by Hon David Wordsworth
to the National Rail Corporation Bill debate. I guess that stems from the fact that he was
Minister for Transport in Western Australia during 1977 and 1988 and, of course, the
Minister for Lands from 1978 to 1982. On behalf off this side of the House we wish him
well in his retirement. He is a member of great integrity who has developed an affinity with
tens of thousands of constituents throughout Western Australia. I have had the opportunity
of travelling with David throughout this State. On a trip that we did to Albany some years
ago I was absolutely amazed at the fact that every time we stopped in a town he seemed not
only to know everybody but was known by all persons with whom we came into contact.

Another member retiring is Hon John Caldwell who was elected to this House on 22 May
1986 and has represented Agricultural Region. We extend our best wishes to John and
Francine on their retirement. It is fair to say that John has been the anchor committee man
for the National Party, which has been a very onerous position. The Liberal Party has had
more people from whom to choose for committee work. The National Party has, on many
occasions, decided that John should be its committee representative. He has done a
magnificent job, not only on behalf of the National Party but also on behalf of the
Parliament. He has sat for long hours and I am sure suffered from many of those long hours
on committee work. However, he has remained "gentleman' John Caldwell and we wish
him well in his retirement.

To Hon Joe Berinson and Hon Beryl Jones who are retiring from the Parliament on a
permanent basis we extend our best wishes. Hon Phillip Pendal and Hon Kay Hallahan are
retiring from this House of Parliament to contest seats in the Legislative Assembly. No
doubt the 1993 election will prove whether they are able to achieve what Sandy Lewis, who
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was a member of both places, achieved, Hon Jim Brown also achieved membership of both
Houses more recently and I also have had the pleasure of serving both Houses. We wish
them well in their endeavours. I would offer to work for Hon Kay Hallahan, but I will be
employed in South Perth doing other work!
Can I also offer our appreciation to all officers of the Parliament who have attended members
on this side of the House so well during the past 12 months. The tasks that we impose on
those officers are quite burdensome at times. However, there is always a pleasant smile
irrespective of the jobs that members ask officers to do from time to time.
I will not run through the various departments within the Parliament. However, I do want to
give special recognition to the Hansard division under the management of Neil Burrell. As
members know, the House has been sitting for 25 hours straight and at all times the Hansard
crew have been here working with us. Hansard performs a magnificent task in this House.
The Hansard staff often go unrecognised for the work chat they do on our behalf. I am
reminded of the earlier comments by Hon Fred McKenzie which were, in part, repeated by
B-on Joe Berinson. They said that the speeches chat are returned to members often come
back in better shape than when they are delivered on the floor of this House. I pay a special
tribute to all members of Hansard and offer the appreciation of members on this side of the
House.
To you, Mr President, and Mrs Griffiths and to all members of the House, I extend on behalf
of the Opposition the season's greetings and my best wishes for a very successful 1993.
HON E.J. CHJARLTON (Agricultural) [ 11.35 am]: On behalf of the National Party I
endorse the comments made by the Leader of the Opposition, Hon George Cash, and extend
our thanks to everybody concerned. I especially recognise the people who are retiring. I
congratulate the Leader of the Government, Hon Joe Berinson. It is right and just for us to
offer him our congratulations. He has been the Leader of the Government in this place all
the time that I have been here. It has always been a pleasure to work with him and a
privilege to discuss with him things that arise from time to time. As politicians, we do not
always agree, but that is not the essence of the contract. The important thing is to respect and
recognise that. It has been a privilege to be in this House at the same time as Hon Joe
Berinson. I endorse the Leader of the Opposition's comments about Hon Kay Hallahan and
Hon Phillip Pendal, who are leaving to take on another challenge. I wish them the best of
luck because it is a big challenge. It is easy to maintain a position where one is almost
guaranteed of a seat in this place under proportional representation.
On behalf of the National Party, I say it has been a privilege to work with Hon Fred
McKenzie and Hon Margaret McAleer. They are always courteous, happy and smiling and
first class people. I congratulate them both. I hope that Margaret enjoys her retirement at
Aranough. She will be able to keep her eye on the seasons and Fred will make sure the trins
still run even if it is with the National Rail Corporation. Again, on behalf of the National
Party, [ want to say how great it has been to be associated with Hon David Wordsworth and
Hon Beryl Jones.
Hon John Caldwell has been my right hand man. As Hon George Cash said, he is known as
"gentleman" John. It does not matter what he is asked to do, he does it and he does it well
because he is so dedicated. However, it is not a good option to be on so many committees.
John said to me a moment ago that by being on the Pike committee, he not only gained
experience, but also a lot of media attention - that came automatically. I had an experience
in that regard also.
It is the end of the parliamentary year. When we look back over the past four years and
recognise all of the people we have dealt with, we realise how much people who Work in this
place do for us. They are a fine group of people. They are dedicated and an example to
society.
I thank you, Mr President, and the Clerk, Mr Marquet, and the Assistant Clerks. The Clerk is
always ready to give advice to all of us. We do not have to take it, but he has always got it. I
recognise that. I think members of this House are fortunate to have someone with his
knowledge of whom we can take advantage.
Finally, in wishing everybody the very best, I want to say that during the four years of this
Parliament I lost a son. It was a very unpleasant experience and pretty hard to take. I want
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to say how grateful I am to all members for coming to my son's funeral because I
appreciated it very much.
HON FRED McKENZIE (East Metropolitan) 111.40 am]: I apologise to the House for
having to speak on the adjournment, but I will cake only a few minutes. It is very strange
that in a long speech in which one thanks a lot of people he can forget the most important
person in his life and I forgot my wife. She would not be worried about that, but it would be
on my conscience for the rest of my life.
As members know political life takes its toll on one's marriage. I have an excellent partner
who has stuck with me throughout the 16 years I have been in this place. The responsibilities
of a member of Parliament, because of his commitment to public life, means his relationship
with his children is at times somewhat strained when it comes to his duties as a father. When
I came here I had two young children who went through their developing years in the early
years that I was here. Without my wife's guidance and sacrifice, my children would not have
turned out to be the adults they are today. They have not been in trouble, have been free of
drugs and are normal Australian adults. During their crucial developing years I was grateful
for the assistance my wife gave to them and to me.
A member of Parliament's spouse is as much a member of Parliament as he is. My wife
spends hours on the phone speaking to people and she has been of great assistance to me. I
am very grateful for that and it would be very remiss of me if I did not mention that in this
House. As far as I am concerned I have left the most important person in my life to last. I
thank members for their kind comments and for the privilege of serving in this Parliament
with them. I thank members for giving me the opportunity to speak a second time.
[Applause.]
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) ( 11.42 am]: This House has sat for 25 hours and 10
minutes and I appreciate that my contribution is probably not one which will be greeted with
overwhelming joy. I hope that you, Mr President, and members will be tolerant enough to
allow me a few moments before the House adjourns.
As the junior member of this House I thought members would appreciate my analysis of the
nine months I have been in the Parliament. When I say I am the junior member, I hasten to
add that I mean junior in terms of service and not in years. It came as quite a shock to me to
find out that there are a number of members in this place who are younger than 1. It was a
great shock to find out that Hon Phillip Pendal is younger than I am.
Hon P.C. Pendal: You can see what 12 months in this place does.
Hon KIM CHANCE: When I found that was the case and I recovered from being stunned, I
attributed my youthful appearance to the fact that my conscience is clear and I am able to
sleep peacefully each night. Perhaps that is the reason that I look 10 years' younger than
Hon Phil Pendal!
I take this opportunity to express my appreciation to you, Mr President, and to all members
for the assistance I have been given in the nine months I-have been a member of this place.
I thought I knew all about politics and the parliamentary system. I do not know why a truck
driver should think he understands the parliamentary process except that when I was five
years of age, younger than the children in the gallery today, I was determined to be a member
of Parliament. I got here a long time later through a circuitous route. I have taken a serious
interest in the parliamentary process. I was probably surprised with fewer things than most
new members of Parliament are when they first come here. However, what surprised me
more than I expected was the level of cooperation between both sides of the House. If there
is one aspect of political life which is deeply misunderstood by the public it is the extent to
which there is cooperation between the political parties. We must get this across to the
public to raise their perception of members of Parliament.
I have learnt a great deal from members of the Opposition, particularly those members, with
whom I have worked on three committees of this House and I refer specifically to the
chairmen of those committees, Hon Peter Foss, Hon Phillip Pendal and Hon George Cash. I
do not know whether it is normally expected that a new member should serve on three Select
Committees in the one year. I do not know how it happened, but I know it will not happen to
me again. Nonetheless, it was a rapid learning experience and I certainly appreciated the
opportunity.
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I have known mast of the members on this side of the House for a long time. I joined the
Australian Labor Party over 20 years ago, I have known Hon Fred McKenzie for more than
20 years. I express my appreciation to those retiring members who will not be in this place
next year for the assistance they have given me. I have already referred to Hon Phillip
Pendal. Hon Kay Hallahan has been a wonderful Minister and she is a tremendous person to
work with and I look forward to working with her when she is a member of the Legislative
Assembly and a Minister next year.
I wish Hon John Caldwell, Hon Margaret McAleer, Hon David Wordsworth, whom I have
known for almost as long as I have known Hon Fred McKenzie, Hon Beryl Jones, Hon Fred
McKenzie and Hon Joe Berinson everything they deserve, and they deserve a great deal. I
can not adequately express my true feelings. However, I will single out one member - Hon
Joe Berinson. It is strange that Joe and I had hardly met each other before I came to this
place earlier this year. Joe is a person I watched for many years in the development of my
political aspirations. I am not sure when it started, but it could have been when Joe made his
transition from Federal to State Parliament. From watching Joe's career I built up a picture
of him which put him above any other member of Parliament I have known. I regard him as
a man of great integrity and as the best politician this Parliament has had. I appreciate it is a
matter of debate for some members and in that regard I share Hon Beryl Jones' comments. I
have been deeply saddened by the events of the last month, but I will not dwell on that now.
Given that I started my life in this Parliament with a picture in my mind of Hon Joe
Berinson, the events of this year have done nothing but add lustre to that picture and I thank
him very much.
[Applause.]
HON REG DAVIES (North Metropolitan) [11.50 am]: It is only fitting, Mr President, that
I should say a few words on this occasion. I am not sure whether I am pant of the
Opposition, of this side of the House or wherever, but as an Independent member of this
House I want to express my appreciation for the support I have had over the past years in a
very difficult circumstance. At times I have felt like the shadow Minister for Western
Australia! I have had tremendous support, particularly from the staff of this House and I
express my appreciation. From you, Sir, I have had guidance, which I have appreciated, and
I have received cooperation from the Government and the coalition. They gave me respect in
this position that I chose for myself. I pass my best wishes to those members who are
retiring from the Parliament and to those retiring from this House. I extend to all members
my very best wishes for the festive season and I hope the new year will bring them
everything they wish for themselves. I wish them all the very best of luck at the next
election.
[Applause.]
THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): Before I put the question, in addition to
thanking those honourable members who have extended personal greetings to me and
Mrs Griffiths, it is usual for me to thank members very much indeed and to say that their
comments are reciprocated. It also affords me the opportunity to thank members who have
made comments about and extended greetings to the Clerk and staff of the Legislative
Council, together with the staff of all the other departments of Parliament who are not in a
position to return the greetings members have extended to them; that is, the members of the
Hansard staff, the catering staff, the Library staff and the staff of the Finance and Personnel
Office. On their behalf I thank members very much for the comments they have made. I say
to those members retiring that it has been a great pleasure for me to have had the opportunity
of presiding over the place for the years in which they have been members. With the
exception of Hon David Wordsworth and Hon Margaret McAleer, all the other retiring
members entered Parliament after I had been elected President of the Legislative Council.
The opportunity I had to work with Hon Margaret McAleer and Hon David Wordsworth
even prior to that has been a great pleasure. I will not extend comments individually about
each of the members except to say that I sincerely thank each of them for the contribution
they have made to the State of Western Australia through the representation of the people
who elected them.
I am sure members will forgive me if I say something about the Leader of the House. I
single him out because of some comments made to me by several of his colleagues who were
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in this House before he became a member. At that time I had been President for only three
years and I did not have as great a following as I perhaps have gained in later years. His
colleagues said that I would have a tough time ahead of me because a certain person was
coming into this place. One member said to me "Let me tell you, you will have to know
those Standing Orders inside out because this person will carve you up with his knowledge of
Standing Orders, and every time you make a decision this person will ensure you are
correct." I was a little apprehensive about this and quite taken aback. On the very first day
that Hon Joe Berinson was sitting in the Chamber I gave some sort of ruling about some
matter - he may not remember this but I do - and he asked me under which Standing Order I
had made that decision. I quickly said "Standing Order No 64." He accepted that and!I
immediately got the impression that perhaps the warning given to me by the other people that
this person knew all these Standing Orders was not quite as well-founded as they perhaps
thought. I am saying this because I have gained a great deal of delight in all the years since
at the great faith that the Leader of the House has had in me. He obviously made the
decision then that it was absolutely unnecessary for him to ever read the Standing Orders
because he could leave it entirely to me. I thank you, Mr Berinson, very much indeed for
that faith. Having said that, I take the opportunity to wish each and every one of you seeking
re-election all the best in the coming election. [ thank the members who are departing from
this place for their contributions. I extend to each and every one of you and your loved ones
from Mrs Griffiths and me a very merry Christmas and a happy and healthy new year.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned ar 1).56 am (Friday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

WITTNOOM - GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS CLOSURE AND DEMOLITION
No Safe Level of Exposure to Airborne Asbestos Fibres

976. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Health:

I refer to the quote in the Minister for North-West's media release of
November 4 1992 announcing the closure and demolition of Government
buildings at Wittenoom and ask -

(1) Is it correct "that there is no safe level of environmental exposure to
airborne blue asbestos"?

(2) If there is no safe level of environmental exposure to airborne asbestos
fibres, will the State Government remove all asbestos where airborne
asbestos fibres can be detected?

(3) If not, why not?
(4) Where appropriate does the Health Department of Western Australia

apply the concepts of risk and acceptable risk in making decisions and
taking action on health problems?

(5) Is it also correct that there is no safe level of motor vehicle accidents?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) A "safe" level of environmental exposure to airborne blue asbestos
cannot be reliably established on present scientific knowledge.

(2) No.
(3) Because asbestos is a naturally occurring mineral contaminant. The

presence of asbestos fibres is ubiquitous and therefore it would be
impractical to remove.

(4) Yes.
(5) If an accident occurs it is obvious that safety has been compromised.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - MESOTHELIOMA
Additional Risk of Contracting at Wittenoom

979. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Health:

What does the Health Department of Western Australia consider to be the
additional risk of contracting mesothelioma at Wittenoom for -
(a) an adult with 10 years' residence post 1992; and
(b) a child with 10 years' residence post 1992?

Ron KAY HALLAH-AN replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

The "Inquiry into Asbestos Issues at Wittenoom" report estimates the
additional risks as -

(a) 23 per cent increase;
(b) eight per cent increase.
I am advised that these figures are in error and should be reversed; that is, (a)
eight per cent and (b) 23 per cent. Once reversed, the department believes
that these are reasonable estimates of increased risk. They are, however, very
sensitive to underlying assumptions about the rate of mesothelioma in the
unexposed population.
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MESOTH-ELIOMA - WITTENOOM
Deaths Reported, Former Miners and Millers of Asbestos

980. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
Health:
(1) How many deaths from mesotheliomna have been reported of former miners

and millers of asbestos at Wircenoomn in each of the annual reporting periods
from 1978?

(2) How many deaths from mesochelioma among the cohort in question (1) are
expected in each of the annual reporting periods starting from 1990 to 2010?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) Statistics collected from a number of services indicate that the deaths
of former miners and millers between 1978 and 1990 are as follows -

Number of mesochelioma deaths
reported of former Wittenoomn

miners and millers
1978 5
1979 3
1980 11
1981 6
1982 11
1983 5
1984 12
1985 8
1986 8
1987 13
1988 9
1989 4
1990 5

(2) 1 am advised that the application of different models to predict the
number of mesotheliomna among exposed persons together with the
different assumptions made in applying these models results in widely
differing estimates. However, the Health Department believes it is
reasonable to anticipate between five and 15 deaths per year, after
comparing die results obtained by models used in the University of
Western Australia and in Sydney.

ROADS - COLLIE RIVER ROAD, EASTERN EXTREMITY CLOSURE
APPLICATION

1011. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education representing the Minisrer for
Lands:
(1) Has an application been received for the closure of a 196 metre portion of the

Collie River Road at the eastern extremity of the road, for a section entirely on
the eastern side of the Collie River backing location 28 C/F 1726/909?

(2) Is the Minister aware that this proposed road closure forms part of the historic
Millars Ford crossing between the Dardanup and Harvey Shire boundaries?

(3) In view of the historic and many current uses of this part of the river, will the
Minister refuse the application for closure?

(4) If not, why not?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Lands has provided the following reply -

(1) I am aware that the process for a part closure of the road has been
initiated with the Harvey Shire.
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(2)
(3)-(4)

Yes.

The Shire of Harvey has resolved to advertise the proposal to close
part of Collie River Road and ir is understood that objections may be
lodged with the shire until 4 December. Any view I might personally
have will of course be influenced by those submissions and the
resolution of the shire following those submissions, and I think the
answers to these questions are best left until after then.

SOUTH WEST MENTAL HEALTH GROUP - FUNDING SOURCE
1012. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for

Health:

8140

(1) What is the source of funds for the South West Mental Health group?
(2) What is the policy guiding their actions?
(3) What controls are in place to account for how they disburse taxpayers' money?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) The source of the capital funding for the project was the
Commonwealth Government through the local government
housing grants.

(b) The source of staff funding for the South West Menial Health
is through the non-Government organisations' budget of the
Health Department of Western Australia.

(2) The policy guiding the action of this group is related to the provision
of accommodation support for people with long-term mental illness to
enable them to continue to live in the community.

(3) The Health Department of Western Australia requires that all groups
receiving funding account for their expenditure and provide
information on client outcomes.

SCHOOLS - GASCOYNE JUNCTION PRIMARY
Teaching Staff Reduction 1993

1024. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is it the intention of the Government to reduce the teaching staff numbers at

Gascoyne Junction Primary School for the 1993 school year?
(2) If so, for what reason?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Due to a projected fall in student enrolment in 1993 - anticipated total of I1I

students - Gascoyne Junction Primary School will lose one full-time teaching
staff member.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - MESOTHELTOMA
Teachers at no Greater Risk than the General Population

1036. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Education:
(1) What evidence has been gathered to indicate that people in education

employment have no greater risk than the balance of the general population?
(2) Will the Ministry of Education organise such a study to assess the risk of

teachers in Western Australia contracting mesothelioma?
(3) What is the risk of the "general population" in the reply to question on notice

No 981 part (1)?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) According to the Commissioner for Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare,

Mr Neil Bartholomacus, the available information shows that "teachers do not
have an increased risk of developing mesothelioma compared to the general
population". The information is based on the incident rate of teachers
contracting mesorheliomna compared to the general population, as identified
from the cancer register in Western Australia.

(2) The Ministry of Education is developing a proposal to assess further the risk
of teachers in Western Australia contracting mesotheliomna.

(3) The Western Australian Advisory Committee on Hazardous Substances -
WAACHS - report indicated that research into the incidence of mesotheliomna
in Australian and Western Australian populations, unexposed to asbestos, was
of the order of one to two persons per million per year. The WAACHS report
supports and is supported by other researchers. According to the following
researchers, it is generally accepted that the incidence of mesotheliomna in
populations unexposed to asbestos is one to two million: D.W. Henderson -
Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide; S. Le P. LangLois - Royal Adelaide
Hospital, Adelaide; D. Whitaker and K.B. Shilken - Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital.

POLICE - CRIME STATISTICS RELEASE, POLICY CHANGE

1045. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

(1) Has there been any change in police policy in the release of crime statistics?

(2) If so, when did the policy change and for what reason?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

LEARNING NETWORK CENTRES - KIMBERLEY AND NARROGIN
Government Funding

1046. Hon MARGARET McALEER to the Minister for Education:

Is it the Government's intention to fund the three learning network centres in
the Kimberley after June 30 1993, and the Narrogin Centre after April 12
1993?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Government will continue to promote the concept of flexible delivery of
programs and this will be given priority in the Budget arrangements. The
details of levels and locations for funding will be decided as part of the
normal Budget process.

DETHRIDGE INCIDENT - VIDEO RELEASE
Commissioner of Police's Awareness;- Discussions with Minister for Police

1048. Hon D.I. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Police:

(1) When did the Commissioner of Police become aware of -

(a) the Dethridge incident; and

(b) the release of the video showing the Dethridge incident?

(2) When did the Commissioner of Police, if at all, first discuss either the
Dethridge incident or the release of the video with the Minister for Police?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1) (a) 22 May 1992.
(b) The Commissioner of Police was notified on I11 November 1992 that

on that date counsel for Joseph Dethridge had successfully applied for
the release of the videotape. The video was released by the managing
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registrar of the Perth Court of Petty Sessions on 13 November 1992 to
Mr Dethridge's counsel.

(2) As best as can be ascertained, on 25 May 1992. An internal investigation
commenced on 22 May 1992.

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - GUILD COUNCIL ELECTIONS
DECLARED NULL AND VOID

1050. Hon PETER FOSS to the Minister for Education:
Is the Minister aware that the Electoral Tribunal of the Guild of
Undergraduates of the University of Western Australia has declared the
election conducted by the Electoral Commissioner for Guild Council to be
void and in doing so -
(a) has left the guild without a guild council until new elections are held;

and
(b) has disregarded advice given to the Electoral Commissioner by the

Crown Law Department?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(a) I have been informed that the Election Tribunal has declared the elections

void. The Guild Council is making arrangements in accordance with the
provisions of Statute 20, clause 4, made pursuant to the University of Western
Australia Act 1911, for interim management of the guild until fresh elections
can be held in March 1993.

(b) The Election Tribunal is an independent quasi-judicial body established under
the Guild of Undergraduates regulations and is not bound to take notice of
advice given to it by any party.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS OR AUTHORITIES - POLICY OR
PROMOTIONAL DOCUMENTS, OTHER THAN PRESS RELEASES, RELEASE

PLANS, DECEMBER-FEBRUARY
1086. I-on PETER FOSS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Justice:

(1) Does any department or authority under the control of the Minister for Justice
plan to issue any policy or promotional document, other than Press releases, in
the months December to February inclusive?

(2) If so, what are the names of those documents, and the proposed release dates?
(3) What is the budgeted production and printing costs for each document, and the

proposed quantity to be printed?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(I) No.
(2)-(3)

Not applicable.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

SHREEVES FROZEN FOODS PTY LTD - TRANSFER OF PROCESSING
LICENCE APPLICATION

728. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Fisheries:

Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Has an application been received from Clean Port Processing of

Yanchep for the transfer of a processing licence from Shreeves Frozen
Foods Pty Ltd of Bassendean?
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(2) Has an offer been made by Shreeves Frozen Foods to pay the
outstanding licence fees applicable to the licence; and, if yes, is the
offer acceptable in the circumstances?

(3) What action is required to expedite the transfer of licences to Clean
Port Processing?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I thank the Leader of the Opposition for notice of the question. The Minister
for Fisheries has provided the following reply -

(1) No formal transfer application has been lodged with the Executive
Director of Fisheries in accordance with the provisions of the Fisheries
Act.

(2) The licence has expired, and the Fisheries Department is seeking
Crown Law Department advice about whether it can legally be
renewed.

(3) A decision will be made by the Executive Director of Fisheries on the
advice before him when the Crown Law Department reply is received.

QUESTION WITHOUT NOTICE 715 - DOCUMENTS TABLING

729. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

I refer to question without notice 715 of 2 December and ask: Were the
documents tabled by the Attorney General in respect of correspondence from
the Royal Commission dated 21 September 1992 the entire set of documents
received from the commission?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

As far as I am aware, yes.

SCHOOL BUSES - BRLEMER BAY WEST, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION PAYMENT

730. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education:

Some notice of this question has been given.

(1) Has the Ministry of Education made a contribution to the proprietors
of the Bremer Bay West school bus, N. and A. Lawrence, by paying
the quarterly standard rate adjustment for 1992?

(2) If so, for how many years has the payment been made?

(3) Will there be a continuing payment for 1993; and, if not, why not?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

I thank the member for giving some notice of the question.

(1) Quarterly adjustments to the standard rate for school bus contractors
were paid in February and April 1992. There will be no further
adjustments until agreement has been reached between the Ministry of
Education and the Road Transport Association about the review of the
standard rate.

(2) Quarterly adjustments have been in place since 1987.

(3) See answer to (1).

STRIKE - TEACHERS' ATTENDANCE

731. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Education:

(1) Did any teachers go on strike last Monday?
(2) Have any teachers had their pay docked as a result of their engaging in

industrial action last Monday?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

I do not have that information, but the Chief Executive Officer of the Ministry
of Education is following up that matter.

QUESTION 1003 - LESSEES
732. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education representing the

Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
With reference to question without notice 1003, dated 24 November 1992 and
answered on 1 December 1992, in respect of Esperance plan 25404 and
Neridup locations 124, 139, 150 and 157 -

(1) Who are the lessees?
(2) What organisations Or body supplies funds to this propenty?
(3) How much money is granted or allocated to these properties?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following reply -

(1) The lessees of Neridup locations 124, 139, 150 and 157 are as follows:
Location 124, Mr Robert Murray; location 139, Wongutha Mission;
location 150, Rotary Club of Esperance; and location 157, Mr Rob
Reynolds.

(2)-(3)
Funding received by these independent organisations is not known.
No funding has been provided by the Aboriginal Affairs Planning
Authority.

DETHRIDGE CASE - MINISTER FOR POLICE'S FIRST AWARENESS
Action Taken

733. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Police:
I thank the Minister for Police for answering my previous question to the
effect that he first knew of the Dethridge incident on 25 May. What action
did the Minister take, having heard at that early time about the problem; and
why were the Minister and seemingly the whole Police Force, so unprepared
when the public heard of the matter in November?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
[ did not say that was the first time I heard of the incident. I ask the member
to read his question and to not put words in my mouth.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: On 25 May.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Yes. I was at that time, as I recall, having discussions

with Mrs Dethridge. That was when I first heard about the incident. The first
time I viewed the video -

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: I did not ask about the video. I understood from the
Minister's reply, when asked when did the commissioner discuss it with the
Minister, that it was, as best he could ascertain, on 25 May. Why was it that
when the matter became public, seemingly everyone was ill prepared and then
had to call for public inquiries and that son of thing, when surely it was well
known months before?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I had not seen the video until after the court case had
concluded. I was aware of the incident, but, as the member may recall, the
video was court evidence until that time. Having waited until the trial was
over, which on the advice that I had received was the appropriate thing to do,
I then viewed the video. Of course, in the interim, the video was made public,
and that took away any opportunity to deal with the situation in a structured
way. Regardless of that, the action which was taken to establish the
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Ombudsman's inquiry was the right action to take, but appropriately that
action could not, in my view, have been taken until the trial had been
concluded.

DEThRIDOE CASE - VIDEO
Action Taken

734. Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH to the Minister for Police:
The video is there so that people can be aware of what is going on. Surely the
police had looked at the video and realised the seriousness of the situation
long before it finally became public?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
Disciplinary charges have been laid against one other officer involved. I
remind the member that the video became evidence for the courts. In my
view, and according to the advice I received, I should have waited until the
outcome of the court processes. In retrospect that would have been the right
thing to do. In the meantime, Of Course, the commissioner had taken other
disciplinary action.

POLICE - COUNTRY STATIONS
Manpower; replacements - Question 1047 answer

735. Hon MARGARET McALEER td the Minister for Police:
Is he now in a position to answer question on notice 1047 regarding the
manning of country police stations to bring them to full strength in connection
with holidays and other leave and the provision of clerical assistance?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I have answered that question. Maybe it did not make it on to the Notice
Paper today. However, I may be able to provide a copy to the member before
she leaves today.

STRIKE - TEACHERS' ATTENDANCE
736. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Education:

Further to my last question, why does the Minister not know whether any
teachers went on strike last Monday?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Ministry of Education is a very large Organisation. My understanding is
that the chief executive officer is collating the information which will be
necessary to be able to answer the member's question. I do not think the CEO
could answer the member's question at this stage.

Hon N.F. Moore: I would have thought that he should know and that you should
know!

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: That is why the member sits on that side of the House and
I on this.

SMITH, SERGEANT DESMOND - DETHRIDGE CASE
Transcript Tabling

737. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:

When will he table the transcript of comments he made regarding the former
Sergeant Des Smith and Joseph Dethridge and related matters?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I have the papers here. If I had had the opportunity earlier, I would have
tabled them. I seek leave to table these papers, and in so doing answer the
member's question.

Leave granted. [See paper No 672.]
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I thank the House. I believe these are all the relevant
transcripts, but I continue to search to ascertain whether any others are
involved; if found, I will convey those to the House.
Regarding whether these statements had influenced the Commissioner of
Police, members who take the opportunity to read the transcripts will note that
I was at pains not to pre-empt his decision. I have mentioned the sequence of
events in relation to the disciplinary measures for Des Smith. The papers
indicate that the decision to discipline the police officer was actually made on
11I November, the day before I addressed the question publicly. It was on that
day that the commissioner asked for notice of intent to be prepared under
section 8 of the Police Act. Even if that had not been the case, anyone who
read these transcripts would see that I went to great pains not to pre-empt the
decision of the Commissioner of Police.

HIGH COURT DECISION - ELIGIBILITY OF FEDERAL PARLIAMENTARIANS,
STATE PARLIAMENTARY MEMBERSHIP CONNECTION

738. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Attorney General:
Does the recent High Court decision relating to the eligibility of Federal
parliamentarians affect eligibility of State parliamentary membership?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
My understanding is that the two have no connection. However, as in the case
of all requests for legal opinion, it would be preferable for this to be placed on
notice. Could I minimise the formality by suggesting that if there is a need to
correct the indication that I have given, I will advise the member directly.
However, I am very confident that it will not be necessary.

QUESTIONS - POSTPONED
Answers Undertaking

739. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House:
In excess of 100 postponed questions are still on the Notice Paper today. Will
the Leader of the House give an undertaking to approach persons who have
responsibility for answering the questions - rather than my addressing every
person in this House - to have those questions answered without delay? It is
clear that an interpretation could be placed on the failure to answer these
questions; that is, that the Government has something to hide. I do not want
that to be the situation if that is not the case.

Hon .J.M. BERINSON replied:
Of course that is not the case.

Hon Kay Hallahan: A statesman at last.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not know whether Mr Cash is accurate in his count of

100 deferred questions.
H-In George Cash: In excess of.
Hon E.M. BERINSON: My problem is that his inaccuracy in so many respects during

this session leads me to wonder whether I should not demand a re-count.
Hon George Cash: Perhaps you should count them yourself and tell the House.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Nevertheless, in the congenial spirit in which the question

was asked, I accept the estimate provided. It is only fair to Ministers to
indicate that although there may be about 100 questions deferred we are now
up to question 1125 on the Notice Paper. That gives an indication of the great
effort made to ensure that questions are responded to as promptly as possible.
I am happy to draw the attention of all Ministers, not only those in this House,
to the question of outstanding answers. Their response of course will be a
matter for their discretion. I believe every reasonable effort will be made to
answer the questions.
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QUESTIONS - POSTPONED
Answers in Writing to be Incorporated into "H-ansard"

740. Hon W.N. STR ETCH to the Leader of the House:
With reference to questions which remain unanswered at the end of the
session, or in the event of answers being provided directly to a member in the
middle of a session, would he ask his Ministers to ensure that such replies to
questions are sent to the Clerk of the House so they can be incorporated in
Hansard to satisfy the great curiosity of the wide readership of Hansard?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
Frankly, I am not aware of the procedures involved, and nor can I recall a
Mansard being printed which did not cover an actual sitting day. In the
circumstances, the best I can do is ask that the question be put on notice and I
will treat that as deferred question 101!

QUESTIONS - POSTPONED
Answers in Writing to be Incorporated into 'Hansard"

741. Hon W.N. STRETCH to the Attorney General:
The Attorney General will be aware that on occasions a Minister answers a
question by saying that the member will be advised in writing. The Minister's
advice that the member will be advised in writing is the answer that is
accepted and is what appears in Mansard. Will the Attorney General ensure
that when the information requested is given in writing to the member, a copy
of the letter is also sent to the clerk and a mechanism worked out whereby that
can be incorporated in the Mansard as the real answer.

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The member's question raises a procedural matter with which I am not
equipped to deal. I should not take the response beyond my previous answer.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - EDUCATION PACKAGE $20 000
742. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Education:

Last week the Minister announced a $20 million education package. Can the
Minister provide the House with details of that package and contrast that with
the initiatives taken recently by the Victorian education ministry?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I thank the member for his question. He has pointed to a very stark contrast.
Next year in Western Australia the Ministry of Education's teaching staff will
be its largest ever employed, with an additional 515 teachers, raking the total
to 17 000. That is a very large teaching force for this State. Last week I
announced measures designed to give flexibility to the teaching force, to
provide recognition for the magnificent job they do and to ensure that they are
able to keep up to date with their skills, knowledge and professional
development. The establishment of a remote teaching service was an
important measure within that package. At present we give incentives to
teachers at a number of small and very remote schools. However, it is clear
we need to provide incentives to teachers at a number of other schools. I also
gave an undertaking that an industrial award would be negotiated and feel
confident that an agreement with the State School Teachers Union can be
reached this month. That would again be in very stark contrast to the
experience of their colleagues in Victoria. The provision of scholarships of
$10 000 to classroom teachers will give a great capacity for professional
development and sabbatical leave arrangements will be introduced.

Hon N.F. Moore:, It sounds like bribery or a pre-election promise.
Hon KAY HALLAH-AN: It is something teachers have been asking for for a long

time. It was mentioned in the Foundation for the Future document launched
by the Premier on 1 July. These matters have now reached the
implementation phase.
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Hon N.E. Moore: You do nor have much of a future, so don't worry about it.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I thought -

Point of Order
Hon N.F. MOORE: There is sometimes doubt about whether the Minister controls

the Western Australian education ministry, but there is no doubt she does not
control the Victorian ministry. It is not within her portfolio and is, therefore,
out of order for her to comment on it.

The PRESIDENT: I chink the Minister can contrast a matter, provided she
remembers Standing Order No 138(c), which reads -

Replies shall be concise, relevant, and free from argument or
controversial matter.

Questions Without Notice Reswrned
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: Thank you, Mr President. I was amazed to hear today that

at a time when there exists a sharp contrast between the recognition for
teachers' contribution to this community compared with that in Victoria that
the Industrial Relations Minister from Victoria, Mr Gude, was being
entertained by the Liberal Party members in this House this very day. That
will be very concerning to Western Australian teachers.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The rule that inrerjections are out of order prevails.

Standing Order 138(c) also prevails.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: You have been very generous, Mr President, with your

guidance to me over the years. I will bow to your great wisdom again today.
I can understand members opposite not wanting to hear my reply. The
teaching force in Victoria is being decimated. In contrast, Western Australian
teachers are appreciated as being extraordinarily valuable to this community.

POLICE - WHITE DECOY CAR
743. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Police:

Does the Minister have a reply to my question concerning the police decoy
car?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
There were indeed police cars going past a Multanova and changing number
plates. However, the purpose was nor sinister. On 5 and 6 August of this year
traffic police tested 22 different corporate number plares in order to ascertain
their suitability on motor vehicles to gauge their level of detection by the
Multanova radar and the red light traffic violator recorder camera. The police
want those plates to be successful here, as they have been in other States.

Hon Max Evans: Were they rested in November?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am not aware.
Hon Max Evans: They were probably re-resring them.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: They are tested ro make sure that different plates are

able to be recorded by the Multanova. If they could not be recorded they
would be very popular and the safety detection aspect associated with those
cameras would be avoided. The police vehicles used in testing were, on one
occasion, a moving marked patrol car to test the Multanova; on a second
occasion, a stationery marked patrol car to test the traffic violator recorder
camera; and on a third occasion, a Mazda twin cab utility to test the plates
with the Mulcanova radar. Recently a wider range of corporate plates was
made available; it would therefore be fair to assume that what Hon Max
Evan's constituent drew to his attention was probably a repeat of that
exercise.
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Hon FRED McKENZIE: Then there were a lot of interjections because there were some
very rude people then.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let the honourable member complete his speech.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: The President then said -

Order! I ask the honourable member to address the Chair.
The PRESIDENT: I know that bit off by heart.
Hon FRED McKENZIE: I continued -

I do not know why the Government should plan a date for the end of this part of the
session, and why it should expect some fairness on the part of the Opposition to see
that its plans are carried out on the due date.
Early in this session we dealt with many Bills of little or no significance. We now
have these important measures before us, containing major changes, and we are
dealing with them in the last week of the autumn part of the sitting, if the target date
is to be adhered to. That is what we are objecting to. We will deal with the
amendments to the Commonwealth and State Housing Agreement, and this Bill will
have a great effect on the electors that I represent.

I had to read that in my farewell speech to show that 15 and a half years later I heard a
replica today of what I said then. 1 wanted to give that little lecture before I left.
I thank everybody in this establishment for the assistance I have had over those 15 and a half
years. When I came into this place I viewed the Liberals differently from the way I do today.
They are human beings, after all. I was not sure when I came here, but ever the years - and I
do not know whether this is because [ have mellowed - I have learnt to be more tolerant and
understanding of them and can say that the people in here who I thought were the worst in
the world when I came here are better than the Liberal people out there who give me hell,
particularly in respect of WA Inc despite the fact that I asked no questions and told no lies. It
is a pity that Hon Phillip Pendal is not here to remind me of that.
Since I have been here what I have come to understand and value about the Western
Australian Parliament is its democracy. One must tolerate other people. You often say,
Mr President, that members might not like what they hear but they must hear it. As long as
we can do that it is better for all of us. I am grateful I have been here and experienced that. I
have made some good friends on both sides of the House. If I look around I can comment on
every member in the Chamber. However, everyone wishes to speak and the President must
go to lunch at 12.45 pm.
I turn to my co-Whip Margaret McAleer, who was elected as Whip on the same day as I was.
We have been working together for 12 and a half years. It has been a great pleasure to work
with Margaret McAleer as her word has been her bond and it makes life so much easier for
Whips when they enjoy that sort of atmosphere. Margaret, I very much appreciate your help,
given as late as yesterday when I sprang a pair on you that I had forgotten and you came to
my aid quickly, causing Derrick Tomlinson to oblige and leave the Chamber with 10 seconds
to go. Up to the last I have valued your assistance and I have got it. it is great to have no
fear that something will be put Over one when one is the Whip particularly if one is the Whip
on this side of the House. That is important when in Government because it allows the Whip
to rest easy.
Having said that I pass on to Leaders of the Opposition because without their support nothing
would be possible. There is no doubt that Opposition leaders have contributed to this
Chamber. When Hon George Cash was in the other place I dreaded the thought of his
coming up here because one does not get to know people in the other place and I thought
when he came here he would be different from the other members and would be tough. I
must say, George, that although I disagree with you philosophically and on many things an
important factor, as with leaders before him, is that his word has been his bond. There have
been times when we have made blues and Hon George Cash has not been the tough political
animal that he is but been quite fair and reasonable and kept me up to scratch. I appreciated
that and he has made my task easier.
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Hon Max Evans: You live and learn something new every day.
Hon Graham Edwards: Have you bought a set of plates?
Hon Max Evans: I cannot afford to.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS - OFFICIAL CORRUPTION

COMMISSION, MEDIA REPORT OF INTERACTIONS
744. Hon DOUG WENN to the Attorney General:

(1) Can the Attorney General advise whether he noted a media report of the
interaction between the Official Corruption Commission and the Director of
Public Prosecutions?

(2) If so, can he provide any information on the accuracy of that report?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
(1)-(2)

1 did note chat report. It would have been almost impossible not to.
Hon George Cash: Where was it?
Hon J.M. B3ERINSON: I am referring to the report in the The West Australian this

morning. On the basis of that item, I contacted the Director of Public
Prosecutions this morning to express my concern at the nature of the report
and requested his advice. He subsequently provided very comprehensive
advice. It would not be helpful to attempt to quote it in full.
Nevertheless, because of the interest which will no doubt attach to it, I
indicate that it refers in a detailed way to the investigative background to
matters dealt with in the report in The West Australian newspaper this
morning about the interaction between the Director of Public Prosecutions and
the Commissioner of Police and between the DPP and the Official Corruption
Commission. Rather than attempting to present the DPP's comments, I
believe it would be preferable to make his report available to all members for
that purpose. I seek leave to table his paper dated 3 December 1992.

Leave granted. [See paper No 673.1
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